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ABSTRACT
This dissertation examines how the intersections of gender, ethnicity, place, and class shape
indigenous women’s risks for and experiences of intimate partner violence and related decisionmaking in Carhuaz province, an underserved, resource-poor setting in the Peruvian Andes. This
dissertation applied a mixed-methods, community-based approach to 11 months of ethnographic
fieldwork in Peru, which included 82 face-to-face surveys using the World Health Organization’s
Multi-Country Study Instrument, 38 semi-structured interviews with survivors, community
members, and IPV-related service providers, and 6 participatory action research workshops (n=64).
Through this dissertation, the voices of indigenous women struggling with intimate partner
violence illuminate the lived realities of partner violence, shedding light on how women in Carhuaz
province cope with, escape from, and rebuild after such experiences. Through a multi-level,
intersectional analysis, this dissertation identifies the multiple oppressions survivors face by
demonstrating how intimate partner violence is embedded in broader political and social structures,
with experiences of structural violence, such as institutionalized ethnic discrimination, reinforcing
intimate violence. This research documents the prioritization of children’s emotional wellbeing and
financial stability in survivor decision-making around intimate partner violence, as well as the
influential roles of gender expectations, community gossip, and perceptions of violence. Broadly,
this research helps addresses the gap in qualitative literature regarding intimate partner violence
among non-Western, non-urban, minority populations, elucidating the various and distinct
experiences of survivors in under-researched areas.
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PROLOGUE
Alba1 sat alone on the low wooden bench, her back slumped against the dusty adobe
wall of the dark hallway. She watched her three daughters play wildly with Sonia’s
four sons in the sunny courtyard at the end of the hall, her eyes swollen and
expressionless. Sonia leaned over to me, tilted up the wide brim of her tall feltedwool hat to get close to my ear, and whispered, “This is the first time Raul has let her
out of the house since…” She trailed off.
We were at a potluck lunch for the community women’s group, too public a place to
discuss what had happened, especially with Alba’s mother-in-law in attendance, but
after the crowd had left, Sonia confided in me. She explained that Alba’s husband,
Raul, was only getting more violent, and that the weekend before I had returned to
town, he had exploded. Sonia, a survivor of violence herself, had been worried. With
the adobe homes built so close together, she could hear the shouting, the crying, the
three young girls pleading for their father to stop. Since she lived just across the dirt
pathway, Sonia attempted a casual visit to diffuse the situation, hoping Raul would
calm in the presence of others. Unfortunately, he turned his aggression towards
Sonia, and she only escaped his grasp on the collar of her blouse when her teenage
son stepped in. They hurried home and called the Women’s Emergency Center in
hushed tones. After a while, the police arrived in town and took Raul down to the
local jail, but he returned the next morning, still seething.
For the next week, Alba did not leave the house, and Sonia was careful not to run
into Raul without her sons nearby. She wanted to help Alba, but she did not know
how, and she now felt she was in danger too. “What can I do?” she asked aloud.
“What can she do? She has children, she’s not educated, and her family lives far away.
She is alone. He is going to kill her. I heard him.”
Carhuaz Province, August 20132

To protect the confidentiality and safety of participants, all names used in this dissertation, including women, children,
spouses, and providers, are pseudonyms.
2 This vignette is drawn from pre-dissertation research field notes.
1

1

I first arrived in Carhuaz province in 2008 as an undergraduate and later returned for my
masters’ field research on maternal health decision-making in 2012. My focus on intimate partner
violence did not come to the forefront until a return trip to Peru in 2013. While several women had
individually confided in me regarding their experiences of and concerns about intimate partner
violence before this, during this follow-up visit, the topic of violence against women, and more
specifically violence within intimate relationships, showed itself to be a broad community concern.
As a local grassroots women’s group wrapped up a discussion of recent events, they began
to plan next steps and future topics of focus, ultimately arriving at a need to address intimate
violence in their community3. The group’s president carefully wrote out violencia familiar (family
violence)4 in black permanent marker on the sheet of poster paper tacked to the uneven adobe wall.
Silence. Women were hesitant to elaborate on the topic. Seeing my role as facilitator, I spoke up and
probed what they meant by ‘violencia familiar’. Women exchanged glances with each other and with
me, knowing I was aware of the violence, but not sure of how to respond in this more public forum.
‘I want to understand so I can help too,’ I offered. And then came a flood of responses—‘my
neighbor,’ ‘my sister,’ ‘my aunt,’ women began, talking over each other, turning to one another to
ask, ‘Didn’t you know?’ The formality of the meeting dissolved as women turned to friends they
trusted and detailed stories of those they knew, not of themselves, eventually concluding with
sentiments of, ‘I don’t know what to do to help,’ ‘What can I do?,’ ‘What can she do?,’ ‘What about
her children?’
Since this meeting occurred at the tail end of my visit, I was not able to immediately delve
into the topic with the group. Rather, I returned to the United States for the start of the fall semester
In part, this was certainly influenced by the fact that I had contacts at the provincial Women’s Emergency Center who
had asked to be put in touch the community organization to help with outreach and promotion. Several members of the
women’s group became promotoras with the CEM, likely exposing them to the hushed tones of violence in the
community.
4 Intimate partner violence and violence against women are often colloquially referred to as family violence because these
forms of violence had been included under the category of family violence until the passing of Law N°30364 in 2015.
3

2

and dove into the literature on IPV—epidemiological data, theoretical frameworks, methodological
approaches, ethical considerations, ethnographic accounts, and advocacy efforts. To complement
this academic training, I sought practice-based experience working with survivors5 of violence at The
Spring of Tampa Bay from 2014 to 2016. During the summers of 2014 and 2015, I returned to
Carhuaz province to conduct exploratory, pre-dissertation research with local women’s groups and
advocacy organizations to facilitate the community-based, collaborative development of research
directions and lines of inquiry. And on September 1st, 2016, I boarded a plane bound for Peru, about
to start 11-months of dissertation fieldwork investigating intimate partner violence in the highland
province of Carhuaz.

Throughout this dissertation, I use the term ‘survivor’ rather than ‘victim’ of violence to highlight the agency of women
in situations of violence. Rather than passive victims, women are actively engaged in their survival.

5
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CHAPTER ONE:
INTRODUCTION
The World Health Organization (WHO) conducted the first ever multi-country study on
intimate partner violence (IPV) in the early 2000s, establishing country prevalence rates ranging
from 15% to 71% of ever-partnered women reporting lifetime experience of IPV (García-Moreno,
Jansen, Ellsberg, Heise, & Watts, 2005). The study also found that worldwide, women are at a higher
risk for experiencing violence perpetrated by a partner than by anyone else (García-Moreno, Jansen,
Ellsberg, Heise, & Watts, 2006). In fact, an estimated 38.6% of female homicides around the world
are committed by an intimate partner, which is six times higher than male IPV-related homicides, at
6.3% (Stöckl et al., 2013). Globally, an estimated 1-in-3 women has experienced physical abuse,
forced sexual relations, or other form of partner violence at some point in her lifetime, making IPV
a significant cause of morbidity, and in some cases, mortality as well (Heise, Ellsberg, &
Gottemoeller, 1999).
Among participating WHO study sites, provincial Peru, which included peri-urban and rural
Andean communities, was found to have the highest prevalence of physical IPV among everpartnered women (61%) and the highest prevalence of IPV-related injury, at 55% of women
reporting lifetime experience of IPV also reporting related injury (Ellsberg, Jansen, Heise, Watts, &
García-Moreno, 2008). Overall, 51% of urban women and 69% of provincial women in Peru
reported lifetime experience of sexual or physical IPV (García-Moreno et al., 2005).
Intersectionality theory and the ecological framework of violence against women highlight
the importance of understanding the ways in which ethnicity, socioeconomic status, residence, and
other contextual factors intersect with gender to shape women’s risks for, responses to, and
4

experiences of IPV (Crenshaw, 1989; Heise, 1998). Alongside data demonstrating an increased
prevalence of IPV in peri-urban and rural Peru, growing evidence also links poverty, low educational
attainment, ethnic discrimination, and shifting livelihood strategies with higher incidences of IPV
(Adelman, 2004; Alcalde, 2010; Heise & García-Moreno, 2002; Jewkes, 2002; Maternowska, 2006;
Merry, 2009; Perales et al., 2009; Wilson, 2014). These risk factors are ever-present in the lives of
indigenous populations in Peru, particularly those in rural, underserved areas where public
education, health facilities, and other state-based resources are limited in their physical availability,
linguistic accessibility, and cultural acceptability (Chan, 2013; Flake, 2005; Yamin, 2007).
Clearly, IPV is a serious public health concern in Peru and around the world. Yet, its scope
extends beyond public health. Intimate partner violence is a day-to-day concern for practice-based
fields, such as nursing and social work, in which practitioners struggle with encouraging disclosure,
providing appropriate and adequate support, maintaining safety for survivors and their families, and
empowering women. Such programs and interventions are developed in conjunction with public
health and social science research illustrating the nature of IPV and necessary considerations for
advocacy and action (García-Moreno et al., 2005; Rizo & Macy, 2011). However, there is a dearth of
qualitative research regarding IPV in rural, non-Western settings, particularly among ethnic and
cultural minorities, leaving a significant gap in knowledge and appropriate service provision for a
large portion of the global population (Ellsberg & Heise, 2005; Flake, 2005; Hahn et al., 2007;
Hamby, 2000; Heise, Raikes, Watts, & Zwi, 1994; Jewkes, 2002; Rizo & Macy, 2011). Thus, the
overarching goal of this research was to contribute to the expansion of scholarly understanding of
the various and distinct ways in which IPV takes place around the world in order to contribute to
the advancement and diversification of IPV support service provision, prevention programing, and
advocacy efforts worldwide for a safer, more equitable global community.

5

Research Aims
Through an ecological framework and intersectional perspective, this dissertation sheds light
on the influences of sociocultural, economic, and political factors on risks for, experiences of, and
decision-making around IPV in Carhuaz province, an underserved, resource-poor setting in the
Peruvian Andes. Accordingly, this study’s research aims were:
(RA1) Understand the individual, familial, community, and societal level factors influencing
how indigenous women cope with IPV, including disclosure practices, help-seeking,
and responses to violence,
(RA2) Identify available sources of formal and informal support in Carhuaz province, a
resource poor setting,
(RA3) Evaluate the accessibility and acceptability of sources of support and avenues for
improvement to better meet the needs of indigenous women and underserved
populations,
(RA4) Collaborate with local, provincial partner organizations to apply the knowledge gained
from this study to develop and implement relevant program and policy
improvements.
To meet these aims, my dissertation applied a mixed-methods, community-engaged approach to 11
months of ethnographic fieldwork in Peru, which included 82 face-to-face surveys using the WHO
Multi-Country Study Instrument, 38 semi-structured interviews with survivors, community
members, and IPV-related service providers, and six participatory action research (PAR) workshops
(n=64). The result of this participatory, mixed-methods approach is a wealth of ethnographic data
that illustrate the lived realities of IPV among women in Carhuaz province, Peru. Further, with
respect to RA4, and in the interest of research reciprocity, preliminary study findings and

6

collaboratively developed research deliverables were returned to partner organizations and
participating communities in an effort to facilitate the application of findings for local change.
Overview of Chapters
This dissertation examines how the intersections of gender, ethnicity, and class shape risks
for and experiences of IPV in the rural Peruvian highlands. Chapter Two presents the theoretical
framework informing this study, positing the multidimensional nature of IPV through an
intersectional, ecological approach to IPV. Chapter Two also reviews relevant literature regarding
IPV, the context of gender, ethnicity, and socioeconomic status in rural Peru, and current national
and international policies and initiatives concerning violence against women (VAW) and IPV.
Research design and methodology are presented in Chapter Three, including a detailed review of
data collection and background information on the research setting. This chapter also discusses the
ethical considerations of this study.
The results of this research span four chapters. Illustrating the local context and providing
an overview of IPV in Carhuaz province, Chapter Four presents participant demographics, IPV
prevalence and impacts, attitudes regarding gender roles and the use of violence, and qualitative
insight on women’s experiences of intimate violence. Chapter Five examines why women stay in
violent relationships, how survivors cope with IPV, and the barriers they face in disclosing violence
and seeking support. Chapter Six focuses on experiences of leaving and attempting to leave a violent
partner through three participant vignettes that illustrate the various challenges survivors face and
the concerns they weigh when deciding to leave. Chapter Seven focuses on reestablishing and/or
maintaining familial stability and safety among women who permanently leave violent partners,
those who return to them, and survivors that never leave. Regardless of women’s persistence or
departure, this chapter shows survivors’ shared focus on their children and their futures.

7

Chapter Eight reviews the main findings of this research and discusses their implications as
well as broader contributions to scholarly understandings of IPV and the influential intersections of
gender, ethnicity, residence, and socioeconomic status. Finally, this dissertation ends with Chapter
Nine, which summarizes the conclusions of this research, reviews study limitations, and offers
recommendations for the application of findings and future research directions.
A Note on Positionality
As demonstrated in the opening vignette, throughout this dissertation, I place myself within
the research. In doing so, I acknowledge that ethnographic fieldwork is an intimate experience and
that in social science research, I, the researcher, am the primary instrument of data collection
(Bernard, 2011; LeCompte & Schensul, 2010). I recognize my role in relation to the participants in
this research and that who I am influenced how I was perceived by others in the field, women’s
willingness to talk to me and disclose violence, my access to participants at different levels of
influence (i.e. community members, IPV advocates, and employees of the criminal justice system),
and who would listen to the research findings (Jansen, Watts, Ellsberg, Heise, & García-Moreno,
2004; LeCompte & Schensul, 2010). We all see the world and are seen by the world through a ‘lens’
that shapes our research, and we cannot escape the influence of our own lived experiences
(Haraway, 1988). However, this is not, in itself, a research flaw. As Schensul and LeCompte note, “It
is only when researcher’s subjectivities lead them to overlook, alter, or suppress evidence that
subjectivities become problematic. Good research practice, in fact, requires that researchers’ values
or subjectivities be made explicit” (2012, p. 322). Thus, in the interest of ‘good research practice,’ a
discussion of myself and my positionality is necessary.
I am a university-educated, first generation Chinese-American woman raised in Atlanta,
Georgia. To an extent, these aspects of my identity facilitated my ability to collaborate with local,
state-based organizations in Peru and allowed me access to police officers, lawyers, and other
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privileged positions for interviews, participant observation, and advocacy efforts. However, these
measures of privilege can also function as obstacles in establishing rapport in the field, especially in
cross-cultural contexts and with traditionally marginalized populations. In many ways, these aspects
of my identity made me an outsider in the rural, highlands of Carhuaz. Despite years of living there,
participation in local celebrations and family rights of passages, and friendships and fictive kin ties, I
will always be, in part, an outsider. However, being an outsider did not inhibit my ability to
meaningfully engage with people in Carhuaz province and establish trustful relationships, which, of
course, were bolstered by my previous years of experiences in the area.
In truth, I believe that my position as an insider-outsider in Carhuaz province is what
brought the topic of IPV to me. As mentioned earlier, during my thesis research and subsequent
return visits to Carhuaz, individual women opened up to me about personal experiences of violence
and a local women’s group collectively presented the issue as a topic of concern. Perhaps, like me,
they had heard too many stories to not feel compelled to do something. But what that something
was, they needed an outsider for. That outsider was me—someone they knew they could trust, who
was known for her discretion and strict adherence to confidentiality, and who had the ear of local
leaders and institutional authorities because she had the clout of a university-based, North American
researcher. It was a role I could fulfill as an academic and an activist.
Of course the women I worked with never referred to me as an outsider. In fact, my status
as an unmarried, childless woman in her thirties seemed to be of more concern than my foreign
passport, privileged education, and feminist viewpoint. They often called me nuera or llumtsuy,
Spanish and Quechua for daughter-in-law, respectively, and joked about marrying me off to their
sons and brothers so that I could officially become a Carhuacina (a woman from Carhuaz). This
continued even after they met my boyfriend at the time, and when we broke up, the search
expanded. Nonetheless, when confronted with the unwanted advances of men, women were quick
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to defend me, protect me, and whisk me away from uncomfortable situations. We found solidarity in
our shared experience as women.
When I joined a local knitting group at the start of my dissertation research, a few women
asked if I felt lonely without a partner and children. I remember how they howled with laughter
when I told them I had brought my dog, Dino, with me to keep me company in the field. It became
a running joke in the communities I worked in, and we referred to Dino as my wamra chushchu,
Quechua for ‘baby puppy,’ in lieu of my human baby. As it turned out, although there were some
privileged aspects of my identity, I also had a number of deficiencies. These shortcomings
highlighted the common ground I shared with participating women as a woman. Thus, when it came
to dating, marriage, joint-decision making, running a household, and caring for children, I had a lot
to learn, and women were more than willing to share their experiences, insights, and perspectives.
Yet in cross-cultural research pertaining to VAW, one must also address the issues of
cultural relativism and ethnocentrism and concerns with my ‘outsider’ feminism being just another
neo-imperialist endeavor. However, while culture undoubtedly shapes expressions of VAW and how
individuals respond to it, VAW is not unique to any one culture or even several. Rather, there is a
culture of VAW that crosses local, national, and international boundaries. As Laura McClusky aptly
observed, IPV is “a social phenomenon within a specific cultural context” (2001, p. 5). Accordingly,
my feminist perspective on VAW is not an assault on rural, indigenous men and women’s cultural
beliefs and practices in Carhuaz, Peru, but a challenging of the pervasive culture of VAW worldwide.
Furthermore, I acknowledge my feminist leanings, but have also been trained as a survivor advocate
to recognize my biases and put them aside when working with survivors of violence, focusing
instead, on how they understand their experiences. Of course, others may inevitably see me as an
advocate for women’s rights and gender equality, but I believe that is why women called on me to
support their efforts to prioritize intimate violence and prod at the shroud of silence surrounding it.
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Thus, while differences existed between myself and the women I worked with, they were not
dividers. Women opened up to me and shared their lives with me, their laughter, their tears, their
accomplishments, and their fears. In turn, I offered my support, my experience, and a listening ear.
If women asked for help, I provided what I could, such as assisting low-literacy women in
understanding police reports and legal documents and connecting survivors with trusted advocates
as a source of informational and instrumental support. As a researcher, I emphasized human
connection and solidarity, things that I felt women needed most: to know they were not alone. The
stigma around IPV is so strong that half of the women who disclosed violence to me in this study
shared that they had never told anyone else, not their mothers, not their sisters, not their friends.
Women explained that they knew I would not gossip, and I would not judge them. This was a role I
could fill, one that I had to. I engaged with women honestly and genuinely, and now I share their
stories with the same sincerity, facilitating the magnification of their voices, their realities, and their
insights to a broader audience, with our shared hopes of breaking the silence around IPV,
supporting survivors, and preventing future violence.
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CHAPTER TWO:
LITERATURE REVIEW AND THEORETICAL ORIENTATION
As defined by the United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights (1993), VAW is
“any act of gender-based violence that results in, or is likely to result in, physical, sexual, or
psychological harm or suffering to women, including threats of such acts, coercion, or arbitrary
deprivation of liberty, whether occurring in public or private life.” Despite significant global
declarations regarding gender equality and VAW, including the United Nations’ 1979 Convention on
the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women (CEDAW) and the Organization of
American States’ 1994 Inter-American Convention on the Prevention, Punishment, and Eradication
of Violence against Women, until recently, research on VAW, and specifically IPV, has remained
focused primarily in developed nations like the United States and Western European countries,
limiting the ability for developing a broad range of prevention and intervention strategies for diverse
contexts and populations, particularly in low-income, resource-poor settings and among cultural and
ethnic minorities (Ellsberg & Heise, 2005; Heise et al., 1994; Trabold, McMahon, Alsobrooks,
Whitney, & Mittal, 2018).
In 1995, the Fourth World Conference on Women set forth the Beijing Declaration and a
Platform for Action, identifying this dearth of adequate information on the nuances and variations
of VAW around the globe and establishing an agenda for achieving female empowerment (GarcíaMoreno et al., 2006). Specifically, the Beijing Platform challenged the notion of cultural relativism
with regard to VAW, “urg[ing] governments not to use culture, religion, or tradition to avoid their
obligations to end violence against women” (Merry, 2009, p. 16). Rather than attributing VAW to
cultural roots and avoiding the problem in deference to respecting cultural tradition, VAW must be
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situated within the political, economic, and sociocultural contexts within which it occurs in order to
holistically understand such violence and how it can be addressed.
Focusing specifically on IPV between heterosexual partners, a major form of VAW around
the world, this investigation examined IPV and related decision-making among indigenous women
in the rural, north-central Peruvian highlands, where little research on the topic has been conducted.
Accordingly, this chapter presents relevant background literature regarding IPV and the theoretical
frameworks informing this research: the ecological framework of violence against women and
intersectionality theory. Through the integration of these frameworks, this dissertation interrogates
the kaleidoscope of factors shaping women’s experiences of and decision-making around IPV in
Carhuaz province. This chapter also reviews Peru’s policies and legislation regarding IPV and VAW,
discusses the context of gender, ethnicity, and poverty in Peru, and provides relevant
epidemiological data.
Defining Intimate Partner Violence and Understanding its Impacts
Intimate partner violence encompasses a variety of forms of violence perpetrated by a
current or past partner and includes physical, emotional and psychological, sexual, and economic
violence (Breiding, Basile, Smith, Black, & Mahendra, 2015; Fawole, 2008; Postmus, Plummer,
McMahon, Murshid, & Kim, 2012). Physical violence includes physical assaults with or without
weapons, which can result in wounds, broken bones or teeth, burns, miscarriage, and death.
Emotional and psychological violence include threats, insults, and humiliation that negatively impact
a woman’s self-esteem and self-worth, and controlling behavior, including constraints on physical
mobility and social interactions. Sexual violence involves the loss of bodily autonomy as perpetrators
force sexual acts, risking unintended pregnancy and the contraction of sexually transmitted
infections. Economic violence occurs through prohibiting a woman to work, withholding of
household income, and other tactics targeted at controlling a woman’s resources, preventing women
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from ensuring the wellbeing of their children and themselves as well as restricting their
independence and autonomy (Breiding et al., 2015; Coker, Sanderson, & Dong, 2004; Fawole, 2008;
Mason et al., 2012; Watts & Zimmerman, 2002; Wilson, 2014).
Experiences of IPV are associated with increased physical health problems among survivors,
including chronic pain, hypertension, cardiovascular disease, gastrointestinal disorders (Breiding et
al., 2015; Coker et al., 2004; Mason et al., 2012), sexually transmitted infections, and poor pregnancy
outcomes like low birth weight, miscarriage, and preterm birth (Devries et al., 2014; Perales et al.,
2009; Sarkar, 2008; Shah & Shah, 2010). Intimate partner violence is also associated with poor
mental health outcomes, including depression, anxiety, post-traumatic stress disorder, and suicide
ideation (Devries et al., 2014; Ellsberg et al., 2008). Thus, IPV leads to short and long-term physical
and psychological consequences as well as the everyday stress that accompanies constant threats of
violence.
Beyond the individual, IPV also negatively impacts children, household stability, and
community ties, as well as perpetuating female inequality and gender discrimination. Witnessing
and/or experiencing violence in childhood has been associated with increased risks for IPV later in
life (Morrison, Orlando, & Pizzolitto, 2007). Intimate partner violence also threatens household
stability, as women must struggle with abuse while continuing to maintain their familial and
household responsibilities. These consequences extend out into the community, particularly in rural,
agricultural communities like those in the Peruvian highlands, where communal work, labor
exchange, fictive kin ties, and general practices of reciprocity are fundamental to daily life
(Estremadoyro, 2001; Harvey, 1994).
Theoretical Orientation
Research on IPV has expanded rapidly since its broad recognition as a social issue in the
1970s (J. Kelly & Johnson, 2008; Pleck, 1987). Alongside the increase in empirical knowledge has
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been the development and advancement of a variety of theoretical frameworks regarding the roots
of IPV. Early approaches took an individual focus, including biological theories of aggression and
violent behavior (Cunningham et al., 1998), social learning theories of family modeling of violence
(Bell & Naugle, 2008; O’Leary, 1988), and background/family systems theory in which perpetrators
have a history of witnessing and/or experiencing violence (Bell & Naugle, 2008; Cunningham et al.,
1998; Riggs, Murphy, & O'Leary, 1989). However, these individual approaches to understanding the
causes of IPV do not fully explain the intricacies of partner violence and fail to address the
pervasiveness of IPV around the world.
Contemporary approaches view more broadly the complexity of IPV and the influence of
contextual factors, such as gender asymmetry and socioeconomic class, that may play a role in the
occurrence of IPV. Rather than a focus on the individual and interpersonal influences, major
contemporary theoretical approaches to IPV consider the complex and multidimensional nature of
partner violence. This section examines three major theoretical approaches to IPV that move away
from the individual focus to consider the multifaceted nature of IPV and the broader contexts
within which its occurs; these include the Feminist Model, Johnson’s Violent Couple Categories, and
Lori Heise’s Ecological Framework of Violence Against Women. Additionally, as this research was
conducted in rural Peru among an ethnic and cultural minority population, this section also includes
a critical consideration of cultural explanations of violence. After exploring these theoretical
frameworks and their contributions to understanding IPV, their utilization in this research will be
discussed.
Contemporary Theoretical Approaches to Intimate Partner Violence
One of the most prominent theoretical approaches to understanding the causes of IPV is the
traditional feminist model, which posits that sexism and gender inequality in patriarchal societies are
the main causes of gender-based violence (GBV) and VAW (Dobash & Dobash, 1979; Stark, 2007;
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Walker, 1989). The feminist model emphasizes the impact of socially defined gender roles and
proposes that IPV is gender asymmetric, meaning that men are largely the perpetrators of IPV and
women are the targets (Dobash & Dobash, 1979). The feminist model draws from social learning
theory to argue that men maintain a privileged position in society and that socially accepted and
learned patterns of masculinity, including aggression and violence, have led to the victimization of
women by men in order to exert and perpetuate male dominance (Dobash & Dobash, 1979). Such
an approach places gender and power at the center of IPV, highlighting how sociocultural
institutions, from the criminal justice system to the family unit, condone male dominance and
reinforce female submission. In doing so, the feminist model stresses the examination of broader
level factors, including social norms, policies, and legislation, focusing on intervention at the
institutional and macro levels of society. In developing such interventions, the feminist model
encourages the use of non-patriarchal research methods and qualitative approaches to data
collection that allow IPV survivors to frame their experiences of violence within their own
understanding and give these experiences meaning from their own perspectives (Boonzaier & van
Schalkwyk, 2011; Yllö, 1988). This empowerment-focused approach encourages emic
understandings of IPV to inform intervention development.
However, the feminist model has received a number of critiques for its inability to account
for contradictory findings, including female perpetrators of IPV, violence in same-sex relationships,
and why some men are violent while others are not even though all men are exposed to the same
cultural messages of patriarchy (Heise, 1998). One of the most notable critiques has come from
family violence researchers who propose that IPV is gender symmetric, meaning that women are just
as likely to perpetrate violence against men and that there is no consistent connection between
patriarchy and male perpetration of VAW (Coleman & Straus, 1986; Dutton, 1995). Arguing that the
feminist model is biased, based on its use of agency samples (i.e. participants in emergency shelters
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and utilizing criminal and legal institutions) that represent extreme forms of violence primarily
perpetuated by men against women, the family violence model points to general population survey
samples that attempt to implement random sampling to provide a more representative picture of
IPV (Dutton, 1995; M. Johnson, 2011).
Michael Johnson (1995) argues that both sampling strategies and consequent feminist and
family violence theoretical models present biases. In addition to conceding that agency-based
samples represent a biased population, Johnson (1995, 2006) also points out that non-response to
general population surveys also introduces a bias in that those involved in violent situations are less
likely to participate in such research due to either fear of reprisal among survivors and fears of
implicating themselves among abusers. Thus, rather than a one-dimensional phenomenon based on
the debates around gender (a)symmetry, Johnson proposes that IPV is a complex occurrence that
varies in regard to the presence and severity of control and violence as well as the direction of these
behaviors.
Accordingly, Johnson proposes four Violent Couple Categories (2006, 2011). The first of
these categories is Intimate Terrorism (also referred to as Coercive Controlling Violence), in which
an abuser is both violent and exerts non-violent control through tactics involving emotional abuse,
threats of violence, and withholding household income. This is often seen among those who seek
formal IPV support services, such as emergency shelter and protection orders, and is demonstrated
in the commonly used Duluth Model of Power and Control (Shepard, 1988). The second category is
Violent Resistance, which includes violence, but not controlling behavior and is typically understood
as a reaction to Intimate Terrorism. Johnson illustrates this category by identifying victims of
Intimate Terrorism who respond to abusers with violence (2011). Focusing on the dyad, the third
category of Mutually Violent Control includes both partners that demonstrate a pattern of reciprocal
violence and control. Finally, the category of Situational Couple Violence represents IPV that may
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be violent, but not controlling. Instead, Situational Couple Violence occurs when conflicts escalate
and become aggressive, resulting in violence as serious as that found in situations of Intimate
Terrorism, but not involving attempts to gain control over a partner (Johnson, 2006, 2011).
In seeking to understand the role of gender (a)symmetry in these couple categories, Johnson
analyzed Irene Frieze’s 1970s data that collected information on both violent behavior and control
tactics from both partners, which is uncommon in most IPV research (Frieze, 1983; Frieze &
Browne, 1989; M. Johnson, 2011). Based on this analysis, Johnson established that gender
asymmetry is present in Intimate Terrorism and Violent Resistance, finding that men were
overwhelmingly the perpetrators of the former category, while women were predominately the
aggressors in the latter. However, in examples of Situational Couple Violence and Mutually Violent
Control, gender did not appear to play a role in who perpetrated the violence, thus demonstrating
gender symmetry in these types of intimate violence (2006). The Violent Couple Categories model
reconciles the gendered divide between the feminist and family violence models by illuminating the
complex and multi-dimensional nature of IPV. Thus, gender asymmetry, and by proxy patriarchy,
can play a role in some situations of IPV, while it falls out of the equation in other situations.
However, despite this expanded understanding of IPV, Johnson’s framework is limited by a
continued lack of consideration for the sociocultural contexts in which IPV occurs and the roles of
culture, ethnicity, socioeconomic status, and other contextual factors in risks for and experiences of
IPV. Moreover, furthering the critiques of biased sampling, it is important to note that until the late
1990s and even the early 2000s, the vast majority of IPV research, regardless of the sampling source
(i.e. agency versus general population), focused primarily on urban US and Western European
populations, resulting in a lack of representation of the experiences of rural populations and cultural
and ethnic minorities (Cripe et al., 2015; Heise et al., 1994; Rizo & Macy, 2011).
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While IPV among rural and non-Western populations is frequently explained as a cultural
issue, stemming from culturally constructed gender roles and norms, singling out culture as the
explanation for IPV glosses over the dynamic nature of culture as well as the multiple and
overlapping factors and domains, such as micro and macro level political and economic forces, that
affect the mutability of cultural expression (Adelman, 2004; Friederic, 2013; Hamby, 2000;
McClusky, 2001; Merry, 2009; Narayan, 1997). Relevant literature regarding experiences of IPV in
non-Western settings theorizes that the national and international processes of socioeconomic
development play a major role in shifting avenues for the expression of gender identity among nonWestern populations (Alcalde, 2010; Boonzaier & van Schalkwyk, 2011; Jewkes, 2002; Maternowska,
2006; Tan, 2010). Moreover, associated neoliberal policies, increased market penetration, shifting
ideas of identity, and other aspects of globalization also shape women’s experiences of violence
(Adelman, 2004; Alcalde, 2010), necessitating an understanding the role of political and economic
factors in influencing gender norms and expectations, responses to violence, and avenues of
recourse (Adelman, 2004; Wies, 2011).
Conducting her research in Cité Soleil in rural Haiti, Catherine Maternowska (2006)
examines how market integration and increased monetary income are shifting livelihood strategies
and traditional avenues of gender expression, emasculating men in their role as ‘provider’ and
forcing them to seek alternative means to express their masculinity, particularly in a machismodominated society. Maternowska explains, “the structural forces within Haitian society have literally
stripped men of their most basic asset: that of being a responsible partner and provider. In an effort
to hold on to what little sense of masculinity they may have, sexuality plays an increasingly important
role” (2006, p. 58). Referencing diminishing economic prospects, increasing job competition, and
mounting poverty, Maternowska explains how men have turned to sexuality as a last resource in
clinging to their male identities as earning power and the ability to provide financially, other key
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factors in Haitian male identity, have declined. Similar findings regarding the emasculating effects of
poverty and the shift towards expressions of masculinity through interpersonal violence and sexual
assault against women have been found in Latin America and among Latino populations in the US
(Bourgois, 1996; de Olarte & Llosa, 1999; Wilson, 2014).
These understandings of shifting avenues for expressing masculine identity reflect Sally
Engle Merry’s consideration of gender as performance (2009), which posits that performing gender
produces and affirms social identity as well as establishes social inclusion or exclusion within an
individual’s local community. The performance of gender depends on the context and the audience
as well as socio-culturally constructed gender expectations. However, gender expectations exist on a
continuum and are also shaped by the intersections of ethnicity and socioeconomic class (Crenshaw,
1989; Fuller, 2001; Merry, 2009), requiring a more nuanced approach to cultural explanations of IPV
that includes a consideration of political and economic factors.
In an effort to further elucidate the complexity of IPV, Lori Heise (1998) draws from public
health’s socio-ecological model to propose an Ecological Framework of Violence Against Women
(EFVAW), arguing that the perpetration of partner violence is influenced by dynamic interactions
between a variety of multi-level factors, including the individual, interpersonal/relationship,
community, and societal and cultural levels (see Figure 2.1). Individual level factors encompass
personal characteristics like age, gender, disability, and educational attainment as well as personal
experiences such as upbringing and exposure to violence, which can shape individual attitudes and
values. Interpersonal or relationship-level influences include household financial status, decisionmaking practices, partner alcohol consumption, and familial support. On the community-level,
influential factors include the social connectedness of the community and the availability of housing,
support services, and economic opportunities. Finally, the societal and cultural level covers
influences that impact the acceptability of violence and reactions to its use, such as social norms and
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gender expectations (Bronfenbrenner, 1992; Heise, 1998). Thus, the EFVAW maintains
consideration for the potential role of patriarchy (the societal level) in perpetuating violence, while
also leaving room for the role of other individual, relationship, and community-level factors that
may explain why only some men are violent with women and others are not, despite pervasive
exposure to the gender hierarchy and male dominance.

Figure 2.1: The Ecological Framework of Violence Against Women (Heise, 1998)

Further, while this model has traditionally been applied to understanding causal and risk
factors related to IPV, it also serves to contextualize experiences of IPV and the influence of multilevel factors on how survivors cope with and respond to violence. The development of the EFVAW
further progresses theoretical approaches to IPV by integrating previous notions of individualfocused origins of violence with macro-level sociocultural theories, thereby providing a more holistic
examination of the roots of IPV and better capturing the complex interplay of factors, from familial
dynamics within the household to structural inequalities on the institutional level, shaping
experiences of IPV. The EFVAW helps to better understand the variations in IPV in different
settings and invites questions as to how these factors interact with each other.
Moreover, although not explicit in its presentation, the EFVAW also gives consideration to
the influence of second and third-wave feminism in reshaping the traditional feminist model of IPV
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by allowing for a examination of the intersections of the multiple aspects of the human condition
and how these intersections influence IPV risks and related coping, disclosure, and help-seeking
behaviors (Crenshaw, 1989; Heise, 1998; Rizo & Macy, 2011). Taking an intersectional approach to
IPV means that survivor experiences must be contextualized in relation to ethnic discrimination,
economic disenfranchisement, and other manifestations of structural inequalities that render certain
individuals vulnerable to multiple forms of violence by virtue of their multiple and intersecting
identities. Doing so highlights the multi-faceted nature of indigenous women’s lived realities,
underscoring the fact that IPV is not uniformly experienced by all women based on their shared
gender. Rather, intersectionalities shape experiences of and responses to IPV, the understanding of
its personal and social consequences, and whether or not survivors are able to access, or even
consider relevant, IPV resources and support services (Crenshaw 1989).
The EFVAW guides IPV researchers in expanding the focus beyond the individual to also
consider the contexts within which violence occurs. Applying an ecological focus better highlights
the multi-level complexity of IPV. For example, rather than intervention at a singular level (i.e. the
individual level in the form of batter’s intervention programs and trauma-informed survivor
counseling or the community level through violence prevention campaigns), an ecological
framework demonstrates the need for an integrated approach to research and addressing partner
violence at various levels of human organization. Further, such research necessitates a mixed
methodology that captures the complexity of IPV through open, qualitative methods that offer
women the opportunity to share their own perspectives and provides comparable and measurable
data through quantitative methods.
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An Intersectional, Ecological Approach to the Multidimensional Nature of Intimate Partner
Violence
As the preceding section demonstrates, IPV is a complex problem that extends beyond
simply individual behavior, interpersonal relationship dynamics, or socially agreed upon gender
norms and expectations. Rather, the perpetration of IPV is a result of the intersections of these
factors and many others that simultaneously shape survivors’ risks, experiences, and responses.
Thus, this research builds upon central concepts in public health and feminist research by combining
an ecological approach (Heise, 1998) with an intersectional perspective (Crenshaw, 1989) to frame
IPV risks, experiences, and decision-making in such a way that these survivor narratives may better
inform public health policy and programming by highlighting the diverse and varying needs and
experiences of those struggling with intimate violence. In order to understand the nuanced nature of
IPV among indigenous women in rural Peru, we must move beyond cross-sectional examinations
and abstract, decontextualized individual risk factors and responsibility to examine the broader
contexts within which IPV takes place (Adelman, 2004; Heise, 1998). More than simply an issue of
gender, experiences of IPV are also shaped by the intersections of ethnicity, socioeconomic class,
and level of education among other factors (Alcalde, 2010; Merry, 2009). Further, incorporating a
consideration of the multi-dimensional nature of partner violence, this research maintains an
understanding of the Violent Couples Categories, allowing for a more complete exploration of the
presence, severity, and direction of violence and control tactics in Carhuaz province (Johnson,
2006). The application of this integrated theoretical framework allows for a holistic approach to
understanding IPV in non-Western settings and among minority populations, by situating IPV
within the political, economic, and sociocultural contexts in which IPV is embedded and how
influences at various levels of human organization interact and impact the multiple violences with
which women must struggle.
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Given the relative dearth in research on IPV in non-Western settings, particularly in rural
areas and among ethnic and cultural minorities (Cripe et al., 2015; Heise et al., 1994), the integration
of the EFVAW with intersectionality theory allows for a holistic approach to studying IPV in the
rural Peruvian highlands and invites the use of qualitative data collection methods, particularly semistructured interviews and the elicitation of women’s targeted narratives (Boonzaier & van
Schalkwyk, 2011; Yllö, 1988), to better explore the nuances of IPV experience in Carhuaz province.
While quantitative methods were utilized in this study through household survey collection, the use
of structured methods was limited to the survey so that the exploration of women’s experiences of
IPV would not be restricted to the limitations of culturally-biased, external data collection
instruments that may not accurately reflect local experiences due to their development and validation
with Western and majority populations (Whiteford & Trotter, 2008). Rather, informed by the
Feminist model, complementary semi-structured interviews allowed for a holistic approach to
examining how women make sense of their experiences and are active agents in their resistance and
decision-making, permitting them to frame their stories within the intersections of their lived
realities (Boonzaier & van Schalkwyk, 2011; Smith, 1994).
Therefore, in proposing an intersectional, ecological approach to IPV among indigenous
women in the Peruvian Andes, I argue for a consideration of the larger political economic system
that shapes inequalities at the structural level of society and influences differential access to
resources that can play a major role in risks for and experiences of IPV as well as options for seeking
help and ending violence (Adelman, 2004; Wies, 2011). As Jennifer Wies eloquently explains, “Acts
of violence against women occur within and are a result of larger processes and structures that create
and reproduce inequalities” (2011, p. 4). Women’s everyday responses to violence are shaped by
their placement within the political-economic system, with their ethnicity, gender, and
socioeconomic status facilitating or obstructing access to various social, legal, and judicial resources
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and financial independence, among other factors. Thus, structural violence, violence covertly
embedded in the routineness of everyday life (Farmer, 1996), is a significant aspect of IPV and the
institutionalization of sexism, ethnic discrimination, and economic disenfranchisement deserve
critical scrutiny. Such research is crucial in affecting how global policies become local realities (A.
Castro & Singer, 2004). By approaching research on IPV among indigenous women in the Peruvian
highlands through an intersectional, ecological framework, I am able to more holistically examine
these narratives with respect to the intersections of women’s identities, situate women’s narratives
within the various levels of human organization, and consider the interplay between these levels in
influencing their experiences of violence and shaping their responses, including coping strategies,
disclosure practices, and help-seeking behaviors.
Intimate Partner Violence in Peru
Policies, Practices, and Resources
Peru’s legal framework regarding VAW, IPV, and women’s rights reflects many of the
previously discussed international declarations and conventions. Peru ratified CEDAW in 1982 as
well as the optional protocol added in 1992 (ratified in 2001), obligating the national government to
address violence committed by both public and private actors. In doing so, Peru pledged to establish
communication procedures for the submission of denunciations of violence and inquiry procedures
to allow the CEDAW committee to initiate investigations (Estremadoyro, 2001). Following Brazil’s
lead, Peru also established the nation’s first women’s police station in Lima, the nation’s capital, in
1987, which was staffed primarily by female officers with the intention of promoting increased
reporting and prosecution and decreased stigma and shame through gender solidarity (Alcalde,
2011). Further, the country criminalized marital rape in 1991 (Estremadoyro, 2001).
In 1995, Peru was one of the only countries with presidential attendance at the World
Conference on Women in Beijing, and in 1996, the country ratified the Convention of Belém do
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Pará, which brought to the fore issues of VAW and unequivocally established VAW as a violation of
human rights (Organization of American States, 1994). Peru was also among the first countries in
Latin America to establish national legislation on IPV, included at the time within the category of
family violence, with La Ley de Protección Frente a la Violencia Familiar (the Law Protecting Against
Family Violence, No. 26260). Passed in 1993, the law was subsequently revised and strengthened
through an informal process of trial and error in 1997, 2001, and 2008. A particularly noteworthy
revision to the law occurred in 2008 (No. 26763), when the emphasis on conciliation was removed
following feminist critiques that conciliation assumes equality between the two partners (El Peruano,
2008; Estremadoyro, 2001).
Although more declarative than protective in actual practice, the Law Protecting Against
Family Violence sought to publicly demonstrate the national government’s condemnation of VAW,
commitment to the eradication of IPV, and establishment of protective measures for survivors and
criminal prosecution for perpetrators (Estremadoyro, 2001). Unfortunately, these legislative and
policy changes were poorly implemented, inconsistently enforced, and lacked sufficient funding,
resulting in long delays in the criminal justice system, varying levels of provider training, and
ineffective responses for survivors seeking help (Alcalde, 2010; Boesten, 2006; Human Rights
Watch, 2000).
Given the minimal action on the ground following the ratification of global conventions and
establishment of national legislation, the true intentions of these efforts to combat VAW have been
widely questioned as they were passed during the authoritarian presidency of Alberto Fujimori in the
wake of civil unrest and nationwide violence by both the state and Sendero Luminoso (the Shining
Path), an insurgent guerilla organization. Many have suggested that the use of the internationally
popular rhetoric of women’s emancipation and socioeconomic development were merely political
attempts at improving the image of the government, which was seriously damaged during the
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insurgency and ensuing violence, garnering international support, and shifting attention away from
human rights atrocities, many of which were acts of VAW, including forced sterilizations targeted at
low-income, indigenous women, as well as the use of rape as a weapon of war (Boesten, 2006; del
Aguila, 2006; Ewig, 2010; Getgen, 2009; Oliart, 2008; Tamayo et al., 1998).
In fact, an estimated 200,000 to 300,000 Peruvian women were sterilized between 1995 and
1998, primarily in poor, rural, and largely indigenous regions of the country (Comité de América
Latina y el Caribe para la Defensa de los Derechos de la Mujer (CLADEM), 1999; del Aguila, 2006).
While not all of these women were coerced or deceived into sterilization, the Defensoría del Pueblo’s
1999 report investigated 157 cases of sterilization and found that 41 had no consent procedure
whatsoever; of the 19 cases in which an informed consent protocol was clearly established, only
eight protocols were found to have been correctly completed (Defensoría del Pueblo, 1999). While
this report may reflect sampling bias in that more extreme cases are more likely to be reported, the
Latin American and Caribbean Committee for the Defense of Women’s Rights conducted a more
widespread investigation that found that only an estimated 10 percent of all sterilizations completed
during the campaigns were done so with complete informed consent, including comprehensive
information about the procedure as well as alternative methods of family planning (CLADEM,
1999).
Additionally, as a result of inadequate and unsafe conditions and poor medical practices, the
Defensoria del Pueblo estimates an approximate 7.35 deaths per 100,000 surgical sterilizations
(Defensoría del Pueblo, 2000). However, very few cases of forced sterilization were thoroughly
investigated, and even fewer women found justice for the violation of their reproductive rights
(Getgen, 2009). Consequently, this period of violence remains vivid in the collective memory of the
nation and has left a legacy of distrust in the government and public services, particularly among
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indigenous populations, as a result of demonstrated impunity for the perpetrators of such acts of
VAW (CLADEM, 1999; Getgen, 2009; Tamayo et al., 1998).
More recently, national legislation has expanded to target VAW through La Ley para Prevenir,
Sancionar y Erradicar la Violencia contra las Mujeres y los Integrantes del Grupo Familiar (the Law to Prevent,
Punish, and Eradicate Violence Against Women and Family Members, No. 30364). Approved in
November 2015, Law No. 30364 replaced the previous Law Protecting Against Family Violence,
broadened understandings of VAW to explicitly include violence in the private sphere, placed
increased focus on the role of gender, and prioritized the protection of survivors. Law No. 30364
also shifted investigatory responsibility of complaints from the district attorney’s office to the
provincial-level family court system and established timelines for institutional response, including
police notification of court investigators within 24 hours of receiving a complaint and 72 hour
maximum for investigators to evaluate complaints and hold a hearing, if necessary (El Peruano,
2015). The following year, the national governmental also released a Supreme Decree providing
further protections against VAW (Decreto Supremo que aprueba el “Plan Nacional Contra la Violencia de
Género 2016 – 2021,” No. 008-2016) (El Peruano, 2016).
Given Peru’s history with VAW crimes and legislation, many have approached these recent
changes with skepticism. Activists and scholars have identified deficiencies in timely
implementation, coordinated institutional collaboration, and appropriate funding for the necessary
improvements and trainings associated with Law No. 30364, which have led to challenges among
IPV service providers and those in the legal and criminal justice systems. Consequently, enforcement
of recent legislation has been inconsistent and ineffective, providing little substantive change in
women’s everyday lives (Barrenechea, 2017; Boesten, 2016; US Department of State, 2016).
Alongside these legislative efforts, Peru created Women’s Emergency Centers (Centro de
Emergencia de la Mujer—CEM), targeted at supporting survivors of violence. Established through the
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Ministry for the Promotion of Women and Human Development in 1999, CEMs are charged with
the responsibility of preventing and eradicating VAW and IPV through free legal aid, lethality and
risk measures, and instrumental and informational support as well as education-based IPV
prevention campaigns and community outreach (Viviano, 2007). Although staffed primarily by
urban and Spanish-speaking employees, these centers have expanded to rural areas and are
increasingly trying to integrate with local communities through the training of community health
workers (promotoras) in an effort to better reach remote and underserved populations. In 2018, 240
independent CEM offices had been established throughout the country (Defensoría del Pueblo,
2018).
While these efforts are noteworthy, in practice, they continue to face a number of challenges,
including insufficient staffing and inadequate linguistic and cultural training for employees. A 2018
national evaluation of the CEMs found that while 56% of CEM clients surveyed were primary
Quechua speakers, only 36% of CEMs employed at least one Quechua speaker (Defensoría del
Pueblo, 2018). The national evaluation also found that 79% of CEMs nationwide operated only 5
days a week, closing on nights and weekends, and thus unable to receive clients and provide
emergency support. Additionally, although all CEMs are required to employ, at a minimum, one
psychologist, one legal advisor, and one social worker, the 2018 national evaluation found that 62
locations did not offer social worker support, 52 offices could not provide legal aid, and 42 CEMs
did not have psychological services as a result of lack of personnel. Offices that were able to provide
these services predominately employed a single specialist in each field—68% had only one lawyer,
69% had only one psychologist, and 66% employed a single social worker (Defensoría del Pueblo,
2018).
There is one CEM office, located in Carhuaz City, charged with serving the entire province,
which includes 11 districts, over 300 square miles, and more than 47,000 inhabitants (INEI, 2017).
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When the office opened in November 2012, there were five employees. Only one employee had a
basic knowledge of Quechua, the primary indigenous language in province, though she was taking
classes in the regional capital to improve her skills. None of the employees were from the Carhuaz
area, though two were from the regional capital, while the other three were from Lima, Trujillo, and
Amazonas. During dissertation fieldwork in 2016-2017, despite some personnel changes, the office
remained staffed by five employees, which included a social worker, a lawyer, a psychologist, an
outreach worker, and a receptionist with a background in family law.
Intersecting Vulnerabilities: Ethnicity, Gender, and Poverty
Despite these advancements in IPV legislation and institutional support services, it is
important to note that these steps forward are rooted in the national legal structure and the urban,
Spanish-speaking context, providing little improvement for indigenous women in the rural Peruvian
highlands, where state-based institutions are limited and often physically and linguistically difficult to
access (Boesten, 2006; Estremadoyoro, 2001). Broadly, Peru is composed of three distinct ecological
zones: the Pacific coast deserts, the Andean highlands, and the Amazonian lowlands. These zones
are also characterized by distinctly different concentrations of wealth, ethnic/cultural populations,
and state-based resources. Wealthier, Spanish-speaking urban populations along the coast enjoy a
greater availability of state-based resources as compared to lower-income, rural, indigenous
populations in the country’s highland and lowland interior. Such differences reflect obvious
structural inequalities and establish de facto discrimination against economically disenfranchised,
indigenous populations. For example, public spending per capita is significantly higher in urban and
coastal regions as compared to highland ones like Ancash, where Carhuaz province in located,
making rural, Quechua-speaking communities a particularly vulnerable subpopulation (Flake, 2005;
World Health Organization, 2013; Yamin, 2007).
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As a country, Peru continues to struggle with a legacy of pervasive ethnic discrimination
against indigenous populations in favor of sociocultural shifts towards Western standards of
appearance and values (Alcalde, 2006; Méndez, 1996; Portocarrero, 2007). Peruvian sociologist
Gonzalo Portocarrero described, “Peruvians tend to reject all that is indigenous and to believe we
are all the more valuable the more white and Western we appear” (2007, p. 223). This systematic
devaluation of indigenous identity disproportionately impacts women as opposed to men as the
effects of gender inequality coalesce with economic disenfranchisement and ethnic discrimination,
with Peruvian men provided more opportunities to assume aspects of ‘whiteness,’ including Spanish
fluency and literacy through formal education, Western style clothing, formal market labor, and
urban exposure through migrant labor (Femenías, 2005; Hendrickson, 1995; Yamin, 2007).
Accordingly, in every day life, indigenous identity is not only based on perceived ethnicity, physical
appearance, and language, but also socioeconomic status and location, particularly urban versus rural
residency (Alcalde 2006; Femenías, 2005).
In Peru, the national census has long defined indigenous identity by first language acquisition
(i.e. Spanish, Quechua, Aymara, etc.) (Trivelli, 2006). In 2017, however, the national census asked
participants, for the first time ever, to self-identify their ethnicity (i.e. white, Afro-Peruvian, Andean,
mestizo, etc.). Census data show that 24.9% of the population self-identified as indigenous to the
Andean highlands, with 89.7% of these individuals specifically identifying as Quechua-speaking
indigenous. Across the national sample, less than half of those self-identifying as indigenous to the
Andes had completed high school (40.5%) and 9.4% had never attended school at all. In
comparison, 41.3% of their white and mestizo counterparts had completed high school and 3.4%
had never attended school. Furthermore, 10.8% of the indigenous population reported illiteracy,
more than double the rate among Peruvians self-identifying as white or mestizo, at 3.9%. There were
also marked differences by gender, with 16.3% of indigenous women reporting illiteracy compared
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to 4.9% of their male counterparts. Among white and mestizo populations, illiteracy was notably
lower at 5.5% among women and 2.3% among men. Moreover, examining literacy by residence, in
rural areas, nearly one-third of self-identified indigenous women reported illiteracy (31.0%), which is
more than three times higher than their urban counterparts at 9.6% (Instituto Nacional de
Estadística e Informática (INEI), 2018b).
Research regarding national poverty found that in 2017, 33.0% of those reporting their first
language as indigenous lived in poverty, compared to 18.6% of those reporting Spanish as their first
language. With respect to location, 44.8% of rural populations reporting their first language as an
indigenous one lived in poverty, more than double that of their urban counterparts at 21.6% (INEI,
2018a). These data clearly demonstrate the educational disadvantages and economic challenges
indigenous women face and how rural residency exacerbates these inequalities, increasing women’s
risks for IPV and restricting the personal resources they can draw from in responding to intimate
violence.
While closed indigenous communities often have traditional routes of conflict-resolution in
the face of familial and community violence, pre-dissertation research findings in Carhuaz province
and Movimiento Manuela Ramos’ work throughout Peru, indicate that Andean populations have largely
shifted towards state-based resources and institutions for help-seeking and conflict resolution
(Carrasco Reyes, 1997). During preliminary dissertation workshops in the summers of 2014 and
2015, Carhuaz residents discussed how previous practices of seeking familial support and mediation
in situations of partner violence have declined in recent generations as a result of urban migration,
shifts away from subsistence agriculture, and integration into the market economy, which have
distanced individuals from their natal families, breaking down their kinship networks and traditional
routes of recourse and support. Thus, there has been an increasing focus on the role of state-based,
formal network support services and an increased differentiation between public and private
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disclosure of IPV, as in disclosure of violence among family and/or friends (private) versus seeking
help through locally available services (public). However, the details of this transition are limited.
Accordingly, exploring contemporary help-seeking practices was a fundamental aspect of this
research in order to examine local perceptions of these various avenues of state-based, formal
support services. Additionally, rather than conceptualizing public disclosure of IPV as inherently
good, this study examined women’s decision-making processes and their perceptions of the potential
risks and benefits of disclosure alongside related barriers and facilitators.
Furthermore, when state-based services are locally available, there are continued challenges
of linguistic barriers and gender discrimination that hinder local women’s access to and full
utilization of resources (Alcalde, 2006, 2010; Boesten, 2006; Estremadoyro, 2001; Wilson, 2014).
Ethnic discrimination creates additional barriers to accessing the Peruvian legal and criminal justice
systems as these institutions are predominately staffed by Spanish-speaking, urban populations of
Hispanic descent, leading to a clash of cultural models that can result in misunderstanding,
stereotyping, and generally incongruent cultural expectations (Alcalde, 2010; Boesten, 2006). As
Peruvian anthropologist Cristina Alcalde (2010) explained, a general stereotype of Andean and
Quechua communities is that they are culturally backward, ignorant, and complicit in their
subjugation. Thus, providers in criminal justice, law enforcement, and IPV-related social support
systems of Peru often explain “away the suffering and misery of others [indigenous populations] by
associating suffering with cultural difference” (Alcalde, 2010, p. 32) rather than seeing the structural
inequalities that function to disproportionately place certain populations at increased risks for
violence.
An example of these misguided cultural expectations is the discriminatory stereotype of amor
serrano (highland love) (Cooper, 1973; Harvey, 1994). Drawing from racist divisions between urban,
costal populations and the rural communities of the highlands, amor serrano is colloquially explained
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with the saying “más me pegas, más te quiero” (the more you beat me, the more I love you) (Alcalde,
2010). This stereotype attributes IPV to cultural practices in the Andes, subtly justifying the lack of
intervention and action by state institutions in regard to IPV among Andean, highland populations
(Alcalde, 2010; Boesten, 2006, 2012). Moreover, these stereotypes and inaction legitimize violence
against Andean women and perpetuate continued gender discrimination and inequity (Carrasco
Reyes, 1997). That is not to say that Andean and Quechua cultural expectations do not have an
impact in shaping perceptions of violence and gender norms, but that these misconceptions between
cultural groups lead to a passive acceptance of violence against Andean women as normative and
legitimate among institutional providers.
The common cultural misunderstanding among urban, Hispanic, and upper class
populations that VAW is a culturally-rooted practice among highland, Quechua-speaking
populations leads to inaction among support services, which is further exacerbated by the physical
lack of availability, the linguistic barriers to access, and the cultural incongruences between providers
and indigenous clients. Thus, while legislative efforts should theoretically provide increased
protection and recourse for survivors of IPV, in practice, they continue to fall short of meeting the
needs of some of the most vulnerable Peruvians who face ‘triple oppression’ as victims of sexism,
economic disenfranchisement, and ethnic discrimination (Oliart, 2008).
Epidemiological Data
Peru is the only country that collects IPV data through the national Demographic and
Health Survey (DHS) that also participated in the WHO Multi-Country Study, which found 51.2%
of ever-partnered urban Peruvian women and 69% of ever-partnered peri-urban and rural women
reporting lifetime experience of physical and/or sexual violence in the early 2000s (García-Moreno
et al., 2006). In the following decade, Peru’s 2014 DHS established elevated rates of IPV, with
72.4% of ever-partnered women reported lifetime experience of psychological, physical, and/or
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sexual violence nationwide. By region, the Andes were found to have the highest prevalence of
lifetime experience of IPV among ever-partnered women (73.9%) (INEI, 2015). While data specific
to the rates of IPV among indigenous populations are not available, demonstrated
disproportionately higher rates of risks among indigenous groups, including the previously discussed
prevalence of poverty, decreased formal education, and reduced availability of state-based support
services, coalesce to present particular vulnerabilities among indigenous populations in Peru. Within
the region of Ancash, in which Carhuaz province in located, 68.2% of ever-partnered women
reported lifetime experience of psychological and/or verbal abuse, 33.0% reported lifetime
experience of physical violence, and 7.1% reported lifetime experience of sexual assault by an
intimate partner (INEI, 2015). Clearly, IPV is a critical issue facing Peruvian women.
Acknowledging the discrepancies between these WHO and DHS data, it is important to
note that IPV is frequently and notoriously underreported due to the sensitivity of the subject and
social stigma (García-Moreno et al., 2006; Morrison et al., 2007). Thus, data likely represent
minimum estimates. In fact, 2014 DHS data found that only 40.7% of Peruvian women with lifetime
experience of IPV disclosed their experiences to a friend or family member and less than onequarter (24.2%) sought institutional support services. In the region of Ancash, rates were even
lower, at 37.4% of women with lifetime experience of IPV reporting disclosure to a friend or family
member and 21.2% reporting institutional help-seeking (INEI, 2015). Nationally, the primary
explanations given for non-disclosure and help-seeking were that “it was not necessary” (42.9%) and
embarrassment (15.6%). Within the region of Ancash, 51.4% of women reporting IPV experience
attributed their non-disclosure and lack of help-seeking to “it was not necessary” and 18.2% to
embarrassment, notably higher than the national population (INEI, 2015). Such data make evident
the persistent stigma, embarrassment/shame, and minimization around IPV, which has been noted
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across settings, from Belize (McClusky, 2001) to South Africa (Boonzaier & van Schalkwyk, 2011) to
the United States (Websdale, 1997).
Yet silence does little to relieve the suffering of victims of IPV, nor does it help promote
awareness, prevention, female empowerment, and survivor advocacy. Thus, understanding the roots
of silence and stigma, including societal views and norms regarding gender and violence, and how
these impact women’s decision-making around coping with IPV, disclosing violence, and seeking
support, are crucial to not only supporting a life free of violence, but are also critical to improving
disclosure practices, enhancing support services, and spreading awareness.
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CHAPTER THREE:
METHODOLOGY
This research applied a mixed methods, community-based, participatory approach to
understanding the nature and contexts of IPV and related decision-making among indigenous
women in Carhuaz province. Through this approach, participating women’s voices illuminate the
lived realities of partner violence among an underserved population, shedding light on how women
in Carhuaz province cope with, escape from, and rebuild after such experiences and the advocacy
and support services necessary for establishing a life free of violence. Due to the inherent challenges
of researching IPV, data collection methods and routes of community collaboration were given
careful consideration in their selection and development to enhance data validity, minimize risk,
ensure safety, and facilitate public engagement and long-term sustainability (Ellsberg & Heise, 2005;
Ellsberg, Heise, Pena, Agurto, & Winkvist, 2001; LeCompte & Schensul, 2010). The following
chapter opens with a brief introduction to the research setting, followed by a presentation of the
design of this investigation, a discussion of the contributions of pre-dissertation research, and an
exploration of each phase of formal dissertation research, including recruitment strategies,
participant eligibility, and data collection methods. This chapter closes with a review of the ethical
considerations implemented throughout this study.
Research Setting
This research was conducted in Carhuaz province, located in the north-central Andes in the
region of Ancash at an elevation of 2,632 meters above sea level (see Figure 3.1 for map). The
population of Carhuaz province is approximately 47,329 inhabitants across its 11 districts, the
majority of whom (71.78%) self-identify as indigenous, Quechua ethnicity (INEI, 2017). The capital
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of Carhuaz province is Carhuaz City, located on the main highway through the valley and marked
with a star in Figure 3.1.

Figure 3.1: Maps of Ancash Region and Carhuaz Province

Nearly 70% of the population of Carhuaz province resides in rural areas outside of Carhuaz
City (INEI, 2017), which are marked by a reduced number of public resources relevant to IPV. For
example, the only CEM office in the province in located in Carhuaz City, as is one of the province’s
three police stations; the other two stations are located in the urban centers of the districts of
Marcará and Anta, also off the main highway through the valley. The province also only has two
district attorney’s offices that managed and investigated complaints of IPV until the 2015 legislation
change, one located in Carhuaz City and the other in the district of Marcará. Since enacting Law No.
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30364, the provincial-level court system now handles these complaints in Carhuaz City. The only
public hospital in the province is also in Carhuaz City. However, survivors requiring a medical
examination for legal documentation must travel to the hospital in Huaraz, the regional capital, as
the hospital in Carhuaz is not staffed nor equipped to handle such examinations. Huaraz is about
one hour away from Carhuaz City by public bus, which costs about 2 USD round trip per person.
Huaraz is marked with an X in Figure 3.1.
According to 2017 census data, 31.95% of the adult population in Carhuaz province had
completed high school—by gender, 40.9% of men had completed high school versus 25.5% of
women (INEI, 2018c; INEI, 2017). The average years of schooling among people 25 and older was
5.19 (INEI, 2017). An estimated 20.03% of those over the age of 15 had never attended any school,
and 22.6% of the population reported Spanish illiteracy. Along gender lines, 9.6% of men in
Carhuaz province reported illiteracy versus 31.5% of women, demonstrating the highly
disproportionate rates of education between sexes (INEI, 2018c). The 2017 census estimated
monetary poverty rates between 34.7-43.1% of the population, with poverty defined as an income of
less than 338 soles (about 100 USD) per month per member of the household (INEI, 2017). These
data demonstrate the prevalence of indigenous identity, rural residency, reduced educational
attainment, and poverty across the province.
Research Design
This research began with two summers of formative, pre-dissertation research in 2014 and
2015 followed by 11 months of ethnographic field research in Carhuaz province with the timeline
divided into a series of four phases. This iterative, long-term approach to data collection allowed for
enhanced rapport building, establishment of trustful relationships, and integration into the local
community, which are fundamental to researching stigmatized and sensitive topics like IPV
(Bernard, 2011; Ellsberg & Heise, 2005). Moreover, as IPV is a delicate subject to broach and
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frequently hidden and underreported, my well-established rapport previously developed in Carhuaz
province facilitated the overall feasibility of this research (Alcalde, 2010; Bernard, 2011).
Table 3.1: Research Timeline and Corresponding Methods, Participants, and Objectives

Timeline
Phase One:
Community
Engagement
and Participant
Recruitment
(SeptemberOctober 2016)

Phase Two:
Household
Surveys
(November
2016-March
2017)
Phase Three:
In-Depth SemiStructured
Interviews
(March-June
2017)
Phase 4: PAR
Workshops and
Community
Collaboration
(May-July 2017)

Activities and Methods
-Reconnecting with community contacts through site
visits with women’s groups, community
organizations, and households
-Collaborative review of research protocol, study
instruments, and potential outcomes with community
partners
-Begin conducting participant observation and
recording daily field notes
-Chain referral sampling, cluster sampling, word of
mouth recruitment, and direct invitations for survey
participation
-Household survey data collection (n=82)
-Recruitment for in-depth interview participation
-Continued survey recruitment
-Participant observation and daily recording of field
notes
-Begin survey data entry and monitoring

Participants
-Community
Women
-Service
Providers
-Partner
Organizations

Objectives
-Reestablishing
community rapport and
collaborative partnerships
and community
engagement
-Ensure relevance of
study instruments
-Begin recruitment for
Phase 2 Household
Surveys

-Community
Women

-In-depth interview data collection (n=38)
-Continued survey and interview participant
recruitment
-Participant observation and daily recording of field
notes
-Begin interview data entry, monitoring, and thematic
analysis
-In-field, preliminary thematic analysis of interview
data
-PAR Workshops (N=6; n=64)
-Collaborative development of research deliverables
-Community meetings to disseminate survey results
and preliminary research findings

-Community
Women
-Service
Providers

-Begin household survey
data collection
-Screen/recruit interview
participants
-Begin survey data
monitoring to ensure
relevance
-Begin in-depth interviews
-Complete household
survey data collection
-Conduct in-field,
preliminary analysis of
survey data

-Community
Women
-Service
Providers
-Partner
Organizations

-Collaboratively interpret
research findings and
identify appropriate
avenues of dissemination
-Provide preliminary
research findings to
partner organizations

Data collection was framed within a processual, mixed methods approach to collect
complementary quantitative and qualitative data that explore the lived realities of IPV among
women in Carhuaz province and situate these experiences within the broader context of these
women’s lives. Research methods included participant observation, daily recording of field notes,
collection of socio-demographic data, face-to-face household surveys, in-depth, semi-structured
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interviews with survivors, community members, and service providers, and PAR workshops (see
Table 3.1 for Research Timeline and Corresponding Methods, Participants, and Objectives).
Mixed Methods
This study’s mixed methods approach to data collection enhanced data quality by allowing
for the triangulation of findings, thus strengthening data validity. Similarly, the processual use of
mixed methods allowed for findings from previous phases to inform subsequent data collection
(LeCompte & Schensul, 2010; Whiteford & Vindrola-Padros, 2015). Mixed methods research
involves the use of both qualitative and quantitative research methodologies. During the 1970s and
80s, the use of mixed method designs was hotly debated (Sale, Lohfeld, & Brazil, 2002), though
recent decades have seen a fade in this debate and a general acceptance of mixed methods
approaches to research. Within the health sciences, and public health research in particular, the use
of mixed methods research designs has become commonplace (O'Cathain, Murphy, & Nicholl,
2007). Yet, as the popularity of mixed methods research rises, it is important to remain conscious of
the past debates in order to maximize the strengths of mixed method designs and focus on the
ability to complement and strengthen the conclusions and inferences of different methods as well as
staying aware of potential weaknesses.
Researchers have argued that qualitative and quantitative methods have different purposes in
relation to theoretically driven research: quantitative methods are for theory verification, while the
exploratory nature of qualitative methods lends itself to theory development and generation (Punch,
1998). Undoubtedly, each body of methods does serve these respective purposes. However,
quantitative methods are not isolated to theory verification and qualitative methods certainly extend
beyond theory generation (LeCompte & Schensul, 2010; Teddlie & Tashakkori, 2003). Moreover,
the mixing of these methods “enables a researcher to simultaneously answer confirmatory and
exploratory questions, and therefore verify and generate theory in the same study” (Teddlie &
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Tashakkori, 2003, p. 15). Indeed, this multi-faceted approach is one of mixed methods designs’
strongest advantages over any single method research design, allowing mixed methods research the
potential to holistically explore complex research questions that single methodologies cannot do
alone.
The ability to triangulate findings is one of the greatest strengths of mixed methods designs,
permitting the confirmation of findings and/or identification of patterned variation (Greene,
Caracelli, & Graham, 1989; Teddlie & Tashakkori, 2003). Together, mixed methods can function to
confirm findings through different approaches, lending additional strength to subsequent inferences
and conclusions. For example, in the use of cross-sectional survey data collection, qualitative
methods such as focus groups or semi-structured interviews can be employed in the preparatory
phases of research to identify problems and the potential range of responses to be included in
quantitative data collection instruments (Aguado Loi et al., 2017; LeCompte & Schensul, 2010). In
this research, qualitative data collection methods were employed during formative, pre-dissertation
research to explore the concerns and needs of the local community and interested stakeholders
regarding IPV to help focus eventual dissertation fieldwork and identify appropriate data collection
methods and instruments.
The potential for complementing methods allows for further confirmatory support in mixed
methods designs—a strength that a single method approach cannot offer (Greene et al., 1989).
Methodological ‘purists’ may argue that a single method approach leads to singular findings, rather
than divergent ones. However, divergent findings are not necessarily an undesirable outcome. In
fact, one could argue that divergent and contradictory findings are a positive outcome of mixed
methods research in that they allow for a more complete understanding of the research problem at
hand and can stress a re-examination of findings and inferences, theoretical underpinnings, and the
assumptions of the research hypothesis, which can result in richer, more robust conclusions (B.
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Johnson & Turner, 2003). Moreover, in the case of divergent survey findings, qualitative methods
can be utilized to probe these differences and explore the patterns of variation that may exist across
or within subpopulations (LeCompte & Schensul, 2010). In contrast, a single method approach
would be able to collect targeted data, but would not be able to thoroughly probe for patterns in
contrasting findings. As Morse eloquently explains, “The major strength of mixed methods designs
is that they allow for research to develop as comprehensively and completely as possible. When
compared with a single method, the domain of inquiry is less likely to be constrained by the method
itself” (2003, p. 195).
Furthermore, while single method approaches, such as strictly quantitative data collection
through structured surveys, provide consistency across participants, the uniformity of the instrument
may present cultural biases (Whiteford & Trotter, 2008), particularly in situations that are highly
culturally-influenced and contextually-defined, such as GBV, which “is deeply rooted in cultural
understandings of gender and power” (Merry, 2009, p. 16). However, if qualitative methods are used
in preparation for structured surveys, findings may be applied to the instrument to remove
potentially problematic or irrelevant questions and/or add additional avenues of inquiry relevant to
the target population, as was done during Phase One of this research. With the input of local
organizations and community leaders, the household survey, which was previously validated for use
in Peru by the WHO (García-Moreno et al., 2006; Güezmes, Palomino, & Ramos, 2002), was
adapted to the local community topically and linguistically to ensure relevance and acceptability.
As a follow up to structured surveys, qualitative methods are useful for probing quantitative
findings. For example, the use of PAR workshops after survey data collection allows a research
study to further explore initial quantitative findings to probe for why IPV may be so prevalent and
what associations it may have with newly identified factors (LeCompte & Schensul, 2010). In this
study, qualitative, semi-structured interviews were conducted after survey data collection to dive
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deeper into women’s experiences of violence and elicit their perspectives and priorities through
targeted narratives (LeCompte and Schensul, 2010; Smith, 1994). Including qualitative, narrative
inquiry alongside quantitative, survey data enhances ethnographic insight by emphasizing an emic
perspective and “giving voice” to marginalized populations (LeCompte and Schensul, 2010, p. 121).
Consequently, while this dissertation focuses on women’s experiences of IPV and related decisionmaking, theses experiences are contextualized within the broader story of their lives, encouraging
familiarity with women’s intimate experiences, humanization of and identification with the ‘data,’
and a removal of the sense of ‘otherness’ that can often permeate cross-cultural research (AbuLughod, 2008; McClusky, 2001).
Participatory Action Research
This research was also grounded in a PAR framework that sought to not only elucidate local
insights and perspectives on IPV, but also stimulate critical consciousness on the topic in an effort
to establish meaningful community engagement and local advocacy, enhancing the likelihood of
long-term sustainability through community buy-in (Calisaya, 2004; LeCompte & Schensul, 2010;
Minkler & Wallerstein, 2003). Participatory action research is a democratic approach to research that
allows for an inductive, collaborative exploration of social issues, with a specific focus on actionable
findings and social change. Collaboration with target communities allows for an organic emergence
of themes and patterns relevant to the local context and attempts to balance the knowledge
hierarchy while also encouraging community ownership of research (Freire, 1993; Hammer, 2012).
While externally initiated research efforts may arrive with adequate resources, personnel, and skill,
the long-term sustainability of implementing findings can be difficult to establish when international
researchers complete their fieldwork and leave the community, taking with them their skills and
resources (LeCompte & Schensul, 2010). Thus, community-engaged data collection and targeted
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capacity building through PAR can help to address this challenge and enhance long-term
sustainability.
Advancing the PAR approach of this study, and in order to ensure the applicability and
relevance of research outcomes and deliverables, this research was conducted in collaboration with
three community organizations: the Center for Social Well Being, a civic association specializing in
community mobilization, the provincial chapter of the CEM, and a local grassroots women’s group.
All phases of research were conducted with on-going input and feedback from these community
partners, including instrument adaptation, recruitment efforts, identifying avenues for the
dissemination of findings, and development of community outreach deliverables.
Community-based, group approaches to fieldwork and data collection are useful in
participatory research efforts to enrich researcher-community rapport and enhance community
participation and engagement with the research topic (Boesten, 2006; Calisaya, 2004; Carrasco Reyes,
1997; Friederic, 2011). Although group approaches may not be the most appropriate avenue for
researching a sensitive and stigmatized topic like IPV among survivors, PAR workshops and
community meetings can serve as diagnostic tools in the formative stages of research (LeCompte &
Schensul, 2010). As will be discussed further below, the exploratory nature of pre-dissertation
fieldwork facilitated a collaborative approach to this study from its inception, with formative PAR
workshops focused on exploring family structure, gender roles, and familial decision-making
practices allowing for the collaborative development of research directions and lines of inquiry.
Additionally, during later phases of research, PAR workshops can be used to support collaborative
interpretation of findings and collective development of community-relevant deliverables (Calisaya,
2004; Carrasco Reyes, 1997; Israel et al., 2005). Such an approach was employed in Phase Four of
this research. Ultimately, this investigation’s participatory nature and community-focused
engagement enhanced the feasibility of this research and strengthened its local relevance.
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Data Collection and Timeline
Formative, Pre-dissertation Research
During two summers of pre-dissertation research in 2014 and 2015, I conducted participant
observation at health posts, the provincial CEM office, and women’s group meetings, engaged in
unstructured interviews with local women, healthcare providers, and social workers, and facilitated
nine exploratory, diagnostic PAR workshops (n=93) in Carhuaz province. These PAR workshops
were composed of interactive small group activities including free listing, group discussion, action
planning, and roleplaying focused on partnering practices, household dynamics, gender expectations,
and familial decision-making processes, with a particular emphasis on sources of conflict and
strategies for resolution or lack thereof (See Appendix I for Pre-dissertation PAR Workshop
Protocols). All workshops organically led to discussion of IPV.
Findings from this formative research revealed that IPV is a common experience in Carhuaz
province and incidences are often associated with alcohol use, decision-making regarding household
finances and family planning, and men’s jealousies. Additionally, participants discussed declines in
familial support and mediation in IPV and referred to state-based, formal networks support services
as an alternative. Yet, above all, the most prevalent theme arising from this preliminary research was
the stigma, embarrassment, and silence surrounding IPV, which function as serious barriers to IPV
prevention, help-seeking, and advocacy. Consequently, these findings informed the development of
the guiding research objectives as well as the selection of research instruments and data collection
methods.
Phase One: Community Engagement and Participant Recruitment
Phase One took place during the first two months of fieldwork. During this phase, I
reconnected with local contacts and re-established community rapport through informal site visits
with women’s groups, relevant state-based institutions, and households. The study objectives,
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research protocol, data collection instruments, and potential outcomes were presented to
collaborating organizations for review and refinement to ensure relevance and applicability.
During this phase, I also began conducting participant observation and recording daily field
notes, which extended throughout all phases of research in order to elucidate the local social,
political, and economic context and its relationship with IPV (Luker, 2008). Participant observation
entails “experiencing the lives of the people you are studying as much as you can… establishing
rapport and learning to act so that people go about their business as usual when you show up”
(Bernard, 2011, p. 258). Such an approach is fundamental to community engagement, breaking
down participant reactivity to understand the reality of people’s everyday lives, and experiential
learning, all of which are of particular importance when approaching sensitive and complex topics
like IPV. Such interactions foster trust and enrich researcher immersion into the local community,
thus improving data validity (Bernard, 2011).
During this research, women often invited me to join them in everyday activities like
cooking meals, planting and harvesting crops, dropping off and picking up their children from
school, and relaxing with their friends while knitting and crocheting. I also participated in family
celebrations, such as birthdays, baptisms, and graduations, as well as community events, including
patron saint festivities, school parades, and polladas (fundraisers in which roasted chicken is sold).
Participation in everyday life like this exposed me to aspects of IPV that would not have been readily
discussed in a formal interview and also provided insight into the contexts in which intimate
violence occurs, including gender relations, household dynamics, and social gatherings. Further, such
active participation in women’s daily lives was vital to developing the trust and rapport that fostered
the safety and confidence to disclose IPV as well as normalizing my presence and reducing reactivity
(Bernard, 2011; Ellsberg & Heise, 2005).
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Beyond community immersion and participation in daily activities, participant observation
also entails constant note taking and regular field note recording (Bernard, 2011; Luker, 2008). To
avoid breaking the fluidity of an experience, Bernard (2011) discusses the tendency to ‘duck into a
corner’ or otherwise find a private moment to jot down notes that can serve to jog a researcher’s
memory when she later sits down to write up in-depth field notes. These notes document insight
into cultural norms, socioeconomic circumstances, and gender dynamics, among other contextual
factors, allowing for a more holistic understanding of IPV.
Phase One also began recruitment for study participants for inclusion in the Phase Two
household survey. This survey served as both an instrument of data collection and an avenue for
ensuring the safety of potential participants by acting as the external focus of the research. As I had
previously conducted research in Carhuaz province for my masters’, my dissertation research was
presented at community meetings as an extension of my previous work, expanding the focus on
women’s health to the household level. Thus, this research was framed as an approach to supporting
healthy families and understanding household dynamics and needs. Framing the research as such
allowed for the protection of research participants’ safety and confidentiality by preventing them
from being identified as participating in IPV research (Ellsberg & Heise, 2005).
Recruitment for household survey participation was conducted through cluster sampling at
community meetings, word of mouth, chain-referral sampling, and direct invitation with community
contacts and partner organizations, which are common methods of choice for ethnographic research
on IPV (Alcalde, 2010; Friederic, 2008; McClusky, 2001). These predominately network-based
sampling methods are ideal for populations that can be hard to access due to secrecy and stigma,
such as IPV survivors (Bernard, 2011).
Cluster sampling was conducted as a part of introducing the research study during
community meetings at which women gathered, such as Vaso de Leche distributions, Juntos meetings,
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knitting and crocheting groups, and other events. My attendance at these meetings allowed me to
introduce the household survey component of this research and invite survey participation.
However, to counter the potential biases of cluster sampling, I also employed chain-referral
sampling, in which participants refer additional participants, word of mouth recruitment, and direct
invitations to participate in the research (Bernard, 2011). These methods were feasible as a result of
long-term fieldwork, extensive rapport, and community immersion, which enable ethnographic
researchers to tap into local social networks.
Moreover, such methods do not rely on literacy or electronic technology, two challenges
present in Carhuaz province; nor do they present bias in terms of formal help-seeking like cluster
sampling at support service facilities would. However, they do require trust and established
relationships within the local community, which can take time to develop (Alcalde, 2010; Friederic,
2011; Sullivan, Bhuyan, Senturia, Shiu-Thornton, & Ciske, 2005). On their own, such network-based
recruitment methods are limited in their reach since, for example, direct invitations only extend to
the researcher’s network. Thus, to account for the shortcomings of purposive, word of mouth, and
chain referral sampling, I used these recruitment strategies in complement with each other during
the course of long-term fieldwork.
Phase Two: Household Surveys
Phase Two took place during months three through seven and was composed of household
survey data collection, recruitment for in-depth interview participation, and continued survey
recruitment. A total of 82 household surveys were conducted in-person with eligible participants.
Eligibility for survey participation required that a participant be a woman over the age of 18 who
was married, living with a partner, or ever-partnered, including widowed, divorced, and separated
women. Only one woman per household was recruited to protect participant privacy, confidentiality,
and safety (Ellsberg & Heise, 2005).
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The WHO’s Study on Women’s Health and the Family (Estudio sobre Salud de las Mujeres y la
Familia) household survey was utilized in this research as it has been validated for use in rural Peru6
(García-Moreno, Jansen, Ellsberg, et al., 2005; Güezmes, Palomino, & Ramos, 2002). Prior to data
collection, the household survey was adapted for local use based on the feedback of collaborating
organizations in Phase One (See Appendix II for WHO Household Survey). For example, questions
about HIV/AIDS were excluded from the survey based on the CEM’s rationale that incidence is
very low in the province and the additional questions would only add to the length of the survey and
increase the likelihood of participant fatigue rather than providing meaningful data. It is important
to note that the survey was not specifically focused on IPV, but rather women’s health and their
families. Such an approach allowed for a neutral outward appearance of the research to protect
participant safety (Ellsberg & Heise, 2005). Three of the survey’s 12 sections were dedicated to IPV
and one section focused on other experiences of violence, including street harassment, child abuse,
and non-partner sexual assault. Other topics covered in the survey include demographic
information, women’s general health, mental health, reproductive health, children’s health, gender
attitudes, and information about a participant’s current or most recent partner (Ellsberg & Heise,
2005). The survey moved from less sensitive to more sensitive topics after establishing a connection
and sense of rapport. Thus, surveys provided extensive quantitative data at the household level.
These surveys also functioned as a screener for eligibility for participation in in-depth, semistructured interviews in Phase Three by facilitating the identification of survivors of violence based
on responses to IPV-focused questions, allowing for private and confidential disclosure and
interview recruitment. Survey questions pertaining to IPV were behavior-specific and probed
lifetime and recent (in the 12 months preceding participation) experiences of IPV. Behavior-specific
questions, such as asking if a participant had been kicked, punched, or slapped, have been found to
This study utilized version 11 of the WHO survey, last revised in November 2013. The survey has since undergone
further revisions.

6
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enhance disclosure since general questions that ask participants if they have experienced IPV are
subject to interpretation of what constitutes IPV and require participants to assert survivor/victim
status (Ellsberg et al., 2001). Participants not responding ‘yes’ to the initial behavior-specific IPV
questions did not participate in subsequent IPV-focused follow up sections, further enhancing
privacy with regard to subject matter.
Household surveys were completed in-person with the participant in the language of their
choosing (i.e. Spanish or Quechua) to minimize literacy issues and allow for immediate clarification
of any confusion. Surveys were conducted at the time and in the place of the participant’s choosing
and were not audio-recorded. Rather, responses were documented on the paper survey and
handwritten notes were logged. Surveys lasted from around 30 minutes to over 4 hours, depending
on the participant. The variation in survey time was partly dependent upon responses, as positive
responses to some questions would open up additional survey questions and/or sections. For
example, positive responses to behavior-specific IPV questions led to subsequent questions
regarding lifetime and/or recent occurrence as well as frequency. Furthermore, some participants
answered a question and then went on to elaborate on their response, such as a narrative related to a
specific incident of violence. Although the structured nature of surveys does not capture these data,
participants were allowed to elaborate as they desired, and handwritten notes were recorded. Any
documented quotes were read back to participants to ensure accuracy. After survey completion, data
were entered into an electronic database, which was checked and monitored after every 10 surveys
completed to ensure completeness and accuracy.
The time spent completing the survey face-to-face with participants also helped to enhance
trust and rapport. In fact, after completing the survey, many women invited me back to participate
in activities ranging from cooking meals to planting crops to birthday celebrations. These repeat
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visits allowed for increased community immersion, continued participant observation insights,
sustained relationship building, and follow up unstructured interviewing.
Phase Three: In-Depth, Semi-Structured Interviews
Phase Three overlapped with Phase Two and began in the seventh month of fieldwork and
continued through the tenth month. Phase Three focused on interview data collection and included
some continued survey recruitment and collection and interview recruitment. The most common
recruitment strategy for survivors of IPV is purposive sampling through emergency shelters and
healthcare facilities (Alcalde, 2010; Cripe et al., 2015; Petersen, Moracco, Goldstein, & Clark, 2005).
Purposive, non-probabilistic sampling is appropriate for IPV research with survivors since such
studies seek a specific population with certain experiences (Bernard, 2011). Recruitment through
shelters or outreach services presents direct access to survivors of IPV since such experience is a
requirement for services. However, recruitment through shelters often represents urban populations
as shelters are typically not present in rural and underserved settings (Logan, Walker, Cole, Ratliff, &
Leukefeld, 2003). Carhuaz province is no exception, and thus, this research was not able to utilize
purposive sampling in shelters.
Moreover, recruitment through shelters and outreach services also has its weaknesses due to
the bias that it presents—seeking research participants in the shelter-setting alone results in data that
represent only those who have disclosed IPV experience and sought formal support services
(Hamby, 2000). Such is the case with recruitment through healthcare facilities as well, as this
presents a bias in the sample population towards those who seek and have access to such services.
Thus, while purposive sampling through settings such as emergency shelters and healthcare facilities
allows for targeted recruitment of IPV survivors, such an approach also presents limitations in
regard to who is represented in the data.
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In contrast, similar to the WHO Multi-Country Study and others, I conducted wider
recruitment for potential interview participants with IPV experience by drawing from previously
conducted, in-person household surveys (Ellsberg et al., 2001; Hamby, 2000; Johnson, Ollus, &
Nevala, 2008). Eligibility for participation in Phase Three survivor interviews required that a woman
meet the survey eligibility requirements and screen positively for any IPV experience, including
controlling behavior, emotional/psychological abuse, physical violence, and/or sexual assault. This
approach provided a sample of participants who may or may not have sought formal IPV-support
services, preventing bias in that respect.
Eligible survey participants were invited to partake in an in-depth interview (n=21) that
explored women’s intimate relationships, disclosure practices, coping strategies, help-seeking
behaviors, and perspectives on available and needed IPV-related services (See Appendix IV for
Survivor Interview Guide). These interviews were semi-structured with open-ended questions to
elicit targeted narratives of IPV experiences (LeCompte & Schensul, 2010), allowing women to guide
the conversation, focus on the events that they found most significant, give them meaning from
their own perspectives based on their own reality, and author their own narrative (Bernard, 2011;
Boonzaier & van Schalkwyk, 2011; McClusky, 2001). Such an approach supports a sense of
empowerment, a crucial aspect to working with survivors of IPV (Boonzaier & van Schalkwyk,
2011).
Alongside these interviews with IPV survivors, interviews were also conducted with those
not reporting experiences of IPV (n=5). Eligibility for participation in Phase Three non-survivor
interviews required that a woman meet all of the household survey eligibility requirements. These
interviews provided insight into community perspectives on IPV, allowed for those with indirect
IPV experience (i.e. the mother, sister, cousin of a survivor) to share their experiences, and served to
enhance safety by preventing participants from being identified as survivors of violence by serving as
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‘red herrings’ (See Appendix V for Non-Survivor Interview Guide). Moreover, all interviews served
as an additional opportunity for disclosure of IPV. For example, one women reporting only control
subsequently disclosed emotional, physical, and sexual violence during her interview. Similarly,
several women reporting IPV disclosed additional forms of IPV during their interview.
Phase Three also consisted of semi-structured, in-depth interviews with IPV-related service
providers (n=12) in formal institutions, including the CEM and local police. These interviews were
semi-structured and aimed at elucidating participants’ practices when working with survivors of IPV
as well as their perspectives on partner violence and VAW within Carhuaz province (See Appendix
VI for Provider Interview Guide). These data allowed for a comparison of perspectives and
experiences between service providers and those with IPV experience in order to identify
disconnects in knowledge and practice that exist between the two groups.
Provider participants were recruited through community contacts and collaborating
organizations. Eligibility for these interviews required that participants work in an IPV-related field.
Since they are circumscribed by their occupation, service providers are typically directly recruited by
researchers in the institutions in which they work. However, service providers can be considered an
‘elite’ population that may not choose to participate in a study because they are not directly affected
by the research topic (Bernard, 2011), thus requiring a focus on engagement strategies. Friederic
(2011) engaged with service providers early on in her research design by presenting introductory
letters regarding herself and her research to institutions of interest upon entering the field, a strategy
employed in this research to enhance community engagement and establish a PAR approach. This
collaboration with local, community-based organizations helped initiate institutional buy-in and
increased the likelihood of service provider participation.
All interviews were audio-recorded with the permission of participants for later transcription,

and detailed, hand-written notes were maintained during all interviews, including observations of
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non-verbal cues, such as gesturing and emotional responses. No participants declined audio
recording. Interviews lasted from about 30 minutes to over two hours, depending on the participant,
and were conducted at the time and in the place of the participant’s choosing. Audio recordings
were electronically uploaded to a password-protected folder and field notes were electronically
entered into a password-protected text file. As I electronically entered interview field notes, I also
listened to interview audio recordings, taking additional notes to ensure accuracy and completeness.
Moreover, formative thematic notes were maintained alongside these data to help guide later coding
and analysis.
Phase Four: PAR Workshops and Community Collaboration
Phase Four took place during the final three months of fieldwork and was composed of infield, preliminary analysis of quantitative and qualitative data, PAR workshops (N=6; n=64), and
institutional meetings to provide the local community with initial findings prior to field departure.
Preliminary analysis of interview data was conducted to identify reoccurring themes and patterns
(Bernard, 2011), which were then presented during PAR workshops to elicit community
collaboration in interpreting and verifying preliminary findings and identifying avenues for
implementation in the local community.
Participation in Phase Four PAR workshops was open to all community members, though
male participation was not expected nor did it occur, as women are usually the ones who participate
in meetings such as these. Recruitment for these workshops was conducted through word of mouth,
with me extending invitations to all survey and interview participants that I was able to reach either
by phone or through house visits, as well as general invitations to community contacts. These
women were encouraged to invite their friends and family.
The PAR workshop protocol was modeled after those used by Movimiento Manuela Ramos,
which have been validated for use in the Peruvian Andes (Carrasco Reyes, 1997), as well as my own
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previous pre-dissertation protocols (See Appendix VII for Phase Four PAR Workshop Protocols).
Activities focused on the development of fictional community members, one male and one female,
and included body mapping, small group discussions of gender roles and expectations, the creation
of typical life histories representative of the community, and action mapping with regard to partner
violence. Each workshop lasted no more than 90 minutes and was audio-recorded with the
permission of participants. Findings was incorporated into informational posters in collaboration
with community members and women’s groups; these focused on topics such as recent legal
changes to definitions of violence, how to support survivors, and healthy family dynamics. Overall,
these workshops were aimed at generating critical consciousness regarding IPV and engagement
with the issues as well as a sense of empowerment.
Imperative to the community-based nature of this study, as well as practices of Andean
reciprocity, preliminary findings were written up in a community report entitled Estudio Sobre Salud de
las Mujeres y la Familia (Study on Women’s Health and the Family). Thus, brief descriptive statistical
analysis was conducted on survey data with regard to frequency and distribution of focal variables,
including general health concerns, reproductive health practices, alcohol consumption, gender
attitudes, partner communication habits, and partner violence for inclusion in the community report.
The report was provided to local institutions engaged in survivor support services, including the
CEM, the District Attorney’s Unit for Victims and Witnesses (La Unidad Distrital de Víctimas y
Testigos—UDAVIT), local health centers, NGOs, and local police stations. Main findings were
highlighted during institutional presentations of the report. Informational posters were also
distributed to local institutions in both paper and electronic formats to allow for reproduction.
Providing these results to participating communities is crucial to ethical research as well as essential
to Andean reciprocity. Moreover, the public distribution of survey findings helped to emphasize the
outward focus of this research regarding the support of healthy families and households.
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Data Analysis
Quantitative Analysis
All survey data were entered into SPSS 25 (IBM, 2017) and exploratory, descriptive statistics
were conducted to establish a cross-sectional understanding of rates of IPV, including detailed,
behavior-specific aspects of control, emotional/psychological violence, physical violence, sexual
violence, violence during pregnancy, and aspects of economic violence. Descriptive statistics were
also conducted on impacts of violence, attitudes regarding gender roles and the use of physical and
sexual violence, disclosure practices, and coping strategies. These data were also examined by
demographic variables to examine potential differences. Bivariate analysis examined the impacts of
IPV on mental and physical health as well as the impact of exposure to violence during childhood.
The completed quantitative analysis of survey data was also written in Spanish for a final community
report that was delivered to local institutions in December of 2017.
Qualitative Analysis
All audio recordings were transcribed and uploaded to Atlas.ti 8 for Mac for coding
(ATLAS.ti. Scientific Software Development GmbH, 2019). To ensure confidentiality, I transcribed
all Spanish interviews with IPV survivors and community members (n=22). A bilingual research
assistant, who facilitated linguistic and cultural fluidity during Quechua interviews and PAR
workshops, transcribed and translated to Spanish the remaining four Quechua interviews and all
workshop recordings (n=6), which included conversations in both Spanish and Quechua. Finally, in
the interest of time, service provider interviews (n=12) were professionally transcribed as they were
not conducted with a vulnerable population nor did they contain personal accounts of IPV.
Nonetheless, the transcription service signed a confidentially and non-disclosure agreement prior to
receiving the audio files. After the completion of transcription, all transcripts were reviewed
alongside audio recordings for accuracy.
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As this research was exploratory and primarily descriptive, focused on understanding
women’s experiences of IPV and related decision-making, a thematic approach to analysis was
decided upon. Qualitative data analysis was guided by Kuckartz’s (2014) iterative, seven-step
thematic qualitative analysis process. Briefly, these steps include: 1) initial review of texts, 2)
development of main thematic categories, 3) first round coding, 4) review of coded categories, 5)
development of sub-categories, 6) second round coding, including the development of a thematic
matrix, and 7) category-based analysis.
Accordingly, prior to formal coding, all transcripts were read through to further familiarize
myself with the data. During this initial phase, I employed pre-coding (Layder, 1998) to highlight
interview quotes and important passages that struck me (Saldaña, 2015) and maintained notes
regarding unanticipated themes. This was followed by the development of thematic code categories,
which included disclosure barriers, coping strategies, partner infidelity, alcohol use, informal sources
of support, and formal support services, among others. The development of these categories was
composed of a mix of inductive and deductive coding methods in order to frame the findings within
the research objectives while remaining open to the emergence of novel themes and perspectives
(Bernard, 2011). Thus, the guiding research questions were used to frame the code categories, while
the data were also allowed to inform further elaboration of the codebook. For example, ‘disclosure
barriers’ was a code category arising from the research aims, while the category of ‘partner infidelity’
emerged as a theme in interview data.
After the development of the initial codebook, all transcripts were coded in Atlas.ti 8 during
first round coding. The codebook was then revised and expanded to include sub-categories. For
example, the category of ‘disclosure barriers’ was expanded to include specific barriers such as fear
of partner reprisal, concerns for community gossip, and belief that the system does not work.
Following the expansion of the codebook, a second round of coding was conducted with the newly
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established sub-categories. Although not called for in Kuckartz’s process (2014), an additional third
round of coding was conducted to ensure consistency.
Following this final round of coding, participant summaries were developed. Similar to
Kuckartz’s thematic matrices (2014), these participant summaries provide descriptions of each
interview, focusing on data relevant to the research objectives (Huberman & Miles, 2002). This
facilitated identification of the most prevalent thematic categories and also resulted in systematic
case overviews, which aided in the selection of representative cases for vignettes and narrative
presentation (Schmidt, 2004). Finally, category-based analysis of the main themes was conducted to
examine the saturation of themes across participants as well as the relationships between variables
and how they impacted women’s experiences of and decision-making around IPV (Kuckartz, 2014).
Interview data were organized by thematic categories and sub-categories for review and selection for
inclusion in the final write-up for illustrative purposes.
Ethical Considerations
As with all academic research, prior to entering the field, this study was approved by the
Institutional Review Board (IRB) at the University of South Florida (#26892) (see Appendix VIII
for IRB Approval Letter). Additionally, verbal informed consent was obtained from all participants
in this study, and strict confidentiality was maintained for each participant. Verbal informed consent
provided an additional measure of security as no participant names were documented. Rather,
during data collection, all participants were assigned a unique numeric identifier. Before beginning
data collection, the proposed research questions, objectives, and methods were presented to partner
organizations and adapted according to their feedback to ensure local acceptability.
However, given the sensitivity of IPV research and safety risks, additional ethical
considerations were required as poorly designed research can put both participants and researchers
at risk. This research involved work with vulnerable populations, involving extra care on my part to
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respect the rights of participants and be aware of their potential vulnerabilities. Socioeconomic
status, ethnic and cultural background, and gender all play roles in shaping the vulnerability of some
participants, requiring special protection and consideration (Whiteford & Trotter, 2008). Further
complicating the equation is the nature of cross-cultural ethnographic research (Whiteford &
Vindrola-Padros, 2015), in which researchers must “simultaneously accommodate the principles,
guidelines, and values of their national culture, of the international community, and of the culture
they are studying” (Whiteford & Trotter, 2008, p. 69).
Thus, the ethical considerations of my dissertation research not only took into account the
sensitivities of the content, but also paid attention to the particular vulnerabilities of participants and
cross-cultural variations, demanding thorough and rigorous ethical guidelines to ensure the safety,
privacy, and confidentiality of all those involved. In light of these intersecting ethical concerns, this
research was guided by the WHO’s guidelines for researching VAW (Ellsberg & Heise, 2005;
Ellsberg et al., 2001) and Ethics for Anthropological Research and Practice (Whiteford & Trotter, 2008),
which offers insight on cross-cultural research as well as engagement with vulnerable populations.
This section reviews these guidelines and their contributions to this research, closing with an
overview of participant compensation and linguistic considerations.
Ethical Considerations in Intimate Partner Violence Research
Rooted in a public health approach, the WHO guidelines for research on VAW coincide
with the ethical principles of public health research, focusing on 1) respect for persons, 2)
minimization of harm to participants and researchers, 3) maximization of benefits, and 4) seeking
justice (Ellsberg & Heise, 2005; Ellsberg et al., 2001). Accordingly, the WHO guidelines focus on
protecting participant safety and confidentiality, providing specialized training of and ongoing
support to researchers, minimizing potential participant distress, establishing referral and support
systems, ensuring methodological soundness, and the advancement of policy and intervention
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development (Ellsberg & Heise, 2005; Ellsberg et al., 2001). These guidelines are derived from
extensive experience and lessons learned through the WHO Multi-Country Study, providing
practical insight into important ethical considerations in IPV research.
While transparency is fundamental to ethically sound research, the WHO also recommends
framing violence research in general terms and having a neutral outward focus, such as supporting
healthy families or enhancing community safety (Ellsberg & Heise, 2005; Johnson, Ollus, & Nevala,
2008). In doing so, the participation of community members is not likely to raise the suspicions of
or risk retaliation by violent partners. Thus, this research was framed in general terms and outwardly
focused on the household survey regarding the support of healthy families. Furthermore, although
men’s perspectives can help achieve a more complete understanding of IPV, the WHO guidelines
recommend engaging with only men or only women in a single research study to enhance safety.
Accordingly, this research excluded men in household survey and interview data collection with the
exception of service providers7 (Ellsberg & Heise, 2005; Ellsberg et al., 2001).
In the interest of discretion, this study also only conducted data collection with one woman
per household and established a referral system with the provincial CEM to ensure women’s safety
and minimize any potential distress (Ellsberg & Heise, 2005). This referral system connected women
with local support services in the event of emotional distress and/or imminent danger (Ellsberg &
Heise, 2005; Jansen et al., 2004). Dummy questions were developed in case someone entered the
room during data collection, cover stories were provided to participants, if needed, and all data
collection was conducted at a time and in the location of a participant’s choosing (Sullivan et al.,
2005). Ample opportunities to take breaks and/or stop the survey and interview were also provided.
Despite these potential sensitivities, the literature demonstrates that IPV disclosure and sharing

The two participating male service providers did not live in the communities they served nor did they reside in
communities in which survey and interviews were conducted.
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these experiences is largely a cathartic process (DeWalt & Dewalt, 2002; Ellsberg & Heise, 2005;
Jansen et al., 2004).
Moreover, the WHO guidelines and others emphasize the importance of researcher training
and sensitization to enhance disclosure and improve data quality (Ellsberg & Heise, 2005; Jansen et
al., 2004). Particularly important to IPV research are the recommendations concerning specialized
researcher training. Due to the sensitivities of IPV, researchers require specialized training and
sensitization that encourages them to recognize their own potential biases, prepares them to
establish trustful relationships, and trains them to address potential emotional distress in a
supportive and empowering manner. These efforts help to enhance disclosure of violence, minimize
participant distress, and improve data quality (Ellsberg & Heise, 2005; Jansen et al., 2004). In
preparation for this research, I underwent domestic violence competency training through the
Florida Coalition Against Domestic Violence, interned for at the Spring of Tampa Bay’s emergency
shelter and outreach office from 2014-2015, and continued to volunteer 3 days a week as an
advocate through the spring of 2016. As a result of my experiences at the emergency shelter and
outreach office, which included answering emergency hotline calls, facilitating and observing
support groups, and providing daily emotional and instrumental support to residents and outreach
clients, I developed my abilities to meaningfully engage with survivors of IPV in a supportive
manner and recognize and manage survivor distress from an empowerment approach.
Ethical Considerations in Cross Cultural Research with Vulnerable Populations
In regard to cross-cultural research, ethical considerations were guided by Whiteford and
Trotter’s Ethics for Anthropological Research and Practice (2008). The authors identify two basic issues at
the root of these ethical dilemmas: 1) the need to respect cultural relativism and 2) the necessity of
contextualizing judgments of cultural norms. In conducting ethnographic, qualitative research, we
ourselves may be considered research instruments, which is why the recognition of our cultural
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biases is crucial to the practice of respecting cultural relativism (Bernard, 2011). However, as
Whiteford and Trotter caution, “cultural relativism cannot be ethically extended to all human
behavior just because that behavior is strongly endorsed by a specific culture” (2008, p. 45). Thus,
the practice of cultural relativism must be exercised with care and competency of national and
international ethical principles is essential to cross-cultural research (Whiteford & Trotter, 2008).
As Whiteford and Trotter (2008) emphasize, respect for persons requires that individuals
have the right to choose. Yet, more than merely choosing to participate in a research study, I believe
that the ethical principle of respect for persons also includes the right of that person to be in charge
of decision-making regarding a potential course of action related to their experience of IPV. A
survivor knows their partner better than any researcher or advocate, and thus, their knowledge must
be at the forefront in evaluating an ethical conflict such as that of protecting participant safety
versus privacy. Furthermore, through open and honest engagement with research participants, we
advance research transparency and also empower participants to play a role in deciding their own
course of action. In the face of IPV, which can be deeply disempowering, such an approach can lead
to ideal outcomes for both researchers and participants. Accordingly, in situations in which I was
concerned for the safety of a participant, I made clear my concerns, shared information about local
resources and options, and offered emotional support. I reiterated to participants that they were in
control of deciding what they wanted to do in the face of these risks, but also assured them that I
was available to provide them with whatever support I could.
Participant Compensation
All survey participants were compensated for their time with goods from the local market,
such as fruits, vegetables, and cheese (equivalent to 5 USD). All interview participants were
compensated for their time with a lliklla (manta) (equivalent to 5 USD), which is a woven shoulder
cloth, about 4’ by 4’, that is used by Andean women to carry a variety of items on their back. These
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compensations were based on previous experience in the area as well as consultation with CSW and
adhere to Andean practices of reciprocity (Harvey, 1994). While these were considered useful items
in any household, their value was not held in such high regard as to coerce participation. Rather, this
exchange represented appreciation for participant time and the value of their knowledge and
experiences, which was verbally expressed to participants upon their receipt of compensation.
Linguistic Considerations
In regard to linguistic considerations, while previous experience in the area indicated high
levels of conversational Spanish among native Quechua speaking women, participants were asked
which language (Spanish or Quechua) they preferred for survey and interview participation. In the
case of preference for Quechua, a research assistant from the regional capital of Huaraz, fluent in
Spanish and Huaylas Quechua, a regional variant of Quechua, facilitated data collection. This
research assistant also facilitated cultural and linguistic fluidity during the PAR workshops. Prior to
engagement in this research, the research assistant signed a confidentiality agreement, participated in
survey and interview training, and received instruction on safety planning and survivor
empowerment. Furthermore, the research assistant was not from the province in which this research
was conducted, and as such, did not have familial or community ties that may have presented bias,
such as preventing disclosure of violence. However, she has worked closely with me since I
conducted my master’s research in the area in 2012 and has a background in communications and
family violence law, demonstrating her community rapport and familiarity with the research topic.
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ORGANIZATION OF RESULTS
The following chapters present data collected over 11 months of dissertation field research
in Carhuaz province, primarily focusing on data from household surveys with local women (n=82)
and in-depth, semi-structured interviews conducted with a subset of survey participants (n=26).
Data collected from semi-structured interviews with service providers (n=12) are also presented to
complement findings regarding women’s IPV related disclosure, help-seeking, and coping strategies.
The findings of this research are presented across four chapters. Illustrating the local context
and providing an overview of IPV in Carhuaz province, the first chapter presents participant
demographics, IPV prevalence and impacts, attitudes regarding gender roles and the use of violence,
and qualitative accounts on women’s experiences of intimate violence. Mirroring the research aims
of this study, the subsequent three results chapters focus on three periods of IPV:
1) Living with a violent partner, including survivor coping strategies, disclosure practices,
help-seeking behaviors (RA1), and available informal and formal support services (RA2 and
RA3);
2) Leaving and attempting to leave a violent partner, including the facilitators and barriers to
exiting a violent relationship (RA1), sources of formal and informal support when exiting
(RA2), and survivors’ experiences with these sources of support (RA3); and
3) Reestablishing and/or maintaining familial stability and safety, including barriers and
facilitators (RA1), available support services (RA2), and additional support services needed
(RA3).
This approach does not imply that women’s experiences with IPV are linear, moving from one
period to the next, nor does it intend to suggest that women move through all three of these phases.
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In fact, as will be discussed, some women may never consider leaving a violent partner, or plan to do
so, but face a number of challenges that may lead her to stay. Other women find themselves in a
cyclical struggle, living in violence, leaving, and returning. Rather, the results of this research are
presented in this way because women’s responses to violence are dynamic and there are notable
changes in their experiences and aims in accordance with these periods.
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CHAPTER FOUR:
RESULTS: VIOLENCE IN CONTEXT
This chapter begins with demographic data on the 82 household survey participants.
Demographic data for the subset of 26 survey participants who engaged in semi-structured
interviews are similar to the overall survey population, presenting no major deviations. As such, only
a brief demographic overview of these participants is presented, followed by a demographic
summary of the 12 IPV-related service providers participating in in-depth interviews. Demographic
data are followed by household survey results regarding the prevalence of IPV, its impacts, and
attitudes regarding violence, providing a specific look at IPV in Carhuaz province. Participants’
qualitative accounts of these experiences complement quantitative findings. The initial appearance of
each participant is accompanied by a brief introduction. A list of all participants appearing in this
dissertation along with basic descriptions is provided in Appendix IX.
Participant Demographics
Household Survey Participants
In total, 82 women living in Carhuaz province participated in household surveys. In the
interest of participant confidentiality, this dissertation does not identify participants’ districts of
residence within Carhuaz province; however, all participants lived outside of the Carhuaz City,
predominately in agricultural communities and areas of low population density. The majority of
surveys were conducted in Spanish (n=62; 75.6%) and the remaining surveys in Quechua (n=20;
24.4%). The average household size among participants was four, with a range of one to nine. Most
households had access to piped water inside the home (n=75; 91.5%) and were equipped with
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electricity (n=79; 96.3%). The majority of participants were married or conviviente8 (n=69; 84.1%). At
the time of survey participation, 12 participants (14.6%) were either separated or divorced. Just over
half of participating women (n=47; 57.3%) were living outside of their natal community, primarily in
the natal community of their partner, as custom dictates patrilocality. Further, about one-third of
women (n=28; 34.1%) reported that they did not live close enough to their birth family to visit them
with ease. Additionally, just over half of participants (n=44; 53.7%) reported witnessing parental
IPV during their youth.
The average age of survey participants was 36 (s.d. 8.8 years), with a minimum age of 19 and
maximum age of 63. The mean years of schooling among women was 5 years9, ranging from no
formal education whatsoever to post-graduate studies. One-fifth of survey participants (n=17;
20.7%) reported never having attended school, and 30.0% (n=24) self-reported as illiterate. The
majority of participants identified their principle occupation as housewife (n=69; 84.1%), which
includes caring for children, cooking, cleaning, small animal husbandry, and agricultural labor,
among other household and farm chores. One woman highlighted the gendered division of
household labor during a PAR workshop, “We [women] have a lot of work in the house, especially
with the children. The men do not worry about the children. Instead, we dedicate ourselves to the
house and the kids.”

Although in Spanish conviviente translates to cohabitating, its implications in everyday use are much broader in Peru. In
rural areas and among low-income couples, it is common to live together and have children without formally marrying,
largely due to the prohibitive costs of the wedding ceremony and marriage documentation. This is referred to as a
convivencia and the couple as convivientes. Generally, a relationship is considered a convivencia once the couple begins living
together. Both men and women convivientes routinely refer to their partner as esposo (husband) or esposa (wife), despite not
being formally married. Family and friends do the same, calling a friend’s conviviente her esposo, for example. Similarly,
convivencias maintain the same expectations and responsibilities of a formal marriage, and like marriage, are anticipated to
last for a lifetime. Furthermore, Peru’s legal system recognizes the rights of convivientes after two consecutive years of
living together, and convivientes are protected under Law No. 30364 regarding VAW. During this research, participants did
not distinguish between convivencias and legal marriage unless specifically asked. Thus, throughout this dissertation, I use
the terms conviviente, partner, spouse, and husband/wife interchangeably.
9 In Peru, primary school includes grades 1 through 6, and secondary school includes grades 7 through 11.
8
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Table 4.1. Survey Participant Demographics

Total
Survey Language
Spanish
Quechua
Age Group
18-24
25-29
30-34
35-39
40-44
45-49
50-54
55-64
Natal Home
Current Community
Other Community
Marital Status
Married or Conviviente
Married or Conviviente, living separately
Dating
Divorced/Separated
Level of Education
Never Attended School
Some Primary School
Completed Primary School
Some Secondary School
Completed Secondary School
Higher Education
Occupation
Housewife
Agriculture
Domestic Work
Principle Source of Household Income
His Income
Both Their Incomes
Her Income
No Income
Social Services
Money from Family
Pension
Earns Money Herself
Yes
Selling Crops/Animals
Employment
Witnessed Parental IPV
Yes
No
Parents did not live together or do not remember
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N
82

%
100.0

62
20

75.6
24.4

6
9
17
23
15
5
3
4

7.3
11.0
20.7
28.0
18.3
6.1
3.7
4.9

35
47

42.7
57.3

67
2
1
12

81.7
2.4
1.2
14.6

17
25
12
10
12
6

20.7
30.5
14.6
12.2
14.6
7.3

69
9
4

84.1
11.0
4.8

33
27
13
3
3
2
1

40.2
32.9
15.9
3.7
3.7
2.4
1.2

58
44
14

70.7
53.7
24.1

44
30
8

53.7
36.6
9.7

Other occupations included agricultural work (n=9; 11%) and paid domestic work (n=4;
4.8%). Thirty-three participants (40.2%) reported that the principle household income came from
their partner’s work, closely followed by the income of both partners (n=27; 32.9%). Despite most
women reporting housewife as their primary occupation, nearly three-quarters of participants (n=58;
70.7%) also engaged in some form of income generation, such as selling animals and seasonal work
(see Table 4.1 for details).
Table 4.2 presents information concerning ownership of certain items, such as land, small
animals (chickens, goats, guinea pig, etc.), and large animals (cows, horses, etc.) as indicators of
women’s financial independence or lack thereof. Women responded about their ownership of each
item and if they were sole or joint owners. These data demonstrate that independent female
ownership of all items is generally low with the exception of small animals, primarily guinea pigs
(48.8% of total). About one-fifth of women (n=17; 20.7%) were sole owners of land and one-tenth
were sole owners of a home. In contrast, just over half of women (n=42; 51.3%) reported no
ownership of land and two-fifths (n=33; 40.3%) reported no ownership of a home.
Table 4.2 Women Who Own Certain Items, Either Themselves or with Another Person

Small Animals
Land/Property
Home
Harvested Crops
Home Goods (TV, washer, stove, etc.)
Large Animals
Savings in the Bank
Company/Business
Jewelry, Gold, or Other Items of Value
Vehicle

Yes, Sole Owner
N
%
40
48.8
17
20.7
11
13.4
11
13.4
11
13.4
2
2.4
2
2.4
1
1.2
1
1.2
0
0.0

Yes, Co-Owner
N
%
30
36.6
23
28.0
38
46.3
37
45.1
31
37.8
8
9.8
0
0.0
3
3.6
0
0.0
4
4.8

No, Does Not Own
N
%
12
14.6
42
51.3
33
40.3
34
41.5
40
48.8
72
87.8
80
97.6
78
95.2
81
98.8
78
95.2

With regard to reproductive health and histories, all participants had at least one child at the
time of survey participation. A total of 227 pregnancies and 212 live births were reported across the
sample. The average number of pregnancies was two, as was the average number of live births, with
a range of 1 to 10. With respect to pregnancies not ending in live birth, eight women reported
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miscarriages, one woman reported a stillbirth, and one woman reported two abortions. Additionally,
two women were pregnant at the time of survey participation.
Two-thirds of participants (n=57; 69.5%) reported having used any form of contraception at
any point in their life, and 41.5% of participants (n=35) were using contraception at the time of
survey participation. Table 4.3 presents the methods of contraception that women were using, with
injectable contraception being the most common method (n=16; 45.7% of those using
contraception). Furthermore, of the women who were actively using contraception, 88.6% reported
that their partners were aware. Across all participants, 14.6% (n=12) reported that their partner had
ever prevented them from using contraception. Additionally, although condoms are a method of
contraception, the household survey asked specifically about the use of condoms to prevent sexually
transmitted infections. This question was insightful because although only five women reported
condom use as a form of birth control, more than half of participants (n=43; 52.4%) reported that
they had used a condom to prevent sexually transmitted infections at least once with their current or
most recent partner. Only 18.3% (n=15) reported that they used a condom the last time they had
sex with their partner (or most recent partner among those who were divorced or separated).
Table 4.3 Current Use of Contraception
Total
Injections
Pills
Condoms
Implant
Female Sterilization
Rhythm Method
Withdrawal

N
35
16
8
5
2
2
1
1

%
100.0
45.7
22.8
14.3
5.7
5.7
2.8
2.8

Overall, women reported a lifetime average of one sexual partner, with the majority of
women reporting only one lifetime sexual partner (n=57; 69.5%). A quarter of participants (n=22,
26.8%) reported two lifetime partners, and three participants (3.7%) reported three lifetime sexual
partners. Average age at first sexual intercourse was 19 (s.d. 3.5 years). Women were also asked how
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they would describe their first sexual intercourse. While 61.0% of participants (n=50) reported that
they wanted to have sexual intercourse at the time, one-quarter of participants (n=21; 25.6%)
reported that they did not want to have sexual intercourse, but it happened, indicating nonconsensual sex. Further, 13.4% of women (n=11) reported that they were forced (obligada) to have
intercourse the first time they had sex. With respect to age, those who engaged in sexual intercourse
for the first time before the age of 15 all reported being forced to have sex. The majority of
participants (n=57; 69.5%) reported that the first time they engaged in sexual intercourse was with
their current spouse or most recent partner. Examining this information in relation to women’s
descriptions of their first sexual intercourse, it is clear that although most women’s first sexual
partner was her current partner, nearly one-quarter of women (n=19) did not want to have sexual
intercourse or were forced to have intercourse by their current partner (see Table 4.4 for details).
Table 4.4 Description of First Sexual Intercourse by Age and Partner
Wanted to
have sex

Did not want
to, but it
happened
N
%
21
25.6

N
50

%
61.0

<15
15-17
18-21
22+

0
12
27
11

0.0
52.2
67.5
64.7

0
8
8
5

Partner at First Intercourse
Current or Most Recent Partner*
Previous Partner
Other Person

38
12
0

66.7
63.2
0.0

15
4
2

Total
Age at First Sexual Intercourse

Was forced to
have sex
N
11

%
13.4

0.0
34.8
20.0
29.4

2
3
5
1

100.0
13.0
12.5
5.9

26.3
21.1
33.3

4
3
4

7.0
15.8
66.7

*Most recent partner in the case of women who were separated or divorced at the time of survey participation.

In-Depth Interview Participants: Women
A subset of twenty-six survey participants also participated in semi-structured interviews.
Five of these women reported no violence whatsoever during the survey. Five interview participants
disclosed only controlling behavior during the survey, with one woman subsequently disclosing
physical, emotional, and sexual violence during her interview. The remaining 16 interview
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participants reported emotional, physical, and/or sexual abuse during the survey, with six women
disclosing experiences of additional forms of IPV during interviews.
Table 4.5 Interview Participant Demographics
Total
Intimate Partner Violence Reported in Survey
No Violence
Only Control
Emotional, Physical, and/or Sexual Violence
Interview Language
Spanish
Quechua
Age Group
18-24
25-29
30-34
35-39
40-44
45-49
50-54
55-64
Natal Home
Current Community
Other Community
Marital Status
Married or Conviviente
Married or Conviviente, living separately
Divorced/Separated
Level of Education
Never Attended School
Some Primary School
Completed Primary School
Some Secondary School
Completed Secondary School
Higher Education
Occupation
Housewife
Agriculture
Principle Source of Household Income
Her Income
His Income
Both Their Incomes
Social Services
Earns Money Herself
Yes
Selling Crops/Animals
Employment
Witnessed Parental IPV
Yes
No
Parents Did Not Live Together or Do Not Remember
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N
26

%
100.0

5
5
16

19.2
19.2
61.6

22
4

84.6
15.4

3
2
4
5
7
2
1
2

11.5
7.7
15.4
19.2
26.9
7.7
3.8
7.7

13
13

50.0
50.0

22
1
3

84.6
3.8
11.5

7
4
2
5
6
2

26.9
15.4
7.7
19.2
23.1
7.7

22
4

84.6
15.4

4
12
9
1

15.4
46.2
34.6
3.8

17
12
5

65.4
46.2
19.2

14
8
4

53.8
30.8
15.4

The majority of interviews were conducted in Spanish (n=22; 84.6%) and the remaining four
in Quechua (15.4%). The average age of interview participants was 38 (s.d. 10.1) and the mean years
of schooling 6. Half of interview participants reported living outside of their natal community, and
the majority reported being married or conviviente (n=22; 84.6%). Interview participants
predominately answered ‘housewife’ as their primary occupation (n=22; 84.6%), and nearly half
reported the principle household income as the income of their partner (n=12; 46.2%). Further, half
of interview participants (n=13) lived outside of their natal community and just over half described
witnessing parental IPV during their youth.

Figure 4.1: Household Survey and Interview Participant Overview
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Overall, interview participant demographics reflected those of the broader household survey
population, with no major deviations other than the higher rate of IPV among interview participants
(see Table 4.5 for details). This higher rate of IPV is attributed to the nature of in-depth interviews,
which seek a specific population with certain experiences (Bernard, 2011). Figure 4.1 provides an
overview of all household survey participants and the subset of participants engaging in in-depth,
semi-structured interviews.
In-Depth Interview Participants: Service Providers
Twelve service providers working in IPV-related institutions participated in in-depth
interviews, including five lawyers, three police officers, two psychologists, one community outreach
specialist, and one social worker. These participants were drawn from the CEM, UDAVIT, the
Municipal Defense for Children and Adolescents (La Defensoría Municipal del Niño y del Adolescente—
DEMUNA), the national police force (Policía Nacional del Peru), and one district attorney’s office10.
The majority of participating service providers were women (n=10; 83.3%), and both participating
men were police officers.
Provider interviews were completed in Spanish, five providers reported speaking Quechua,
and two additional providers were studying Quechua on their own initiative. The majority of
providers (n=9; 75.0%) were born and raised in urban areas of the Ancash region, primarily the
regional capital of Huaraz, while the remaining three providers were from costal cities and migrated
to the region for work. Notably, only one provider lived in the community she worked in. Two
providers lived in Carhuaz City and commuted to their jobs in more remote districts of the
province, about 20 minutes away by bus. The others commuted to work from surrounding
provinces, with an average commute of about 60 minutes each way.

It should be noted that most districts within Carhuaz province are not afforded a district attorney’s office; districts
without district attorneys must seek these services in Carhuaz City.

10
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Providers ranged in time in their current positions from one month to five years, and most
had worked in other public or private sector jobs previously. Additionally, all had completed high
school and any additional education requirements as dictated by their field. Training specific to IPV
was wide ranging, with some participants, like lawyers, reporting a specialization in family violence
during their university studies, while others reported only on-the-job training. In this dissertation,
provider participants will only be identified by their occupation and not aligned with the specific
organization they work with in order to protect their confidentiality. Individual provider summaries
are also included in Appendix IX.
Intimate Partner Violence
As discussed previously, the prevalence of IPV in Peru is high, with elevated rates of
violence among women in rural areas as compared to their urban counterparts. However, while the
WHO Multi-Country Study and Peru’s 2014 DHS present countrywide data, there are no data
available on IPV in Carhuaz province specifically. Thus, as a starting point, this research sought to
establish a general understanding of IPV in the research site prior to exploring the nature of violence
and women’s experiences with it. Utilizing the WHO Multi-Country Study household survey,
participants responded to behavior-specific questions about each form of IPV rather than broad
questions that would require participants to identify as survivors/victims or leave open to
interpretation terms like violence and abuse11. Research has shown that asking behavior-specific
questions instead of general questions about whether someone has experienced violence leads to
more precise answers as individuals are more likely to respond more accurately to direct questions
about specific actions (Ellsberg et al., 2001).

Throughout this dissertation, I use the terms violence, abuse, and assault interchangeably to refer to intimate partner
violence and its various forms.

11
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Prevalence
Overall, 62.2% of surveyed women reported having experienced any form of IPV, which
included controlling behavior, emotional/psychological abuse, physical violence, and sexual assault,
at any point in their lifetime. In contrast, 37.8% of participants reported having never experienced
any form of IPV. Although controlling behavior is generally considered a category of IPV among
academic scholars, it is not officially codified in the most recent Peruvian legislation regarding VAW
(Law No. 30364). Thus, data were also analyzed with respect to those reporting any experience of
emotional/psychological, physical, and/or sexual violence, excluding controlling behavior. Overall,
46.0% of survey participants reported having experienced any of these types of violence at any point
in their lives, and 17.1% reported experiencing all three types of violence. It is important to note that
these are minimum estimates as IPV is notoriously underreported (García-Moreno, et al. 2006). In
fact, in this research, during semi-structured interviews, one participant newly disclosed IPV while
several other women disclosed additional forms of IPV (see Table 4.6 for details).
Table 4.6 Prevalence of Intimate Partner Violence
Controlling Behavior
Lifetime Experience
Within the Last 12 Months
Emotional Violence
Lifetime Experience
Within the Last 12 Months
Physical Violence
Lifetime Experience
Within the Last 12 Months
Sexual Violence
Lifetime Experience
Within the Last 12 Months
Overall Prevalence of Intimate Partner Violence
No Violence*
Any Type of Violence, including Controlling Behavior *
Any Experience of Emotional/Psychological, Physical, or Sexual Violence
Experience of Emotional/Psychological, Physical, and Sexual Violence
*Economic Violence not included.
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N

%

46
26

56.1
31.7

30
15

36.6
18.3

31
9

37.8
11.0

19
5

23.3
6.1

31
51
38
14

37.8
62.2
46.0
17.1

Examining the data with regard to each type of IPV, more than half of women (56.1%)
reported experiencing aspects of control by an intimate partner at any point in their lives, and 31.7%
reported experiences of controlling behavior within the 12 months preceding survey participation.
Approximately one-third of participants (36.6%) reported having experienced emotional/
psychological violence by an intimate partner at any point in their lives, and 18.3% reported
emotional/psychological violence within the 12 months preceding their participation. Experiences
of physical violence by an intimate partner at any point in their lives were reported by 37.8% of
participants, and 11.0% reported having experienced physical violence within the 12 months
preceding survey participation. Regarding sexual violence, about one-quarter of women (23.3%)
reported having experienced sexual violence by an intimate partner at any point in their lives, and
6.1% reported sexual violence within the preceding 12 months. Table 4.7 presents survey findings
regarding the behavior-specific questions asked about each type of IPV, and the following sections
elaborate on these findings with women’s qualitative accounts.
Also important to note is that while recent legislation by Law No. 30364 codifies
economic/patrimonial violence as a form of VAW, the WHO survey did not specifically measure
this form of violence with a validated scale. Thus, economic violence is not included in the
presented IPV prevalence rates in Table 4.6. However, some survey questions probed aspects of
economic violence, such as a partner not allowing a woman to work outside the home, permitting a
consideration of participants’ economic independence and experiences of specific aspects of
economic violence. Still, this information is not included in IPV prevalence rates unless explicitly
indicated.
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Table 4.7 Prevalence of Each Form of Violence
Ever
Controlling Behavior
Thinking about your (current or most recent) husband/partner, would you say it is
generally true that he:
Tries to keep you from seeing your friends
Tries to restrict contact with your birth family
Insists on knowing where you are at all times
Is constantly jealous and gets angry if you speak with another man
Is often suspicious that you are unfaithful
Demands that you ask for permission before seeking health care for yourself
Refuses to give you money for household needs
Prevents or makes it difficult for you to study or work
Prevents or makes it difficult for you to participate in meetings with other people, the
community, or the church
Criticizes your cooking and/or housekeeping
Emotional Violence
Has your (current or most recent) husband/partner, ever:
Insulted you or made you feel bad about yourself?
Belittled or humiliated you in front of other people?
Done things to scare or intimidate you on purpose?
Threatened to hurt you or someone you care about?
Ignored you or acted like you did not exist?
Harassed you by sending messages, making calls, etc.
Physical Violence
Has your (current or most recent) husband/partner, ever:
Slapped you or thrown something at you that could hurt you?
Pushed you, cornered you, or pulled you by your hair?
Hit you with his fist, a whip, or something else that could hurt you?
Kicked, dragged, or beat you?
Tried or did strangle or burn you on purpose?
Threatened to or did use a gun, knife, or other weapon against you?
Physical Violence During Pregnancy
While you were pregnant, did your husband/partner, ever:
Push, punch, or physically assault you?
Punched or kick you in the abdomen?
Was the person who did this the father of the child?
Had this person done the same things to you prior?
Sexual Violence
Has your (current or most recent) husband/partner, ever:
Forced you to have sexual intercourse by threating you, holding you down, or hurting you
in some way?
Have you ever agreed to have sexual intercourse you did not want because you were
afraid of what he might do if you refused?
Forced you to do a sexual act you did not want to do?
Economic Violence
Have you ever given up/refused a job because your partner did not want you to work?
Has your husband ever taken your earnings or savings from you against your will?
Has your partner ever refused to give you money for household expenses, even when he
has money for other things?
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Recent

N
11
11
26
26
15
10
16
14

%
13.4
13.4
31.7
31.7
18.3
12.2
19.5
17.1

N
4
6
17
8
6
4
6

%
4.9
7.3
20.7
9.8
7.3
4.9
7.3
4.9

10

12.2

4

4.9

14

17.1

8

9.8

N
21
11
15
16
17
5

%
25.6
13.4
18.3
19.5
20.7
6.10

N
10
4
8
5
10
2

%
12.2
4.9
9.8
6.1
12.2
2.4

N
12
23
18
17
4
7

%
14.6
28.0
22.0
20.7
4.9
8.5

N
2
7
2
3
1
2

%
2.4
8.5
2.4
3.7
1.2
2.4

N
14
5
14
10

%
17.1
35.7
100.0
71.4

N

%

N

%

7

8.5

1

1.2

17

20.7

4

4.9

6
N
13
3

7.3
%
15.9
3.7

1

1.2

9

11.0

Details of Controlling Behavior
Although controlling behavior is not formally codified in the recent legal changes with
respect to VAW in Peru, controlling behavior is an important component of IPV that emerged in
this research. These behaviors were commonly described by participants and are intricately linked
with varying forms of IPV. For example, a partner not allowing a woman to work or refusing to
provide money for the household are controlling behaviors as well as characteristics of economic
violence. Furthermore, being criticized for her cooking or housekeeping, commonly considered
behaviors of control, are also aspects of emotional violence. Thus, these controlling behaviors are
important for understanding various expressions of partner violence. Two prevalent aspects of
controlling behavior identified in this research were that men often insisted on knowing where their
partner was at all times (31.7%) and were also constantly jealous (31.7%). These behaviors
underscore the restricted freedom of women and their persistent surveillance (see Table 4.7 for
details).
During qualitative interviews, women elaborated on their experiences of controlling
behavior. Beatriz is a 45-year-old housewife and mother of four who disclosed experiences of
controlling behavior, psychological abuse, physical violence, and sexual assault throughout the over
20 years she had been married. During an interview, Beatriz described her husband’s controlling
behavior. She shared that if she attended her community’s annual patron saint celebration, her
husband Alejandro would watch her closely.
Like this, he would look at me with his eyes [showing a stern, fixed look]. ‘Go home,’ his
eyes would say. And I understood with just a look, he wanted me to go home, to go
fast. I didn’t want to, but I did. … Sometimes, my cousins come from Lima and they
say to me, ‘Tía 12, it’s just once a year, you have to come and have a drink! How are
Tía (aunt) and tío (uncle) are terms of respect and affection used to refer to men and women who are older than you,
whether or not they are actually your aunt or uncle or even related to you. In fact, many children referred to me as tía as
I became close with their families over the course of this research. Throughout this dissertation, I do not translate tía and
tío in participant quotations if the term is intended to show respect and affection. In contrast, the terms are translated to
aunt and uncle if they are used to refer to actual relation.
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you going to let tío stop you? He’s out there walking around and drinking too!’ So
they grab me, and we go. Once, I was drinking a glass of beer, and I saw him [my
husband], staring at me and moving his head like this [motioning her head to indicate
leaving].
When I asked her why Alejandro did not want her at the town’s annual celebration, she responded,
Jealousy, that’s why, maybe. But he has never explained it to me. He says that there
are other women who get drunk and leave with another man, drunk, they get taken,
they get raped. … But if we’re drinking between us [family], how are they doing to
take me? But he doesn’t like it.
As Beatriz’s response clarifies, jealousy was a common component of IPV and women across the
survey population frequently described their partners as jealous and often suspicious of infidelity,
even in familial situations.
Valencia is a 28-year-old housewife and mother of three who disclosed experiences of
controlling behavior, psychological abuse, physical violence, and violence while pregnant from her
conviviente of about 10 years, Jorge. Reflecting on the earlier part of their relationship, Valencia
described moving in with her husband and his parents after about four months of dating. Like many
women who moved to their partners’ communities after marriage, Valencia explained that she had a
hard time adjusting to her new home. When I asked why, she clarified,
When I go visit my mom, they [my husband and my in-laws13] wouldn’t want me to
go see my mom. … I don’t know why. They just didn’t want me to. … They, when I
would go, they would be annoyed14, waiting for me at home and everything. … They
didn’t tell me why, no… but whenever I would go see my family, they were annoyed.
Although Valencia’s husband and in-laws did not explain to her why they did not want her to visit
her natal family, they made it clear to her through their behavior that they did not approve of her
doing so. As a result, she described the seven years she spent living with her suegros as “very bad.”
Eva is a 30-year-old housewife and mother of two who disclosed controlling behavior, psychological
abuse, physical violence, and sexual assault. She had been conviviente for about 15 years and described

13
14

Convivientes refer to their partner’s parents as their parents-in-law.
Any emphasis indicated in participant quotations reflects the speaker’s intonation unless otherwise noted.
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her partner’s controlling attitude, which she explained had declined in severity in recent years. “He
wouldn’t listen to anyone. He thought that he was everything, that he was in charge, that he was the
boss of the house, that without him we couldn’t do anything, that he had to order us around, all of
those things.” Indeed, many survivors described their partners in a similar fashion, emphasizing their
dominance in the home.
Furthermore, participants highlighted that community gossip also played a role in
aggravating men’s jealousies and related controlling behavior. Dominga is a 53-year-old mother of
five who had been married for over 30 years and disclosed psychological abuse, physical violence,
sexual assault, and violence while pregnant. Dominga reflected on her experiences of IPV, which she
noted had declined significantly in the last few years, and shared,
It [IPV] was the fault of other people’s situations, that they [women] were out of
their husbands’ control. So he [my husband] thought that I was like them, the
women who weren’t ashamed to be with other men in front of their husbands. I paid
for all of those things when my husband yelled at me. Sometimes I talked to these
women for a bit, and my husband would start yelling at me, ‘Surely that friend has
already taught you [to cheat].
Although vague in her description, it is likely that Dominga is referring to talking to a man who a
woman is not related to or in a relationship with when she says “be with other men.” It is extremely
unlikely she is referring to anything physical or sexual in nature, as public displays of affection are
not common in this area. Further, during the course of this research, women often discussed being
cautious when speaking with unrelated men in public because of the potential for community gossip,
rumors, and spousal jealousy. For example, Elena is a 38-year-old mother of one who had been
conviviente for about 6 years. She did not report IPV and repeatedly stated during her survey and
interview that she avoided unrelated men and rarely left the home without her parents or siblings to
protect against unwanted encounters and subsequent community gossip. Thus, men’s jealousies and
suspicions of infidelity arise from encounters as simple as public conversation with the opposite sex
or even conversations with women who may have public conversations with unrelated men, as was
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the case with Dominga. Considering these qualitative accounts alongside the survey finding that
more than half of participants (n=45; 56.1%) disclosed experiences of controlling behavior, it is
clear that women’s freedom of movement was limited by their partners and their social lives were
subject to close scrutiny.
Details of Emotional Violence
Emotional violence, also frequently referred to as psychological violence15, is formally
codified in Law No. 30364. Emotional violence includes actions aimed at devaluing, intimidating, or
isolating a person as well as behaviors targeted at controlling one’s behavior or decision-making. The
survey included questions about six specific acts of emotional violence (see Table 4.7 for details).
A quarter of participants (25.6%) reported insults from their partner. Many women shared
that the insults, humiliation, and other emotional abuse from their partners stuck with them far
longer than the bodily consequences of physical and sexual assault. Women expressed how these
verbal assaults attacked their sense of worth and self-esteem. Through tears, Soledad, a 42-year-old
mother of four who reported controlling behavior, psychological abuse, and physical violence by her
conviviente of 25 years, shared, “He [my husband] insults me. He says to me that I’m not worth
anything, that I’m nothing to him.” Across survivors, women reported similar assaults on their selfworth.
Further, many women reported that their abusers leveraged intimate information they knew
against them. Beatriz was 5-years-old when her father passed away and her mother sent her away to
live with her aunt. Beatriz grew up hearing community gossip that she had several half-siblings
fathered by a number of different men, which was a deep source of shame for her. In response to
her embarrassment, she decided that she would find herself “one husband and be only with him to
save my children the humiliation.” However, Beatriz stated that her husband, Alejandro, brings up
Throughout this dissertation I use the terms emotional violence, emotional abuse, psychological violence,
psychological abuse, and verbal abuse interchangeably.
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her mother’s past, not only compounding the embarrassment she feels, but also accusing her of the
same behavior. “He yells at me. He insults me. He calls me ‘slut.’ He says to me, ‘Whore, just like
your mother.’” It is worth noting here that Beatriz is aware of at least one woman Alejandro has
cheated on her with and that he has two children with this woman, ages 17 and 23 in 2017. Beatriz
explained that Alejandro’s violence and alcoholism were notably worse during this period of
infidelity. Similarly, among married/conviviente women who had been previously partnered (n=10),
past partnerships were described as a constant source of partner jealousy, accusations of infidelity,
insults, and humiliation.
Additionally, one-fifth of participants (20.7%) reported that their partners had ignored them
or acted as if they did not exist at all. Intimidation and verbal threats were also experienced by nearly
a fifth of the total sample (n=15; 18.3%). Guadalupe, a 55-year-old farmer and mother of one, left
her ex-conviviente of about 5 years over two decades ago. She disclosed controlling behavior,
psychological abuse, physical violence, and sexual assault by him as well as a number of extramarital
affairs. Because her parents had recently passed away, she moved into their abandoned home to
escape her partner who would threaten her from outside her house. “He said he would never leave
me in peace, he was never going to leave me in peace. He said that he would always be right behind
me, that if he found out anything [about what I was doing], he would beat me. He would kill me.
That’s how he threatened me.” Guadalupe’s husband’s stalking and threats were representative of
many women’s descriptions of emotional violence by their partners.
Details of Physical Violence
Physical violence is also formally codified in Law No. 30364 and includes assaults that cause
bodily harm such as hitting, kicking, dragging, and using weapons, among other acts. The household
survey included questions regarding six sets of specific actions of physical violence (see Table 4.7 for
details).
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Nearly a third of participating women reported ever being pushed, cornered, or pulled by her
hair (28.0%). Women in the Peruvian highlands typically style their thick, black hair in a long braid
that hangs down their back, and survivors in this study often described being pulled and/or dragged
by their braid. Many women also reported having been punched or hit with an object (22.0%) and
being kicked, dragged, or beaten (20.7%). Dominga described, “One time he [my husband] kicked
me in my stomach when I was carrying my child [pregnant], and even now it still aches sometimes.
And when he would grab me by my hair, I couldn’t do anything.”
Further, women often explained that their partners were cautious about making sure there
were no witnesses during physical incidents. Brigada, a 45-year-old mother of three who had been
separated for four years when we met, disclosed controlling behavior, emotional violence, physical
abuse, sexual assault, and abuse while pregnant by her ex-conviviente. She explained, “Sometimes,
when my children weren’t around, he’d attack me. And me, I’d jump back. Since I’m just a woman, I
wouldn’t respond. But when he would see my kids coming home, he wouldn’t say anything to me.
Rather, he’d just sit like this [leans back in chair with arms folded].” Additionally, as survivor narratives
made clear, these physical assaults often occurred alongside emotional violence. Like many other
women, Valencia shared, “When he insulted me, he’d be yelling at me and beating me too.”
Physical Violence During Pregnancy
Participants were also asked specifically about physical violence during pregnancy. All
participants reported having been pregnant at least once. Overall, 14 women (17.1% of the total
sample; 36.8% of participants reporting emotional, physical, and/or sexual violence) reported having
experienced physical violence during pregnancy, and five women reported specifically being
punched or kicked in the abdomen while pregnant. All 14 women reported that the person who
physical abused them while pregnant was the father of the child they were pregnant with. Ten of the
14 women experiencing violence during pregnancy reported that their partner had exhibited the
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same kind of behavior prior to their pregnancy (see Table 4.7 for details). In total, participants
reported that this violence occurred during 26 different pregnancies, representing 11.5% of the total
number of pregnancies in the sample.
Sonia is a 42-year-old housewife and mother of five who had been married for over 20 years
and disclosed experiencing control, emotional abuse, physical violence, sexual assault, and violence
while pregnant. Sonia shared that when she was pregnant with her third child, her second child with
her husband, Alberto, he accused her of cheating with her ex-partner, the father of her first child
who had abandoned her.
He said to me, ‘You’re not pregnant with my child.’ He said, ‘You’re pregnant with [the child
of] your lover, what’s his name, your ex.’ Then we were arguing, and he grabbed me and he
kicked me. Alberto kicked me over and over, and when I pulled myself up, he kicked me
more until I couldn’t get up again.
As Sonia’s description demonstrates, this violence could be triggered by suspicions of infidelity and
questions of paternity; in fact, many women reported being faced with these accusations by their
partners, especially if they had been previously partnered. However, survey data indicate that 100%
of men accusing their spouses of carrying the child of another man were in fact the father of the
child women were pregnant with at the time. Moreover, like Beatriz, Sonia is aware of at least one
woman Alberto has cheated on her with, which she found out about when the woman’s teenage
daughter came to her home looking for Alberto because she wanted to meet her father.
Details of Sexual Violence
Sexual violence is also formally codified in Law No. 30364 and includes acts of a sexual
nature that are committed against a person without their consent or under duress, including actions
that do not involve penetration, such as unwanted touching. The survey asked participants about
three specific acts of sexual violence (see Table 4.7 for details).
The most commonly reported behavior within sexual violence was a woman having sexual
intercourse with her partner when she did not want to because she was afraid to refuse (n= 17;
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20.7%). Perla, a 41-year-old housewife and mother of one who had been married for 20 years and
disclosed experiencing all forms of IPV, shared in an interview, “I didn’t want to [have sex with
him], but it happened. I wasn’t happy, but it happened many times.” Notably, during the survey
Perla responded that this had never happened. However, during a subsequent interview visit, she
opened up about these experiences, revealing persistent sexual violence throughout her marriage.
This was a common theme in interviews: women would have responded ‘no’ to survey questions
about sexual violence, but when discussed in qualitative interviews, women often revealed that they
frequently had sex with their partners when they did not want to because they were either unable or
afraid to refuse. Illustrative of this pattern, Alma, a 44-year-old housewife and mother of four,
disclosed experiencing controlling behavior, psychological abuse, and physical violence by her
conviviente of 27 years, Nestor. When asked if Nestor had ever forced (obligar) her to have sex with
him, she quickly responded ‘no.’ I then asked, “Has he ever come home drunk and you did not want
to have sex, but it happened because you were afraid?” She mumbled under her breath and nodded
‘yes.’ Indeed, while documented rates of IPV are widely considered low estimates, the additionally
sensitive nature of sexual violence increases the likelihood of non-disclosure and need for careful
probing to enhance data validity (Ellsberg et al., 2001).
Details of Economic Violence
Economic violence, which includes behaviors targeted at controlling or limiting economic
freedom as well as malicious actions that affect a woman’s assets, like destroying her belongings, is
also formally codified in Law No. 30364. Several survey questions focused on acts associated with
economic violence (see Table 4.7 for details).
While a seemingly low percentage of women responded that they had given up or refused a
job because their partner did not want them to work (n=13; 15.9%), qualitative interviews revealed
that participants felt it was expected of them as women to take care of the household and the
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children, despite desires to work outside of the home. For example, Lorena, a 26-year-old housewife
and mother of two who had been married for eight years and disclosed experiencing all forms of
IPV, responded that she had not given up or refused work because of her partner during the survey.
However, in an interview later, when asked if she wanted to work outside of the home, she said,
“Yes, but since I got engaged, no.” When asked why, she elaborated,
Because my husband doesn’t want me to because I have to take care of my baby [my
2nd child]. … When we got engaged, I was already pregnant with my son [1st child],
and I haven’t been able to work since. My husband, poor guy, he says to me, ‘Why
[do you want to work]? No, take care of my kids, wash the clothes, work in the
house. I know it’s hard work at home, but it doesn’t matter. I go to work, but you
take care of my children.’ That’s what my husband tells me.
While this was often against women’s wishes, many participants, both survivors of violence and
those not reporting violence, shared that they acquiesced to their partner’s desires, even if their
family needed the money, because it was expected that women would stay home to care for the
household and children. In fact, during PAR workshops, participants consistently identified
women’s responsibilities as focused on the family, home, and children, emphasizing the multiple
demands women face as housewives. For example, during one workshop, a woman commented,
On the one hand, men just work in the chacra, a single job, and they arrive [home]
tired. On the other hand, the woman ends up more tired because she has taken care
of the children, she’s done the washing, she’s pastured the animals, she’s cut grasses
for the guinea pigs to eat, the thousands of jobs women do, chacra, work, and home,
everything.
Further, going against a partner’s demands that a woman not work outside the home was
described as leading to physical and verbal abuse. Ofelia is a 32-year-old housewife and mother of
four who disclosed experiencing controlling behavior, emotional abuse, and physical violence by her
conviviente of 15 years. Highlighting the common use of physical violence to control and discipline
women, Ofelia shared,
Ofelia:
Isabella:

He [my husband] changed, little by little. There was a company here that
paved the road, and I got a job with them. It was in 2010, 2011.
Is that when the violence started? There wasn’t any before?
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Ofelia:

Yea, there had been some before, but just a little then. When I started
working there, he beat me more because he didn’t want me to work. He
didn’t want me to work. He said that [working] women lose themselves
[perderse]. … I worked there at the company for 2 months, and then I quit
because he kept beating me.

Thus, Ofelia left her job to appease her husband and mitigate her risks for violence. Representative
of many women’s experiences, Ofelia explained that her husband did not want her to work because
she would perderse, which literally means to lose oneself. However, colloquially, the term is used to
allude to adopting undesirable behaviors as a result of exposure to negative influences. For example,
older men and women in rural areas often use this term to warn young people about the risks of
living in an urban environment and losing respect for their elders. Thus, Ofelia’s husband’s usage of
the phrase implies that he would lose control over his partner since she would be working outside of
the home alongside unrelated men. Again, this finding underscores men’s assumed control over their
partners, especially with respect to women’s movements outside the home and in potential
interactions with the opposite sex.
Impacts
Mental Health
The WHO household survey also assessed women’s mental health with the SRQ-20, which
screened for emotional distress by asking women whether or not they had experienced specific
symptoms in the past four weeks. For example, women were asked questions such as, “In the past 4
weeks, have you cried more than usual?” and “In the past 4 weeks, have you felt nervous, tense, or
worried?” (See Appendix II for details). The responses to the 20-question SRQ were summed, with
‘no’ valued at 0 and ‘yes’ valued at 1. Higher totals indicate more emotional distress and a higher
probability of depression (Beusenberg & Orley, 1994).
Table 4.8 presents the results of these questions with the totals grouped in increments of 5
points as modeled by the WHO. The SRQ-20 totals of women who reported no experiences of
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violence (n=31) were compared with women who reported any IPV (n=51). Overall, the SRQ-20
mean score for women who reported no violence was 5.32 (s.d. 3.8) compared with a mean score of
8.1 (s.d. 5.2) for women who reported violence. Moreover, the majority of women with an SRQ-20
score of zero, indicating no depressive symptoms whatsoever, also reported no experiences of
violence (66.70%). In contrast, all of the women who scored 16-20, the highest possible scores in
the SRQ-20, reported experiences of IPV. The results of the independent t-test approached
significance (p=.054), indicating a likely association between experiencing IPV and increased
emotional distress; however, the imbalance between groups (31 vs. 51) impacted this outcome.
Table 4.8 Emotional Distress in the Last Four Weeks as Measured by the SRQ-20

0
1-5
6-10
11-15
16-20

No Violence (n=31)
N
%
10
66.7
5
26.3
11
42.3
5
27.8
0
0.0

Any Violence (n=51)
N
%
5
33.3
14
73.7
15
57.7
13
72.2
4
100.0

Physical Health
All survey participants also self-assessed their physical health through a variety of questions
about general health, difficulty walking, conducting daily activities, and other issues. Table 4.9
compares the self-assessed health of women who reported no violence (n=31) compared to women
who reported any experience of IPV (n=51). Women who reported IPV demonstrated higher rates
across all health problems. For example, among women reporting some, many, or extreme problems
with memory and concentration, 14.3% reported no experiences of violence as compared to 83.7%
reporting experiencing emotional, physical and/or sexual violence.
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Table 4.9 Self-Reported Health Problems in the Last Four Weeks

General Health: Regular, Poor, or Very Poor
Some/Many Problems/Unable to Walk
Some/Many Problems/Unable to Perform Usual Activities
Moderate/Severe/Extreme Pain or Discomfort
Some/Many/Extreme Problems with Memory or Concentration

No Violence
(n=31)
N
%
20
32.8
0
0.0
3
37.5
11
40.7
1
14.3

Any Violence
(n=51)
N
%
41
67.2
8
100.0
5
62.5
16
59.3
6
83.7

Children
Women were also asked about the presence of children during episodes of violence. Half of
the women who suffered violence reported that their children had been present or had overheard a
violent incident at least once. Nearly one-quarter of women (23.7%) reported that they did not have
children at the time of violence (see Table 4.10 for details). Those reporting that their children were
present during violent episodes voiced concerns about how this affected their wellbeing. Lorena,
whose children were six and under one when we met, explained, “My baby is around, my older boy
too, it [IPV] is going to traumatize them. Sometimes my son is afraid just with his [my husband’s]
words because he yells so loudly.”
Table 4.10 Children were Present or Overheard Violence
Never
Once or Twice
Several Times
Many times/Most of the Time
N/A (Did not have children at the time)

N
10
5
8
6
9

%
26.3
13.1
21.1
15.8
23.7

Women were also asked about their children’s wellbeing and possible risk behaviors, such as
frequent nightmares, being withdrawn or aggressive, and school performance. As shown in Table
4.11, all risk behaviors were reported more often among children whose mother’s reported any
experience of IPV. For example, 88.9% of children who were described as aggressive had mothers
reporting IPV.
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Table 4.11 Wellbeing of Children 7 to 15 Years of Age

Do/Have any of your children (ages 7-15 years):
Have frequent nightmares?
Often wet their bed?
Very timid or withdrawn?
Aggressive with you or other children?
Had to repeat a year of school?
Stopped school for a while or dropped out of school?

No Violence
(n=31)
N
%
6
40.0
1
25.0
7
33.3
1
11.1
2
28.6
1
33.3

Any Violence
(n=51)
N
%
9
60.0
3
75.0
14
66.6
8
88.9
5
71.4
2
66.7

Attitudes
Gender Roles in a Relationship
This research also probed the attitudes of participants regarding gender roles in an intimate
relationship. Table 4.12 presents the attitudes of women with respect to the roles of women and
men in a relationship and trends by experience of violence. This information illustrates gender
expectations and women’s experiences of power inequality within their most intimate relationship.
Table 4.12 Attitudes: Gender Roles

Proportion of women who
agreed with the following
statements…
Total (n=82)
By Experience of Violence
No Violence (n=31)
Any Violence (n=51)

45.1%

A woman
should be able
to choose her
own friends,
even if her
husband
disapproves
51.2%

It is a wife’s
obligation to
have sex with
her husband
even if she
does not feel
like it
12.2%

35.5%
51.0%

61.3%
45.1%

3.2%
17.7%

A good
wife obeys
her
husband
even if she
disagrees

It is
important for
a man to
show his
partner who
is the boss

68.3%
64.5%
70.6%

If a man
mistreats his
wife, others
outside the
family should
intervene
78.0%
77.4%
78.4%

A notable finding is that women who reported experiences of violence generally expressed
more agreement with male dominance and female submission. For example, only 35.5% of women
who reported having no experience of violence agreed, “It is important for a man to show his
partner who the boss is.” Meanwhile, 51.0% of the women with any experience of violence agreed
with the same statement. Similarly, those with any experience of violence were more likely to accept
that it is a wife’s obligation to have sex with her husband compared to women who did not
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experience violence, 17.7% versus 3.2%, respectively. Across both groups, women predominately
agreed that non-familial intervention in situations of IPV was acceptable.
Physical Violence in a Relationship
Women were also asked about their attitudes with respect to specific situations and whether
or not men would have reason to hit their partners. In almost all situations, most women did not
generally agree that men had a justifiable reason to hit their partners. The one exception to this was
that just over half of women (53.7%) agreed that a man would have reason to hit his wife if he
discovered that she had been unfaithful. Women with experiences of violence showed a generally
higher tendency for agreement with physical violence compared to women without experiences of
violence. For example, 16.1% of women who did not report experiences of violence agreed that a
man would have a reason to beat his wife if “he suspects that she is unfaithful” compared to 33.3%
of women who had experienced any violence (see Table 4.13 for details). Illustrating the influence of
these attitudes in women’s experiences of violence, Beatriz described how she initially coped with
her husband’s abuse. “I cried and cried in my house, in the corner of my house. I asked, ‘God,
change him [my husband]. Don’t let this happen to me.’ … I’m a woman of the house, of her home,
and I don’t cheat.”
Table 4.13 Attitudes: Physical Violence
Proportion of women
who agreed that a man
would have a reason to
hit his wife if…
Total (n=82)
By Experience of Violence
No Violence (n=31)
Any Violence (n=51)

She does not
complete her
household
work to his
satisfaction
13.4%
6.5%
17.7%

17.1%

She refuses
to have
sexual
relations
with him
6.1%

She asks
him
whether he
has other
girlfriends
19.5%

9.7%
21.6%

3.2%
7.8%

16.1%
21.6%

She
disobeys
him
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26.8%

He
discovers
that she
has been
unfaithful
53.7%

16.1%
33.3%

45.2%
58.8%

He suspects
that she is
unfaithful

Sexual Violence in a Relationship
Similarly, participants were also asked about their attitudes regarding women’s sexual
autonomy within their partnership. Most women considered it acceptable for a married woman to
refuse sex if she did not want to have it (64.6%), if her husband was drunk (87.8%), if she was sick
(93.9%), and if her husband abused her (86.6%). Interestingly, the trends between participants based
on experiences of IPV varied. While survivors of violence were less likely to agree that a woman
could refuse sex if they did not want to have it (58.8% versus 74.2%), survivors and non-survivors
demonstrated similar attitudes that a woman may refuse to have sex if her partner is drunk or if she
is sick. Additionally, more survivors of violence agreed that a woman could refuse to have sex if her
partner abused her (90.2%) compared to women who did not report violence (80.7%) (see Table
4.14 for details). Qualitative insights clarified that women not reporting experiences of violence
thought that refusing sex with an abusive partner would put a woman at increased risk for violence.
Further, although these data demonstrate a generally high agreement with women’s sexual autonomy
within their relationship, other data showed patterns of unwanted and non-consensual sexual
experiences with their partner, indicating that while women support sexual autonomy, in practice,
this is not always the case.
Table 4.14 Attitudes: Sexual Violence
Proportion of women who agreed
that a married woman can refuse to
have sex with her husband if…
Total (n=82)
By Experience of Violence
No Violence (31)
Any Violence (n=51)

She does
not want to

He is drunk

She is sick

He abuses
her

64.6%

87.8%

93.9%

86.6%

74.2%
58.8%

87.1%
88.2%

96.8%
92.2%

80.7%
90.2%

Summary
The results presented in this chapter demonstrate the prevalence of all forms of IPV in
Carhuaz province, with women’s voices poignantly illustrating these intimate and violent
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experiences. Survey results demonstrate that women experience multiple forms of IPV and that their
activities within in their communities, from social gatherings to employment outside the home, are
closely monitored and controlled, as well as a source of men’s jealousies, verbal abuse, and violent
behavior. Women’s descriptions of abuse demonstrate that physical and verbal assaults were often
employed to control them, and in cases of men’s perceived loss of control, discipline them,
underscoring the gender inequality that operates within their relationships.
Survey results also show the negative mental and physical health impacts of IPV for
survivors as well as their children. Women reporting experiences of IPV demonstrated higher
emotional distress as measured by the SRQ-20, reported more physical health issues, and more
frequently described aggressive behavior, bed wetting, and difficulty in school among their children
as compared to participants not reporting experiences of IPV. Finally, survey findings regarding
attitudes about gender roles, the use of physical violence, and women’s sexual autonomy provide
important insight regarding cultural norms and variations between women not reporting violence
and those who did. Women reporting any experience of violence generally agreed more with male
dominance in an intimate relationship and the use of physical violence against women as compared
to non-survivors. Yet, as will be discussed in the following chapter, women were not simply passive
victims of violence, but engaged in a variety of strategies to cope with and mitigate the violent
behavior of their partner’s.
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CHAPTER FIVE:
RESULTS: LIVING IN VIOLENCE
Drawing on survey data, in-depth interview transcripts, participant observations, and field
notes, this chapter explores women’s experiences of living with a violent partner in an effort to
understand how women cope with IPV in Carhuaz province, including disclosing violence, seeking
support, and responding to intimate violence. This chapter opens with an examination of the
ubiquitous question, “Why doesn’t she just leave?” Addressing RA1 with regard to the multi-level
factors influencing women’s coping, this section situates this common reaction to IPV within the
sociocultural context of the Peruvian highlands. Qualitative data provide emic insight into women’s
motivations for remaining with a violent partner. The next section presents survivor coping
strategies, disclosure practices, help-seeking behaviors (RA1), and available informal and formal
support services (RA2) for women struggling with IPV in Carhuaz province. Finally, this chapter
presents women’s discussed barriers to disclosing IPV and seeking both formal and informal
support (RA1 and RA3).
Why Women Stay
Breaking Down the Myth of Amor Serrano
Given the prevalence of partner violence and understanding the details of what living in
violence is like, a common reaction is, “Why doesn’t she just leave?” Those in IPV service-related
institutions in Carhuaz province often explained women’s persistence in the home as a result of
“their culture.” Angela, a 47-year-old lawyer from Huaraz with over 16 years of experience in civil
law, described intimate violence in Carhuaz province as “the daily bread, you could say, because it
happens every day.” When discussing the provincial prevalence of IPV, Mercedes, a 41-year-old
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psychologist with over 15 years of experience as a mental health practitioner in the region, explained,
“Yes, it [IPV] is common, very common. It’s very common, but well, ironically, it’s accepted,
culturally accepted by the women themselves. They will say, ‘Oh, who doesn’t have these problems
with their partner?’” Here, Mercedes, who was born in Lima and raised in various provinces of
Ancash, is alluding to the concept of amor serrano (highland love) when she refers to IPV being
“culturally accepted.” This was a perspective expressed across service providers, the assumption that
IPV among rural Andeans is culturally rooted and that Andean women accept violence as an
expression of love.
When Carlos, a 27-year-old police commissioner raised in Huaraz and Lima, lamented the
difficulty in motivating women in Carhuaz province to seek police support and file an official
complaint, I asked him why he thought this was. He answered, “It’s because of their culture. Their
culture. Their education. Generally, people in the countryside [la gente del campo] usually think that this
[IPV] is a custom, you know? That the man should beat his woman, maybe because of the machista
society we’re in. It condones that they don’t [seek police support]. But they have to.” When asked if
there might be other reasons women did not seek police support, Carlos replied, “Mostly I think
that it’s just that. Because someone who is informed and educated, they know what they have to do,
and I don’t think they would permit that [IPV], right? They wouldn’t let that happen.” Like other
providers, Carlos made a clear distinction between himself and those he serves by referring to “their
culture.” However, he acknowledged that he and those he serves are in the same “machista society,”
though his subsequent reference to education clarified that he characterizes la gente del campo as
uneducated and therefore permitting violence because they do not know any better than “their
culture.” Similarly, Lidia, a 30-year-old psychologist from Huaraz, described IPV as “a cultural issue,
an issue of education, of the machista culture that pervades the majority of rural areas and the
experience of having lived in a similar situation in childhood, both in women and men.” These
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perceived cultural divisions and associated urban/rural divide were commonly expressed across
IPV-service providers and the institutions they represented.
However, while it is true that the majority of survivors participating in this research
remained with their partners despite violence, I never once heard a woman refer to her experience
of IPV as amor serrano. In fact, women were often clear that such behavior did not demonstrate love.
For example, while Ofelia was recounting abuse during her pregnancy, I remarked, “Isn’t it common
that pregnant women are treated with more affection [cariño] here16?” She responded, “What
affection does he [my husband] have for me? If he hits me, is that love? I don’t think so.” Likewise,
when Sonia’s husband came to her for forgiveness after another violent incident, she confronted
him, “You don’t love me. Don’t talk to me anymore. Don’t call me your wife anymore. You’re just a
man to me, nothing more. How can you be like this? Insulting your wife. Every time you drink, you
call me a whore, a sorry whore.” These women’s sentiments were representative of survivors’
perceptions of IPV, making it clear that they do not interpret their partners’ abusive behavior as
loving nor do they characterize love as violent or hurtful. These qualitative findings are further
bolstered by survey data demonstrating women’s general disagreement with the use of physical
violence (see Table 4.13).
Across the survey population of women reporting emotional, physical, and/or sexual
violence (n=38)17, 19 women (50.0%) reported never having left the home they shared with their
partner18. These women reported that their motivations for staying with an abusive partner were
because she did not want to leave her children (n=15; 78.9%) and because she could not support her
children alone (n=8; 42.1%). Women also reported that they did not leave home because they

Previous research experience on pregnancy and childbirth indicated a strong cultural practice of preferential treatment
for pregnant women.
17 Based on the WHO Survey guide, women who only reported experiencing controlling behavior did not participate in
subsequent survey sections regarding IPV-related injury, impacts, and responses.
18 Four women (10.5%) did not cohabitate with their partners. 15 women reported having left their partner at least once.
16
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thought their partner would change (n=9; 47.4%), their family asked them to stay (n=8; 42.1%), they
forgave their partner (n=7; 36.8%), and they thought the violence was not serious or was normal
(n=7; 36.8%) (see Table 5.1 for details).
Table 5.1 Motivations for Not Leaving Home
N
15
9
9
8
8
7
7
6
5
2
2
1

Did not want to leave children
Loved him
Thought he would change
Could not support children
Family asked her to stay
Forgave him
Violence was not serious/was normal
Nowhere to go
Afraid of shaming the family name
Sanctity of marriage
Did not want to be single
Threatened her or children

%*
78.9
47.4
47.4
42.1
42.1
36.8
36.8
31.6
26.3
10.5
10.5
5.3

* More than one answer could be given, thus, the total percentage is greater than 100%.

While survey results did indicate that nearly half of women who never left home remained,
at least in part, because of love (n=9; 47.4%), these results were not supported in the qualitative
data. During semi-structured interviews, survivors did not attribute staying with their partner to love
for him nor to a perception of love from him. In fact, during interviews, only one woman referenced
love or affection as a motivation for staying with her partner. This discrepancy can be explained by
the fact that the survey was conducted face-to-face; women were read a list of predetermined
reasons for why they stayed and asked to select all the reasons that applied. As the way a question is
presented can influence a person’s response, women may have been inclined to select “loved him”
because the inclusion of love as an option likely influenced social desirability (Kreuter, Presser, &
Tourangeau, 2008). Furthermore, women could in fact love or have loved their abusive partner
without confusing that love with violence.
Upon closer examination, women’s responses to this survey question often directly
contradicted their interview responses. For example, Soledad answered in the survey that one
motivation for not leaving home was that she “loved him.” However, when asked during the
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interview about her reasons for staying with her partner, she explained that she had thought about
leaving him, but clarified, “I can’t because of my kids. I want to leave him, but my son, the oldest
one, he doesn’t want me to. He says to me, ‘Mom, how can you do that? What are you going to do
by yourself?” She went on to elaborate on her concerns for her children’s attachment to their father,
but never once mentioned love for her partner.
No, no, I stay for my kids. Because the younger one, he loves his dad so much.
Sometimes his dad has to travel far for work and he misses him so much. He is very
attached to his dad. He doesn’t understand. … I tell him, ‘I’m going to separate from
your dad,’ and he doesn’t want me to. ‘No,’ he says, ‘I’ll miss my dad.’
In contrast to the survey’s close-ended questioning, during semi-structured interviews,
women were asked if they had ever thought about leaving their partner, which was followed up with
probes regarding their motivations to leave, stay, and/or return. The topic of love only arose if
women themselves brought it up. That being said, one interview participant mentioned staying for
love during her interview, explaining that she had grown up in a household devoid of affection,
though she initially described staying for her children. When reflecting on a period in her life during
which she considered leaving her husband, Eva, shared that she stayed with him despite
experiencing controlling behavior, emotional abuse, physical violence, and sexual assault “maybe for
the love [cariño] that he shows me. Sometimes he’ll say, ‘Why are you sad? Don’t be sad.’ He is
comforting. He said to me, ‘No, we’re going to be okay. I’m going to change.’” Like many women in
this research expressed, Eva thought he would change. When she explained that he did not change, I
asked if this ever motivated her to leave him. “No,” she replied, “I wanted to, but I couldn’t because
my kids love him so much, right? And they’re so attached to him, and maybe, it’s like they say, right?
For your children, you have to put up with it all because they are the ones who will suffer if you
don’t.” Here, Eva sums up the focus all participants shared—their children.
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Staying for the Kids: ‘For Your Children, You Have to Put Up with it All’
Rather than love for their partners, women who stayed with violent men explained that they
remained at home for their children. Women described staying for the emotional wellbeing of their
children, often clarifying that they did not want to take their children away from their father because
they did not want them to suffer loss. Jacinta, a 44-year-old housewife and mother of six who
reported experiencing all forms of IPV during her 22 years of marriage, explained simply that she
stayed, “for the little ones, the little ones. They’re always worried when he [their father] whatever,
doesn’t come home. They get worried. And me, I don’t want to make my kids suffer.”
While women certainly mentioned the impact of violence on their own wellbeing, women’s
main focus was always the wellbeing of their children. For example, Brigada, who endured cycles of
separation and reconciliation over the course of 20 years, explained that deciding to leave her exhusband was especially difficult because of the impact on her youngest son. “My little boy was so
attached to his father. Every time we would separate or his father would disappear, he would get so
sick [voice cracking, crying]. And so I decided that until he got a bit older, I was going to endure this
[IPV]. And after that, yes, I left him. He was 5 when I decided this, and when I separated, he was
10.”
Women’s concerns for their children were also tied to the fact that raising children is costly
and without a regular income of their own, women stayed with a violent partner so that their
children would have school supplies, clothes, and processed foodstuffs like sugar and oil. Illustrating
this concern and the influence of family in reinforcing it, Alma explained that when her children
were 6 and 4-years-old, she considered leaving Nestor because of his on-going abuse. When she told
her in-laws about the violence and that she was planning to leave him, she said that they encouraged
her to stay for her children. “‘Do it for your daughter, your son. How can you go? Who will support
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you? You’re not going to make it on your own working,’ they said to me. And because of that, I
accepted, and I went back to him.”
Alongside considerations for the financial stability of their children were concerns about
where a woman would go with her children if they left their family home. Survey results indicated
that 31.6% of women (n=6) stayed because they had nowhere to go. Qualitative data provided
further insight, emphasizing the financial challenges. Jacinta, who stated that she stayed so that her
children would not suffer the loss of their father, also explained,
If you leave your home, where can you go? Yes, it’s hard. Now, yea, my kids are
grown. But when they are young, and you leave with your things, ah, what can you
do? Where will you go? Who is going to support you? … If I had my own business,
my own money, sure, who wouldn’t [leave]? But I couldn’t do it on my own. I had
no income. I couldn’t. I couldn’t sustain, or well, I couldn’t support my kids alone.
Thus, in addition to concerns for the emotional difficulty children may experience in separating
from their father, women also worried about the practical implications of separation with regard to
financial stability and housing for their children.
A related concern among survivors was that if they did leave their partner and eventually repartnered, the children from their first relationship would be at risk for neglect and/or abuse. When
I asked Dominga if she ever thought about leaving her husband Salvador, she responded,
Yea, but I thought about my children, that if, perhaps, I eventually remarried another
man, this stepfather, would he love my kids? Since they’re not his kids, you know?
Because their father is working wherever he can, paying for what they need in
school, buying the sugar we need, the [cooking] oil he gets from work. So no matter
how he behaved towards me, I didn’t leave my home. My grandmother told me, ‘No
matter how much he hits you, don’t leave your home. The children will suffer.
Perhaps when you meet another man, you will have another child, and your other
children will suffer.’ I always remember this.
Dominga makes explicit that, like all survivors in this investigation, she weighed the potential risks
her children may face against the known risks of violence that she was experiencing and justified her
decision to stay by noting that Salvador was a stable provider for their children.
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Women also whispered about explicit concerns for sexual violence by stepfathers against
their stepdaughters. Women explained that stepdaughters are not related by blood, placing them at
risk. Sonia was abandoned by her first partner, the father of her daughter, right after her birth. When
her daughter Vilma was a toddler, she married Alberto, an old high school acquaintance two years
her junior. Alberto openly professed his commitment to his stepdaughter, proclaiming he would
raise her as his own alongside his other children. However, Sonia reported that their relationship was
distant at best. In 2005, when Vilma was 14 years old, she ran away from home with her boyfriend.
Although Sonia found her daughter in a nearby community and brought her back home, when
Vilma was 16, she ran away again, this time to Lima, more than eight hours away by bus. It broke
Sonia’s heart to see her daughter leave, but she explained that she had decided to let Vilma go
because
I saw how Alberto looked at her, with his eyes, what do you call it? He looked at her
with the evil eye [mal ojo], at my daughter. … Since I had seen how he looked at my
daughter with the evil eye, I thought, sometimes, I don’t trust him, my husband.
When I leave the house, he could say something to her, now that he knows she has
been with a man [the boyfriend she ran away with]. Sometimes, other men might say
something to him, ‘You should fondle [manosear] her.’ Sometimes stepfathers are
irresponsible. So, yea, I didn’t argue with her the second time. My sisters said the
same thing. They said, ‘It’s better if you let her go. Sometimes, these men, you know
how they are, he could fondle her or rape her.’ … And that is why I let my daughter
go the second time she ran away.
In order to protect her daughter, Sonia let her go, acknowledging the risks for sexual assault Vilma
faced in the home because Sonia had remarried. Further, the implication that Sonia is responsible
for protecting her daughter from her husband rather than Alberto being responsible for his own
behavior demonstrates distinctly unequal gender expectations with respect to men and women’s
sexuality. Although Sonia was the only participant that disclosed firsthand experience with the risks
her daughter faced by having a stepfather, women commonly expressed concerns about these risks
when discussing separation and re-partnering.
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Gender Expectations: ‘People were Going to Talk, Criticize Me’
While the household survey did not probe for individual feelings of shame, many women
also reported staying with a violent partner because separating would be personally shameful as
women are expected to partner once and for life. It is important to note here that while this
sentiment was common across participants, women who had been previously partnered with
children but were later abandoned, placed particular emphasis on the concern. Although Jacinta
initially indicated that she stayed with her abusive husband for her children, she later added that she
also stayed because she felt she had already shamed herself once. She elaborated, “I didn’t want to
look bad, right? Like I had already made one error, I didn’t want to make another.” When probed
about what she meant by “one error,” she explained shyly, “With the man before. I don’t want to be
with one and then another and separate again.” Similar to Beatriz’s embarrassment about her mother
having re-partnered after her father’s death, many participants expressed the belief that a woman
should only ever be with one man; beyond research participants, participant observations also
supported this notion.
Women’s descriptions of their relationships made it clear that such gendered expectations
pervaded the continuum of intimate relationships, including dating. Perla’s explanation of why she
married her partner exemplifies the impact. Although she did not want to marry her husband Mateo,
Perla explained that she had to because the community had already assumed they were together. She
talked to her mother about breaking off their relationship while they were still dating. “My mom told
me, ‘Only one man will enter my home.’ So I decided to accept him.” Similarly, returning home after
staying overnight at a local patron saint celebration with her boyfriend, Mario, and his family,
Yolanda, a 35-year-old housewife and mother of one who did not report IPV, returned to find her
mother furious. “My mom was ready to beat me because I hadn’t come home all night. She was
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waiting for me with her switch [palo].19” Mario’s parents arrived with her to ask her parents for her
hand in marriage. When probed if that was what she had wanted, Yolanda responded, “Yes, we had
been together just the two of us that night. Also, I realized that people were going to gossip about
me staying at my boyfriend’s house. People were going to talk, criticize me. That’s why I accepted
[the proposal].” To avoid the judgment of others, Yolanda accepted Mario’s proposal because it was
expected that in spending the night with him, she would marry him. She went on to explain that her
mother agreed to the proposal because, “My mom said, ‘Maybe my daughter had [sexual] relations,
so what can I do?” This comment underscores the expectations that women confront with regard to
their sexuality and virginity. Although Yolanda’s mother had previously opposed their dating, she
conceded to their engagement because she assumed her daughter had had sex and knew others
would assume the same, tarnishing her reputation and future marriage prospects.
However, beyond the notion of a women only being with a single partner in her life, even if
she did not re-partner, many women expressed concerns about separating from their partner and
subsequent community gossip and shame because of assumptions that she was at fault. For example,
when Dolores, a 41-year-old mother of two who disclosed controlling behavior, psychological
abuse, and infidelity participated in the household survey in January, she reported being conviviente
and that her partner of 15 years, Saul, lived in Lima for work, returning home a couple of weekends
each month. However, during our interview in May, she revealed that they had actually formally
separated in June of the previous year after Dolores found out Saul was cheating. He had not been
home since then. When neighbors would ask where her husband was, why they had not seen him in
town lately, she would tell them Saul could not visit home because he was sick. When I asked her
why she lied, she responded, “It [separation] is ugly [feo]. Or rather, it’s a shame for me.” She went
on to discuss community gossip and concerns she would be blamed for the separation and Saul’s
19

It is worth noting that Yolanda was 26 at the time of the patron saint celebration.
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infidelity. In fact, she revealed that her mother-in-law did blame her for Saul’s cheating. “Because I
didn’t go to him [in Lima], because I didn’t do his washing, I didn’t cook for him, that was why he
had found another woman, she [my mother-in-law] said it was my fault.” Such experiences highlight
the role gender expectations and subsequent risks for community judgment played in women’s
decisions to stay with an abusive partner.
***
As this section demonstrates, survivors consistently made it clear that they did not remain
with violent partners out of love or a misconception of love as violent or hurtful. Rather, women
explained staying with abusive partners for survival, above all, the survival of their children. Table
5.2 summarizes the major themes expressed regarding why women remain with abusive partners.
Table 5.2. Major Themes: Why Women Stay
Theme
Not for
Love/amor
serrano

Excerpts and Examples
“What affection does he [my husband] have for me? If he hits me, is that love? I don’t think so.” –
Ofelia

Staying for
the Kids

“I can’t because of my kids. I want to leave him, but my son, the oldest one, he doesn’t want me to. He
says to me, ‘Mom, how can you do that? What are you going to do by yourself?” –Soledad

“You don’t love me. Don’t talk to me anymore. Don’t call me your wife anymore. You’re just a man to
me, nothing more. How can you be like this? Insulting your wife. Every time you drink, you call me a
whore, a sorry whore.” –Sonia

“I wanted to [leave him], but I couldn’t because my kids love him so much, right? And they’re so
attached to him, and maybe, it’s like they say, right? For your children, you have to put up with it all
because they are the ones who will suffer if you don’t.” –Eva
“‘Do it for your daughter, your son. How can you go? Who will support you? You’re not going to
make it on your own working,’ they [my in-laws] said to me. And because of that, I accepted, and I
went back to him.” –Alma
“Where will you go? Who is going to support you? … If I had my own business, my own money, sure,
who wouldn’t [leave]? But I couldn’t do it on my own. I had no income. I couldn’t. I couldn’t sustain,
or well, I couldn’t support my kids alone.” –Jacinta
“My grandmother told me, ‘No matter how much he hits you, don’t leave your home. The children will
suffer. Perhaps when you meet another man, you will have another child, and your other children will
suffer.’ I always remember this.” –Dominga
Gender
Expectations

“I didn’t want to look bad, right? Like I had already made one error [had a previous partner], I didn’t
want to make another.” –Jacinta
“Yes, we had been together just the two of us that night. Also, I realized that people were going to
gossip about me staying at my boyfriend’s house. People were going to talk, criticize me. That’s why I
accepted [the proposal].” –Yolanda
“It [separation] is ugly [feo]. Or rather, it’s a shame for me.” –Dolores
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Given that most women are staying, or that if women do permanently leave, it is often after
years of abuse, it is important to examine women’s strategies for disclosing violence, seeking
support, and coping with violence in order to better understand public health’s ability to meet
secondary prevention needs. A comprehensive understanding of women’s disclosure, help-seeking,
and coping strategies can illuminate the complexity of survivors’ responses to violence and prevent
judgment and misunderstanding as well as allowing for a better understanding of the risks and
benefits of some strategies. This is particularly salient as growing research shows coping to be a
mediating process between IPV and impacts on health and wellbeing (Waldrop & Resick, 2004).
Coping Strategies and Responses to Violence
Coping is broadly understood as the use of cognitive and behavioral strategies to manage a
problem (Lazarus, 1993). The WHO household survey included several general coping strategies,
including disclosure of violence, seeking support from a formal institution, and leaving a partner due
to violence. This approach focused on public acts of coping and circumscribed the scope of coping
to predetermined strategies. Complementary semi-structured interviews allowed participants to
openly discuss their coping strategies, revealing a wider range of approaches, including private
coping behaviors related to resistance and placation.
Survey results demonstrate that half of women who reported experiences of emotional,
physical, and/or sexual violence never disclosed violence to anyone (n=19; 50.0%). However, nondisclosure does not indicate that women are passive victims of violence or that they do not utilize
private coping strategies aimed at managing violence or even resisting their abuser. During in-depth
interviews, women discussed a variety of coping strategies not included in the WHO survey,
shedding light on the nuances of coping with intimate violence. The coping strategies women
reported during this study centered around four main themes: 1) placation, 2) resistance, 3) informal
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network support, and 4) formal network support. The following section examines women’s
engagement with these categories of coping strategies and their decision-making around them.
Placation
Placation-oriented strategies were frequently reported as women’s initial responses to partner
violence with the intention of avoiding escalation and/or preventing violence in situations in which
women anticipated potential risks. These strategies primarily took place during violent episodes or
immediately preceded them and included 1) compliance to prevent violence and 2) silence to avoid
escalation.
Women reported attempting to placate their partners through compliance with partner
demands to prevent violence. This was most frequently described when women knew their partners
had been out drinking alcohol and were likely to return home inebriated. For example, Jacinta
explained that her husband Cesar would come home drunk and yell at her, accusing her of “not
taking care of him, not paying attention to him.” So in anticipation of his return, she would cook
dinner and have it ready to serve to him so he would not have to wait. This was a commonly
reported strategy and women generally described placating their partners through submission and
anticipation of partner demands, like Beatriz discussed in Chapter Five regarding Alejandro’s
disapproval of her attending community events and how she stayed home to avoid exacerbating his
anger.
Survivors also consistently described trying to avoid escalation of violence through silence.
Women explained that violent incidents often began with verbal attacks and that when their partners
would yell at them, they would remain silent. Rosalinda, a 44-year-old housewife and mother of
three who disclosed experiences of controlling behavior, physical violence, and sexual assault during
over 25 years of marriage, shared, “Sure, he [my husband] shouldn’t hit me, but like I told you, in my
experience, when I talked back to my husband, he hit me more. And if I didn’t talk back, he didn’t
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hit me.” Similarly, when asked about how she responded to her partner’s verbal abuse, Soledad
replied, “I stay quiet. Sometimes, when I say something back to him, it makes him madder. He gets
madder, even madder. Or he’ll grab something [to hit me with]. … So I don’t respond to him.
Whatever he is telling at me, I’m just quiet. I don’t say a thing.” Thus, through silence, women are
actively attempting to mitigate violence rather than passively submitting to it.
However, silence did not always prevent the escalation of violence and several women
reported silence as aggravating their partners. Ofelia explained, “When he [my husband] comes back
like that [drunk], when he starts talking to me, I don’t say anything. I just don’t pay attention to him.
And when I don’t pay attention to him, that’s when he starts to really bother me.” I followed up,
“You mean it gets worse?” Ofelia responded,
Mhm [in affirmation], or rather, when I don’t pay attention to him when he is
insulting me, when he criticizes me, I don’t pay attention. I act like I can’t hear him,
and if I don’t respond to him, he starts calling me things, really insulting things, and
well, it just gets worse. So I say to him, ‘Why do you talk to me like this?’ Right? And
then, he wants to cause even more problems. I say to him, ‘I’m not bothering you.
I’m not saying anything to you,’ I say to him. And then he starts threatening me,
saying all these awful things, and I just let it go. I go outside, if I can. If it’s night,
well, I can’t go outside, you know, it’s too cold for my daughters. When it’s during
the day, we go outside. We go over to my chacra20 and we’ll cut food for the guinea
pigs or whatever until he calms. Or also, sometimes, he’ll go somewhere to drink
again, to be with his friends.
As Ofelia’s narrative demonstrates, women utilize multiple strategies to manage violence depending
on a variety of situational factors, including her partner’s character and the time of day. Although
nearly every survivor stated that they initially attempted to placate abusers, most women did not
hold onto these strategies for very long. Rather, women described a shift towards resistance in the
face of continued IPV.

20

Chacra is the Quechua term for farm.
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Resistance
While many women described employing compliance and silence as early responses to IPV,
they typically did not remain that way. In fact, resistance focused coping strategies were the most
commonly reported coping behaviors among survivors. When I asked what motivated Brigada to
begin defending herself after years of silence, she responded,
I used to be afraid something would happen, that he would kill me, and what would
happen to my kids? That’s why I wouldn’t defend myself, but in the last few [years], I
couldn’t take it anymore, so much abuse, so many beatings. And so I told him, ‘If
you kill me, kill me,’ and I started defending myself.
Brigada’s response illustrates the general sentiment of survivors who altered their coping
strategies—initially, women were submissive when confronted with IPV, hoping that placation
would diminish violence. However, faced with persistent IPV, women described feelings of
frustration and even anger, leading to acts of resistance. Moreover, as Brigada’s account
demonstrates, women are aware of the risks for increased violence if they defend themselves, but are
often willing to face these risks because they cannot take any more.
The resistance strategies women described shared a common thread of defiance with respect
to the abuser’s actions and/or dominance within the household and were mainly privately practiced
within the home. Survivor’s discussed strategies included: 1) verbal self-defense, 2) physical selfdefense, 3) sleeping separately, and 4) temporarily leaving home. Women also discussed the
definitive resistance strategy of leaving their partner and formally separating with no intention of
returning. However, given the depth and complexity of leaving a partner and formal separation, the
decision-making around doing so and the support and resources needed to achieve permanent
separation will be covered in the following chapter.
Verbal Self-Defense
The most commonly reported resistance strategy was women’s verbal self-defense, either in
the midst of a violent incident or the following day. Frequently, the case was that a woman would
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ignore her partner’s insults, threats, and accusations at first, but many women said they reached a
limit, explaining that their partner ‘started to disrespect me’ (empezó a faltarme respeto). For example,
Lorena shared,
Yes, he had been drinking. He came home drunk. Then he started to disrespect me,
saying that I need leave my house, that he wanted to live alone. … I said to him,
‘Sure, fine. If you want to live alone, that’s not a problem. I’ll leave,’ I said to him,
right? That was when he [said], ‘Get out of here!’ He was yelling, and he slapped me
across the face.
Like Lorena, many women reported confronting the threats of their partners when defending
themselves. Teófila is a 63-year-old mother of two who disclosed experiences of controlling
behavior, emotional abuse, and physical violence. At the time of her interview, she had been
separated from her ex-conviviente for over 20 years, but recalled his threats with clarity.
One day, he [my ex-partner] said to me, when, well, I don’t know what upset him,
but I was in the kids’ room waking them up to take them to work with me. I was
getting them ready to leave, and he came in and yelled, ‘I’m a lion when you piss me
off!’ ‘What?’ I responded, ‘What did I do? I didn’t do anything for you to talk to me
like that.’ And then I said to him, ‘Well, if you’re a lion [leon], I’m a lion [leona]! Go
ahead, hit me! Come on, come on, do it! Hit me, hit me!’ I shouted at him. But he
didn’t hit me. He just turned around and left.
However, verbally confronting their partner during a violent incident appeared to generally
aggravate his violence, and most women reported that men became more belligerent when they
talked back and defended themselves. Guadalupe explained,
He hit me once; it was bad. All over here [gesturing to her mouth and laughing lightly]. Yea,
because I responded to him. He slapped me hard. … He did it because I talked back.
He had found me. I was on my way to my farm with my aunt to harvest potatoes.
He threw me down in the dirt and shouted, ‘Why did you leave [the house]? Who is
our child with?’ I said to him, ‘What is my life that you are my husband?’
Yet despite the risk for escalation, women reported not backing down. For example, after ceaseless
accusations of infidelity while pregnant with their second child, Sonia became frustrated with her
husband Alberto’s haranguing.
Sonia:

He worked far away for four years, coming home one or twice a month,
he’d come home. Then, when I found out I was pregnant with Ruben,
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Isabella:
Sonia:

since he was going back and forth for work, he thought I was cheating
on him with another man. So when my Reuben was born, he said to me,
‘Is this my son? Or is he someone else’s? I’m sure he’s your lover’s son.’
And we started fighting, fighting, that’s how it was.
Do you mean you were arguing or he started hitting you?
No, he had been hitting me for a while by then. When my Yefferson was
4, he was already hitting me. When I was pregnant with my son Ruben,
he hit me [also]. And I, he started to yell at me, and I just couldn’t take it
anymore. So I responded, ‘Why are you doing this? Fuck you! Fine, yea,
he someone else’s child and you signed his birth certificate like an idiot,’ I
yelled at him21. And he grabbed me and he beat me.

Women also recounted confronting partners about their violent behavior after the incident
had passed, which was almost always met with remorse or excuses for their behavior; no survivors
reported additional violence when confronting their partner after a violent incident. Normally, this
occurred the next day and was frequently associated with alcohol use. Women expressed feeling
safer waiting until their partner was sober to confront him because he would be less agitated and
unpredictable. Besides, women shared that men would often wake up the next day claiming that they
did not remember what happened the night before and asking for forgiveness, opening up an
opportunity for women to confront their partners about their behavior. Eva illustrated a typical
morning after her husband would come home drunk and attack her.
Eva:

Isabella:
Eva:
Isabella:
Eva:

21

The next day, he gets up and he says to me, sometimes he sees me, you
know, all bruised and he says, ‘What? What happened?’ And so I tell him
‘You know, don't you?’ Sometimes he says to me, ‘No, no, I didn’t
realize. I don’t know anything,’ he says. ‘How are you not going to know
if you did these things?’ I say to him. ‘No,’ he says to me, ‘I must have
done it while drinking. Forgive me. Tomorrow, I won’t touch you.’
And does he do it again?
Yes.
And what does he say then?
‘I failed again,’ or ‘I made a mistake. I don’t know what came over me. I
don’t know what is wrong with me,’ he says. ‘Yea, I understand you, but
there will be a day when I am not going to put up with it anymore
because I am so tired of this,’ I say to him. ‘Because all my life, we’re not
going to be like this. We’re just like a cat and dog. It would be better if
we each went on our own path, and I won’t bother you and you won’t
touch me, and I will be happy and you can be happy.’ I say that to him.

To be clear, Alberto is Ruben’s biological father.
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‘No,’ he responds, ‘No, we’re going to stay together. We’re going to fight
[for our marriage], and I am not going to do this again,’ he says.
This interaction is representative of many women’s descriptions of the day after a violent incident in
which alcohol was involved, with men denying any recollection of the night before followed by
promises to never behave violently towards her again. Similar to Eva, many women confronted their
partners about their violent behavior and presented them with an ultimatum: the violence ends or
we separate.
Frequently, ending violence was closely associated with alcohol use cessation in the minds of
abusers and survivors as well as service providers. Describing the causes of IPV in Carhuaz
province, Donata, a 51-year-old social worker from Huaraz, shared,
Above all, more than anything, alcoholism. Like, in a home or wherever there is the
problem, the problem of partner violence, above all it is due to the problem of
alcohol. When the man is an alcoholic, the violence will be continuous. … The main
problem and the principal [causal] factor in violence, in my opinion, is the social
problem of alcoholism.
This was a common perspective expressed across providers and observed to be a focal point of
community outreach meetings regarding IPV. All but two survivors expressed similar sentiments,
often emphasizing that their partner was only violent when drinking. As Sonia explained, “Sober, he
never hits me. Never. When he drinks, he insults me, he beats me, he yells at me drunk. But sober,
never. Sober, he comes and asks for forgiveness, all of that.” With respect to men’s drinking
behaviors, 42.1% of women reporting psychological, physical, and/or sexual violence also reported
that their partner drank alcohol at least one to three times a month, and 26.3% stated that in the 12
months preceding survey participation, they had seen their partner drunk at least once a month.
Eight women (21%) recounted seeing their partner drunk weekly or nearly every day. While these
numbers are high, they are also likely underestimates as questions about alcohol use are subject to
social desirability bias (Kreuter et al., 2008).
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Ofelia revealed that she had talked to her partner numerous times about his alcohol use and
even sought out an addiction intervention program at the provincial hospital, which he refused to
attend. She reported that he would occasionally stop drinking for a few days after her pleas
following a violent incident but would inevitably come home drunk again.
Ofelia:
Isabella:
Ofelia:

And I ask him, ‘Why are you drinking again?’ And he says, ‘Yea, I’m
drinking, but it’s with my friends. I’m not paying for it with work money,’
he says to me.
Is that what you’re worried about? Money?
No! It’s his health. It's the understanding [comprensión] he should have
with me and his kids. And I tell him that, ‘Don’t do it for me. Don’t do it
for me. Do it for your kids,’ I say to him. And well, he’s still the same.
And I can’t say anything else to him when he’s like this.

However, this coupling of alcohol use and violent behavior also led to misunderstandings by men.
Alma described always waiting until Nestor was sober to confront him about his violent behavior. “I
say to him, ‘We have to live in peace. We can’t be fighting like this. We’re scaring our kids.’ And he
says, ‘Yea, I’m not going to do it again. I’m not going to drink anymore.’ And now he comes home
tipsy [mareado], but never sober.” Alma clearly stated that it is the violence that needed to stop, and
like many women, attempted to appeal to her partner’s fatherhood by highlighting the impact on
their children. Yet, Nestor responded that he would stop drinking, leveraging alcohol as an excuse
for his behavior and skirting the issue of violence all together.
As women’s narratives make evident, men frequently excused their behavior with alcohol,
and even when they did acknowledge the need to stop drinking, they rarely stuck to sobriety22. For
example, discussing the day following the violent incident in which Lorena challenged her husband
Rodolfo’s threats to kick her out of their home, she confronted him about his drinking, explicitly
identifying alcohol as the cause of his behavior.

This statement is not intended in any way to minimize the hardship of alcoholism and addiction. I, and many women
who spoke with me, acknowledge the difficulty in achieving sobriety, which could explain why women were often
satisfied if their partners were able to cut back on drinking. Rather, the emphasis on sobriety is due to the fact that men
blame alcohol for their violent behavior without acknowledging their role in perpetrating violence.

22
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Lorena:

Isabella:
Lorena:

[In the morning] He left to Carhuaz [City] for work, and then later, at
home, he asks me to forgive him. He says to me, ‘No, I made a mistake.
Perhaps because I was drunk, I didn’t realize. Forgive me. This isn't
going to happen again.’ And I say to him, ‘If you don’t change, if you are
always drinking, if you don’t quit drinking, you’re never going to change,’
I said to him. ‘If you keep drinking like this, if you like drinking, you’re
going to act the same way,’ I say to him. And he says to me, ‘I’m not
going to drink anymore, I’m going to change.’ And that’s where we are.
And has he stopped drinking?
No, he still drinks, but only sometimes, like when there’s a community
event.

As is evident, despite women’s efforts, men continued abusing alcohol and using it as an excuse for
their violent behavior. In fact, not a single interview participant who had asked their partner to stop
drinking reported that their partner had done so permanently. Like Ofelia, many women reported
that their partners would stop drinking for a short period of time, but ultimately return to alcohol.
Others, like Lorena, explained that their partners drank less often, rationalizing their continued
alcohol consumption with social obligations.
Similar to Eva’s ultimatum, when alcohol abuse did not stop and IPV continued, some
women reported confronting their partners with threats of separation and/or filing a formal
complaint with the police. Frequently, women turned to these acts of resistance because they felt the
weight of this threat would motivate their partner to change.
Ofelia:

Isabella:
Ofelia:

I say to him, to the father of my daughters, I say, ‘I’m so tired [of] all the
problems with you. Put yourself in my position,’ I say to him. ‘Put
yourself in my place. How would you feel? If I were your spouse and
treated you like this,’ I say to him. And he says to me, ‘I would feel bad.’
‘Do you realize?’ I ask him, ‘Do you realize how I treat you and how you
treat me? How you behave?’ And he says, ‘It’s wrong. It’s wrong what
I’ve done.’ In one moment he says this, and in another moment, he
forgets it all when he’s drinking.
So he doesn’t stop drinking?
No. … [T]o get him to change [stop drinking], I say to him, ‘I’m going to
leave you,’ I say, right? And no, no, he doesn’t understand that I am
going to leave him. He doesn’t think, ‘Maybe if she goes, or if she does,
what am I going to do?’ He doesn’t think that. He doesn’t think I will go,
that I am going. He doesn’t think I’ll leave. He thinks I’ll always be here.
He doesn’t think that I could leave at any moment. No, he doesn’t think
about this.
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Similarly, Alma discussed threatening to file a police report the next time Nestor hit her.
Alma:
Isabella:
Alma:

The next day, I didn’t talk to him, and well, he came to me, ‘Forgive me,
I was drunk when I did that,’ he said to me. … I didn’t talk to him.
‘Forgive me, I won’t do it again.’ He always says this to me.
And what do you say?
Yes, ‘If this happens again, I am going to the police,’ I always say to him.
But he doesn’t understand me then either.

Like Ofelia and other survivors in this research, Alma does not feel that Nestor understands the
gravity of her warning. Yet, as will be discussed below, women also faced significant challenges in
realizing these actions, which require formal network support.
Physical Self-Defense
Just over half of women who reported physical and/or sexual violence (n=33) reported
physically defending themselves at least once (n=18; 54.5%). Of those who reported physical selfdefense, 66.7% (n=12) only did so once. Eva explained that she only tried to physically defend
herself once because “against the force of a man, you just can’t. I’m weaker than he is, right? He is
stronger than me. Last time, I defended myself, right? However I could, biting him, throwing things,
I didn’t know what to do.” When I asked how he reacted to her self-defense, she sighed, “Mmm,
things got worse.” Indeed, of the 18 women who reported ever having physically defended
themselves, six women (33.3%) said the violence worsened when they did (see Table 5.3 for details).
Table 5.3 Self-Defense and its Effect among Women Reporting Physical and/or Sexual Violence
Frequency
Never
Once
Several Times
Many Times/Most of the Time
Effect
No Change
Violence Worsened
Violence Lessened
Violence Stopped

N
15
12
5
1
N
2
6
1
9

%
45.5
36.4
15.2
3.0
%
10.5
31.6
5.3
47.4

Truthfully, many women reported feeling physically powerless against their partners.
Although Marisol, a 28-year-old housewife and mother of two who had been married 19 years, did
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not report personal experience with IPV, she did refer to the experiences of other women she knew.
When asked what advice she would give to a friend experiencing partner violence, she replied, “I
would tell her, go file a complaint with the police. How are you going to live like this? Abused? He
could even kill you. Go to the police.” After she explained that an abuser would be taken to jail
when the complaint was filed, I asked her, “Anything else you would tell her?” Her response
exemplifies the feelings of physical helplessness participants often expressed, “No, that’s it. What
else could she do? She doesn’t have the strength to hit a man, not even close. Men are stronger. So
what else is she going to do? All she can do is cry.”
Despite women perceiving themselves as physically weaker than their male partners, nine
women (47.4%) reported that their self-defense stopped a violent episode. Jacinta recounted that in
the earlier part of her relationship, during physical incidents of violence, like most participants, she
stayed silent for fear of angering Cesar more. “In the beginning, yes, I didn’t even moan in pain,
nothing.” However, she noted that she has since changed her approach, “He calms down when I
defend myself. … When I was quiet, it was the worst.” Similarly, Raquel, a 38-year-old mother of
four who had been married for 10 years, explained that when she defended herself, her husband
backed down.
Raquel:
Isabella:
Raquel:
Isabella:
Raquel:

So he slapped me here [touching cheek]. And he punched me too, and I was
all bruised here [waving her hand over her face].
And you said you defended yourself?
Yes, I defended myself. Back then I wore high heels. I took my shoe off,
and I hit him across the head with my shoe. Yea, I was not going to put
up with that.
And what did he do?
Him? Nothing. He left [the house].

Yet Raquel’s experience was unique in that she was the only survivor who reported a singular
incident of violence, which included emotional abuse and physical violence while pregnant with their
first child together. Thus, while her self-defense ended the violent episode, the fact that violence
only occurred once in her relationship with her partner indicates that she was not struggling with an
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on-going pattern of abuse as reported by other women. While it is tempting to infer that physical
self-defense is likely to end a violent incident based on survey findings, women’s qualitative accounts
make evident the variations in men’s responses and survivors’ feelings of powerlessness.
Sleeping Separately
Many women also reported sleeping separately from their partners to avoid violence and/or
escalation of violence. After recounting a violent episode with her husband, I asked Eva if she had
been able to escape the home. “No, I stayed here [home]. I couldn’t go anywhere, right? So, I stayed
here, and he passed out, and I slept in the other room.” Similarly, Dominga explained that when her
husband came home drunk, “I just don’t pay attention to him. I’ll be sitting next to him [at dinner],
but I’ll sleep separate.” Often, women reported sleeping separately from their partner because they
had nowhere to go, and this was the best option for putting some distance between themselves and
their partner.
Survivors also discussed employing this strategy to avoid sexual violence specifically. Beatriz
described her husband’s behavior, “When I used to sleep with him, he would pinch me like this
[demonstrating with her fingers]. He’d touch me. I didn't like it. He stank [of alcohol], ugh, it made me
sick. … Because of that, I slept separate from him, so that he couldn’t bother me [for sex].”
Similarly, Perla explained that she would sleep with her daughter to avoid her husband’s sexual
harassment. While she did report that early in their relationship she had sex with her husband even
though she did not want to on many occasions, she explained that since the birth of their daughter,
“If I don’t want to [have sex], he doesn’t force me because I’ll take my daughter to bed with me.”
Most women reported doing this temporarily, but there were a few women who resorted to
sleeping separately from their partner permanently. Ofelia shared that she never slept with her
husband Walter anymore. Rather, she shared a twin bed with her two daughters, Andrea and
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Milagros, sleeping with her husband “in a single room, but in separated beds,” she explained. Ofelia
went on to explain the shift in her coping strategies.
Before, I used to leave the house, stay with neighbors, but he came looking for me,
at the neighbors. He’d come looking for me, and he’d insult them and criticize them.
And so I felt bad because he was insulting them, and it was my fault, right? He was
bothering them because of me.
As a result, she began sleeping with her daughters because she felt responsible for his behavior
towards those who took her and her children in. While this coping strategy acts as a barrier,
especially in the evening when women have few options for escaping the home, sleeping separately
or with children did not always prevent violence. For example, this excerpt from my field notes after
Ofelia recounted a violent episode demonstrates the persistence of violence despite women’s various
coping strategies, including sleeping separately from a partner.
On Thursday night, Walter came home drunk. Ofelia tried to stay calm and served
up dinner for the family. As they ate, Walter began to yell at Ofelia, accusing her of
having an affair, cheating on him and making a fool out of him. Ofelia didn’t
describe how she reacted but said the girls [her two daughters] spoke up, asking him
to stop, but when he continued shouting, Milagros burst into tears; Ofelia said she
cries whenever her dad comes home drunk. Ofelia eventually scooped the 4-year-old
up in her arms and carried her to bed, Andrea cleaning up the dishes before joining
them. In the middle of the night, Ofelia awoke to Walter pulling her out of bed and
onto the dirt floor by her long, thick braid. She remembered his knee pressed against
her neck as he jerked her braid harder; she was teary as she described this.
Thus, while most women talked about their children as protective in situations of violence, that their
abusers would often conceal their behavior in the presence of their children, a minority of women
like Ofelia recounted exceptions to this.
Temporarily Leaving Home
Women also coped with IPV by leaving home temporarily, typically overnight. More than
one-third of survey participants who had experienced emotional, physical, and/or sexual violence
reported having left their partner at least once (n=15; 39.5%). The majority of these women (n=10;
66.7%) went to a family member. Women also reported staying in their chacra (n=3) or on the street
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(n=1), both of which were discussed at length during interviews. No women reported staying with
her partner's family (see Table 5.4 for details).
Table 5.4 Women who Ever Left Home Due to Violence, Frequency, and Where They Went the Last Time
Ever left home due to violence
Number of times ever left
Once
2 - 5 times
5 or more times
Where she went the last time
Her Family
His Family
Other*

N
15

%
100.0

8
5
2

53.5
33.3
13.3

10
0
5

66.7
0.0
33.3

* Others: friend (n=1), street (n=1), and chacra (n=3)

Qualitative interviews revealed additional insights about women’s strategies in temporarily
escaping their partners and also underscored that the survey findings regarding leaving home are low
estimates as some women who reported never having left their partner in the survey later discussed
leaving for the day or overnight during interviews. These women expressly considered leaving as
temporary, a coping strategy for an immediate risk, with the full intention of returning to their
partner. For this reason, they may not have answered ‘yes’ when asked if they had ever left home
due to violence because they interpreted the question as asking about leaving with the intention of
separating. For example, Jacinta, who reported in the survey having never left Cesar, explained in a
later interview her strategy for when her husband arrived home drunk.
Jacinta:
Isabella:
Jacinta:
Isabella:
Jacinta:
Isabella:
Jacinta:
Isabella:
Jacinta:

Ah, we’d serve him [dinner], and if he started to get upset, I’d leave. It
didn’t matter to me.
You left to get away from him?
Yes, we all left.
The children too?
Yes, I left with all my children.
And where would you go?
Here and there, the sidewalks, or sometimes my sister’s, or we’d go down
to the chacra.
I see. And for how long would you leave?
No, just a couple of hours. When he would fall asleep, we’d go home.
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Sonia also reported in the survey that she had never left her husband, but revealed during an
interview that Alberto’s violence “forced us to sleep in the street, in ditches. My kids and I slept like
that, trying to hide from him.” She explained further, “When he would come home drunk, so that I
wouldn’t have to deal with him and so that my children wouldn’t be scared, I would leave. I would
escape. And he wouldn’t come after us. He wouldn’t look for me, nothing. He’d be in the house,
passed out, and in the morning, we’d come home.” In fact, in clear contrast to the survey findings
indicating that women often sought shelter with family when they left a partner, women who
discussed leaving temporarily during interviews predominately reported alternative places to hide
from their partners. Dominga shared,
Yea, he [my husband] beat me when he got drunk, that’s why we would escape. My
children were toddlers; they were very small. When he hit me, my children cried. So
we would escape and we’d sleep under tree trunks or under [the cover of] boulders
because we didn’t want to go to the neighbors. We didn’t want to let anyone know.
… See the trees below my house [pointing]? We’d go there or farther down. There
also used to be an abandoned latrine where we would hide to avoid him upsetting
my children.
Dominga makes an important clarification here by specifying she did not want others to know she
was leaving her home because of violence, which consequently led her to seek shelter that would not
require her to answer prying questions. Indeed, women who described temporarily leaving expressed
preferences for emergency shelter that would not risk others finding out. As Dolores explained
earlier, feelings of shame are associated with separation, and even temporary separation can cause
embarrassment and community gossip. Up to this point, the coping methods discussed do not
require disclosure of violence, allowing women to privately cope with IPV without involving others.
Informal Network Support
While the coping strategies discussed up to now have been largely private and personal, from
here forward, the discussed coping strategies involve disclosure of violence. Notably, the household
survey revealed that only half of women who reported experiences of emotional, physical, and/or
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sexual violence disclosed these experiences to anyone prior to survey participation (n=19; 50%).
This means that many women are suffering alone in silence.
Table 5.5 Women who Disclosed Violence and to Whom in their Informal Network
Survey Language
Spanish
Quechua
By Experience of Violence
Emotional
Physical
Sexual
To Whom (Informal Network)*
Her Family, including parents and siblings
Friends/Neighbors
Partner’s Family
Children
Aunts/Uncles

N

%

15
4

50.0
50.0

13
17
11

43.3
54.8
57.9

14
9
6
4
3

82.4
52.9
35.3
23.5
17.6

* More than one answer could be given, thus, the total percentage is greater than 100%.

When examining disclosure and types of violence, women were more likely to tell someone
about their experiences if they reported sexual violence (57.9%) or physical violence (54.8%) as
compared to emotional violence (43.3%). When women did disclose violence, they most often
reported disclosure to informal networks (n=17; 89.5%), such as family and friends (see Table 5.5
for details).
Her Family
Most frequently, women disclosed IPV to their natal family, including parents and siblings
(n=14; 82.4%). Lorena explained that after about three years of abuse, she was fed up. The morning
after a violent incident, she called her sister and told her she was having problems with Rodolfo and
wanted to come visit. Her sister encouraged her to come home, so Lorena packed a bag for her and
her son and bought a bus ticket to her hometown of Casma, about six hours away on the coast. She
arrived at her parents’ home as though she were visiting, but after a week, her mother, Felicita, asked
her, “Daughter, why are you relaxing here while your husband is home alone for a whole week?
Who is cooking for him? What’s going on?” Lorena explained to me that she would usually only
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visit for a few days and return home quickly to take care of the household chores. When she stayed
longer, her mother became suspicious. Lorena responded, “Yes, mom, we’re having problems, that’s
why I came.” Her mother subsequently told her father, Esteban, who Lorena had been afraid to tell
because of his temper.
I was sure my father was going beat Rodolfo, my husband. I was sure he was going
to beat him up and file a police report. … I told him [my dad] what happened, and
he said to me, he was so angry, he said to me, ‘I am going to the police! He’s beating
my daughter. Now I’ll show him. I am going to file a police report. Whatever day he
comes here looking for you, or if he is here working with the orchestra [Rodolfo is a
musician], I am going to get him,’ he said to me. ‘I’m going to beat him. I am going
to file a complaint against him. How can he treat a woman like this? How can he hit
you?’
Esteban then called Rodolfo’s parents to question them about their son’s behavior and what
they were going to do about it. Lorena recounted his questioning,
Why are you treating my daughter so poorly? Why has your son been beating her?
Are you not by her side to protect her? How are you going to let him hit her? Have
you not defended her? Why haven’t you talked to your son? You need to advise him
that a woman should never be treated this way. If you’re not willing to tell him, you
know what, bring your son here!
They acknowledged that they were aware of their son’s behavior and had intervened on Lorena’s
behalf several times. His parents pleaded with Esteban, explaining that they were talking to Rodolfo
and doing their best to protect her. Eventually her father conceded. Esteban said to Lorena, “I am
going to give him this one chance. We’ll see. I’m going to see if he really loves you. He needs to come
here and beg for forgiveness. Maybe it was something you did wrong. So we’ll see. He’ll come, and
he’ll tell me why he hit you.” She said her husband arrived the next day, and when Esteban asked,
Rodolfo had no excuse.
He [my husband] was quiet and so scared. He said to my dad, ‘I was drunk. I was
drunk, and I made a mistake. I hit her, but I am never going to do it again. I’m going
to be different. I’m going to change,’ he told my dad. And so my dad said to him, ‘I
hope you do change because my daughter doesn’t have any family up there. You
could kill her, and who would know? When you’re drunk, you don’t know what
you’re doing. What if you kill my daughter? She is all alone with no one to defend
her!’ Then he turned to me and said, ‘Daughter, if he hits you again, my cousin lives
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in Huaraz. Whatever you need, if he hits you, tell my cousin. Tell him. I know he will
defend you. And if you need money, whatever, he’ll give it to you. Tell him you need
the money to come home, and come home.’ And that’s how we left it. When we got
back home, my father-in-law said to my husband, ‘Don’t talk down to her anymore.
She came back. You’re not going to touch her. You’re not going to hit her. You’re
not going to disrespect her. Nothing. Got it?’ And things have been calm since then.
While women expressed a preference for disclosure to their natal family, qualitative
interviews revealed that some women’s parents were not as supportive as Lorena’s. Nelia, a 39-yearold mother of two who had been separated from her ex-husband Guillermo for about five years, did
not participate in a formal interview but did talk at length after the survey about Guillermo’s
controlling behavior, emotional abuse, physical violence, sexual assault, and infidelity during their
nearly 20 years of marriage. She explained that she had escaped to her mother’s home once after a
violent incident early in their marriage. She cried to her mother that she could not take anymore and
did not know what to do. Her mother responded that she was married now and needed to learn to
live with his behavior.
Similarly, Sonia originally sought the support of her father. When she married, her father had
warned her soon-to-be husband, Alberto, “If you make my daughter suffer, I’m not going to put up
with you. I’ll give it to you; I’ll beat you too. Because if you beat my daughter, you know very well
that she already has a daughter, that she has already been engaged before, and knowing this, you are
asking for her hand [in marriage], so don’t cause any problems.” However, four years later, when
Sonia went to her father for help with IPV, she explained, “My father didn’t do a thing. He didn’t hit
him [my husband]. He didn’t say a thing to him. He said to me, ‘Surely you talked back to him, that’s
why he hit you. Why do you talk back?’” It was nearly four more years before Sonia disclosed to her
siblings, her four sisters and one brother. She said her brother was livid, responding with physical
discipline and verbal reprimand.
He came straight from Lima and he beat him [my husband]. ‘Leave my sister alone!
What are you? You think my sister is your house girl? What? Would you rather she is
in the house, never leaving, never going anywhere? And you, you come and go as
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you please! You come home and beat my sister! Who do you think you are?’ My
brother said all this.
As these narratives demonstrate, alongside their parents, survivors often sought support
from other family members, such as their siblings, uncles, and aunts. Alma also initially went to her
parents for support, but they refused to help her. She explained, “They [my parents] told me, ‘We
didn’t pick him for you. We told you not to marry him. We warned you,’” underscoring the shifts in
partnering practices that have gradually shifted away from heavy parental involvement in the
selection of a partner. Eventually, after several more years of abuse, Alma sought the support of her
uncles who lived in Carhuaz City. When I asked Alma how they responded, she said, “Well, they
talked to him [my husband], ‘You have your little girl. You’ve scared her; you’ve traumatized her.
You can’t do this to her again. You have to change. You need to stop drinking like this.” When
asked if this helped, she responded, “Yea, a little, but not that much. … mmm, just for a month.”
Moreover, as Alma’s account demonstrates, despite seeking support for IPV, her uncles focused on
Nestor’s drinking habits, problematizing his alcohol use, but not his violent behavior. Overall,
women’s primary preference for disclosure was their natal family. However, there were no clear
patterns in the responses of natal family to disclosures of IPV.
His Family
Although survey results show that only a third of those who disclosed violence talked to
their partner’s family about it (n=6; 35.3%), women spoke at length during interviews about support
from their partner’s family, particularly their parents-in-law. For many survivors, this was because
they lived with or close to his parents, who would inevitably witness or overhear violence, whether
or not a woman chose to disclose it, such as the case with Lorena. Beatriz also lived with her in-laws
until their passing. She explained that she was very close with them, and if they were present when
her husband hit her, they would intervene on her behalf.
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My mother-in-law would always defend me. She never let him hit me. Once, he was
coming after me, and my mother-in-law had just walked in downstairs. Because I was
young, 18 or 19, I was really scared. He was coming at me. He was drunk. My
mother-in-law came up behind him and saw he was going to hit me, and pham, she
whacked him across the head with a big stick and he passed out.
In fact, many women reported that if their parents-in-law disapproved of their son’s behavior, they
often expressed this through physical discipline. Women’s parents and siblings employed similar
physical punishments, as demonstrated by Sonia’s brother’s actions and Lorena’s father’s threats.
Other times, in-laws attempted to reason with their sons. Jacinta talked to her parents, sister,
and in-laws about her husband’s violence. When I asked if any of them had tried to help her, she
replied, “Mostly, his family… they get his attention.” She said they had come over many times to
talk to Cesar about his behavior, that “he has to respect his children because when he behaves like
this, when he misbehaves, his children will grow up misbehaving too.” However, she conceded that
his behavior did not change much as a result of their intervention—he would calm for a few weeks
or months, but inevitably become violent again. Yet, Jacinta also reported, “They [my in-laws] told
me I hadn’t done anything wrong. All the mistakes were my husband’s fault. I didn’t do anything to
upset him, nope. Sometimes they would ask me if I had talked back to him, but no, I didn’t. I’m not
problematic like that.” Although his family’s interventions did not change Cesar’s behavior, their
support did allow Jacinta to feel confident that she was not to blame. Their disapproval of his
violence validated her, alleviating concerns that she could be blamed for his abuse.
Nevertheless, like women’s natal family, not all in-laws were supportive of women. Nelia
lived along a dirt path with her mother-in-law across the street and her ex-husband’s siblings
surrounding her on all sides. As she recounted experiences of violence, I asked if his family ever
intervened on her behalf because it was so easy to overhear things between the homes. Her voice
cracked with tears as she explained that they never helped her and that when she went to her
parents-in-law for support, they blamed her for the violence, accusing her of not fulfilling her wifely
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responsibilities of maintaining a clean house and well-behaved children. After Nelia and Guillermo
separated, which was made official by his abandonment of their home when he moved in with
another woman, Nelia chose to stay in Guillermo’s natal town rather than moving back to her
hometown. She explained that he had left their family home and she had the right to stay, that it was
her home too. However, Guillermo’s brothers often shouted insults at Nelia and her children from
outside their home or whenever they saw her around town, making life extremely difficult for her
and her two children despite the fact that she has been legally separated for the past five years.
Similar to natal family, women’s descriptions of the responses of in-laws demonstrated no clear
patterns. Ultimately, it appears that the likelihood of support is dependent on the individual
receiving the disclosure, not the survivor, though findings also demonstrate that a survivor’s
perceptions of likely support shape to whom she chooses to disclose IPV.
The Community and Unsolicited Support
Survey results also indicate that some women disclosed violence to neighbors and friends
(n=9; 52.9%). Qualitative findings revealed that these disclosures often occurred inadvertently when
a friend or neighbor happened to witness violence. Based on participant insights during surveys and
interviews and participant observation, women did not feel comfortable talking to someone about
IPV because they worried about community gossip, judgment, and partner reprisal. Eva explained,
“[S]ometimes, we keep quiet, right? We don’t want to talk about it just so someone can tell other
people. When you talk about it [IPV], that person will tell others.” When I asked why she did not
want others to know, Eva responded, “Because I’m scared… that it [violence] could happen again
and that someone would tell him [what I said] and he would beat me again, right?”
However, in the small, agricultural communities outside of Carhuaz City, homes are often
close together, sounds travel, people drop by unannounced for social visits, and secrets are harder to
keep. For example, Guadalupe’s son wanted to visit his aunt and cousin one afternoon. Upon
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arrival, Guadalupe’s 6-year-old nephew ran up to her crying, “Aunt, my father beat my mother!” He
pulled her into the bedroom where she found her sister Rosario prostrate in bed. Guadalupe
demanded to know what had happened. Although she initially tried to deny any abuse, Rosario
eventually admitted that her husband had beaten her while drunk. Guadalupe instructed her nephew,
“When your dad comes home, run to me. Tell me when he gets home, but come over quietly [don’t
draw attention].” She helped Rosario to her home and their other sister came by to care for her.
Within half an hour, her nephew came running, “Aunt, aunt, my dad just came home!”
Guadalupe:

Isabella:
Guadalupe:

Isabella:
Guadalupe:

I had been taking care of my sister, so I was outraged. Ay, I couldn’t
take it, Isabella. I grabbed a broom, and I ran over. I said to him,
‘Why are you hitting my sister!? Did you raise her? Are you her
father? I’ll show you!’ Ayyy, and I gave it to him hard. I hit him with
all my rage. Yes, I gave it to him hard, until he hurt as much as she
had. And he didn’t say anything.
Nothing?
No, he didn’t respond to me at all. He took all the lashings I gave
him, and then, what could I do? I took him to the hospital, and they
took care of his wounds and everything. And he said, ‘I’m a drunk. I
didn’t know what I was doing. I didn’t realize. Please, forgive me.’
What can you do? So I let it go. And from there, how long was it?
After 4 or 5 months, again, he beat her. He dragged her through the
street; it was shameless. … She was pregnant then, her belly was big.
The neighbors got together. They realized too what was happening.
‘None of the neighbors support you,’ I told him. ‘Why are you
beating her? Did you marry her just to mistreat her? Is she lazy? Is
she? She’s a woman of the house. She is a hard worker. You have no
reason to mistreat her. You know her father and mother died, so
you’re going to abuse her? We’re here to stop you.’
All the neighbors were there? Men and women?
Yes, men too. Most of the neighbors were there.

Reflecting the accounts of other survivors, Guadalupe intervened on Rosario’s behalf with physical
discipline and verbal reprimand. Noteworthy are the gender-based qualifiers included in Guadalupe’s
account of her questioning of her brother-in-law, indicating that because Rosario is a “woman of the
house” and “a hard worker,” she is not deserving of abuse. While supportive in this context, such
comments imply that if Rosario did not remain in the home and work hard, she could be blamed for
inciting her husband’s violence, echoing survivors’ concerns for victim blaming.
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Furthermore, although Guadalupe’s sister did not talk to her neighbors about the violence
she experienced, they were aware nonetheless. Like Guadalupe, they discovered the IPV
inadvertently. This was a common trend across survivors. While only half of women who
experienced emotional, physical, and/or sexual violence told anyone about their experiences, 63.2%
(n=24) reported that someone tried to help them. This difference in rates of disclosure and
provision of support indicates that even if women do not disclose violence, people may be aware of
it and try to help. Women frequently reported unsolicited advice and/or intervention from
neighbors, friends, and even their own children. Sonia recounted a time when her neighbor, who she
had not yet disclosed violence to, intervened during a violent episode.
One time, when my son was crying, he was crying, ‘He’s beating my mom!’ He was
yelling, and my neighbor Dalia came running. She whipped him [my husband] with a
bullwhip. She was whipping him and shouting, ‘What are you doing? Her mother just
died, and you’re making her suffer more? She grew up with her mom, she loved her
mom, and you are here beating her! Didn’t your mother teach you anything? Your
mother doesn’t discipline you?’… But my mother-in-law, she’s a terrible mother-inlaw. She was mad at tía Dalia for helping me. She yelled at her, ‘Why the hell did you
get involved? Is this your family? Is she your daughter? What right do you have to
whip my son?’ But tía Dalia, she’s tough. Now, she’ll ask me every once in a while if
things are okay.
After the incident, Sonia confided in Dalia about Alberto’s violence, and as Sonia shared, Dalia
subsequently began checking on her.
Occasionally, people would intervene during episodes of violence despite the explicit
requests of women not to. Brigada explained,
Brigada:

Isabella:
Brigada:

I was coming home with the kids. My baby had just stumbled into the
house, and I saw him [my husband] down the street. He came in and
threw all my kids outside, even the baby, like they were dirty clothes. He
closed the door, and he grabbed me and hit me here [touching the back of
her head]. My aunt was next door washing clothes, and she ran over to
defend me.
She came over?
Yea, she came over. I didn’t realize because the blow to my head was so
bad. I was unconscious in the chair, doubled over. Then my aunt, I had
told her before not to get involved, that it would make it worse, so she
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Isabella:
Brigada:

went to get help from [a local hotel] where my compadres23 work. … I
don’t know how my compadre got in the house, but he defended me.
How did he react? What did he do?
The truth is, I don’t know, like I said, I was unconscious… the last thing
I remember was they left me [in bed] to talk over there [pointing to another
room]. … my aunt wanted to take me to the hospital, but he [Oscar] said,
‘No, aunt, if you take her, they’ll send me to jail. And then who will
provide for the kids?’

Despite Brigada’s warnings not to get involved, her aunt intervened on her behalf, calling upon
Brigada’s compadres for support, which stalled the violent episode. Moreover, although Oscar,
Brigada’s ex-husband, had forced the children out of the home before he began hitting her, she
acknowledged that they witnessed violence often. This was common for many women, and in fact,
women frequently reported that in situations like these, their children would intervene and try to
help them.
For instance, Dominga, who had been married for over 30 years at the time of interview,
shared that she had endured IPV throughout her relationship. When talking about physical abuse,
she choked back tears, recounting how her partner used to be very physically violent with her.
However, she explained that as her children grew, they began to intervene and protect her.
Demonstrating their impact, Dominga reported physical violence during her first five pregnancies,
but during her sixth pregnancy, she explained her children were older and would defend her against
their father.
Sonia shared that as her sons got older, they began trying to protect her from their father.
Her two older sons, Yefferson, 18, and Ruben, 14, would attempt to block their father Alberto’s
entrance into the house when he came home drunk because they knew he was most likely to be

Compadres are fictive kin, either men (compadre) or women (comadre), whose relationship to the family centers around
their relationship to a child (ahijado). Children are frequently baptized in the Catholic Church, a ceremony that often
coincides with the Andean practice of rututsiku (first haircut), and are appointed a padrino and a madrina, often a blood
relative or close family friend, who become the compadres of the child’s biological parents. Compadres play an important
and trusted role in the family, focusing on the wellbeing of their ahijado as well as their compadres, and are often called
upon for support and mediation in family matters.

23
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violent then. Sometimes, if Alberto were already in the house, Yefferson and Ruben would try to
distract him or prevent him from going upstairs where Sonia would hide, crouching in the guinea pig
pens or laying underneath heaps of cut corn stalks used as guinea pig feed. Even young children
attempted to defend their mothers. Eva explained that her 7-year-old son frequently confronted his
father about his behavior the morning following a violent incident. “My little one, he’s outspoken,
he says to him [his dad], ‘Why do you behave like this? Why? Because you’re not supposed to hit
women,’ he says. … ‘It would be better if we left,’ he says. He tries to reason [with his dad].”
In addition to their own intervention, children also sought external support for their
mothers. During a violent incident, Ofelia’s 8-year-old daughter Andrea escaped the home and ran
to the police station to get help. That was the first time there was a police report filed against
Ofelia’s husband for IPV, and they were then in six months of court-mandated therapy at the
provincial hospital. However, after that incident, Walter became more vigilant. Ofelia explained,
That day, that Sunday, when he was beating me, my little girl [Andrea], he trapped
her here [in the kitchen] so she couldn’t run down to the police, because she knows
[to get help]. And he knows that if I or my daughter run down there, they’re going to
take him to jail. He knows, so he doesn’t want, he doesn’t want anyone from the
house to leave, to go to the police.
The shift in Walter’s attention to also control his daughter demonstrates the risks others may face in
intervening on behalf of a survivor. Although Ofelia, like nearly all women in this study, reported
that her partner never hit their children, she did acknowledge that his behavior towards her scared
their daughters. Yet, despite these fears and risks, children still defended their mothers.
Formal Network Support
Of the previously discussed 19 women who disclosed violence prior to survey participation,
eight women disclosed violence to a formal service provider, including police officers (n=6),
healthcare workers (n=4), and local leaders (n=3); six of these women disclosed to formal service
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providers in addition to their informal network while two women reported only formal network
disclosure (see Table 5.6 for details).
Table 5.6 Formal Network Disclosure
N
6
4
3
2
1

Police Officer
Healthcare Worker
Local Leader
Legal Personnel
Priest/Religious Leader

%*
75.0
50.0
37.5
25.0
12.5

* More than one answer could be given, thus, the total percentage is greater than 100%.

In addition to these disclosures, half of survey participants reporting IPV also described
having sought support through a formal network institution (n=19), such as the district attorney’s
office or justice of the peace (n=11) and the police (n=10) (see Table 5.7 for details).
Table 5.7 Where Women Sought Formal Network Support and their Motivations
Location of Formal Network Support
District Attorney or Justice of the Peace
Police Station
Church or Religious Leader
DEMUNA
Health Center
Women’s Emergency Center
Local leader
Motivation for Seeking Formal Network Support
Could Not Endure More
Encouraged by Friends/Family
Serious Injury
He Threatened or Tried to Kill Her
Afraid He Would Kill Her
He Threatened or Hit Children
Afraid She Would (Want to) Kill Him
Saw Children Suffering
Thrown Out of the Home
To Unburden Herself

N
11
10
6
5
4
4
4
N
13
11
6
6
6
4
4
3
3
1

%*
57.9
52.6
31.6
26.3
21.1
21.1
21.1
%*
68.4
57.9
31.6
31.6
31.6
21.1
21.1
15.8
15.8
5.3

* More than one answer could be given, thus, the total percentage is greater than 100%.

Table 5.7 also includes women’s motivations for seeking formal network support. Most women
explained they sought help because they “could not endure more” (no podía soportar mas) (n=13;
68.4%) and because their family members or friends encouraged them to seek formal network
support (n=11; 57.9%).
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Faith-Based and Local Leaders
Qualitative data revealed that women sought support from formal institutions for varying
reasons. For example, women primarily went to religious leaders and community leaders based on
personal relationships, confidentiality, and a desire for an emotional outlet. Soledad revealed during
survey participation that she had only spoken to her priest and visiting evangelicals about IPV, citing
religious confidentiality as an important factor. Her faith was a source of support for her, but not a
pathway for resolving violence. She explained, “I decided to leave this in the hands of god. God will
take charge because god is the one who delivers justice, and so I trust him with everything.” This
was a sentiment other religious women also shared. They did not seek instrumental support, but
rather a listening ear, confidentiality, and the comfort of god.
Brigada’s husband never hit her in easily visible parts of her body and if their children
arrived home during a violent incident, he was quick to stop. If Brigada happened to be defending
herself, he would immediately blame her for the violence and often went to her family after an
incident. “He always went to my family. He’d tell them that I had started it, that I had thrown him
out of the house, that he was working in vain for the family. He would say that I abused him, that I
was beating him.” Brigada described him as a great actor, crying to garner sympathy. Her family’s
belief in his lies frustrated her and when her family would accuse her of being a bad wife, she told
me, “I would simply tell them ‘God knows and one day justice will be served.’ I just hope that my
little boy is okay. He is so attached to his father.”
With respect to local leaders, women unanimously emphasized the trust and personal
relationships they had as facilitating disclosure. Several women discussed seeking support from a
well-known retired midwife in the community, Blanca. As a midwife, she formed lifelong
relationships with the women she supported through labor and the children she helped deliver,
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establishing trust and fictive kin bonds24. As a result, she was the madrina of many men and women
in the community and/or their children, securing respect for her across genders. Although Blanca
passed away in 2015, I met her in 2012 during my master’s fieldwork. During my time with her, I
witnessed many occasions in which men and women sought her support and advice on a range of
issues, from water usage disputes to developing after school youth activities to natural health
treatments. Participants shared that she was well respected, trustworthy, and levelheaded, and also a
fierce advocate for women. Eva explained,
I had talked to Señora Blanquita25. I had told her what was happening. And I went to
her house, and she intervened in our fights sometimes, you know? When he [my
husband] was beating me, I would call out to my neighbors, and they knew to call
her. … She would say to him, Blanquita would say to him, ‘It’s better if I take her
[Eva] home with me and you live alone. We’ll see how you fare on your own.
Because nobody is going to put up with what you are doing to her, how much you
mistreat her. You cannot act this way, and you know better. You told me you were
going to take care of her, but I can see you’re not doing what you said you would. So
yea, it’s better that you both separate so that you don’t kill her. Right?’
Blanca supported women in confronting their abusive partners and also connected them with local
resources like the CEM. Moreover, she did not restrict her involvement to intervention during
violent episodes, but often followed up with house visits and questioned abusers about their
behavior outright. She held men accountable, and they respected her authority.

A midwife also becomes the comadre of the woman she helps through childbirth and madrina of the child she helps
deliver. Although Blanca was a comadre on the individual-level, she is considered a formal network resource because of
her status as a local leader, which garnered widespread, community-level respect for and trust in her. In part, her status
as a local leader was bolstered by her role as a midwife because she had assisted in so many deliveries within her
community over her nearly 30 years of practice. Further, when midwifery began to decline as a result of in the influx of
biomedical healthcare workers and care practices, the local health center reached out to Blanca and asked her to join
them as a local health promoter, leveraging the community’s respect for and trust in her to enhance their local
engagement.
25 Blanquita is the diminutive of Blanca, the use of which expresses familiarity and respect.
24
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Similarly, a handful of women discussed seeking support from their local Juntos26
representatives, who they come to know through regular Juntos meetings and funds distributions.
Women described Juntos representatives as providing emotional support and occasionally speaking
with husbands about their violent behavior. For example, Alba, a 39-year-old housewife and mother
of four, disclosed controlling behavior, psychological abuse, physical violence, sexual assault, and
abuse during pregnancy throughout the 12 years she had been conviviente with Raul. During her
survey participation, she recounted her local Juntos representative coming out to her home to speak
with her partner about his violent behavior on a number of occasions and described a subsequent
decline in the frequency of violent incidents. Other participants who discussed seeking support from
Juntos representatives clarified that home visits are an aspect of program participation, which made
representatives’ visits feel less intrusive.
Healthcare Workers
Women who reported seeking help from healthcare workers primarily sought immediate
relief for physical injuries, though it is worth noting that few women reported seeking professional
care for IPV-related injuries. A few women, like Ofelia, were participating in court-mandated family
counseling. Similarly, alcohol abuse programs are often hospital-based, and a handful of women like
Eva and Ofelia sought help for their husbands’ drinking in these establishments as well. However, as
participation in these programs is voluntary, women shared that their husbands usually did not
attend more than a single meeting. Overall, healthcare workers were not found to be a common
source of formal network support for survivors.

Juntos is a state-based conditional cash transfer program established in 2005 aimed at reducing poverty, increasing
rates of formal education, and encouraging the use of biomedical healthcare services. The program provides beneficiaries
100 soles per month (approximately 30 USD). In order to receive these funds, children under five are required to attend
regular medical check-ups, children ages 6-17 have a required school attendance of at least 85 percent, and pregnant and
breastfeeding mothers must attend pre and postnatal check-ups, among other conditions (Perova and Vakis 2009).
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Advocacy Organizations and the Criminal Justice System
Survivors repeatedly referred to police and/or legal personnel, including DEMUNA and
CEM, as a last resort and expressed notable hesitation in seeking these support services. Women
discussed primarily going to the police if they intended to file a formal complaint against their
partner, cautioning that it was not something to take lightly and was commonly associated with
separation. For example, Raquel explained that although she filed a formal complaint with the police
against her husband, women are generally resistant to doing so. When probed as to why, she
explained, “They’re afraid, you know, that their husbands will leave. … That they will have to
separate.” Provider sentiments reflected Raquel’s statement that women were afraid of separation,
and many expressed frustrations with women’s hesitations about separating from their partner,
which often led to a lack of follow through when complaints were filed. Social worker Donata
explained,
In our team, sometimes we feel deceived because we to do everything [to help file the
complaint] and the woman says, ‘I’m going to separate.’ But later, we realize that
after a few days, two, three days, but less than a week, she already returned to her
abuser. So we say often, ‘So much work, legal, psychological, social, just so that the
woman returns to him and continues being a victim of family violence.’
Indeed, providers repeatedly described women as indecisive and resistant to separation, noting these
as significant challenges in their work. When asked if there were any obstacles in her work with
survivors of violence, Emilia, a 47-year-old lawyer originally from the urban coast, lamented,
Yes, many of the women who file a complaint give up. … It’s an obstacle because
they don’t come to the legal proceedings we schedule. Many don’t come to make
their official declarations and we have to go out to the countryside [campo] to look for
them in their homes and ask them, ‘What’s your motivation? Why don’t you want to
continue with the process?’ … We always have to go to the countryside, even when
we don’t have transportation, we go and pay our own way.
Women who reported help-seeking through these institutions discussed a variety of other
coping strategies they undertook beforehand, often conceptualizing criminal justice intervention as
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the last line of defense. For example, Brigada explained that she could not put up with the violence
anymore when she finally went to the police.
Brigada:
Isabella:
Brigada:

After about 2 or 3 years, I think, again, we were talking about separating
because he tried to cut my face, to mutilate me with a knife, a razor, a
piece of glass, whatever he had. So I decided, I can’t do this anymore.
What motivated you—
Just because I wanted to leave him. I wanted to get away from him. It’s
just that I couldn’t suffer all that mistreatment anymore. I just couldn’t.
So I went to the police.

Similarly, Valencia had endured physical and emotional violence throughout her relationship with
her conviviente Jorge. During the first eight years of their relationship, she coped by escaping
overnight with her children when she knew her husband would come home drunk. She reported
confronting him about his behavior in the days following a violent incident and also seeking the
advice and intervention of his family. Eventually, it was Jorge’s aunts who encouraged Valencia to
go to the CEM for help filing an official complaint with the police after he attacked her at a wedding
reception.
Isabella: You mentioned that you had filed a formal complaint in 2014, right?
Valencia: Yes, back then, he beat me when we were at a wedding here… when we
had been drinking, that’s when he beat me.
Isabella: And was that what motivated you to file the complaint?
Valencia: Yes.
Isabella: Had you filed a police report before?
Valencia: No, this was the first.
Isabella: And why did you go [to the police]?
Valencia: Because they were bothering me, ‘You always, always put up with it.
You’re too quiet,’ his family was saying to me.
Isabella: His family? They encouraged you?
Valencia: Yes, his aunts encouraged me. ‘What are you doing? You don’t tell
anyone, not your dad, not even your mom. Why are you so quiet about
this?’ they said to me. They kept bugging me. So we went to Carhuaz
together, and in the women’s center [CEM], we started the [paperwork
for the] complaint.
The paperwork initiated their subsequent separation and her return to her hometown, which will be
discussed in detail the following chapter. However, it is important to note that when asked if she had
thought about separating before going to the CEM, Valencia responded, “Yes, I already knew I
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wanted to.” Thus, while her aunts may have been the motivating factor in seeking formal support,
Valencia was likely amenable to doing so because she had already made up her mind that she wanted
to separate from her partner. Across participant narratives, this decision to leave beforehand
appeared to be a crucial factor in formal network help-seeking.
For example, Nelia explained that she had endured on-going violence throughout the nearly
20 years she had been with her ex-husband, Guillermo. However, she did not go to the police until
she finally had had enough and knew she wanted to leave him. Nelia disclosed experiencing all
forms of IPV during their relationship, but explained that the violence became much more severe
when he began cheating on her in 2011. In fact, when she became pregnant that year, he was
insistent that she have an abortion and relentlessly pressured her on it until she yielded.
Around this time was also when Nelia filed a formal complaint with the police to begin their
separation after Guillermo threatened her with a kitchen knife when she questioned him about
rumors he was cheating on her. Nelia had made up her mind to leave him when she filed the report,
but when the police directed her to the district attorney’s office in Carhuaz City to complete the
paperwork, they suggested that Nelia stay with her partner because she had nowhere else to go and
should not take the children away from their father. They suggested that she live on the first floor of
the home with her children and her husband live on the second floor of the home. They would
legally be separated, but remain physically in close proximity. As can be imagined, this living
situation was difficult and Guillermo continued to verbally assault Nelia. Over the course of the
following week, he began taking items out of their home, including their bed, the television, other
furniture, and kitchen utensils, until one day, he did not come home again; he had moved in with
another woman.
There were also cases of non-survivor solicited police intervention. As mentioned earlier,
children played an active role in protecting their mothers, sometimes going to the police or seeking
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other external sources of support. Like Ofelia’s daughter, Sonia’s sons had run to the police station
more than once, begging the police to come help their mother. In other instances, women described
the neighbors calling the police or by happenstance, the police passing by during a violent incident.
Because many homes are close together and sounds travel unobstructed, it is difficult to distinguish
if someone called the police because they overheard what was going on or if the police were simply
passing by when arriving at the scene of a violent incident.
For example, Luisa, a 51-year-old mother of one, who participated in a survey, but not an
interview, reported frequent controlling behavior and emotional, physical, and sexual violence that
began during her first pregnancy over 26 years ago. At the time of participation, Luisa was still
married to her husband of over 30 years, Hugo, but they lived separately, with him working on the
coast and living their daughter for most of the year. Luisa related that Hugo had once attacked her
with a pickaxe, stabbing her in the calf. He then dragged her out into the dusty dirt road by the lliklla
tied around her shoulders. Hugo pulled the lliklla from behind and twisted the brightly colored
fabric around Luisa’s neck. Her cousin ran out to help her but was unable to stop Hugo. Luisa
reported that by chance a police car from the other side of the mountain range was driving through
and stopped the attack, taking Hugo to jail. She reported this was the only time she had ever been
involved with any formal institution for IPV support, and that afterwards, her in-laws were livid.
Similar to most women’s accounts of their in-laws’ reactions to police intervention, Luisa’s in-laws
accused her of calling the police and betraying her husband, which was difficult for her to endure,
especially as she had not called the police and did not file charges of assault against him when the
police encouraged her to do so. However, Luisa did note that after his time in jail, Hugo’s behavior
changed, and it had been three years since he last assaulted her physically, though she acknowledged
continued emotional abuse.
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Legal support was often sought to help with the process of filing a formal police complaint
and to file for separation as well as child support. Some women discussed friends or relatives who
practiced law and thus provided support at little or no cost. Few women sought private lawyers, as
this can be quite costly. The CEM does provide free legal advice, which some women described
using, though the office only had one practicing lawyer at the time of this research. Still, other
employees at the CEM, like the receptionist and social worker, are familiar with the legal system and
frequently aid women through the often-confusing process of filing a police report and completing
the necessary paperwork for separation and/or reconciliation when possible. As Valencia
mentioned, she went to the CEM to file the complaint because her aunts had told her the CEM
would help her through the process, which they did by familiarizing her with the procedures,
accompanying her to file the complaint at the police station, and providing emotional support.
Finally, some women also reported seeking legal support at DEMUNA, the municipal office for the
defense of children and adolescents. This was always after separation and aimed at securing child
support and establishing visitation rights. Women’s experiences with these services will be further
examined in subsequent chapters as they pertain to the thematic focuses of separating from a
partner and reestablishing familial stability. Table 5.8 provides an overview of women’s coping
strategies by category with illustrative quotes.
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Table 5.8 Overview of Coping Strategies
Category
Placation

Resistance

Strategy
Compliance

Excerpts
Jacinta cooking dinner and having it ready to serve in anticipation of her husband’s
return.

Silence

“Sure, he [my husband] shouldn’t hit me, but like I told you, in my experience, when
I talked back to my husband, he hit me more. And if I didn’t talk back, he didn’t hit
me.” –Rosalinda

Verbal SelfDefense

“Then he started to disrespect me, saying that I need leave my house, that he wanted
to live alone. … I said to him, ‘Sure, fine. If you want to live alone, that’s not a
problem. I’ll leave,’ I said to him, right? That was when he [said], ‘Get out of here!’
He was yelling, and he slapped me across the face.” –Lorena
“And I, he started to yell at me, and I just couldn’t take it anymore. So I responded,
‘Why are you doing this? Fuck you! Fine, yea, he someone else’s child and you signed
his birth certificate like an idiot,’ I yelled at him. And he grabbed me and he beat me.”
–Sonia
“‘If this happens again, I am going to the police,’ I always say to him. But he doesn’t
understand me then either.” –Alma

Physical SelfDefense

“[A]gainst the force of a man, you just can’t. I’m weaker than he is, right? He is
stronger than me. Last time, I defended myself, right? However I could, biting him,
throwing things, I didn’t know what to do.” –Eva
“What else could she do? She doesn’t have the strength, not even close, to hit a man.
Men are stronger. So what else is she going to do? All she can do is cry.” –Marisol
“Yes, I defended myself. Back then I wore high heels. I took my shoe off, and I hit
him across the head with my shoe. Yea, I was not going to put up with that.” –Raquel

Sleeping
Separately

“When I used to sleep with him, he would pinch me like this [demonstrating with her
fingers]. He’d touch me. I didn't like it. He stank [of alcohol], ugh, it made me sick. …
Because of that, I slept separate from him, so that he couldn’t bother me [for sex].” –
Beatriz
“If I don’t want to [have sex], he doesn’t force me because I’ll take my daughter to
bed with me.” –Perla

Temporarily
Leaving Home

“Yes, I left with all my children. … Here and there, the sidewalks, or sometimes my
sister’s, or we’d go down to the chacra. … No, just a couple of hours. When he would
fall asleep, we’d go home.” –Jacinta
“When he would come home drunk, so that I wouldn’t have to deal with him and so
that my children wouldn’t be scared, I would leave. I would escape.” –Sonia
“Yea, he [my husband] beat me when he got drunk, that’s why we would escape. My
children were toddlers; they were very small. When he hit me, my children cried. So
we would escape and we’d sleep under tree trunks or under [the cover of] boulders
because we didn’t want to go to the neighbors. We didn’t want to let anyone know.”
–Dominga

Informal
Network
Support

Her Family

“He came straight from Lima and he beat him [my husband]. ‘Leave my sister alone!
What are you? You think my sister is your house girl? What? Would you rather she is
in the house, never leaving, never going anywhere? And you, you come and go as you
please! You come home and beat my sister! Who do you think you are?’ My brother
said all this.” –Sonia
“They [my parents] told me, ‘We didn’t pick him for you. We told you not to marry
him. We warned you.’” –Alma
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Category
Informal
Network
Support

Strategy
His Family

Table 5.8 (Continued)
Excerpts
“My mother-in-law would always defend me. She never let him hit me. Once, he was
coming after me, and my mother-in-law had just walked in downstairs. Because I was
young, 18 or 19, I was really scared. He was coming at me. He was drunk. My
mother-in-law came up behind him and saw he was going to hit me, and pham, she
whacked him across the head with a big stick and he passed out.” –Beatriz
“They [my in-laws] told me I hadn’t done anything wrong. All the mistakes were my
husband’s fault. I didn’t do anything to upset him, nope. Sometimes they would ask
me if I had talked back to him, but no, I didn’t. I’m not problematic like that.” –
Jacinta
The criticism and verbal abuse Nelia experiences from her ex-husband’s family.

Community and
Unsolicited
Support,
including
Children

“After 4 or 5 months, again, he beat her. He dragged her through the street; it was
shameless. … She was pregnant then, her belly was big. The neighbors got together.
They realized too what was happening.” –Guadalupe
“One time, when my son was crying, he was crying, ‘He’s beating my mom!’ He was
yelling, and my neighbor Dalia came running. She whipped him [my husband] with a
bullwhip.” –Sonia
“My little one, he’s outspoken, he says to him [his dad], ‘Why do you behave like this?
Why? Because you’re not supposed to hit women,’ he says. … ‘It would be better if
we left,’ he says. He tries to reason [with his dad].” –Eva
Ofelia’s 8-year-old daughter Andrea running to the police for help during a violent
incident.

Formal
Network
Support

Faith-Based
and Local
Leaders

“I decided to leave this in the hands of god. God will take charge because god is the
one who delivers justice, and so I trust him with everything.” –Soledad

Advocacy
Organizations
and the
Criminal
Justice System

“After about 2 or 3 years, I think, again, we were talking about separating because he
tried to cut my face, to mutilate me with a knife, a razor, a piece of glass, whatever he
had. So I decided, I can’t do this anymore.” –Brigada

“I had talked to Señora Blanquita. I had told her what was happening. And I went to
her house, and she intervened in our fights sometimes, you know? When he [my
husband] was beating me, I would call out to my neighbors, and they knew to call
her.” –Eva

“Yes [I filed a formal complain], back then, he beat me when we were at a wedding
here… when we had been drinking, that’s when he beat me.” –Valencia

Barriers to Disclosure and Help-Seeking
Having reviewed the breadth of women’s coping strategies in the face of IPV in Carhuaz
province, two patterns emerge: 1) women engage with a variety of different coping strategies and
shift how they confront IPV based on an assortment of factors; and 2) women are cautious of
disclosing violence and seeking external support, relying heavily on private, personal coping
strategies. Generally, women utilized coping strategies that did not require disclosure, and often only
disclosed violence when directly confronted. Even then, women frequently described denying
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violence when confronted. Relatedly, many women who did not report IPV themselves discussed
concerns for sisters, cousins, friends, and other women in their lives, but recounted being met with
persistent denial when broaching the subject. For example, Pilar, a 24-year-old mother of one who
had been married for about three years and reported no IPV, explained that when she was a
teenager, neighbors came to her parents to notify them that her cousin was being abused by her
husband. When Pilar and her parents went to her cousin, “She told us, ‘No, no, he’s not hitting me.
They’re lying to you.’ But now we know, since her kids are grown and talked to us.”
When asked during the survey why they did not seek formal network support (n=19),
women frequently explained that they were embarrassed or ashamed (n=10; 52.6%) and that they
did not believe that the violence was serious or that it was normal (n=8; 42.1%), and therefore did
not require institutional support. Other commonly cited motivations for not seeking formal support
were fears of more violence/retaliation (n=5; 26.3%) and not knowing her options (n=4; 21.1%)
(see Table 5.9 for details). Qualitative data reflected these findings and identified five categories of
barriers to IPV disclosure and help-seeking, including both informal and formal networks: 1)
embarrassment and community gossip, 2) fear of partner reprisal, 3) desires to protect their partners,
4) association of institutional support, particularly a formal complaint, with expected marital
separation, and 5) belief that the formal system does not work. While only the first three barriers
were discussed as deterrents to informal network disclosure and help-seeking, all five of these
barriers we discussed in association with formal networks.
Table 5.9 Motivations for Not Seeking Formal Network Support
Embarrassed/Ashamed
Violence Normal/Not Serious
Fear of Threats/Consequences/More Violence
Did not Know Her Options
Believed She Would Not Be Helped
Afraid She Would Lose Children
* More than one answer could be given, thus, the total percentage is greater than 100%.
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N
10
8
5
4
3
2

%
52.6
42.1
26.3
21.1
15.8
10.5

Community Gossip, Embarrassment, and Victim Blaming
Above all, qualitative and quantitative findings indicated that women avoided disclosing
violence because they felt embarrassed or ashamed in doing so. This was a frequent and reoccurring
theme throughout surveys, interviews, and participant observation. Natalia, a 37-year-old housewife
and mother of two who did not report IPV, described growing up exposed to constant violence
from her father against her mother, shared, “When I was young, when I lived at home, all of those
problems that I had, I didn’t share them with anyone… because it embarrassed me to say that my
father beat my mother. So, I internalized all the badness, all the malice [travesura] that was in me.”
Reflecting on her mother’s experiences and the silence with which she endured violence, Natalia
went on to explain,
I think that sometimes women don’t say anything because they are ashamed, and also
because they are afraid. Here, it’s really important what other people say about you.
For example, if my husband were beating me, I would be very ashamed to tell my
neighbor that my husband hit me. And if I tell her, I am going to worry that she will
tell someone else, and in the end, everyone in [the community] finds out, and I’m
going to be the town gossip, the shame: ‘Look at that woman who lets herself be hit.’
As Natalia clarifies, further exacerbating women’s feelings of shame and embarrassment is
the distrust of others in maintaining their privacy. Although women discussed desires to emotionally
unload with someone (desahogarse), they described not doing so because they felt that their disclosure
would not be kept in confidence and the local community would soon know about their private life.
For example, Soledad explained why she never talked to her friends or neighbors about her partner’s
abuse despite wanting to unburden herself. “People here, when you tell someone something, they
invent things and add things, and then tell everyone.” Soledad’s anxieties regarding lack of
confidentiality and the spreading of gossip reflect Natalia’s explanation of the importance of
community reputation, as concerns for privacy were explicitly associated with fears of judgment
across survivors. Moreover, although all participating service providers discussed practices of
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confidentiality and maintaining client privacy, in small communities like those in Carhuaz province,
support services like the CEM are readily identifiable as are persons entering these buildings.
Women’s concerns regarding gossip, feelings of shame and embarrassment, and fears of
judgment were fueled, at least in part, by victim blaming, both in the local community and among
formal network service providers. When I asked Dominga if women talked amongst themselves
about partner violence, she replied, “I don’t think so, just between really close friends.” Dominga
went on to explain risks for victim blaming based on judgments of women’s character.
Surely because we’re ashamed [we don’t disclose violence]. I didn’t tell anyone either.
My neighbor, Tomasa, and one other person that just left for her farm, I only talked
with these two women that I trust. I don’t trust anyone else. Some people say that
it’s a woman’s fault for being willful [caprichosa], that that is why her husband hits her.
Further, participant observation confirmed women’s concerns for gossip and victim blaming, as
friends, acquaintances, and their family often shared stories about survivors they knew or had heard
stories about, qualifying them with their own judgments about the woman’s behavior and whether
or not her abuse was ‘deserved.’ For example, on Mother’s Day, I was chatting with a friend in her
bodega about her son’s upcoming visit when a few neighbors came in talking about an incident of
IPV that had occurred on our street the night before. They described a man and a woman driving up
the road with their windows down and arguing loudly. The neighbors concluded they were both
drunk. When they described how the woman had gotten out of the front seat of the van and started
running up the street away from her partner, they began emphasizing that she was very intoxicated,
more so than her husband, they believed. They described the man forcefully pushing the woman
down in the street and hitting her across the face several times before picking her up and throwing
her into the back of the van, unconscious. Seeing the concern on my face for the woman’s safety,
one of the neighbors explained quite simply, “He was angry at her for being so drunk.”
Participants recounted how victim blaming extended beyond friends and family to formal
network support as well. For instance, Brigada, who discussed seeking police support to help her file
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for a formal separation from Oscar, shared an example of this. She explained, “The police told me,
‘Ah, you must be inciting him,’ saying that’s why he [my husband] was beating me.” Here, the police
are accusing Brigada of behaving in a way that upset her partner, justifying his violence towards her
as a result of her misbehavior and reinforcing his dominance over her. Sonia shared a similar
experience when her husband locked her and her children out of the home because she had
attended a community party. “‘I was at his sister’s party,’ I told him. And that cop, he said to me,
‘Why did you leave the house when your husband is jealous? You should know his character,’ he
said to me. ‘Why did you go to the party? A woman should not drink if her husband is jealous,’ he
said. ‘Because you’re pretty, you shouldn’t be drinking.” Again, rather than addressing her husband’s
conduct, the police blamed Sonia for his violent behavior because she left the home, attended a
family party, and is too attractive to be drinking, alluding to pervasive unequal gender expectations
for women and reinforcing marital male dominance. After the police were called out to their home
for a second time that evening, they eventually took Alberto to jail after they witnessed him hitting
his son. The next morning, Sonia went to file the formal complaint but was confronted by the police
officer. “‘Ma’am, what did you bring for your husband, your old man?’ he said to me. ‘You did not
even bring him a blanket, and he’s been in the cold all night, your husband. You should have at least
brought him breakfast.” These women’s narratives illustrate the commonly described victim blaming
survivors experienced, especially among formal sources of support.
Women also avoided disclosure for fear of being blamed for the violence because they did
not partner for life, another gendered expectation. Again, Sonia, who had been abandoned by her
first partner, explained why she did not want to initially tell her family about her husband Alberto’s
violence,
No, no. I didn’t tell my family. I was afraid. I was scared. I didn’t tell. [I thought]
surely they are going to tell me, ‘Why didn’t you just stay with your daughter? Why
did you get engaged? You should’ve just been with your daughter,’ my dad and
siblings would have told me. So I didn’t talk about it. I didn’t tell anyone. Nothing.
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Other people [don’t tell] either. I didn’t tell anyone because sometimes, here, people
say, ‘Well done, you should give [beat] her more.’ That’s how people talk. People just
don’t have compassion; they’re selfish like that. That’s what they say, that you should
be with only one man, that if a woman is with another man and another man, later,
‘Hit her, hit her! Do it,’ they say.
Sonia referred to the expectation that women should only have a single partner in their lifetime.
Although she had no control over the fact that her first partner abandoned her for another woman,
she worried that she would be judged for partnering again and then blamed for the abuse because
she did not remain a single mother. Sonia explained that when she eventually sought the support of
her aunt, these fears were confirmed. Moreover, as Sonia explained previously, her father blamed
her for Alberto’s violence as well, suggesting that she had talked back to him and therefore deserved
the beating. Indeed, victim blaming was a common fear and lived experience among survivors and
reflected gender expectations of female submission and male dominance.
Alongside victim blaming, women also described being held responsible for the impact of
violence on their children, particularly by formal network providers. Women reported being blamed
for violence as well as accusations of exposing their children to violence when seeking formal
support. For example, Ofelia, who worried constantly about the impact of IPV on her two
daughters, shared that during mandated therapy sessions, the psychologist placed the weight of
violence squarely on her shoulders.
The psychologist, Julia, she told me, ‘You’re repeating history.’ My history, like I told
you, my story is that my mom, she too was like this, beaten by my father. So maybe
it’s going to repeat. I am repeating that story myself and maybe the same story will
repeat itself with my daughters. … She [Julia] asked me how things were before, life
with my parents, right? And I told her, my father and mother separated when we
were the age that my girls are. Since then, my father and mother have been separated
because this is how he treated her, the way my husband treats me. He was that way
towards my mother. And I told her, right? And she said to me, ‘The story is
repeating itself in you. The story of your mother, it’s repeating with you. And now,
tomorrow, in the future, when your daughters are young women and are looking for
a partner, perhaps their partners will also treat them like this,’ she said to me.
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The weight of these fears troubled Ofelia constantly, and like many survivors voiced, she often
worried that she was setting a bad example for her daughters and wondered if they understood that
violence was not love. Clearly, Julia’s assumption that Ofelia has complete control over the situation,
over her partner’s behavior, led Ofelia to believe that she should have control. Ofelia explained, “She
[Julia] said I allowed him [my husband], that I allowed him to insult me, to hit me, that I should just
separate from him.”
The weight of victim blaming, and women’s subsequent feelings of shame, cannot be
understated in their role in hindering disclosure and help-seeking. Natalia reflected on her mother’s
experience in eventually disclosing violence, summarizing many of the challenges women described
facing in seeking formal network support, including victim blaming, gender discrimination, and
partner reprisal.
I saw in the case of my mother that when she went to file a formal complaint, my
mother against my father, they [the police] didn’t pay attention. Or rather, they made
fun of her, ‘You must have do something [to upset him], that’s why he hit you.’ So
the police need to be sensitized on how to receive formal complaints and respecting
what a woman says. They don’t take them seriously. You’ve already been mistreated
physically, and you go to make a complaint, and they mistreat you psychologically,
and you feel worse. Because of this, women don’t go to make formal complaints,
because they laugh at you. The other thing is that when you file a formal complaint,
they put your husband in jail for a day or two and when he gets out, he hits you
again, with vengeance. He could kill. So who will take care of them? [The women]
who don’t have family [nearby]?
Fear of Reprisal
As Natalia’s explanation indicates, women also avoid disclosure, especially formal disclosure,
because it risks partner reprisal. Many women shared this concern and knew that in filing a formal
complaint, there would be a hearing at which their partner would also be present, exacerbating their
fears. For instance, after explaining she has threatened her husband with a formal complaint if he hit
her again, I asked Alma if she filed the complaint when the violence persisted.
Alma:
Isabella:

No, I’ve never done it.
Why is that? Did you want to file charges or were you threatening him?
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Alma:
Isabella:
Alma:
Isabella:
Alma:
Isabella:
Alma:

No. I don’t know. No. I didn’t want to file charges against him.
Why is that?
Umm, I’m afraid [laughs nervously].
What are you afraid of?
Uh, well, it would make him madder. … Well, with respect to filing a
formal complaint, it scared me to have to talk in his presence.
Why?
I thought, ‘It’ll be the same; he’ll still come at me. He’ll be drunk, and
he’ll come insult me,’ and I was afraid.

Alma recognized her fear in confronting her partner as well as her concern that doing so would not
change his behavior or protect her in any way. Here, she is alluding to the fact that even if charges
were filed against an abuser, he would only remain in jail for a short period of time and become
angrier; this was a typical sentiment shared by survivors of violence. Soledad explained,
Sure, life is calm [when he goes to jail], well, until they release him. But when they
release him, it’s scary because sometimes, with that threat, with that anger,
sometimes the man gets out of jail and the fury he has, he can find you and he can
kill. Those things happen, you know? It’s scary. If he’s inside [in jail], it’s calmer. …
But they get out and are so furious, with a fury to kill us, get rid of us. Because of
this, we’re afraid… we don’t file complaints, and we leave everything as it is.
Survivor narratives revealed that these fears of retaliation extended to women’s in-laws as
well. As Teófila shared,
Because they are afraid of their mothers-in-law, their husbands. Their husbands say,
‘Well, go ahead. File a complaint against me. After you file the complaint, you’ll see
what I’ll do.’ Their mothers-in-law too. It could be for fear that they do not want to
file a complaint or do anything, not even talk, nothing.
Similarly, Natalia explained, “Alongside the man comes his family, and they want revenge [for filing
a complaint]. They go against the woman and her family. That’s why many women do not file
complaints against their partners.” Rosa, a 28-year old lawyer specializing in family law, reflected
these sentiments when discussing the silence around IPV in general, and the hesitation to file a
formal complaint specifically.
For example, the husband’s relatives, what are they going to say? Maybe they will
take it badly that you filed a complaint, right? Most of all it’s out of fear that they
[women] tried to hide violence, try to pretend it was something else. … [fear] of his
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relatives, his uncles, cousins, or maybe even her own family. Sometimes parents and
siblings will turn their back on her, you know?
This was particularly concerning in the case of women who married into families in other
communities, like 57.2% of survey participants did, leaving their natal families behind. Pilar
explained the challenges of being a daughter-in-law from another community, “Sometimes
daughters-in-laws come from other places and sometimes, they’re afraid of their family [in-law]
because family defends family. So they think that the whole family will be against them, right? There
are some [families] that when he [the husband] hits her, the family is in favor of the man.” In
situations like these, women described having few options other than to remain quiet because, as
Nelia’s earlier narrative indicated, a partner’s family could make a woman’s life incredibly difficult
and emotionally devastating as well as the lives of her children. Thus, in a sense, non-disclosure of
violence can be understood as a coping strategy as women are aiming to mitigate the risks for
additional violence.
Protecting Partner
Some women reported that they did not disclose violence in order to ‘protect their partner.’
As Lorena explained earlier, she was hesitant to tell her father about Rodolfo’s abusive behavior
because she feared Esteban would retaliate physically and also file a police report, which would
negatively impact her husband’s reputation as well as put him at risk for jail time and mistreatment
while incarcerated. Survivors throughout this study echoed these concerns for their partner’s safety
and reputation. Dominga explained, “No, we haven’t told anyone. I have eight brothers, and if I told
them, my brothers would beat him [my husband]. It’s mostly just because he is drunk that he beats
me. I felt sorry for him that my brothers would beat him.” Dominga excused her husband’s
behavior by attributing the violence to alcohol use, implying that the violence was not intentional.
Indeed, many women shared this rationale. In discussing the partner violence she witnessed in her
community, Elena explained, “They [survivors] stay quiet. Sometimes they might tell their mom, a
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friend, a neighbor, but they don’t tell the authorities. Probably because they feel bad for their
husbands. They say, ‘He only hit me because he was drunk.’ She [the woman] feels bad on both
sides [for herself and her partner].”
Although the protection of a violent partner may seem counterintuitive, findings indicated a
pattern among women concealing violence because of concerns for familial harmony in the long
term. For example, Dolores explained why she did not talk to her brothers about her husband’s
behavior: “I didn’t tell them so they won’t hate him [my husband], so that they don’t have an issue
or any problems with him, right? Because, within the couple, one can fix things.” Her mention of
“fix things” indicated that she was hesitant to discuss violence with her brothers because she
believed she might have been able to resolve the violence with her partner, and that if they did, she
would not want her family holding his behavior against him. Similarly, in protecting their partners,
women are also reducing the risk for partner reprisal, again demonstrating the coping value of
seemingly submissive responses to IPV.
Associating a Formal Complaint with Separation
As a result of women’s concerns for privacy, anxieties about gossip, victim blaming, fears of
retaliation, and protection of their partner, seeking institutional support was seen as a last resort,
especially as going to the police is commonly understood as leading to formal separation, which
women repeatedly explained they would only turn to as their last option. This understanding clarifies
women’s survey responses regarding not seeking institutional support because they thought the
violence was not serious or was normal (n=8; 42.1%) by demonstrating that formal network support
was considered an option only in situations of “serious” violence. When I asked Guadalupe why she
had never considered police support or legal aid, she replied, “It just wasn’t serious enough to go to
the police… it’s wasn’t so bad that I had to go to such extremes.” Her response is representative of
survivors’ perceptions of police support as serious and severe. As is evidenced by the findings of this
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research, the majority of women coped with partner violence privately. If they chose to disclose
violence and seek help, it was primarily through informal networks, like family and friends. When
violence persisted, a minority of survivors sought formal network support through the police or
other local institutions, but this was rarely the first resort, nor even second or third.
Participants constantly emphasized the importance of being certain of separation if a woman
were to file a formal complaint with the police against her partner. Rosalinda explained, “No, I
didn’t want to [file a complaint]; I was embarrassed. If I filed the complaint, I knew we [my husband
and I] were going to figure things out later. If I had filed the complaint, it would have been to
separate from him.” Similarly, when I asked Perla if she had considered filing a complaint after her
husband attacked her during a wedding reception, she replied, “No. I thought, ‘Why would I file a
complaint against him if I have a daughter with him?” When asked what she meant, Perla
elaborated, “I thought that when you filed a police report against your partner, he would leave you
and leave his daughter too. But you know, there are people who go to the authorities and later make
up, and that’s not right either.” Perla specified that filing a police report is associated with separation
and goes on to explain that seeking this type of formal support and then not separating was not
acceptable. This was a common understanding: filing a complaint against your partner means you
plan to separate from him; if you do not separate, why did you file the complaint?
Brigada shared that she had suggested to a friend that she file a formal complaint against her
partner so that there would be a precedent of abuse if she ever decided to leave. However, Brigada
explained that her friend did not go to the police because he had promised not to hit her again.
Yea, but she didn’t go. They [survivors] don’t go. They just let it go. And the other
day, I ran into my friend and I asked her, ‘What happened?’ ‘No, no, he asked for my
forgiveness,’ she says, ‘he said it’ll never happen again.’ And I tell her, ‘How many
times did that happen to me? He’ll forget after a week, 15 days, and then come the
beatings again, just like that.’ But I’m not here [in town] much these days because I
work in Huaraz, so I don’t know how they are.
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Thus, while Brigada’s friend is aware that she can file a complaint, her husband’s demonstration of
remorse convinced her that filing a complaint was unnecessary, likely because she felt she could
forgive him or at the very least, continue tolerating his behavior. This was a common theme in
participating women’s rationale for non-disclosure. For instance, Lorena also discussed the
likelihood of separation when filing a police report and that women hesitate because they anticipate
making up soon.
I think here, people don’t really file complaints for family violence. Everyone keeps
quiet because, I don’t know, people here are very humble, right? Or rather, people
aren’t really familiar with things like that, you know? Sometimes, maybe they’re afraid
of their husbands, but think, ‘No, I have to give him another chance. Maybe
tomorrow we’ll figure things out.’ That’s what I usually see people do here. They
fight, and then they make up the next day.
Women’s concerns about separation were not just based on the potential to reconcile,
however. Reflecting on her mother’s experience and those of friends who had disclosed IPV, Natalia
clarified the implications of separation for low-income women with low-levels of educational
attainment.
For the same reason that she [a survivor] doesn’t feel secure, why she doesn’t value
herself is because she knows that if she fights back against her husband, she will lose
her home, the income, the comforts [in the case of separation]. So a woman endures
these problems [IPV]. But if you are a woman who is educated, you feel more sure of
yourself. It’s easier to get out and to defend yourself. You’re not afraid of [losing]
those things if you have a career, you have friends to support you, if you’ve studied
for such a thing, you know?
Indeed, reflecting participants’ concerns for their children’s financial stability, Natalia’s statement
highlights the role of formal education in providing women with the economic tools to separate as
well as enhancing their confidence to do so. Service providers also discussed this association
between filing a formal complaint, separation, and financial instability and noted it as a barrier to
formal network help-seeking. Alessandra, a 38-year-old community outreach worker and native of
Huaraz, explained
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It’s that often there is this fear in women, right? ‘If I file a complaint against him, he
is going to leave me. He’s going to leave, we’re going to have to separate. And how
am I going to support my kids? How am I going to raise them? Who is going to give
me money if I don’t work?’ That is their fear, you know? But inform them, talk to
them, ‘No, the purpose of filing a complaint is not to separate.’ It’s not a matter of
separation. It’s a matter of power in claiming your rights, to say that they [women]
have a life, that they have a right to live a life free of violence. If they ask us for help
with a complaint, it is a search for protection.
Alessandra acknowledged this association as a misunderstanding and underscored the importance of
providing clear information to clients that filing a complaint does not require separation. Further,
she emphasized survivors’ desires for protection, identifying an alternative to separation that service
providers can address. Emilia, who earlier lamented the common trend of women’s lack of follow
through when filing a formal complaint, also acknowledged women’s fears of separation. When
probed as to why women give up while filing a complaint, Emilia explained,
Because they are very dependent on their partners. They are dependent. Women
usually do not work and live on the income of their husband. … Since she solely
depends on him, that is why I believe that they [women] give up, why they say, ‘I
already fixed things with my husband, I’m fine. He treats me well. He stopped
causing problems and I don’t want to continue [with the complaint]. But there are
more problems
While these providers acknowledged the challenges of financial instability that women face, a
consideration not commonly expressed across IPV-service providers, they still persisted in relying
on formal network support as a survivor’s main course of action. For instance, when asked later
about what kind of orientation she provides to survivors regarding their options for addressing IPV,
Emilia explained, “We tell them who the competent authorities are. First, go to the police; file a
complaint. Then it will go to the judge, and that’s how it works. There’s no other way.” Thus,
despite an acute understanding of the economic and educational challenges women are facing,
Emilia continued to rely on institutional support that often encourages separation regardless of
women’s desires. In fact, most providers explicitly disapproved of women’s hesitations to separate
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after filing a complaint, criticizing their decisions to stay with an abusive partner. Paloma, a 35-yearold lawyer from neighboring Caraz, explained her perspective,
I’ll put you in the example. The situation is that you come to file a complaint. Maybe
two days later, you’ve made up with your partner for whatever motives. Then, you
don’t come back here and I can’t do anything else for you because I am supposed to
act on the notifications we’re sending you, but you’ve stopped. You don’t come to
see me. … But later, you relapse into the same violence and the same situation.
Angela described women’s lack of follow up with a formal complaint as a game. “It’s that they
[women] think that they’re just going to scare their partner, emotionally punish them, but they don’t
want the complaint to become a sentence. They’re just playing with justice; they don’t take it
seriously.” Narrow understandings like these on the part of providers reinforced women’s
perception of formal complaints as leading to separation. Consequently, the potential for resolving
violence privately was a barrier to seeking formal support.
The System is Broken
Finally, even if a woman did seek formal network support, most expressed little faith in the
criminal justice system, citing distrust of government institutions, bribery, institutional apathy,
interminable delays, and ineffective solutions. Lawyer Rosa who was born and raised in a peri-urban
part of Carhuaz province explained,
Some women think, ‘Oh, no, but why am I going to file a complaint when the justice
system doesn’t pay attention to me?’ or ‘The justice system is going to turn its back
on me. They won’t support me in this [violence].’ This happens sometimes when one
goes to file a complaint and the next day the abuser is free already.
Sofia, a 34-year-old mother of two who did not disclose IPV, reflected on the support services
available for survivors of IPV and concluded, “There’s only justice for those who have money.”
Truthfully, this is not an overstatement, and even beyond concerns for IPV, people in Carhuaz
province constantly mocked state-based institutions like the police and government representatives,
alluding to rampant corruption, embezzlement, and self-interest.
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Dolores spoke from experience when she reflected on the process of seeking child support
through DEMUNA, which she had initiated nearly a year prior to her interview. She explained,
Well, from DEMUNA, the director, when I called him, he didn’t care. That’s why
my friend [a lawyer] told me to call the justice of the peace [juez de paz]. And now, the
justice doesn’t care either. No, no, he doesn’t care. I think that what the justice
wants, what they all want, is a bribe [soborno]. … With that, there’s justice. If there’s
no money, there’s no justice here in Peru.
This was a commonly expressed perspective among participants and the general public in Carhuaz
province. Further, aside from bribes, women reported that the process of filing a formal complaint
and working with the criminal justice system was costly.
Sonia:
Isabella:
Sonia:
Isabella:
Sonia:

When I wanted to file a police report, I, because of my financial state,
well, I was really anxious, you know? They say that when you go [to the
police], it costs a lot to file the complaint.
It costs money to file the complaint?
Yes, to file the complaint. So, I, because I didn’t have the money, I didn’t
file the complaint.
How much does it cost? Or what things do you have to pay for?
Mmm, transportation and lawyers. They fill out papers, I don’t know
what they’re called, but you have to pay for those too. And yea, you can
go for free to the CEM, but they don’t get much respect in the system
because the services are free, so it’s slow, like years, because it’s not paid
for. It makes me anxious. It’s really hard.

In fact, many women explained that while state-based IPV support services were often free, there
were a number of related costs, including transportation, printing, and copies, and underfunding led
to significant delays in processing and investigating formal complaints.
Rosalinda discussed her perspective on help-seeking and her avoidance of formal authorities,
reflecting the general sentiments of participants in this study. “Mostly, women seek help within their
family, but there are some people who are accustomed to seeking support from the authorities, filing
formal documents and looking for solutions that way. … But for me, I don’t really like to go in front
of the authorities.” Moreover, she discussed these resources as fairly new and unfamiliar. Indeed, her
local police outpost had only been established in 2012 and did not function as a fully staffed police
station. As such, many women described these resources as unfamiliar, which may play a role in
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women’s sense of embarrassment when compared to resolution efforts within the family, a known
environment.
However, even in the case of unfamiliarity with formal network institutions and/or service
providers, the approach and sincerity of providers was important in establishing a sense of
accessibility. Although Mora, a 34-year-old mother of two, did not report IPV, she described
growing up in a violent household, constantly exposed to her father’s abuse of her mother, and
recounted dropping out of school and leaving home because of parental IPV. Many years later,
Mora became familiar with survivor support services through the struggles of her younger sister,
who disclosed IPV. She explained,
The Women’s Emergency Center, yea, they’re good. But the police, sometimes the
police, you have to give them a little money or they won’t do anything, Isabelita. It
[the case] will just sit there. So I think going to the police is, it’s in vain. Oh, [but] at
the Women’s Emergency Center, yea, they listen to you, and they really help.
Here, it is worth noting that services through the CEM are all free, which may also impact
perceptions of provider motives and sincerity. However, there is also a marked difference in how
providers at the CEM approach women seeking support, particularly as these employees focus
specifically on IPV and GBV and are trained to work with survivors. Psychologist Mercedes voiced
frustrations from the provider perspective, emphasizing non-IPV-focused providers’ insensitive
approaches to survivors. “The challenge is a lack of sensitivity and dedication. I believe more than
dedication, it’s sensitivity, like, sometimes [my colleagues] say ‘Oh, well, it was just some touching, it
wasn’t so bad.’ So I think what’s missing the most is sensitization [to IPV].” Reflecting on her
experiences collaborating with local police and judiciary entities on cases of IPV, Paloma shared
similar critiques.
[I’m] Dissatisfied with the judiciary, with the public ministry, with the police.
Dissatisfied. Unsatisfied because when there are clients who file a formal complaint,
first, they don’t address the complaint. They don’t pay attention because they
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[women] come wearing polleras, yanquis27, and they don’t pay attention. It’s
discrimination. I don’t know. Like the police that she’s just another person, someone
below them, and that she is used to the beatings. … The police don’t listen to the
people here and the people don’t want their help because of this.
Although Paloma and Mercedes’s critiques were not shared across service provider participants, they
did represent a trend among service providers specifically focused on IPV and VAW and their
perspectives on working with non-specialized IPV support services, like the police and court system.
Beyond these concerns, women felt that the criminal justice system simply did not work.
Eva, like many women in this study, focused on ineffective police tactics in her critique. When
talking about the support she received from the CEM, I asked Eva why she did not consider seeking
police support as well. She answered, “Because they don’t do much to fix things, like, they don’t talk
to him. They just lock him up. They beat him.” In fact, this was a common theme among women,
especially those who had experience with the police. Women explained that their husbands were
simply kept in jail overnight at best, and at worst, beaten and humiliated by the officers, which did
nothing to address IPV and often resulted in an even angrier partner, risking violent reprisal.
Jacinta summed up participating women’s opinions about the ineffectiveness of formal
network support, explaining, “There is [IPV], and on top of that, they say that you file a complaint
with the police and he [the abuser] will just give them some money, and he’ll be out. They’ll release
your husband. You file a complaint, and they don’t even arrange for child support.” Community
outreach worker Alessandra expressed similar views and noted that because of these shortcomings,
men did not take the risk for being jailed seriously. “So they [abusers] are supposedly sentenced to
jail, but I’ve never see any of that. … The laws are very soft on the issue of violence. … The
authorities put them [abusers] in [jail] for a day. They get out in just a day, and men joke about that
Polleras are heavy, woven, pleated knee-length skirts traditionally worn in the Andes. Some are a single color, while
others are embroidered with a variety of colors and designs. In Peru, use of the pollera is often associated with rurality
and indigenous identity, and its use is declining among young women. Polleras are not common in urban areas, but still
prevalent in rural areas and among older Peruvian women. Similarly, yanquis, black rubber sandals made from recycled
tires, are also commonly associated with rurality and poverty.
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often.” Unlike other participating providers, Paloma went so far as to expressly identify the national
criminal justice system as perpetuating IPV through discrimination instilled during their training.
I think it’s the system that allows violence to continue. … In the highlands where
they wear polleras and on the coast where people live in marginal neighborhoods, it’s
the same. There’s not immediate attention. Why? Because you [the client] are from
that area, you’re accustomed to that life, or that’s what the idiosyncrasies
[stereotypes] say, right? During the training of public servants, as much the police as
the district attorney, the judiciary.
Paloma explained that public servants assume those living in rural and marginalized areas are
accustomed to violence, again alluding to the notion of amor serrano, and justification of inaction.
Although Brigada had successfully established child support payments from her ex-husband
when we met, she explained that the process was difficult, and many women do not believe it will
work out in their favor, compounding women’s hesitations to separate.
Women are afraid to separate from their partners. For example, I told someone, ‘File
charges and separate because you can’t live your life like this.’ So she told me, ‘He
won’t support me and my daughter with everything if I leave him. He said he
wouldn’t pay child support.’ But I told her, ‘There is justice, even if it’s just a little,
but he will pay child support.’ But she says it wouldn’t be enough, and I tell her, ‘It’s
worse to be suffering his abuse. You are young, you can work in whatever you want,’
I tell her, ‘You won’t lack food in your house and you can live calmly, without
beatings and abuse.’ But she’s still with him. Sometimes I see her with swollen eyes,
bruises all over. … But they [women] are afraid to separate, afraid that they won’t get
child support, or wonder how they’ll get by or are afraid to work and leave their kids.
Brigada’s insights illustrate the tradeoffs survivors described making everyday: in exchange for
enduring abuse, women ensure the financial stability of their children. Again, women reported
staying with an abusive partner for the wellbeing of their children, a concern that is further
exacerbated by a lack of faith in formal institutions and their ability to ensure women’s rights to
justice, safety, and child support (see Table 5.10 for an overview of reported barriers to disclosure
and help-seeking).
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Table 5.10 Overview of Barriers to Disclosure and Help-Seeking
Barrier
Embarrassment and
Community Gossip,
including Victim
Blaming

Excerpts
“I think that sometimes women don’t say anything because they are ashamed, and also because
they are afraid. Here, it’s really important what other people say about you.” –Eva
“People here, when you tell someone something, they invent things and add things, and then
tell everyone.” –Soledad
“Surely because we’re ashamed [we don’t disclose violence]. … I don’t trust anyone else. Some
people say that it’s a woman’s fault for being willful [caprichosa], that that is why her husband
hits her.” –Dominga
“I didn’t tell anyone because sometimes, here, people say, ‘Well done, you should give [beat]
her more.’ That’s how people talk. People just don’t have compassion; they’re selfish like that.
That’s what they say, that you should be with only one man, that if a woman is with another
man and another man, later, ‘Hit her, hit her! Do it,’ they say.” –Sonia
“She [Julia] said I allowed him [my husband], that I allowed him to insult me, to hit me, that I
should just separate from him.” –Ofelia

Fear Of Partner
Reprisal

“Sure, life is calm [when he goes to jail], well, until they release him. But when they release
him, it’s scary because sometimes, with that threat, with that anger, sometimes the man gets
out of jail and the fury he has, he can find you and he can kill.” –Soledad
“Their husbands say, ‘Well, go ahead, file a complaint against me. After you file the complaint,
you’ll see what I’ll do.’ Their mothers-in-law too. It could be for fear that they do not want to
file a complaint or do anything, not even talk, nothing.” –Teófila

Desires To Protect
Their Partners

“No, we haven’t told anyone. I have eight brothers, and if I told them, my brothers would beat
him [my husband]. It’s mostly just because he is drunk that he beats me. I felt sorry for him
that my brothers would beat him.” –Dominga
“I didn’t tell them so they won’t hate him [my husband], so that they don’t have an issue or
any problems with him, right? Because, within the couple, one can fix things.” –Dolores

Association of
Institutional
Support, particularly
a Formal Complaint,
With Marital
Separation

“It just wasn’t serious enough to go to the police… it’s wasn’t so bad that I had to go to such
extremes.” –Guadalupe
It’s that often there is this fear in women, right? ‘If I file a complaint against him, he is going to
leave me. He’s going to leave, we’re going to have to separate. And how am I going to support
my kids? How am I going to raise them? Who is going to give me money if I don’t work?’ That
is their fear, you know? –Alessandra
“I thought that when you filed a police report against your partner, he would leave you and
leave his daughter too. But you know, there are people who go to the authorities and later
make up, and that’s not right either.” –Perla
“If I filed the complaint, I knew we [my husband and I] were going to figure things out later. If
I had filed the complaint, it would have been to separate from him.” –Rosalinda

Belief That The
Formal System Does
Not Work

“There’s only justice for those who have money.” –Sofia
“I think that what the justice wants, what they all want, is a bribe [soborno].” –Dolores
“Because they [the police] don’t do much to fix things, like, they don’t talk to him. They just
lock him up. They beat him.” –Eva
“It’s discrimination. I don’t know. Like the police that she’s just another person, someone
below them, and that she is used to the beatings. … The police don’t listen to the people here
and the people don’t want their help because of this.” –Paloma
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Summary
As women’s narratives demonstrate, explaining a survivor’s decision to stay with an abusive
partner is not as simple as amor serrano. Women are negotiating a number of related concerns,
including financial stability, reliable housing, a system that does not work, risks for additional
violence by their partner as well as his family, and, above all, the emotional wellbeing and financial
stability of their children. When women remain with violent partners, they employ a variety of
different coping strategies, often staying publicly silent about IPV, but privately active in mitigating
violence and confronting abuse. While many survivors did not purposefully disclose violence,
support and intervention often occurred, especially by family, children, and friends. Informal
networks of support like family and friends were the most common avenues of violence disclosure
and help-seeking as women typically hoped to remain with their partners, but wanted his violent
behavior stop. By remaining within a trusted network of support, women attempted to manage risks
for reprisal, gossip, embarrassment, and victim blaming. However, as women’s narratives
highlighted, the responses of family, in-laws, and friends varied within groups and across them,
leaving women feeling uncertain about who to turn to for support.
Although generally understood as a last resort, some survivors did seek formal network
support. However, they faced notable barriers in utilizing formal network services, including victim
blaming, lack of financial resources, and a general distrust of the system. Insights from providers
specializing IPV and VAW confirmed women’s negative experiences, highlighting their own
frustrations in working with the criminal justice system. Consequently, few women shared positive
experiences with the police and legal services and often ultimately remained with their partner. Yet,
despite these challenges, a few women persisted in their efforts to escape violence. The following
chapter examines women’s decision-making around exiting a violent relationship and their
experiences in doing so.
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CHAPTER SIX:
RESULTS: EXITING VIOLENCE
Approaching the ubiquitous question of “Why doesn’t she just leave?” from a different
direction, this chapter explores women’s experiences with leaving a violent relationship, including
ideation, planning, personal considerations, and external influences. Distinct from the previously
discussed coping strategy of temporarily leaving the home with the intent of returning once a violent
episode has passed, this chapter specifically examines women’s experiences with leaving, or
attempting to leave, an abusive partner and permanently severing their intimate relationship. In
doing so, this chapter addresses research aims 1 through 3 regarding facilitators and barriers to
exiting violence (RA1), sources of formal and informal support when exiting (RA2), and the
utilization of formal support services (RA3).
Drawing on survey data, in-depth interview transcripts, including targeted IPV narratives,
participant observations, and field notes, this chapter presents the experiences of Ofelia, Valencia,
and Brigada to illuminate the complexity of leaving an abusive partner. These survivor vignettes
situate experiences of IPV within the broader context of women’s lives, illustrating their experiences
planning to and actually leaving an abusive partner and highlighting the influential factors in their
decision-making as well as the formal and informal sources of support they utilized. The information
presented here reflects the narratives of the women who shared them, concentrating on the events,
emotions, concerns, and individuals women elaborated on during formal and informal data
collection. The semi-structured nature of interviews and the elicitation of targeted narratives
encouraged women to represent their experiences themselves, allowing them to give these
experiences meaning based on their own perspectives in order to support a sense of empowerment
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among survivors. This understanding informed all data collection with women and survivors,
allowing participants to guide their stories and choose what was important to them to focus on,
underscoring the value and validity of their perspectives and experiences.
Accordingly, it must be acknowledged that as a researcher, I was exposed to the information
that women chose to disclose. That being said, the stories of Ofelia, Valencia, and Brigada were
selected for inclusion based on their representativeness of data trends as well as the richness and
depth of the data provided. While these narratives focus on three individuals, they are emblematic of
the common themes survivors described throughout this research, including women’s primary focus
on their children’s wellbeing, widespread gender inequality and male dominance, persistent nondisclosure, perceptions of violence with regard to alcohol use, infidelity, and the impact on children,
and inconsistent formal network responses to help-seeking. Finally, these vignettes contain graphic
descriptions of violence as well as deeply personal information, some of which participants
acknowledged never having previously shared with others. Thus, alongside pseudonyms, identifying
details have either been omitted or generalized to protect participant confidentiality.
Survivor Narratives: Exiting Violence
‘But I Can’t Just Leave’: Ofelia’s Story
Ofelia volunteered to participate in the household survey on women’s and familial health
after I introduced my dissertation research at a community meeting in November 2016. Unable to
provide me with a contact number, Ofelia dictated vague directions to her home and asked that I
come by a few days later. Arriving on a Monday afternoon, I found Ofelia barefoot, sitting on a
sheepskin laid out on the dirt patio, winding yarn for a knitting project. Unlike most adult women in
rural areas of Carhuaz province, Ofelia did not wear the traditional colorful pollera, but rather a gray
A-line skirt over baby blue fleece sweatpants. As I later found out, Ofelia had been born and raised
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in a different region of Peru, a small town in the northern Andes, but had moved to Carhuaz
province with her husband at the age of 17, following traditions of patrilocality.
Ofelia was 32 when I first met her, born in 1984 in a rural farming community about three
days away on three different buses. Her thick, waist-long hair was always plaited down her back,
pulled away from her face, which was overshadowed by her characteristic baseball cap, a notable
deviation from the traditional, wide-brimmed hat of the area. Ofelia was warm and smiled often,
revealing a missing pre-molar, the result of her husband’s abuse.
Although she spoke little of her youth, Ofelia vividly recalled witnessing her father physically
and verbally abuse her mother throughout her childhood. Around age 11, her parents separated, her
father having moved in with a new partner. Ofelia and her siblings stayed with their mother. While
Ofelia did complete primary school, she did not go on to secondary school. Instead, she picked up
odd jobs around the community to contribute to the family income. At 15, Ofelia left her small
highland town for Huarmey, a coastal city in the Ancash region, where migrant agricultural work on
large, commercial farms paid better. That was where she met her first partner, Pedro, who proposed
within a few months of their meeting. Looking back, she described feeling tricked and believed
Pedro proposed in order to coerce her into sleeping with him. After she became pregnant, Pedro
confessed he was married and broke off their relationship. Following the birth of her son Alfredo in
2001, she planned to return to her mother’s home, but her family warned that she could not care for
a child as a single woman and advised that she give custody of Alfredo to Pedro.
Heartbroken over the loss of her son and the disillusionment of first love, Ofelia remained
on the coast working and sending money home. She met Walter, 16 years her senior, soon after.
They exchanged pleasantries at work, and at first, Ofelia thought little of it. Within a few weeks, they
began spending their lunch breaks together and leaving the fields engrossed in conversation. She
recalled his tenderness as she described the beginning of their relationship. She shared her
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heartbreak, and he promised her a better future—he was also recently separated, and his ex-wife had
left him with their two children, six and seven years old. Five months later, Walter invited Ofelia to
return with him to his hometown in Carhuaz province, where his mother had been caring for his
children. Within a few months, Ofelia was pregnant with their first child, Ernesto, sealing their
convivencia.
***
Initially, Ofelia had a difficult time adjusting to life in Carhuaz province, where they had
settled in a predominately rural and agricultural district. Although she grew up in a highland farming
community, many customs were quite different from her youth. Ofelia described having to learn a
new dialect of Quechua, adopt local clothing styles (as required by her husband), learn to cook
regional dishes (again, at her husband’s demand), adapt to living surrounded by her partner’s family,
and making new friends. Moreover, Ofelia explained that Walter’s abusive behavior, which included
control tactics, psychological abuse, physical violence, and violence during pregnancy, began soon
after they arrived in Carhuaz province. While she had seen him drink before, she explained that after
they arrived in Carhuaz, his drinking became problematic. When she confronted him about it, he
attributed his alcohol use to his work in construction—the alcohol helped keep him warm and his
spirits up with his co-workers. She recalled intermittent verbal abuse during this early period and
described responding with silence to avoid escalation. However, she explained “when he [Ernesto]
was about 3 years old, that’s when he [Walter] started putting his hands on me. … Right in front of
Ernesto, he’d beat me. The one that has suffered the most is Ernesto. He has had to see me being
beaten and insulted for so long.” In fact, Ernesto was the first to disclose the violence his mother
was experiencing to family. Ofelia was recounting how she had disclosed violence to her father
when she corrected herself. “Rather, my son called my dad. Ernesto told him, ‘My dad is beating my
mom. What should I do?’ he asked him.”
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The first time Ofelia filed a family violence28 complaint against Walter was in 2007. As there
was no police presence in town at the time, she went to a local leader (gobernador) responsible for
resolving community conflicts. He filed the paperwork and set a meeting to attempt reconciliation,
as emphasized by Law No. 26260. While Walter did attend the meeting, when the gobernador
questioned him about his violent behavior, he simply replied that this was a private family issue and
there was no reason to involve outsiders. Ultimately, the family violence charges and reconciliation
meeting did little to protect Ofelia and infuriated her in-laws as well as her partner.
Ofelia noted that Walter’s violence drastically increased when, in 2011, she took a job
working with a construction company paving the highway through her town to the other side of the
valley. She had not worked since arriving in Carhuaz province because she quickly became pregnant,
and Walter insisted she stay at home to care for her stepchildren during the pregnancy. However, as
Walter’s alcoholism worsened, money became scarcer. Ofelia suggested that Walter search for
migrant labor opportunities again, like many men in their community, to stabilize the household
income. However, he refused to leave her, arguing that women whose husbands’ work on the coast
cheat while their husbands are away; he had to stay to ensure she did not deviate from female gender
expectations of fidelity. Frustrated with his inaction, Ofelia began working for the construction
company directing traffic. Her husband’s violence escalated considerably. She recalled near-daily
verbal and physical abuse. After two months, she left the job—“I quit because he was beating me,”
she explained. His violence subsequently declined, but did not disappear.
In 2012, Ofelia left her husband for the first time29. She took Ernesto and Andrea30, 10 and 4
at the time, back to her hometown and stayed with her sister. Like many survivors described doing,

Until the 2015 law regarding the prevention, sanction, and eradication of violence against women and family members
(Ley N°30364), intimate partner violence was categorized as family violence within the criminal justice system.
29 Ofelia had previously temporarily left Walter various times, escaping overnight with the intent of returning home the
following day. This was the first time Ofelia left her husband with the intent of permanently ending their relationship.
30 Her stepchildren were 17 and 18 at the time and had already moved out of the house.
28
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Ofelia did not disclose IPV as the impetus for her visit. Instead, she told her family that she was
taking advantage of the school break to visit them, which she rarely had the opportunity to do. “I
didn’t tell her [my sister]. I just said we came to visit.” Looking back, she admitted she had no plan,
but simply left because she could not take Walter’s abuse anymore. After about three weeks, Walter
tracked her down. Despite being together for over 10 years at that point, he had never visited her
hometown. She recalled, “He searched for me, and I don’t know how he did it, but he found us.
Ernesto told me he saw his father from a distance, and [later] he [Walter] arrived at my father’s
house.” Similar to other abusive partners described in this research, Walter pleaded for her
forgiveness and promised to change. Considering that her children had to start the new school year
soon, Ofelia decided to return to Carhuaz province with him. As presented in Chapter Five and
common across survivors’ experiences, Walter attributed his violence to his alcohol use, and his
promises to change fell short. “He changed a bit, but after, or when we got back here, it was maybe
a week without drinking. No, two weeks he didn’t drink, and then he started up again and it [the
violence] was the same.” After returning, she found out she was pregnant again.
In 2014, another complaint was filed against Walter when Andrea, 6 at the time, escaped the
house during a violent episode. She grabbed her 1-year-old sister Milagros and ran to the main plaza
where an auxiliary police station had recently been established. Walter had left the house by the time
the police arrived, but they took Ofelia’s statement for the record. Like most women in this study,
she refused to press charges for fear of retaliation by him and his family. Fortunately, her statement
served to support the next police report, which occurred later the same year. Ofelia is unsure who
called the police that time because Walter had taken to locking his children in the house after
Andrea’s escape.
The police arrived in the midst of the abuse and hauled Walter off to jail for the night. The
officer who stayed behind with Ofelia encouraged her to press charges, reasoning that Walter’s
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behavior would not change if she did not stand up for herself. Ofelia, still reeling from the attack,
conceded. However, it is telling that the hearing for this specific event did not occur until July 2017,
almost three years after the incident occurred. By this time, Ofelia was exhausted with the criminal
justice system and jaded by the unproductive 6-months of court-mandated therapy during which she
felt responsible for Walter’s violent behavior31. At the hearing, with her husband in the courtroom,
Ofelia stated that the violence had stopped, and the charges against Walter were dropped.
Afterwards, she confided to me that she was afraid to confront him in court.
Despite Ofelia’s statement, it was clear that the violence had not stopped. As discussed in
Chapter Five, Walter attacked Ofelia on May 27th, 2017, dragging her out of the bed she shared with
her two daughters by her long, thick braid. The following excerpt from my field notes details the rest
of the violent episode as described by Ofelia several days after:
Without electricity in the house, she [Ofelia] couldn’t see anything, but she
remembers hearing her daughters crying, begging him [Walter] to stop as he dragged
her through their home and into the dirt road, shouting insults and accusations of
infidelity. As he was screaming and beating her, a police vehicle pulled up, men
jumping out of the car to intervene. Ofelia remembered looking up through the
clouds of dust as her neighbors stood in their doorways, staring. Someone must have
called the police. As the police pushed him [Walter] into the backseat of their truck,
Ofelia heard him argue that she was cheating on him and he wanted them to take her
to jail.
An officer told Ofelia she could press charges, that since there were already other
family violence charges against him, this one would go to the district attorney in the
provincial capital and improve her chances of a favorable formal separation. Before
she had a chance to respond, her sister-in-law intervened, arguing against the
charges. She [her sister-in-law] conceded to a night in jail and promised she would
not let it happen again. Ofelia remembers her sister-in-law signed a form attesting to
it, though I’m not sure the legality of such a promise.
As discussed in Chapter Five, Ofelia and Walter participated in court-mandated therapy at the provincial hospital for
six months. Ofelia and Walter each met separately with Julia, the psychologist, for individual sessions and also meet
together with her for couple’s therapy. Ofelia was not privy to what happened in Walter’s sessions, but remembered Julia
telling her that she had to work together with Walter and support him in alternative activities that would prevent him
from drinking. Again, the focus was alcohol abuse, not Walter’s violence. Ofelia recalled Julia suggesting that she
encourage Walter to focus on planting in their chacra and constructing guinea pig pens so they could raise the animals for
sale at the bi-weekly farmer’s market. When I asked her how she felt after the sessions ended, Ofelia responded, “I don’t
think it was good. They should come out or verify how things are going, see how things are going, if he has changed or
not. But no, they never came [to the house].”
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Ofelia recounted these events to me today [Saturday], stating she hadn’t seen him
[Walter] since the police took him in [Thursday]. Her in-laws have been harassing her
incessantly, accusing her of calling the police, which does not even make sense given
the situation. As we sat on the sheepskin laid across the dusty entryway, she looked
me square in the eye and said she was ready to leave. She was sure of it.
This was not the first time that Ofelia had mentioned the possibility of leaving her partner of
15 years and the father of three of her children. In fact, she brought up her desire to leave him soon
after disclosing violence to me in November 2016. During my second visit a few days later, Ofelia
confided that she had been considering permanently leaving Walter since Andrea had run to the
police years earlier. She wanted to return to her hometown with her children and live near her
family, but believed she could not do so because she did not have any money saved or a stable
income to support herself and her children. She asked me what she should do.
Drawing from my experience as a domestic violence advocate, I acknowledged that it was
not an easy or simple decision, but that only she could make that decision because she understood
her situation best. I told Ofelia I would be there to support her in whatever she decided, and I
offered to accompany her to the CEM, where I had trusted contacts, so that she could explore her
options. She fell silent, looking down at her fingers as she picked at the dry grass underneath us. I
asked if she wanted me to talk to the CEM advocates about anything in particular that she was
worried about, that I could help relay the information if she was uncomfortable going in person. She
responded she had met with advocates at the CEM after earlier police reports, that “with their
advice, I thought, ‘Yes, I can separate from him. Yea, I can leave.’” She said she needed time to
think. I reminded her she had my number, and she finally gave me hers, which was stored in her
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phone under her son’s name, Ernesto32. I told her to ring me for whatever reason and I would call
her back immediately33.
***
Over the following nine months, Ofelia and I saw each other often, cooking together,
picking her daughters up from school, planting beets and lettuce in her chacra, and other routine
activities. Alongside everyday life, we discussed her exit plans as they came to her and as she felt
comfortable sharing them. On occasion, she would inquire about a specific issue, like if she would
be able establish child support and how her daughters would transfer schools. Other times, I would
casually ask about her husband’s behavior, never wanting to pry or push, but always concerned for
her safety and trying to ensure she felt supported.
At the end of November, wildfires were reported in her home region. She had recently
admitted to her father and siblings that Walter continued to abuse her after her 2012 visit, and they
encouraged her to return home, citing the wildfires as an excuse to visit her natal family with the
children during the upcoming school break starting at the end of December34. However, Ofelia
worried about custody of her children. As she explained during an interview, “When I told him
[Walter] I was going to leave him, when I told him, he said he wouldn’t let me go. … He said he’d
take my daughters so that I wouldn’t leave, or that if I did leave, he would take my daughters so they
It is not uncommon for people to not know their cell phone numbers in this area because the numbers often change
when people lose their phones or they are damaged in farming accidents, by their children, etc. However, it was clear
that Ofelia did not know hers because her partner had purposely hidden it from her. She had tried to give it to me after
my first visit, having written it on a piece of paper she had hidden in the kitchen, but couldn’t find it before I left. She
suspected that her husband had destroyed it. She ended up saving her number in her phone, which she had so that
Walter could keep tabs on her, under her son’s name because Walter was not likely to find it there.
33 While subscription phone plans are increasing in popularity in rural parts of Peru, many adults in Carhuaz province
continue to use pre-paid phone plans that require the user to add money to their phone balance to make calls and send
text messages. To add money to a phone, the user must go to a person registered with their cellular provider, usually any
local shop owner, and the transaction is logged into a handwritten journal, making it a fairly public transaction. To
ensure that safety and cost would not be a barrier to contacting me, when I gave my phone number to women, I told
them they could just ring me and hang up and I would call them back. Although I never figured out how to do it,
women also often sent me an automated message that indicated they were trying to call me, but did not have sufficient
funds to do so.
34 The Peruvian school year starts in March and runs through late-December, with a mid-year break in late July through
early August.
32
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wouldn’t suffer with me, he said.” On another occasion, she explained that when she confronted
him about separating, “He says that I am taking our daughters down the wrong path, that he’ll
search for me, that he’ll kill me there [in my hometown]. That’s how he talks to me.”
Meanwhile, her children also encouraged with her to leave their father. Ofelia explained,
“They [Andrea and Milagros] say, ‘Let’s go, mommy!’ And they want us to leave in that moment, in
that moment when their father is coming home drunk. They want us to go, but it’s, it’s hard to do,
isn’t it?” Similarly, Ofelia shared that her son Ernesto had long supported her leaving Walter. “‘Go,
leave my father behind,’ he says to me. ‘Do you like how he treats you?’ I tell him no, but I can’t just
leave. I don’t feel prepared to leave yet.” Nonetheless, when her son decided to leave home for a
church-based boarding school soon after the first police intervention in 2014, Ofelia did not stop
him. She explained,
He [Ernesto] decided to attend the boarding school himself. … He didn’t want to
study in town because, well, because his dad drinks and drinks and he asked me,
‘Where are we going to get the money from? The money for all the high school
costs?’ At the high school, they need money for everything, photocopies, uniforms, I
don’t know, and where are we going to get the money so that he could study here?
‘At the church boarding school, I’ll have everything I need,’ he said. And that’s what
the priest told me too, ‘Your son will be taken care of here.’ He [the priest] knew
what was going on [IPV]… the priest called me to ask about what was going on, and
when I told him it was true, ‘Okay, we’ll take in Ernesto,’ he told me. And so
Ernesto left to study in another town and we don’t pay a thing. … He decided
himself. Ernesto didn’t want to go to school here because of his father’s behavior.
Hoping for a more stable environment for her son to finish school, Ofelia allowed Ernesto leave
home for boarding school at the age of 12. They are unable to speak regularly on the phone due to
the cost, but Ernesto visits home during school breaks around Christmas, Easter, and Independence
Day.
As 2016 became 2017, Ofelia continued to consider her options, weigh the risks, and gather
the necessary paperwork for her departure. Her father warned that because she was not legally
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married, the separation process would be difficult35. She worried that if she left with the children,
she could be charged with abandonment of the home, as Walter had threatened. She resisted going
to the CEM for fear of being seen and the accompanying risks for gossip about her visit getting back
to Walter. Instead, I relayed her questions to advocates who continually asked me to bring in my
inquiring friend. In January, we established that if she went to the police prior to leaving, she could
complete paperwork to certify that she was leaving the home as a result of IPV, preventing Walter’s
ability to retaliate with charges of abandonment. However, in order to do so, she needed to provide
certified documentation of the previous police reports verifying IPV, which she did not have. She
could also request a protection order as an additional safety measure for her departure, but she
would need again those reports and the approval of a local judge, which would be difficult to
accomplish discreetly in a small town. We later found out that she would also need to apply for
transfers to new schools for her daughters, but that in order to apply for the transfers, she first had
to secure vacancies at the specific schools they would attend and provide written documentation to
their current schools of these vacancies. In doing so, the current schools would allow the release of
her daughters’ academic records and also not report their absences because they had verified the
girls were going to attend school elsewhere.
Before long, February was coming to a close, and Ofelia’s girls started back at school,
placing Ofelia’s plans on hold. Like other participants, she was emphatic about not wanting her
daughters to miss any school or fall behind academically. “I know I can leave, but [I want to leave]
with a space secured so that my daughters won’t miss school. I’m worried about their schooling. I
want to have their transfer papers ready, you know? So I think I’ll leave in July [during the mid-year
This is a misunderstanding on her father’s part, though not uncommon. According to Peruvian civil code, article 326,
after two continuous years of cohabitation with the intention of achieving purposes similar to marriage, Ofelia and
Walter’s relationship would be considered a de facto union (unión de hecho) or common law marriage, which can be
terminated by unilateral decision in the case of IPV. Unlike legal marriages in which the couple decides between joint or
separate ownership of property before marriage, a unión de hecho enforces equal ownership of all property and income
acquired during the relationship.
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break].” In fact, Ofelia often referred to her daughters’ educations as opportunities for them to
break the cycle of violence by providing for themselves and establishing financial independence
separate from a romantic partner, contrasting these hopes with her own reality.
In mid-March, Ofelia invited me to meet her sons. A few weeks after the start of the school
year, the Ministry of Education suspended all public and private school classes in the region of
Ancash due to heavy rains, catastrophic flooding, and devastating landslides caused by El Niño.
Consequently, Ofelia’s son Ernesto had returned home from boarding school, and her oldest son
Alfredo, from her relationship with Pedro, took advantage of the break to visit as well. Ofelia was
noticeably more relaxed when I saw her and explained that her sons, 15 and 16 at the time, defended
her against Walter’s attacks. Their presence in the home deterred Walter’s violence.
Unfortunately, these few weeks of relative calm also seemed to relegate Ofelia’s exit plans to
the background. Sitting together in her chacra one afternoon, hidden by the tall green stalks of corn,
Ofelia told me that Walter’s drinking was getting worse. She saw him drunk nearly everyday and
unable to work. She had taken charge of their chacra, a typically male responsibility, though always
with female support, and he no longer worked for an income either. She worried about money,
explaining that Walter was spending what little they had on alcohol. Moreover, she reported that he
came home belligerently drunk 2-3 times a week, which put her on edge in anticipation of potential
violence. However, rather than asking questions to continue planning her potential escape, as I had
expected her to do, Ofelia inquired about addiction programs to help with Walter’s drinking.
Reflective of the perspective of many survivors, Ofelia rationalized, “When he is sober, he doesn’t
hit me or insult me, only when he is drunk.” I promised to look into local options, but also
cautioned that if Walter was not committed to quitting, addiction programs would not be much
help. She worried about the example he was setting for their children and debated if helping him
through addiction would be worth it, highlighting that she was already raising their children, keeping
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the household, caring for their animals, and tending to the chacra alone. As I nodded my head in
agreement, she wondered aloud, “But if I separate, what will happen?” She was concerned about
custody of her children and her ability to establish child support from him. She also worried about
the reactions of her in-laws who disrespected her constantly, telling her that she deserved the abuse
because she was not worthy of Walter.
In April, with her children back in school, Ofelia picked up a job cooking and cleaning at the
Italian-run church in town. Attempting to balance the demands of running the household and chacra
and caring for her family, Ofelia split the job with a friend, alternating shifts with each other. The
job paid 18 soles a day (approximately 5.35 USD) and free meals for her and her family. She began
saving every centimo she could, lowballing to Walter about how much she was actually paid and
hiding her savings at her friend’s home. Although Walter argued with Ofelia about working outside
the home, she explained to him that the church provided free meals the family desperately needed,
she worked alongside women only, and she typically finished by mid-afternoon, allowing her to care
for the children after school. Walter still did not approve and continued haranguing her, but his
drinking and lack of work had exacerbated the already tenuous household finances. I had also
recently given Ofelia the contact information for an addiction program in Carhuaz City and offered
to go with her, but she never followed up.
Later that month, Ofelia told me her father was checking for vacancies at the school in his
town to secure documents to certify the openings would be held for her daughters, which she
needed in order to obtain transfer papers, including their academic records, from their current
schools. After recounting the ordeal and her confusion, she sighed, “It’s just that, I feel so, I don’t
know, tired, tired of all these problems,” highlighting that in seeking to extricate herself and her
children from a violent household, she is faced with a multitude of additional challenges that
exacerbate her everyday struggles of living with an abusive partner.
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A few days later, I came up for Milagros’s birthday dinner, which typically would have been a
lunch, but because of Ofelia’s work schedule, had been postponed. I arrived to find Walter sober.
As Milagros showed me her new puppy, Carboncito, a gift from her father, I saw Walter washing the
dishes and butchering the guinea pigs we were to eat, tasks typically undertaken by women. He and
Ofelia spoke casually, joking even, and I caught a glimmer of the tenderness that Ofelia had
described. Nevertheless, it was only a few weeks later that he dragged her out of bed in the middle
of the night and beat her in the street.
***
After the May 2017 incident, I introduced Ofelia to Erica, a close friend studying family law
at the university in Huaraz. Erica also had personal experience with IPV—her oldest sister was
murdered by her brother-in-law in Lima in July 201436. Upon our arrival, Erica immediately reviewed
a list of documents Ofelia would need to leave with: her children’s birth certificates, all of their
national identification cards, copies of all the police reports, copies of all the hearing outcomes, and
so many others. Ofelia nodded in silence, rifling through the documents she had hidden in a plastic
shopping bag. Erica planned to get in touch with a university contact about the paperwork to file for
a separation, the documents needed to secure child support, and the steps for documenting her
departure from the home to avoid charges of abandonment in order to familiarize Ofelia with the
processes and necessary information.
In late July, a few days before the start of the mid-year school break, Ofelia told me she had
changed her mind. She wanted to stay and continue working with the church, maybe get a job with a
new construction project in town. She felt optimistic she could save additional money for a more
stable exit at the end of the year. A few days earlier she had attended the hearing for the 2014
incident during which she told the judge that the violence had stopped. I wondered if she had
Despite Erica and her family’s efforts, her sister’s death was barely investigated and her brother-in-law was never
charged.
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believed her own lie, but I only asked if she was sure. She was. Four days later, I awoke to an early
morning phone call. Ofelia’s voice cracked with tears as she told me Walter had attacked her again.
She asked me to come up. She said she had changed her mind—she was ready to leave this time.
I arrived at Ofelia’s home in the late afternoon, not able to come earlier because of other
obligations. As I entered the front yard, Walter appeared from behind the adobe wall of the outdoor
kitchen. He greeted me casually as he untied their donkey and left to take it to pasture. Inside, Ofelia
had changed her mind again; she was worried about what her son Ernesto would do if she left
without him37, concerned that she had not saved enough money, and anxious about if she would be
able to find work after she left. I reminded her of the extensive preparation she had undertaken and
told her how worried I was for her and her children, especially as I was traveling to Lima the next
day and returning to the US from there. Ultimately, I conceded that it was her decision to make and
I would support her regardless. The following evening as I boarded an overnight bus to Lima, Ofelia
was asleep at home with her daughters. She had decided to stay.
‘Why are You Keeping Quiet about This?’: Valencia’s Silence
Valencia and I met by chance in March 2017. I was lost in an agricultural hamlet, and she
offered me directions, followed by questions as to why I was so far from home, referring, of course,
to the US. After explaining the household survey on women’s and familial health, Valencia invited
me to return in a few days so she could participate.
Her home was unlike any I had ever seen in the Andes—it was made of pre-fabricated
wooden walls rather than adobe or red bricks, and formed two rooms on a concrete slab: a
kitchen/dining area and a bedroom. She later explained that her family had only recently moved to
this agricultural hamlet and were living on a very small parcel of land given to them by her husband’s

In Peru, minors under the age of 17 are not allowed to travel alone unless they have notarized authorization from both
parents. Consequently, for school breaks, Ofelia would travel to the boarding school to pick up Ernesto and accompany
him on the bus back to school as well.
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aunt. Her father had the wooden walls shipped to her from the coast, and she put them together
with her husband, Jorge.
When I arrived for the survey, Valencia was preparing lunch, peeling pumpkin, monitoring a
number of pots on the stove, and periodically peeking into the bedroom to check on her napping
one year old. Her two other children, 7 and 8, were at school. I wondered if another time when she
were less busy might be better, but she nodded to a 5-gallon-buck of oil, inviting me to sit. Valencia
wiper her mouth with the sleeve of her teal cardigan and dried her hands on her pollera before taking
a seat across from me. She chopped vegetables as we started the survey, though as we began
discussing gender norms and attitudes, her engagement shifted, and she became noticeably more
talkative, putting down the kitchen knife and gesticulating with her hands as she shared stories of
her youth and adulthood.
***
Valencia was 28 when I met her, the mother of three boys, and conviviente for just about 10
years with her partner Jorge, a 30-year-old floriculturist. A self-described housewife, Valencia had
completed one year of formal education, self-reported as illiterate, and indicated Quechua as her first
language, though she had a fluent command of Spanish. Valencia disclosed controlling behavior,
emotional abuse, physical violence, and violence during pregnancy.
Originally from a more remote hamlet of Carhuaz province, Valencia was raised primarily by
her grandmother after running away from home around age nine. She explained that she was born
into a household of violence and described the terror she felt whenever her father went out
drinking, the nervous anticipation of his drunken return, and the sense of helplessness as he beat her
mother. During a later interview, Valencia recalled constantly begging her mother to leave, but she
never did. “When I was little, my mother would just cry as he beat her. She just cried. When we [my
siblings and I] told her that we had to leave, she wouldn’t.” Eventually, Valencia escaped to her
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grandmother’s home nearby. Although she was close to her parents’ home, where her eight younger
siblings all grew up, and visited daily to help with chores and childcare, she considers her childhood
home her grandmother’s house—it was her safe space. Instead of school, Valencia spent her youth
working in her family’s chacra and helping out at home until she was old enough to get a waitressing
job in Huaraz, about two hours away by car and then bus.
In 2006, Valencia’s grandmother’s health had declined, and she moved back to her
hometown to care for her, taking a restaurant job at the local hot springs, a popular tourist
destination about 30 minutes away from her hometown. It was here that she met Jorge. He was
from a neighboring community. Valencia smiled as she remembered his regular visits in 2006, joking
around during the morning lull and shooting each other flirtatious glances during the rush of
lunchtime.
After a couple of months, her grandmother was too ill to get out of bed, and Valencia left
her job at the restaurant. She was surprised to find Jorge in her hometown one day—he had gone to
visit her at the restaurant and asked around until he found out where she lived. They formally began
dating then and after two months, he asked her to come live with him and his parents in his
hometown. Valencia was nervous38; neither of their parents knew they were dating, a steep departure
from their parents’ days when couples were often arranged through familial negotiations. However,
when Valencia’s grandmother passed away a few weeks later, she realized she no longer had any
reason to stay.
***
Valencia was 19 when she moved in with 21-year-old Jorge and his parents. She recalled this
time with bitterness, explaining that she and her mother-in-law did not get along. Visits home to see
In discussing their dating experiences, most participants described being nervous about telling their parents because of
recent changes in partnering habits, primarily the decline in parental involvement in selecting a partner. Most women
reported dating in ‘secret,’ though in hindsight, women admitted their parents probably knew they were dating before
they officially told them.
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her mother were a particular point of contention, with her mother-in-law and husband berating her
upon return. Over time, her visits became less frequent, but she never gave them up because her
mother was often struggling with her health and injuries from her father.
In her new community, Valencia spent her days with her in-laws while Jorge worked at a
nearby rose farm focused on international export. Without children, she spent most of her time
working in her new family’s chacra and caring for their animals. They had been living together just
over two years when Valencia unexpectedly became pregnant in 2009. Neither had planned on
children yet, but welcomed a healthy baby boy, Luis, into their lives later that year.
After Luis was born, Valencia began noticing changes in Jorge’s behavior. When she would
return from visits to her family, he would accuse her of cheating on him, alleging that she was
visiting a lover. Although she admitted to struggling with his temper and an occasional shove or slap
since she first moved in, she said it was around this time he began abusing her regularly. “Most
Saturdays,” she recalled, explaining that he had begun drinking with his maternal uncle on Saturdays
and would usually return home drunk and belligerent. Valencia suspected that Jorge’s uncle incited
much of her husband’s jealousy through gossip, but she also contributed Jorge’s violence to his
infidelity.
Luis was about 8 months old when Valencia discovered Jorge was cheating. She had
previously heard rumors in the community but was afraid to confront him for fear of a beating.
However, her suspicions were confirmed when Jorge disappeared from town. Cell phones were not
common at the time, so she had no way of reaching him when he did not come home. A few days
later, Jorge called the house to talk to his mother, who reprimanded him for abandoning his wife
and infant son. He retorted that his mistress was pregnant and that was why he had traveled to the
coast with her. Valencia refused to talk to him, deferring to her mother-in-law to handle the
situation. He returned a few weeks later, stating that he had broken off his relationship with the
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other woman. Despite feelings of betrayal and anger, Valencia let the matter drop because she was
unexpectedly pregnant again. In recounting these events, she wondered aloud what happened to his
mistress’s child, remarking that the child would have been about the same age as her 7-year-old son
Hector.
Valencia stated that despite returning home and ending the relationship with his mistress,
Jorge’s abuse persisted, and he continued drinking with his uncle. Often, his parents were out in the
chacra or participating in church events when he beat her, but their children were always present.
Explaining her temporary escapes from Jorge’s violence, Valencia shared, “I would leave because my
kids cried, they were scared. For them, I’d leave.” Before her second son was born, she described
escaping to the family’s chacra with her first son, but once she had an infant and newborn in tow, she
began seeking shelter with his extended family, most often his aunt and on occasion his
grandmother. Unfortunately, going back to her own family was out of the question because it was
too far by foot and usually too late in the day to catch a car. Moreover, she did not want to wait on
the side of the road for a passing car and risk being caught by Jorge.
Sometimes she would sleep at his aunt’s house with the children; other times she would wait
until he was asleep and return home. Initially, Jorge searched for her when she escaped, suspicious
she was cheating. Valencia recalled an occasion in 2010 when he followed her to his aunt’s home.
Valencia protectively threw herself in front of her sons as he busted through the door, but before he
got to her, her aunt began screaming at him, “Is this how you hit her?,” and whipping him with
whatever she had in her hands. He ran out of the house and never followed her to his aunt’s again.
Mirroring the stories of survivors throughout this study, the morning following a violent
incident, Jorge would ask Valencia for forgiveness and blame the alcohol for his behavior. Valencia
was clear in remarking that she never accepted his apologies, not wanting to alleviate his conscience.
However, she also kept the violence a secret. When she arrived at his aunt’s or grandmother’s, she
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would simply explain that Jorge was drunk. They likely knew what that implied, but Valencia did not
want to talk to them about the violence. She also explained that she did not want to tell her family
because her mother was in poor health, and she feared exacerbating it with worry. As for her father,
she did not believe he would offer any sympathy, an abuser himself. As the oldest of nine children,
Valencia also explained did not want to burden her younger siblings with the weight of her struggles.
Her family only found out about the abuse because her neighbors occasionally witnessed Jorge’s
violent behavior and saw her subsequent injuries, prompting them to alert her parents. When her
mother asked about the rumors, Valencia denied them.
His [my husband’s] mother scares me because she is kind of bad-tempered and
moody. She’s mean. That’s why I did not want my mom and his mom to argue. So I
didn’t tell my mom. I just stayed quiet. … My kids, my mom asked my kids [and they
said], ‘Yea, my dad hits my mom, kicks her. My dad punches her,’ my kids told her.
… At first, I told her, ‘No, they’re lying. My kids are lying too,’ I would tell them [my
parents], and they would let it drop.
As Valencia explained, she worried that her mother-in-law would become involved if she
told her own parents, and she was afraid of the impact her mother-in-law would have on her
mother’s health. Thus, she chose not to disclose violence and denied her mother’s questions, even
after her children had confirmed abuse, in an effort to protect her. Living together, Valencia shared
that her in-laws would intervene if they witnessed a physically violent incident, but rarely made any
effort to confront Jorge about his behavior or encourage him to stop. Valencia believed that while
they did not explicitly condone Jorge’s physical violence, they did agree with his authority over her.
Further, she explained that her in-laws blamed her for allowing gossip about their son’s behavior
towards her spread to around town. However, Valencia clarified that she did not tell anyone about
her Jorge’s abuse during this time and was vehement about denying it when neighbors inquired.
Nonetheless, her in-laws were firm in their accusations towards her.
Jorge’s violent behavior persisted over the years, peaking in 2012 when he began an another
affair. Again, Valencia believed it was his infidelity that exacerbated the violence at home. When she
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crossed paths with his mistress at a community celebration that year, Valencia was fed up. She
confronted the woman, ultimately leading to a physical altercation and police intervention. Both
women were charged with assault, but after this public display, Jorge put an end to his affair, and
Valencia reported that the violence diminished again.
In 2014, Jorge attacked Valencia during a wedding reception, hurling a pot of boiling water
at her and then repeatedly kicking her while she was on the ground. Afterwards, she filed a police
complaint against him, explaining that many people witnessed the incident, and his aunts, one of
whom was the aunt who often provided Valencia with emergency shelter, pushed her to go to the
CEM in Carhuaz City.
His family [Jorge’s aunts] encouraged me to go. They said, ‘What are you doing? You
won’t tell your dad [about the abuse], not even your mom. Why are you keeping
quiet about this?’ They pestered me, and so we went to Carhauz together. In
Carhuaz, we went to the Women’s [Emergency] Center, and I filed the complaint.
Because Valencia arrived immediately after the incident, her eyes swollen, face bruised, and arms red
and scalded, her case was considered high risk, and she was directed to the police station to file a
complaint against her husband. Her mother, who had been notified by onlookers and rushed down
to the police station, was outraged and ready to unleash her rage on her son-in-law. The police
calmed her down and assured her they would find Jorge and jail him for the assault.
In the meantime, Valencia was confronted with the decision of whether or not to file for
separation. She described the CEM advocates encouraging her to consider the possibility, and she
remembers the police officers doing the same, assuring her that she would likely receive full custody
of the children. She had considered the option in the past, worried for her children’s emotional
wellbeing because of the constant exposure to violence. She described the terror in their faces as he
beat her, their wailing pleas for him to stop, and their tears as they tried to comfort her afterwards.
She worried for their wellbeing and her ability to care for them if the violence persisted, but she had
stayed because she knew being separated from their father would also be hard. However, this time,
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she had the support of her mother, who, despite violence, had stayed with her father, and the
encouragement of some of his family as well. She recalled the sense of exhaustion she felt. She could
not put up with his violence any longer. The attack at the wedding, the pot of boiling water, the
resulting burns, the bruises, her face was so swollen from his blows that she could not even see out
of her left eye: it was the last straw. “‘All my life you’ll [Jorge] treat me like this,’ I thought, ‘and I
didn’t want that.” She decided to leave him.
Employees from the CEM accompanied Valencia to the district attorney’s office to start the
separation paperwork, followed by a visit to DEMUNA to begin the child support application
process. Meanwhile, the police had not been able to locate Jorge. Instead, an officer escorted
Valencia home to ensure her safety. In the house, she gathered a few things for herself and her
children under the watchful eye of her mother-in-law. Valencia described feeling scared and nervous
and that her mother-in-law was threatening her and insulting her the whole time. Afterwards, the
officer drove Valencia and her sons up to her hometown, where she moved in with her unmarried
uncle who had kept up the home she had grown up in after her grandmother passed.
Ending the Cycle of Violence: Brigada’s Struggle to Separate
Brigada signed up to participate in the household survey after I introduced my dissertation
research at a community meeting in December 2016. I arrived at her house a few days later.
Brigada’s short, curly black hair was loose around her face when she greeted me at the door in her
lavender sweater and white fleece sweatpants. She invited me into her adobe brick home, offering
me a seat at the unfinished, wooden dinner table.
In 2016, all three of Brigada’s children lived outside her home—her daughter, Shirley, 21 at
the time, moved to Chile in 2011 with her conviviente, while her oldest son, Diego, 19, lived with his
father in Huaylas province, and her youngest son, Jairo, 14, lived in Lima with her sister. Although a
self-described housewife with seven years of formal schooling, during the week, Brigada usually
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sought temporary work cooking and cleaning in restaurants and hotels in Huaraz, about an hour
away by bus from her home in Carhuaz province. On the weekends, she frequently took an
overnight bus to Lima to visit her youngest son who had moved to the capital for easier access to
specialized healthcare to monitor his heart murmur.
Brigada was soft-spoken, but candid and forthcoming in her responses. She disclosed IPV
early on in the survey when discussing her struggles with depression and the long-term emotional
impacts of her ex-conviviente’s controlling behavior, psychological abuse, physical violence, sexual
assault, and abuse during pregnancy. When we met, Brigada was 45 and had been formally separated
from Oscar, a 48-year-old construction worker, for about 4 years. When asked how long they had
been together, Brigada let out a long sigh and explained that they had been on-and-off for over 15
years before this final separation. Oscar was always the one to leave when they separated. The home
they shared belonged to Brigada’s family as did the land they lived on. However, she did report
having temporarily left him over a dozen times, always hiding in her chacra with her children. These
departures were temporary, never longer than overnight. She always returned home, she explained,
because it was her home. When they separated for longer periods of time, it was Oscar’s decision.
On some occasions, he simply disappeared. Other times, Brigada would try to force him out of the
house. However, she was only successful when he chose to comply.
***
The oldest of five children, Brigada left her parents’ home as a child and was raised by her
maternal grandmother, Ximena, who lived nearby. She explained that she ran away from home
because her father abused her mother. She recalled constant violence and regular police visits.
“Everyone knew about it [the violence] because they [my parents] were always at the police
[station],” Brigada recounted. Her mother filed various family violence complaints against her father,
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and when she was 15, her parents separated. Her father left for work in the jungle, and her mother
stayed in Carhuaz province with Brigada’s younger siblings, re-partnering a few years later.
In 1995, at the age of 24, Brigada moved to Lima. Earlier that year, she had been living in
Carhuaz province with her first conviviente, Humberto. They had been together about six months
when she discovered she was pregnant. Soon after she told Humberto the news, he left for a
migrant work opportunity in the Amazon. She never heard from him again. Brigada decided to
move in with her younger sister Linda who lived in Lima, where single mothers were not as heavily
stigmatized. She earned money cleaning homes.
Brigada and Oscar met in Lima in 1996. Brigada was spending a Sunday afternoon with
Linda in Parque San Martín in the historic center of Lima when Oscar approached. Discovering that
they were all originally from the highlands, their hometowns only a couple of hours apart by bus,
they spent the afternoon reminiscing about Andean food and small town living over ice cream
cones. Before Brigada departed, Oscar asked for her number; she politely declined, not ready to date
yet. When he persisted, Linda spoke up, giving him her home address and phone number despite
Brigada’s protests. He began visiting Brigada every Sunday—the one day they both had off work.
After two months, he proposed to her. She declined, explaining that she wanted to focus on taking
care of her daughter and making a living on her own. He did not take no for an answer and
continued coming to Linda’s house undeterred by Brigada’s refusal to see him. Frustrated with
Oscar’s persistence, Brigada left Lima and returned to Carhuaz province to get away from him.
About a month later Oscar arrived in Carhuaz province looking for her. Brigada confronted
him, “I said to him, ‘I don’t want you to look for me anymore. I don’t want to be with you. I want
to raise my daughter and help her get ahead, get a good job one day. I don’t want to get engaged
again. Leave me alone with my daughter.’ I rejected him, you know? But he was insistent.”
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Eventually, Ximena, Brigada’s maternal grandmother, who she respected deeply, advised her to
accept him.
She said to me, ‘You shouldn’t make a man beg and cry like this. One day you’re
going to fall for another man. You’re young still, and when you fall in love again, it
could be bad. And this man here [Oscar], he loves you. He came to find you. He’s
not running away from you because you have a family [a daughter] like other men
would.’
Criticized for not submitting to Oscar’s pleas and eagerly accepting his willingness to be with her
despite having a child from a previous relationship, Brigada reluctantly accepted Oscar’s proposal.
The couple decided to stay in Carhuaz province because his hometown was deeper into the
mountains, making transportation difficult and well-paying work scarce. Brigada’s mother invited
them to live in her old house; it had been abandoned since Brigada’s mother had re-partnered. At
that point, Oscar and Brigada had known each other for about six months.
Brigada became pregnant soon after they moved in together. Oscar’s violent behavior began
once she was pregnant, starting with insults, advancing to threats, and eventually involving physical
abuse and sexual assault. “It all started when I was pregnant, that’s when all the problems began.”
She explained that once she became pregnant, he argued with her about living in Carhuaz province,
claiming that it was embarrassing for him to be there for a woman, alluding to traditions of
patrilocality. Oscar wanted to move back to Lima. Brigada wanted to remain in Carhuaz province
near her family. Feeling little attachment to Oscar, she did not try to negotiate with him. She
confronted his threats and told him to move back to Lima if he wanted, but it would be alone.
Right after Brigada gave birth to their first child, Diego, Oscar traveled to Lima to visit his
sister who had also just given birth. Brigada recalled, “He told me his sister had just given birth, and
he had to go see her. And he left. It didn’t matter to him that I had just given birth too.” She had
expected him back soon, but days turned into weeks turned into months, and she simply gave up
waiting. She had not spoken to him for three months when he turned up again at her front door.
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Oscar forced his way back into her life, and now that they had a child together, Brigada, like
all women in this study, considered the importance of his presence in their son’s life. Upon Oscar’s
return, Brigada urged him to find work. She had taken odd jobs here and there while he was gone,
selling produce from her farm and cleaning rooms at a nearby hotel while Ximena watched Shirley
and Diego. However, he had trouble finding work close by, and when Brigada suggested he seek
work in Huaraz, the regional capital, he refused.
Diego was 8 or 9 months old the first time Brigada separated from Oscar. He had attacked
her with a knife. Brigada lifted her hand to her left cheek as she described the event, showing me the
scar. The following day, she went to the justice of the peace and asked for a separation. Oscar did
not object. Instead, he disappeared. Brigada did not see or hear from him for a year.
One day, he showed up at her house again.
He was crying, telling me he could not live without me, without the baby, that he had
to see us. I told him no. I didn’t want to see him. [I told him] that my son would
grow up without him, that I, by myself, would raise him. I was working and
supporting him and my daughter, and I thought about how much he had messed up
my life.
When she refused to let him in, Oscar went to Ximena and pleaded with her to reason with Brigada.
Brigada recalled,
My grandmother got involved. She said to me, ‘How is your son going to grow up
like this? Without a father? Just like your daughter. You left her father, and she is
going to grow up alone39. Kids need the love of their father, his tenderness. You
need to think of your son.’ And so, well, we got back together. … Back then my
grandmother was always intervening. She would come over and tell me that he was a
good man. Of course he behaved himself that way in front of her. When he hit me,
he did whatever he wanted to me, but never my face. I always covered my face like
this [raising her forearms to cover her face], you know? And then after a beating, the next
day, he’d be washing the dishes, cooking, pretending to take care of me, and so my
family thought he was a good guy. … They [my family] thought he treated me well
because he’d help with things when they were around. But I never told them either,
you know, what he was doing to me. He begged me, ‘Don’t tell them. Don’t tell
them. I’m going to change. I’m never going to do it again.’
To be clear, Brigada’s first partner left her after finding out she was pregnant. However, it is indicative of the familial
responsibility ascribed to women that her grandmother blamed her for his absence.
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After Ximena’s intervention in which she emphasized Brigada’s responsibility to keep her family
together, Brigada accepted Oscar’s return, but his behavior did not change. Further, like so many
women in this research, Brigada continued to maintain her silence about his abuse. In part, she
admitted she was afraid of him and the risk of his retaliation if she did tell someone about his violent
behavior. However, she was also concerned about community gossip, judgment, and public
embarrassment. She elaborated, “People here, oh how they talk, how they comment! Here, the
people, uyy, they build on the things they tell each other, telling another person, and they pass the
gossip, and everyone starts eyeing you. They all start gossiping about you and make you feel bad.
That’s why we [survivors] keep quiet.”
Diego was around 4 when Brigada decided she was fed up with the unpredictability of
Oscar’s violence, tired of constantly feeling on edge, and exasperated with his lack of contribution to
the household income. When she told him she wanted a formal separation, Oscar hit her. He locked
her in the house that night, but the next day she escaped to the police. She told them how he had
been abusing her, but their response was that she had probably done something to make him mad,
rationalizing his behavior and blaming her for inciting him. “The police told me, ‘Oh, you must’ve
been looking for it,’ that was why he had hit me. And since then, I’ve never gone back [to the
police].” When she returned home, Oscar was gone. She hoped that this time that he had left for
good. A few days later, she found out she was pregnant.
Brigada was about four months along when Oscar showed up again. He saw her growing
belly and immediately assumed she had cheated on him and that she was pregnant with another
man’s child. He slapped her across the face, but before he could do anymore, she pushed him out of
the entryway and bolted the heavy steel door. He soon returned with Brigada’s grandmother and
mother who had confirmed the child was his. With their support, Oscar begged Brigada to take him
back. Jairo was born several months later in July 2002.
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Oscar picked up construction work, mostly close to home, but occasionally his work would
take him out of town for a few weeks at a time. Brigada reveled in these quiet periods of his absence.
Looking back, she described their time together as “putting up with him.” She reported persistent
threats and intimidation, accusations of infidelity, and insults about her cooking, housekeeping, and
childcare when he was home. He continued to physically and sexually assault her as well. She
described living in constant fear of him and admitted to thinking about suicide during this time.
Brigada continued to struggle with Oscar’s abuse in silence. “[I didn’t tell anyone] because here,
when you tell anyone anything, it spreads from one person to another and then another, all the
gossip gets around, and then everyone starts commenting on your life, and I didn’t want that.”
Instead, Brigada found strength in her faith. “My mom visited, my whole family [would visit], but I
didn’t tell them a thing. I just thought, ‘The man upstairs [god] knows, and one day, justice will be
served.”
When able, Brigada escaped the house, always hiding in their chacra with her children, not
wanting to explain to others why they had left home. Unfortunately, Oscar’s behavior was
unpredictable. Unlike the majority of other survivors who reported that alcohol use was a trigger of
their partners’ abuse, Brigada stated that Oscar was violent when he was sober as well as drunk.
Thus, she was often unable to preemptively avoid his violence. Jairo was 5 when Oscar beat Brigada
so badly that she could not get out of bed.
He [Oscar] left me prostrate in bed. I couldn’t even see [my eyes were so swollen].
And that day, I decided, ‘No, I’m not going to put up with this anymore. I’m going
to stop him.’ And then, my whole life seemed different, and all of a sudden, when he
wanted to hit me, I started responding to him [talking back and defending myself]. I
no longer let him hit me. And well, the consequences were worse. It got even worse
between us. He would always go to my family [after an incident] and tell them that I
started the fight, that I kicked him out, that he worked for the family in vain because
I was mistreating him, hitting him, and kicking him out of the house.
Brigada went on to explain how her mother and grandmother would visit on Oscar’s behalf,
trying to convince her to change her behavior and appreciate his hard work. Brigada defended
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herself, arguing that she was not mistreating him, but explained that she felt that her family never
believed her. Brigada described feeling betrayed but clarified that she found no use in telling her
family about Oscar’s violent behavior because her own mother had suffered the same and her family
had rarely intervened. Moreover, Brigada felt that her grandmother was too easily convinced by
Oscar’s tears and readily believed his lies. Oscar was also careful to hide his abuse as the children
grew up, often sending them out of the house or quickly changing his behavior when they arrived
home unexpectedly. “I would be defending myself [when the children came home], slapping him or
pulling his hair, and he would grab the kids and say, ‘Look how your mom treats me’ … He would
grab his kids and hug them and cry or whatever, faking it, and then it was over.”
Brigada also shared that she thought about leaving Oscar often, especially after she began
attending World Vision talks where she heard mention of women’s rights. However, she worried
about the impact it would have on her children.
My only worry was my youngest son. He used to be so attached to his dad. Every
time that we would separate or he [Oscar] would disappear, he [Jairo] would get so
sick [voice cracking with tears]. And so I said to myself, until he [Jairo] gets a bit older,
I’ll put up with this.
Brigada also described concerns about how others would react to the separation and the risk of
losing custody of her children.
But when I thought about separating, later I thought that people would talk about
how I had already had a previous partner [Humberto] and now I was separating
again. I was afraid of people’s negative comments. … I was afraid to report his
[Oscar’s] violence and lose my kids or leave my kids without a father, like what
happened with my older daughter who grew up without a father. I didn’t want that
for my sons too.
***
It was 2012, the last time they separated. Brigada explained,
I decided to separate myself from him because he was cheating on me with another
woman. I found out he was cheating, and so I was not going to let him keep hitting
me, leaving me prostrate in bed, threatening to leave me crippled [cojo], to break my
arms, to make me suffer. … And so one morning, it was 5 in the morning, and he
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came home. He was gone all night, and then at 5, he shows up. He came into my
bedroom, and I said to him, ‘You know what? We’re going to split up. I’m not okay
with this [his cheating].’ He stood up, all brave-like, and he told me he had another
woman, that she was younger than me, that I was—[voice cracks with tears], a mountain
of insults. … He didn’t hit me. He didn’t do anything because my kids were home.
… We didn’t go to any of the authorities, nothing. He just got his things and left.
Four days later Brigada was summoned to the CEM—Oscar had filed a family violence complaint
against her and requested a formal separation. When she arrived at the CEM, she found her sons, 10
and 15 at the time, in tears and Oscar arguing for sole custody. Brigada suspected that Oscar had
intimidated their sons into following along with his accusation of psychological abuse,
acknowledging that both boys were afraid of him despite their attachment to him.
Brigada spoke up immediately, citing a long history of physical and psychological abuse by
Oscar. Because the CEM had taken on his case, it was a conflict of interest for them to advocate for
her as well, and the social worker suggested she consult the district attorney’s office. Overwhelmed
with cases, the district attorney’s office directed her to the justice of the peace. His apathy was
apparent, but he agreed to help her with the paperwork.
Two months later, the family violence complaint came out in Oscar’s favor. Brigada was
devastated. She recalled, “There was no evidence of [his] physical aggression, they said … ‘Yes, this
time he didn’t hit me,’ I said. I couldn’t say he had hit me [this time], but he had attacked me before,
and I told them. But they said no.” She wanted to appeal, but had no money for a lawyer and did
not trust the free representation she had been provided. A couple of months later, she was served
with another complaint accusing her of continued psychological abuse. She had barely seen Oscar
since he left, but soon discovered that the accusation was based on telephone contact. She had been
calling to talk to her sons since they were staying with Oscar, but she rarely spoke with him directly.
However, he presented the phone records of her calls as proof of contact. He was given a temporary
protection order against her, and Brigada was prohibited from contacting Oscar, and thus her sons,
until the investigation was completed.
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Brigada stated that the separation was especially difficult on her youngest son Jairo, and soon
after the protection order was enacted, he ran away from Oscar’s home and back to Brigada. Jairo
explained to his mother that he lied at the CEM because he was scared. His father had threatened
him and told him that if he did not support his allegations of psychological abuse, he would be taken
away from both of his parents and end up alone in an orphanage. Brigada was relieved to see her
son and gain some understanding of what was going on from his perspective. She took him to
DEMUNA, the only place she could think of to seek help after the CEM and police had failed her.
The psychologist sat down with Jairo to document his report of the events to appeal the complaint
against Brigada.
Later that afternoon, Oscar showed up at Brigada’s house demanding that Jairo come home.
Seeing him approach, Brigada ran for Jairo, who was in the living room watching TV. Oscar caught
her by her long braid, pulled her down to the ground, and dragged her out of the house. She
remembers screaming and grabbing at anything she could get her hands on. She caught hold of a
few stones in the dirt and began slamming them against his grip on her. He let go of her hair and
looked back to his son who was in the doorway of the house, cell phone in hand, filming Oscar’s
attack. Oscar ran towards Jairo, presumably to stop the recording, but Brigada hurled rocks at him
to keep him away.
Meanwhile, Brigada’s mother40 arrived with the police—a neighbor had called her. Brigada
recalled her mother’s tears as she apologized for pushing her to stay with Oscar, realizing how he
had been treating her daughter, blaming herself for setting a bad example. Yet in the same breath,
Brigada’s mother chastised her for not speaking up. “Once she [my mom] realized [he had been
abusing me], it made her cry. She said to me, ‘Maybe you are living this life because I lived this life.
Your dad mistreated [maltrataba] me, and now you’re here. But you’re also guilty for staying quiet.’
40

Brigada’s grandmother had passed away a few years earlier.
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Yes, she said to me, ‘You’re guilty for staying quiet. Why didn’t you tell me when it was happening?’
So, like I told you, I don’t have a lot of confidence in her [my mom] since I didn’t grow up with
her.”
When the police interrogated Oscar, he denied everything and presented his protection order
in an attempt to argue self-defense. Brigada recalled the police questioning Oscar as to why he was
at her house if he needed protection from her. Oscar called a representative of the CEM to back
him up, and the DEMUNA representative who had been working with Brigada arrived to defend
her. Ultimately, the incident was written up as “mutual aggression” and a conciliation hearing was set
for a few days later.
With the support of Jairo’s new statement as well as a psychological examination of both
boys, all charges against Brigada were dropped. Exhausted, Brigada did not want to press assault
charges against Oscar. All she wanted was a formal separation, which they mutually agreed to. By the
end of the year, she was officially separated, both of her sons had returned home, and she was in the
process of establishing a child-visitation schedule for Oscar.
Summary
Ofelia, Valencia, and Brigada’s vignettes provide valuable insight on the various challenges
women face in exiting and attempting to exit a violent relationship. While the details of these
women’s experiences in leaving their violent partner vary, their narratives reflect common themes
identified across survivors’ narratives. These themes are summarized here and complemented by
additional qualitative insights alongside those of Ofelia, Valencia, and Brigada in Table 6.1.
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Table 6.1 Major Themes: Exiting and Attempting to Exit a Violent Relationship
Theme
Concerns for
Children’s
Wellbeing

Excerpts and Examples
“I know I can leave, but [I want to leave] with a space secured so that my daughters won’t miss
school. I’m worried about their schooling. I want to have their transfer papers ready, you know?” –
Ofelia
“I would leave because my kids cried, they were scared. For them, I’d leave.” –Valencia
“I was afraid to report his [Oscar’s] violence and lose my kids or leave my kids without a father, like
what happened with my older daughter who grew up without a father. I didn’t want that for my sons
too.” –Brigada
“I thought about my children, that if we separated, my kids would be left abandoned [without a
father.” –Rosalinda
“I stayed for my children, so they would be okay, you know? And he [my husband] told me he
wouldn’t do it [hit me] again, and so yea, I believe him again.” –Eva

Long Term
NonDisclosure

“His [my husband’s] mother scares me because she is kind of bad-tempered and moody. She’s mean.
That’s why I did not want my mom and his mom to argue. So I didn’t tell my mom. I just stayed quiet.
… My kids, my mom asked my kids [and they said], ‘Yea, my dad hits my mom, kicks her. My dad
punches her,’ my kids told her. … At first, I told her, ‘No, they’re lying. My kids are lying too,’ I would
tell them [my parents], and they would let it drop.” –Valencia
“[I didn’t tell anyone] because here, when you tell anyone anything, it spreads from one person to
another and then another, all the gossip gets around, and then everyone starts commenting on your
life, and I didn’t want that.” –Brigada
“I didn’t tell my family [about IPV] because my family are judgmental very critical.”—Rosalinda
“I wanted someone to help me, I wanted to tell my mother [about IPV] but I didn’t tell her because I
didn’t want to upset her.” –Dominga
“’Who told you to go with that man [my husband]?’ my mom told me. … ‘Put up with it [IPV],’ she
said to me. And that’s why I didn’t tell anyone else. I just kept it to myself.” –Teófila

Pervasive
Expectations
of Female
Submission
and Male
Dominance

“My grandmother got involved. She said to me, ‘How is your son going to grow up like this? Without a
father? Just like your daughter. You left her father, and she is going to grow up alone. Kids need the
love of their father, his tenderness. You need to think of your son.’ And so, well, we got back
together.” –Brigada
“[IPV happens] because sometimes women, we bring it on ourselves. We don’t cook in time for his
meals or we don’t wash his clothes when he needs them. But a man shouldn’t hit you without reason.”
–Beatriz
“My family, well, [my aunt], she blamed me, “Why did you marry another man? You should’ve stayed
with just one man. What are you doing with another man? Now look, he hits you,’ she said to me. She
didn’t say they were going to yell at him or talk to him, nothing.” –Sonia

Challenges
with Formal
Network
Support
Services

Ofelia’s 2014 family violence complaint with the police did not receive a hearing until 2017.
“The police told me, ‘Oh, you must’ve been looking for it,’ that was why he [Oscar] had hit me. And
since then, I’ve never gone back [to the police.” –Brigada
“The only thing I did was last year, I filed for child support for our daughters. Yea, last year in June.
It’s about to be a year now. … I still haven’t heard anything, they haven’t called me about the child
support.” –Dolores

1) Concerns for their children’s wellbeing: As presented in Chapter Five, all survivors in this
study described concerns for their children’s wellbeing as a major influence on how they coped with
their partner’s violence, indicating that their primary motivation in staying with their partner was the
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emotional wellbeing and financial stability of their children. As Ofelia and Brigada’s experiences
demonstrate, women often supplement the household income with part-time and temporary work.
However, as childcare and household chores are conventionally female responsibilities, the prospect
of working fulltime in lieu of a partner’s income forced women to confront competing demands on
their time. Further, the risk for economic hardship was also associated with women’s concerns for
their children’s abilities to succeed in school. Ofelia’s preoccupation with securing her daughters’
school transfers prior to leaving her partner is demonstrative of women’s prioritization of their
children’s education, and in general, their children’s wellbeing over their own.
2) Long-term non-disclosure of violence, including explicit efforts to hide violence and
individual evaluations about the potential impact of their disclosure: The narratives in this chapter
underscore participating women’s preferences for non-disclosure of violence and private coping
strategies, showing that they go so far as denying violence when questioned by natal family. Further,
as Valencia and Brigada’s narrative clarify, women actively evaluated their disclosure options, both
with regard to the potential impact of disclosure as well as the likely response of individuals. While
these specific considerations varied for each potential recipient of disclosure, such as Valencia’s
concerns for her mother’s health versus her anticipation of paternal apathy from her abusive father,
it is clear that survivors’ evaluations are significant in influencing whether or not they tell someone
about IPV.
3) Pervasive expectations of female submission and male dominance that extend beyond
women’s intimate relationships: While survivors’ descriptions of their intimate relationships
consistently demonstrated gender inequality, such was Walter’s refusal of migrant work because his
absence would lead Ofelia to cheat, this pattern also extended into women’s interactions outside of
the home. For example, Ximena’s critiques and advice to Brigada constantly alluded to expectations
of female submission and maternal responsibility to keep the family together for the children.
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Similarly, Valencia suspected Jorge’s uncle of inciting his jealousy and described her in-laws as
agreeing with his authority over her. Similar experiences were also described with regard to formal
network support services. Thus, for many women, interactions with their family and in-laws served
to reinforce their abuser’s assertions of male dominance and female subjugation.
4) Challenges with formal network support services: The long delay in scheduling hearings
after filing a formal violence complaint that Ofelia and Valencia described was a common
experience across participants who had previously filed a complaint. Similarly, while Valencia
described a positive experience with formal network support providers, Brigada was confronted with
victim blaming when she went to the same police station. The inconsistency in response by formal
network support providers emerged as a trend throughout women’s experiences and was reinforced
by the insights of providers specializing in IPV.
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CHAPTER SEVEN:
RESULTS: LOOKING TO THE FUTURE
This chapter focuses on survivors’ long-term efforts to establish familial stability and safety,
including women who permanently exit, return to, and remain in a violent relationship, underscoring
the processual and dynamic nature of coping with IPV. In doing so, this chapter addresses RA2 and
RA3 regarding sources of support and the utilization of formal support services, looking specifically
at women’s needs after exiting a violent relationship. Further, in returning to the experiences of
women who remain in violent relationships, this chapter revisits RA1 with respect to coping with
intimate violence, focusing on a long-term, retrospective perspective.
Focusing on in-depth interview data, participant observation, and field notes, this chapter
returns to Brigada and Valencia’s experiences, demonstrating how having children together forces
continued interactions with an abusive partner as well as the complicated experiences of supporting
children through such a separation. Illustrating life after permanently leaving an abusive partner, this
chapter follows up on Brigada’s narrative. Emblematic of participants’ primary concerns for their
children in situations of IPV, Brigada’s vignette continues to center on her focus on children’s
wellbeing. This chapter also returns to Valencia’s narrative, which exemplifies survivors’ postseparation experiences and the factors that women commonly described as leading to their eventual
reunification with their abusive partner. Finally, concentrating on survivors’ retrospective reflections
on enduring a lifetime of IPV, two additional vignettes of women who remained in violent
relationships, Dominga and Soledad, complement Valencia and Brigada’s narratives, stressing
survivors’ shared efforts to resist violence and establish household stability regardless of whether or
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not they formally separate from an abusive partner. Dominga and Soledad’s stories demonstrate that
staying in a violent relationship does not necessarily indicate submission or compliance with abuse.
Rather, women expressed resistance in alternate forms. The closing section of this chapter examines
how survivors throughout this research engaged with these long-term strategies of resistance.
As noted in Chapter Six, the narratives presented here reflect the accounts of the women
who shared them, paying attention to the priorities, concerns, individuals, and events survivors
expanded upon during household surveys, semi-structured interviews, and informal conversations.
Again, the emphasis during data collection was to allow survivors to author their own narratives,
highlight what was important to them, and give meaning to their experiences grounded in their own
realities. That being said, Brigada, Valencia, Dominga, and Soledad’s selection for inclusion was
based on their representativeness of data trends as well as the depth of the narratives they provided.
Lastly, as with the previous chapter, these accounts contain explicit and emotional material as well as
profoundly personal information, and some identifying details have been omitted or generalized to
maintain participant safety and confidentiality.
Survivor Narratives: Life After Leaving
Life After Oscar: Brigada’s Story Continues
Brigada and Oscar’s separation was mutually agreed to, which allowed for what is known as
a “rapid divorce” (divorcio rápido) under Law No. 29227, passed in 2008. Brigada received primary
custody of her sons, Diego and Jairo. Oscar maintained visitation rights, but the boys visited their
father at his home to avoid contact between their parents. In fact, Brigada purchased a cell phone
for her sons so that Oscar could call them directly to avoid receiving his calls. Unfortunately,
Brigada explained, “Their father never calls. It’s always my son [Jairo] who calls him. He [Oscar]
only calls to bother me, calling my cellphone, but not my son’s.”
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Similar to other survivors in this study who separated from an abusive partner, as well as
representing the challenges women who did not leave commonly cited, Brigada focused on
establishing a stable household and securing employment to support her children. Guadalupe, who
had been separated from her partner since 1987, concisely illustrated participating women’s
priorities, “[After leaving my partner,] I thought, ‘Most of all, for my son, I’m going to do this [find
work], yes. I’m going to care for my son, and my son is going to get ahead [salir adelante].’”
After the divorce was finalized, Brigada sought child support, which was mandated at 100
soles per month (about 30 USD). Unfortunately, Brigada explained that Oscar is often behind on
payments. In 2015, Brigada filed a complaint regarding 10 months of missing child support
payments from 2014. However, she could not afford a lawyer to help with the paperwork and
represent her in court, which she estimated would cost at least 180 soles (about 155 USD). She had
considered returning to DEMUNA for free legal aid, but her work schedule made it difficult for her
to visit during their office hours. As of June 2017, Brigada had still not received Oscar’s missing
child support payments nor had she received any information of the progress of her complaint,
again illustrating the persistent delays participants frequently described when engaging with formal
network support.
In 2013, Brigada found a steady job cooking and waiting tables at a restaurant in the regional
capital of Huaraz. Unfortunately, she worked 10-hour shifts and commuted one hour each way by
bus, which took up much of her day, leaving little time for childcare and housework.
My little one [Jairo] was 10 years old. I worked from 10 am until 8 pm. Sometimes, I
would leave food ready for him so that he could come home [after school] and eat.
And I would call him and see how he was doing. If I didn’t have time [to cook], I
would leave him some money to buy lunch. But sometimes he wouldn’t want to go
to a restaurant, and he would go to my mom’s house instead.
As for her older son, Diego was nearly 16 by then and rarely home. Brigada explained, “With him, I
didn’t talk much. We didn’t get along because he was upset with me [about the divorce], and he was
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really rebellious because his dad put ideas in his head, bad things, and so he treats me like I’m a bad
person.” Within the year, Diego left Brigada’s home and moved back in with Oscar. Brigada believes
that Oscar bribed him with the car he occasionally drove as a taxi, promising it to Diego if he came
to live with him. Brigada’s relationship with Diego deteriorated significantly after that. As Brigada,
and indeed, all survivors, had feared, her separation from Oscar was emotionally difficult for her
sons and impacted her relationship with them as well. Consequently, she expressed that her
relationship with Diego suffered because of the divorce. In 2017 she shared,
Three years ago he [Diego] told me he wasn’t going to call me anymore or send me
texts, that I was a bad person, that it [the divorce] was my fault, that I made him look
bad to his dad, that his dad had yelled at him because of me, and that I should forget
about him. Since then, I haven’t heard from him [begins to cry]. Sometimes I just cry
like this and ask god that one day he will understand and come back.
In 2016, Brigada learned that Diego planned to move to Lima to attend university. She called
her sister Linda in Lima to ask that she offer him a place to stay, promising to send money in return.
Linda reached out to Diego, and soon after he moved in with her, she asked Brigada to send more
money. Oscar had refused to support Diego’s studies, and Diego’s part-time job was not enough to
pay tuition. Brigada was scrambling to get the money together when Linda called to say Diego had
not been home for over a week. By way of Jairo, Brigada later discovered that Diego had dropped
out of university and returned home to his father. When I inquired as to why Diego would return to
his father despite his lack of support, Brigada explained,
‘It’s your mother’s fault that you have to work to eat, why we don't have anything to
eat.’ He [Oscar] makes him [Diego] think that I am getting along just fine. He tells
him, ‘She is complaining even though I am sending money to your mom.’ But he’s
not giving me any money. It’s just lies that he [Diego] believes. Lies.
As a result of the strained relationship she has experienced with Diego since the separation, Brigada
described feeling rejected as a mother. However, like the majority of women participating in this
research, Brigada did not counter the lies and accusations of her partner because she believed it was
not appropriate to involve their children in their conflict. This desire to protect one’s children from
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the details of intimate violence was common across all survivor narratives. Again, Guadalupe
epitomized women’s sentiments when she explained quite simply, “Children do not need to know
couple things, right? I didn’t want him [my son] to hate him [his father]. It was my decision [to
leave], and I handled it alone.”
In addition to the negative influence on their relationship, Brigada expressed concerns about
the lack of positive female influence in Diego’s life and the impact Oscar has had on Diego’s social
development and perspectives on male-female relationships. “My second child [Diego] says that
even if a man cheats with other women, the woman must respect him. She has to stay in the house,
take the punches, all that, but she has to stay in the house. … That’s how my son thinks. … My son
says to me, ‘I am the man.’ His father gave him that idea.” Ultimately, Brigada, like so many of the
women interviewed in this study, worried that her son would replicate the behavior of his father in
his own intimate partnerships.
Furthermore, as Brigada had anticipated, her separation from Oscar was subject to
community gossip and scrutiny. However, Brigada chose to leverage the community’s interests in
her personal life to support other women. Since her divorce, Brigada explained that a number of
women had come to her for support and advice on their own experiences of IPV. Underscoring the
value of confidentiality and trust in facilitating these disclosures, Brigada clarified, “They tell me
their stories, but I am not the type to tell others, and I know you are not either. They know that I
won’t gossip.” While Brigada expressed frustration that women generally do not follow her advice,
she took pride in being a source of support nonetheless. Reflecting on these women’s experiences
alongside her own, Brigada conveyed the need to support women in situations of IPV. She
elaborated,
Reason with them [women] or make them realize that it [IPV] is not okay, that they
deserve better, and that one can live without abuse. Sometimes they are embarrassed,
just like I was when things came out in favor of my partner because he had taken my
sons and made them fake their declarations. Because of risks like that women worry
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that if they file the complaint, it may not come out in their favor, and that’s
embarrassing. That’s why women are hesitant.
Brigada also revealed that her siblings struggled with IPV as well, but her experiences have
motivated her to reach out to them. “When I began the separation, I spoke with my sister-in-law
[brother’s wife] and my sisters. I told them there are problems [IPV], but there are solutions. I told
them about filing a complaint because their children can’t live with physical and emotional
mistreatment. I tell them I was an idiot for suffering in silence.” Additionally, Brigada has reached
our to her daughter about partner violence in an effort to ensure that Shirley does not replicate her
own experience, a concern frequently expressed by survivors. “Don’t be quiet [about IPV] like I
was,” she described advising Shirley. Drawing from her own experiences, Brigada’s has become what
could be considered a community advocate against IPV. Yet despite her advocacy, her separation
from Oscar, and the passage of time, she admitted that she continued to struggle with the emotional
consequences of IPV, “There are always reminders; they leave you like a wound.”
Rebalancing Household Dynamics: Valencia’s Return
After Valencia had safely relocated to her hometown with her two sons, Jorge was found at
his work place and jailed. During this time, he also discovered that Valencia had filed for divorce.
Once out of jail, Jorge began visiting Valencia at her uncle’s house. “Every day he visited! Every day.
… I didn’t want him to [visit]. ‘Why are you coming?’ I’d ask him. Oh, how my children cried [for
him]. ‘I want to see my sons,’ he’d tell me.” Jorge asked for her forgiveness and begged her to come
home with the children. He promised to never hit her again. He promised to never cheat again. But
his pleas fell on deaf ears. Valencia had no interest in getting back together with Jorge—she was
happy about returning home and being near her mother. However, she did allow Jorge to visit their
children as often as he pleased while they waited for the hearing for the family violence charges
against him. As for the divorce, because Jorge refused, the process was stalled. The family violence
charges against Jorge would allow Valencia to seek a contentious divorce (divorcio contencioso), but
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unfamiliar with the legal system and lacking money for a lawyer, barriers frequently cited by
participants throughout this research, she was not sure where to start and decided to put things off
until the hearing for the assault charges41.
In the meantime, similar to other women who stayed with family after leaving their partner,
Valencia worked in her family’s chacra, helping with watering, weeding, fertilizing, and harvesting for
home consumption as well as sale of any surplus crops. With the gift of a few guinea pigs and hens
from her parents, Valencia also began breeding her own small animals. She helped her mother with
household chores, like laundry and cooking, and ate meals with her parents, children, and uncle.
Valencia’s parents and uncle helped her with small expenses, and when that was not enough, she
sought Jorge’s financial support. When the school year began, Valencia enrolled Luis, 4, and Hector,
5, in the local public daycare and kindergarten, respectively. She recalled settling into life back home
with little difficulty, but vividly remembered how upset her sons were, how much they missed their
father and cried for him constantly.
After three months, Hector became sick and lethargic and refused to eat. When he began
missing school, Valencia took him to the health center, but the doctor found no evidence of
infection or disease. Representative of participants’ shared concerns about the impact of separation
on their children’s wellbeing, Valencia believed that it was Hector’s sadness, worry, and heartache
over the absence of his father that made him sick. Ultimately, that is what motivated her to accept
Jorge back into her life. She conceded to Jorge’s requests to reconcile despite her desires for a
divorce. “It was that my son was so sick from missing his dad,” she answered when asked about her
motivation for reuniting with Jorge.
Notably, in reconciling with Jorge, Valencia set the condition that they would not return to
his parents’ home. Instead, they remained in her uncle’s home, Valencia reasoning that the boys
41

Valencia shared that the hearing did not take place until late 2016, more than two years after the incident in 2014.
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were already enrolled in school and transferring them mid-year would be a hassle. Jorge continued
his job at the rose farm, commuting to and from work by bus, while Valencia ran the household and
tended to her family’s chacra. She recounted confronting his violence directly. “I told him [Jorge], ‘If
you hit me again, I will separate from you. You will never see me or my kids again.’ And since then,
he’s changed.” In 2015, Valencia became pregnant again. When asked during the survey if they had
planned this pregnancy, she shook her head no, and then stated, “but what could I do?” Wilder was
born by cesarean section in February 2016.
Soon after Wilder’s birth, Jorge and Valencia moved after nearly two years together at her
uncle’s. Valencia still refused to live in Jorge’s natal town. Rather, they acquired a small piece of land
in a neighboring community from his aunt, and with the financial support of her father, they began
building a home. When asked why they moved away from her hometown, Valencia replied, “For his
[Jorge’s] work, because he has to work at night. … He harvests [roses] every day. He’s hauling them
every day. He does it all, every day, so yea, it was closer [to move].”
In 2017, Valencia reported that since the formal complaint and separation in 2014, Jorge had
not hit her, though he still loses his temper from time to time. For the most part, she described
ignoring his verbal abuse; however, when Jorge persists for too long, Valencia explained that she
would threaten to return to her uncle’s. She elaborated, “Even now, today, he tells me, ‘This home is
your home. It’s not mine,’ my uncle says to me. He doesn’t have kids [to leave the home to].”
Valencia explained that when she posed this threat, Jorge quickly quieted down or left the house to
cool off. She reasoned that the three-month separation, the family violence charges, and her
demonstrated will and ability to leave him and take their children are what motivated the change in
his behavior. Further, Valencia continued to farm her parents’ chacra a few days a week and kept her
animals there as well, actively maintaining her connections to family back home.
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Marital life may also have been more peaceful because Jorge was rarely home as a result of
his job. A few months after moving to their new community, Jorge took over night watch at the rose
farm, and thus slept there on weeknights as well as working the farm during weekdays. Valencia
explained visiting him regularly with the children after school and bringing him meals, but remarked
that she always returned home to sleep. “He never sleeps here [at home] anymore.”
Survivor Narratives: Persistence and Resistance
‘I’ve been Beaten, I’ve Cried, and so I’ve Changed’: Dominga Reflects on Her Past and
Looks Towards the Future
Dominga heard about the household survey through word of mouth, and when I called her
to formally introduce the study, she eagerly agreed to participate, but preferred to do so in Quechua.
She explained that although she spoke some Spanish, she had never attended school, and thus felt
more comfortable speaking Quechua. A few days later, my bilingual research assistant and I arrived
at Dominga’s adobe brick home, which was located in a remote, agricultural hamlet. The front stoop
was covered in mounds of freshly harvested potatoes still moist with soil. Dominga was running late
and laughed over the phone as she invited us to help sort the potatoes while we awaited her return.
A little while later, Dominga appeared, meandering up a steep hill to our right that led to her
chacra. She laid a colorful lliklla on the adobe stoop and gathered up her layered pink and brown
polleras to one side before taking a seat next to me. Despite the midday heat, Dominga wore several
cardigans layered over a traditionally embroidered white blouse accented by a number of beaded
necklaces. She tilted her brown, wide-brimmed hat to block the sun from her eyes and asked how
the potato sorting was going with a chuckle.
Dominga was 53 when I first met her in January 2017 and had been with her partner,
Salvador, 52, for just over 30 years. Dominga was outspoken, forthcoming, and detailed during her
survey and interview participation. The mother of five adult children who had all moved out of the
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house, she described her primary occupation as farmer and worked alongside her husband in their
chacra. Dominga opened up about IPV early on in the survey when asked about familial support,
eventually disclosing psychological abuse, physical violence, sexual assault, and IPV during
pregnancy. Reflecting the careful considerations many survivors discussed making prior to disclosing
violence, Dominga shared that she did not count on the support of her natal family when she
needed help, specifically noting that she had not talked to her siblings about IPV because she did
not trust them and worried about the risks for escalating violence. Mostly, she described turning to
her in-laws for support. Dominga also disclosed confiding in two close friends who also suffered
abuse from their partners, mentioning that it was this shared experience that made her feel
comfortable opening up to them. Reflecting on her silence and desire to protect Salvador from the
potential retaliation of her siblings, she wondered aloud, “How did I let him beat me?”
***
Dominga and Salvador met in their teens in the early 1980s. Salvador worked on Dominga’s
aunt’s chacra, which was located in the town they now live in, and first met Dominga during one of
her visits from a neighboring community higher up in the mountains. They were casual friends for a
few years before Salvador “fell in love with me and told me we should get married. That’s how we
got together.” They dated for about a year before renting a home and moving in together in 1986.
Dominga found the move away from home difficult at first. She missed her mother and siblings and
wondered “I did this [moved away from home] all so I could have my husband?” Later that year,
Dominga and Salvador’s first child, Saturnin, was born.
After Saturnin’s birth, Salvador’s parents encouraged them to formally marry, offering to pay
for the ceremony following local custom. Dominga recalled her father’s response to Salvador’s
request for her hand in marriage. “My dad was upset with us. ‘Don’t bring me any heartache,’ he said
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to my husband.” Her father cautioned them about marital disharmony, suspicious of Salvador’s
treatment of Dominga. When asked why she decided to marry Salvador, Dominga replied,
When I was a young woman [señorita], older women [señoras] told me, ‘He’s a good
guy, Tomas [my father-in-law]. Renata [my mother-in-law], she’s a good woman.’
That’s why I got married, because everyone told me they were good people. And
well, everything they said was true. Up to now, my in-laws have never treated me
poorly. That’s why I’ve felt relaxed [tranquila]. Now my mother-in-law is sick. She’s
lost her memory. And all this land that was my mother-in-law’s, they've left it to me.
In 1987, Dominga and Salvador were married in the Catholic Church. After the celebration, Tomas
and Renata parceled off a lot of land from their own property, inviting the newlyweds to build their
own home so they could move out of the rental and have their own chacra.
Unfortunately, Dominga’s father’s concerns were not unfounded. Dominga disclosed
psychological, physical, and sexual violence throughout her relationship with Salvador as well as
experiencing physical and sexual abuse while pregnant. She explained, “The first year [we lived
together] was good, but by the time my [first] son was born, every time he [Salvador] got drunk, he
yelled at me. I didn’t do anything to him. Out of nowhere he would start yelling. He was very
jealous.” In fact, like most women as well as providers in this study, Dominga strictly associated
Salvador’s abuse with alcohol use, explaining,
Only when he was drunk did he abuse me. Surely that’s why I put up with it. If not
[if he had not been drunk], I wouldn’t have put up with it. When he was sober, he
would go on his own to the chacra. He just wanted me to cook his meals. When I
would help him [in the chacra], my waist would ache. He would tell me, ‘No, don’t do
that. It’s going to make your waist hurt more.’ He wouldn’t make me work. When he
was sober, he was a good man.
However, it is clear that Salvador drank frequently during their relationship. Dominga explained that
when their children were young “sometimes he would drink once a week or twice a week.
Sometimes he would go to chop wood or [help] build a house or go to a party or a social
commitment, that’s usually when he would drink. It wasn’t that often.” Coming home drunk, he
would beat Dominga in front of their children.
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As soon as he arrived, he would beat me. Sometimes I’d be sleeping peacefully, and
all of a sudden I would feel him grab me by my hair or my necklaces and start hitting
me. I don’t know what would happen to him. He would become crazy. I don’t know.
… I wouldn’t respond to him. I would just cry. My kids knew he was hitting me, and
they would start crying too, frightened, because I slept together with my children.
They were always present [when he beat me].
Like many survivors described in this study, Dominga coped with IPV by temporarily
leaving with her children. When possible, she escaped the home with her children, hiding in their
chacra, sleeping outside, and even utilizing an abandoned latrine as emergency shelter. Dominga
clarified that she did not want to tell anyone about the abuse, which is why she escaped to places in
which she would not have to explain herself or worry about gossip. With time, Dominga became
more adept at anticipating Salvador’s violence, leaving the home before he returned drunk.
I would do everything [chores] quickly. By 5 in the afternoon, I was giving my
children dinner, and we were hiding. When he [Salvador] would arrive home drunk,
and we did not appear in the house, he would go out and look for us and then just
fall asleep. … When we would come home the next day, when he had sobered up.
He begged us. He would ask us where we had gone. ‘I’m not so crazy that I would
beat you. You could have returned. You could have slept in your beds,’ he would tell
us. And on those days, he would even cook. He would take care of the animals. Oh,
how he would [show] love [to] his children, so that next time they wouldn’t leave.
Although she reported never responding to his verbal abuse or fighting back during a violent
incident, Dominga, like the majority of participating survivors, took advantage of Salvador’s
questioning the following day to confront him. She would target Salvador’s behavior, explaining,
“‘Because you are scaring my kids, that’s why we left. You don’t know how to talk nicely. You
behave poorly.’ That’s what we [my kids and I] would tell him.” Indeed, illustrative of survivors’
descriptions of their children as protective against IPV, Dominga’s children also actively confronted
their father about his behavior as they got older. She explained that although she experienced
physical abuse during her first five pregnancies, she did not during her final pregnancy in 1996. By
this time, her children had begun defending her against their father. Shouting at him and threatening
to alert their grandparents, they protected their mother and unborn brother against abuse.
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In time, Dominga’s natal family heard rumors about Salvador’s violence and became
worried. “My parents, my siblings, they would ask me, ‘Is it true that he is hitting you? Tell us. We’ll
whip that calavera [slang for a man with bad habits],’ they would say to me. But I felt bad for my
husband, and so I didn’t tell anyone. I told my parents that people were lying, and they calmed
down.” As discussed in Chapter Five, some women did not disclose violence to their families for
fear of their physical retaliation. Exemplifying these women’s sentiments, Dominga continually
explained that she felt pity for her husband when thinking about her brothers’ threats of revenge.
Dominga did, however, eventually talk to her in-laws, Tomas and Renata, about Salvador’s abuse.
Illustrating the careful considerations survivors make in choosing who to disclose violence to,
Dominga believed that, unlike her own family, Salvador’s family would be more evenhanded in their
approach. She reported that Salvador’s parents, brothers, aunts, and uncles all intervened at one time
or another after they found out about his violence. They counseled him about his behavior, or if
they witnessed a violent event, would intercede, usually physically restraining him while Dominga
escaped with her children to her in-laws next door.
During this time, Dominga admitted that she considered leaving her husband, but ultimately
stayed for the wellbeing of her children. As explained in Chapter Five, Dominga worried about the
risks for abuse and neglect her children would face with a stepfather, acknowledging that while
Salvador abused her, he was a consistent provider for their children, always ensuring that they had
the supplies they needed for school and food to eat at home.
***
In 2017, Dominga reported that Salvador’s violence towards her had significantly declined
over the last few years.
It [violence] used to be frequent. Recently, almost two years ago, he stopped making
a fuss [ha dejado de hacer bulla]. When all my children had left [home], when José [my
youngest son] left about three years ago, my children, the older ones, they bothered
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him [my husband]. ‘If none of our siblings are home [to protect mom] and you keep
acting like this, it is going to affect José’s studies.’
Her children intervened because they worried about her safety as their youngest brother José moved
away, leaving their mother alone with their father. They also highlighted the weight of this concern
on José, the only child to attend college, attempting to appeal to their father’s commitments to his
children and their educational success in asking him to stop abusing their mother. Dominga went on
to clarify, “He [Salvador] still drinks, but he just yells about stuff, and I don’t pay attention to him.
But he doesn’t hit me anymore.”
Further, Dominga reported that Salvador now acknowledges his past physical abuse and
openly expresses regret. “Now that he is old, he tells me that he thinks [back on his behavior] and he
repents. He says he was a fool [zonzo] to have beat me and that he doesn’t know what came over
him,” she explained. In turn, Dominga acknowledged holding him accountable for his behavior.
Recalling past incidents of violence, she explained, “That’s why even now my head and neck still
hurt [from his abuse]. That’s why I tell my husband now, ‘My head hurts, my belly aches. It’s your
fault.’ He’ll go to the pharmacy and buy medicine for the pain and take care of me.” Although there
were only three women over 45 years old who had remained with an emotionally, physically, and/or
sexually abusive partner, all three women noted a decline in physical violence alongside aging.
Though unlike Dominga, the other two women did not describe their partners as remorseful or
acknowledging past abuses.
While sharing her experiences of violence, Dominga repeatedly wondered aloud why she let
her husband hit her, why she never defended herself, and why she never talked back to him during a
violent episode. “Now I think, ‘I must have been a fool or I don’t know what,’” she remarked.
Dominga admitted that for a long time, she believed that “Women, we’re for taking punches [la
mujer, somos para recibir golpe].” However, she clarified that her approach to partner violence has
changed, especially as her children have started partnering.
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Now, I don’t think like that. I have my three sons, two of my boys have found their
spouses, and I have my grandchildren. Once, my daughter-in-law, the mother of my
grandchildren, my son had beaten her. They live in Carhuaz [City], in a rented room.
When my daughter-in-law arrived [at my house] bleeding, I was upset. I hit my son
and scolded him, ‘You know better. You’ve been a student [referring to him as
educated].’ And up to now, they’re good. Now my son doesn’t hit her. ‘I’m your
lawyer,’ I say to my daughter-in-law [laughs]. Because I’ve been beaten, I’ve cried, and
so I’ve changed. My daughters-in-law will not suffer even though I was mistreated.
As previously discussed, survivors’ commonly expressed concerns that their sons would replicate
their abusive partners’ violence in their own intimate relationships in adulthood. This was a
sentiment expressed across survivors with non-adult children. Dominga’s explanation of her change
in perspective and the accompanying actions she took when her adult son abused his wife is
illustrative of how older survivors described handling these continuing concerns with their adult
children. Dominga spoke about counseling her sons against physical abuse. “I say to them, ‘Don’t be
like us [me and your father]. You live well with your partner. Your father was a hitter, but not you.”
She went on to explain that the presence of law enforcement serves as a deterrent. “Before, I never
thought about filing a complaint. But now, I say to my sons, ‘If you behave poorly, they [your wives]
can go to the police,’ and that scares my sons.” Unlike most other participants, Dominga was not
timid about her emphasis on men’s role in perpetuating IPV either. When asked how she believed
IPV could be reduced in her community, she replied, “I don’t know, but maybe we should
recommend to men that they should not hit because the woman isn’t to blame.”
Similar to Brigada’s discussion of supporting other survivors in her community as well as her
siblings and daughter after her successful separation from Oscar, Dominga also encouraged her
daughters and daughters-in-law to speak up about abuse. Like many older women, Dominga stated
that young women are more likely to seek institutional support now than when she was young, citing
her daughter as an example.
Some women keep quiet [about IPV], like I did. Mostly it’s young people who file
complaints now. People of my age [generation], they never filed complaints. But my
daughter who lives in Carhuaz City, we went to the district attorney’s office because
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her husband hit her. They attended us well, but my son-in-law did not show up. He
just sent this document stating that he was not going to hit her anymore. And he has
changed. It’s because he is afraid of the authorities.
In light of this experience, I asked Dominga if she had ever considered going to the police or filing a
complaint. She went quiet for a moment, and then stated quite simply, “No. I didn’t know I could
force him [obligarle] to respect me.” Given Dominga’s efforts now as a mother and mother-in-law, it
is clear that she does not want that misconception to hinder other women from asserting their right
to be respected by their partner. As we wrapped up the interview, Dominga thanked us for listening,
describing a sense of catharsis, and stated that she hoped that by sharing her story, she could help
other women avoid violence and speak out even though she had not.
‘Overcome, for the Kids more than Anything’: Soledad’s Story
Soledad and I met in December 2016 after a neighborhood get-together—a mutual friend
introduced us while we were tidying up the community meeting space. As we locked up and walked
through the plaza, I explained my research and previous experience in the province. Soledad recalled
hearing about my work on pregnancy and childbirth years earlier and expressed interest in
participating in the household survey. When we arrived at the corrugated steel door of her adobe
brick house, Soledad thanked me for accompanying her home and suggested I hurry to the bus stop
to beat the impending afternoon rain. Before I departed, she gave me her phone number and invited
me to visit soon.
The following week, Soledad welcomed me into her home. I followed her through the dim
front hallway and into the sunny, open-air center of the house. We pulled two woven chairs together
on the packed earth, under the crisscrossed lines of drying clothes, and her sleeping five-month-old
began to stir. She tossed her long black braid aside, gently repositioned the lliklla holding her baby
from her back to her chest, and folded back the colorful fabric cradling his head. Marco fussed in
the bright sunlight as Soledad pulled up her fleece sweatshirt to feed him, but quickly calmed once
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he latched on to her nipple. Soledad looked up from him and nodded to me, signaling she was ready
to get started.
Soledad, a self-described housewife and mother of four boys, was 42 years old when we met.
Despite her shy demeanor, Soledad was very forthcoming in her survey responses and readily
disclosed her emotional struggles as a result of her husband Elmer’s controlling behavior,
psychological abuse, physical violence, infidelity, and refusal to sign Marco’s birth certificate and
acknowledge his paternity. In lieu of Elmer’s financial support, Soledad reported that her two adult
sons, Santiago, 23, and Fernando, 22, were paying for Marco’s diapers, clothes, and other baby
items. She held back tears as she explained that she had not planned for Marco and initially
considered seeking an abortion at her husband’s insistence. Ultimately, she decided against an
abortion for religious reasons.
***
Born in 1974 in a small coastal town south of Lima, Soledad is the sixth of seven children.
She spoke little of her childhood except to mention that her father left the family soon after her
younger brother was born. Soledad studied in school through fifth grade, but then dropped out to
help out in her family’s chacra. At age 17, Soledad was working in a restaurant off the Pan-American
Highway on the outskirts of southern Lima that primarily served truck drivers hauling freight. It was
here that she met Elmer, who was 19 at the time. “We met because he was always coming in. He
drove a truck, we served truckers [caminoneros], and he would always come and eat lunch, breakfast,
and so we got to know each other.” They had been dating for about two months when he told her
he wanted to marry her. It was also around this time they found out she was pregnant. Beginning
their convivencia, Soledad and Elmer moved into a small, rented room on the outskirts of southern
Lima. They lived there for about six months before Elmer decided that they should move to
Carhuaz province, where he had grown up, to raise their family. Soledad did not want to leave the
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coast and her family, but felt she had little choice in the matter. Her family was hesitant about the
move as well. Soledad explained, “My family didn’t want me to [move], but well, I came [to Carhuaz
province]. And they told me, ‘If life isn’t good there, come back. If it’s good, yea, do what you
want.’”
Elmer was raised in a remote hamlet of Carhuaz province, a few hours away from Carhuaz
City by car. Rather than moving back to his hometown and living with his parents, who had no land
to offer him, Elmer bought a home closer to the urban center for ease of transportation and
increased job opportunities. While Soledad’s parents were originally from the central Andes of Peru,
she was raised on the coast and had never lived in the highlands before. Consequently, she had a
difficult time adjusting to her new surroundings, though she noted that her relationship with Elmer
and her in-laws was positive.
Oh, it was so strange. I suffered a lot trying to get accustomed to life here. It was
really hard because, more than anything, the food. Sure, he [Elmer] treated me well
then, his family too, they treated me well. But the food was hard to adjust to. Like it’s
not the same where I am from, the food, and it was hard to learn to cook here, but
little by little, I got used to it.
Soledad gave birth at the provincial hospital a couple of months after they had arrived in Carhuaz
province. She described a long and complicated labor. After delivery, her newborn son was
hospitalized for breathing difficulties and died two weeks after his birth. She spoke briefly about the
difficulty of losing her son, but did not discuss the impact of his death on her relationship with
Elmer. Their second child, Santiago, was born the following year in 1993, closely followed by their
third child, Fernando, who was born in late 1994.
In contrast to the majority of survivors, Soledad reported that the first 10 or so years of her
relationship with Elmer were calm. “He treated me well. I wasn’t lacking anything. He gave me
everything.” During this time, Elmer, who had never attended school, worked in floriculture,
cultivating ornamental flowers for international export. Meanwhile, Soledad ran the household,
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brought Elmer home-cooked lunch at work every day, and cared for their two sons. Unlike the
independent agricultural work and migrant and contract labor many men in Carhuaz province
engage in, Elmer’s job provided a steady and reliable paycheck, which he turned over to Soledad for
household and family expenses.
Soledad started noticing changes in Elmer’s behavior around 2004. Around this time, he
began verbally assaulting her, ate increasingly fewer meals at home, and gradually gave her less and
less of his paycheck. “He was giving me a little bit [of money] and it wasn’t enough for me—I have
my kids. … Sometimes my brother-in-law gave me [money]. Sometimes I went—I started working,
selling as a vendor.” In hindsight, she attributed Elmer’s behavioral changes to his infidelity.
It’s that, I don’t know, I think that he met that other woman at work and things
started to change. He was different. He wasn’t the same anymore. … He started
mistreating me then. Psychologically, that is. Sure, he wasn’t hitting me with his fists.
No, just with his voice [voz], you know? … With his mouth [boca], yes, he mistreated
me. He no longer looked at me as though I were the mother of his children. … He
insulted me. He told me I wasn’t worth anything, that I was nothing to him. Ugh,
how he treated me. Sober [or] drunk, he treated me the same.
Initially, Soledad did not believe the rumors that Elmer was seeing another woman. “They
[Elmer’s co-workers] came here, to my house, and said, ‘You’re here, shut in, while your husband is
with another woman,’ they told me. And I did not believe it until the day I saw it with my own
eyes.” One morning as Elmer left for work, he told Soledad not to bring him lunch because he and
his co-workers had plans to eat out together. Suspicious, Soledad went to his work anyway.
Without him wanting, I brought him lunch and there, ugh, then I saw him with a girl,
both of them together, walking out. So I went up to them, I said to him ‘You know
what, I brought you lunch.’ And he yelled at me, shouting why did I bring him lunch
when he told me not to, that he wasn’t going to eat with me. … He left, went to a
restaurant to eat, just the two of them, with that girl. … I didn’t ask him anything. I
kept quiet, but I realized [that he was cheating], yes. So the next day, I went up there
[to his work] without bringing his lunch. I just went up there to see them. Let’s see,
where will I find them? So I went in the afternoon, when they were leaving, around 4
to go home, and there I saw him again with the girl, just the two of them.
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Soledad responded like many other women who knew their husbands’ were cheating and confronted
the woman, presenting herself as Elmer’s wife and demanding an explanation. She recalled hitting
the woman’s face, ripping her skirt, and ruining her sandals before Elmer pulled them apart. He
pushed Soledad away, ordered her to go home, and turned his attention to the other woman.
Soledad stormed off, but she did not return home. Instead, she went to Elmer’s boss and reported
the fraternization. Both Elmer and the woman were immediately fired.
When Elmer returned home later that evening, Soledad would not let him in the house. The
metal door was locked and bolted, a rare occurrence, and Elmer did not have a key.
I kicked him out. I told him, ‘I don’t love you. You cheated on me. I don’t want you
in this house. If you want her, go away, go away with that woman,’ I told him. I
threw him out and yea. He said he wasn’t going to be with that woman, that he was
going to leave by himself. And then he left. Yea, he left here. I stayed with my two
little sons. My two older boys were still little then. … It was a long time, a year, that
he was gone. He left for a year.
Elmer had returned to Lima to find work. At the time, cellphones were uncommon, so Elmer called
the public telephone at the bodega a few blocks from their home to keep in touch. The storeowner
would answer and send word to Soledad, who would walk to the store with her sons and await
Elmer’s call back. She did not want to talk to him, but she often needed to ask him to send money
to support their children. Soledad also admitted contemplating suicide during this time because she
was so hurt by Elmer’s infidelity, but explained that her sons were what kept her going.
During one of the phone calls, she told Elmer she wanted to separate formally, but he
refused. “I had decided to separate from him, but he didn’t want to. He told me, ‘Please forgive me.
I won’t cheat on you again. I won't do this to you again. Forgive me. … Just about the cheating.
About talking, about yelling at me, he didn’t say a thing.’” He never acknowledged the verbal abuse
nor apologized for it. “For my kids, I guess that’s why he came back,” she explained, alluding to the
continued rejection she felt from him.
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After Elmer’s return, Soledad recalled attempting to reconcile for a time. Elmer resumed
working in floriculture, turned over the majority of his paycheck to Soledad for household needs,
and spent evenings at home with his family. In 2006, they welcomed another son, Edison, into their
family. Afterwards, Soledad began sleeping separately from Elmer to care for her newborn at night
without disturbing Elmer’s sleep. She never returned to their marital bed.
Following Edison’s birth, Elmer began emotionally abusing Soledad again. She also reported
that he began coming home drunk and turning his anger towards their children as well.
When he arrived [home] drunk, I remember how it was for my sons, how he yelled
at them when he was drunk. Sober, he never yelled at them. Drunk, he yells at my
children. He screams at them, ‘Get out of here! Go away! I don’t want to see you in
my house!’ So he kicks my children out. My children stay quiet. Since he is drunk,
they stay quiet.
Soledad employed the same coping strategy, keeping her silence as he insulted her, humiliated her,
and threatened physical force. She explained that she initially tried to talk to him and calm him down
but found that he only became more aggressive when she engaged with him. Eventually, she gave up
on reasoning with him and turned to silence.
During this time, Soledad remained publicly quiet about Elmer’s abuse as well. She was close
with her mother, who came to care for her after Edison’s birth. They had previously talked about
Elmer’s infidelity and Soledad’s concerns for their financial stability. However, Soledad never
disclosed the emotional abuse she suffered. Nor did she tell her siblings.
No, no, no, I can’t tell my siblings. No. It’s just that, sometimes, I don’t know. My
siblings, they’re not the same as a father, you know? Sometimes my siblings, they’ll
say to me, ‘So why did you leave [home]? You’ve got to endure.’ That’s what I think,
so I don’t tell them. … Yea, sometimes, if I am really upset, I’ll call my older brother,
he’s my other brother. I’ll call him, and he says to me, ‘Calm down, sister. What can
you do? You have kids and those kids are going to suffer [if you leave],’ he says to
me.
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Soledad also described having only having a few friends, none of whom she trusted enough to talk
to candidly about Elmer’s behavior. She contemplated filing a formal complaint with the police, but
never did so because she worried for her sons. Soledad explained,
No, I never filed a complaint. I always thought about doing it, but I never did it. …
Because I thought, I have male children. Tomorrow, later, they’re going to be just
the same [as their father] with their partner. Because I thought, in this life, it all
comes around, everything has to be paid for, it all comes around. So I figured, I have
my male sons, and I am going to file a complaint against their father. And my sons,
tomorrow, later, they'll have their partners and they [the partners] will file complaints
against them [my sons] too. And that would hurt me. And that’s why I didn’t do it. I
didn’t do it for my children. I just prayed to god, to god alone. I asked that little by
little, this rancor, this anger that I had in my heart, that it would leave me. I don’t
have it anymore. Nothing. I don’t have hatred or anger anymore. That’s how I got
past it, and I didn’t file a complaint, and we stayed [together].
As Soledad’s explanation demonstrates, she, like many survivors, worried about her sons replicating
their father’s violent behavior and their risks for police complaints in the future. She went on to
discuss the lack of trust many have in institutional support services like the police, noting that they
needed “[m]ore caution with our information, more trust with the citizens, you know? That’s more
important than anything.”
Soledad did, however, continue to ask Elmer for a separation on various occasions. “Yes,
I’ve told him [I want to separate], but he doesn’t want to. I don’t know why. I told him many times.
No, no, he won’t agree.” Yet, ultimately, what kept Soledad at home were her sons. She explained,
“My older kids don’t want me to. I still want to separate, but my oldest son, no, he doesn’t want it.
‘No, mom, don’t worry,’ he tells me. We [my brothers and I] are here,’ he says to me. ‘I’m sure my
dad will change eventually. He’s just resentful right now,’ he tells me.”
Further, as discussed in Chapter Five, Soledad’s younger son Edison, 10 years old in 2016,
was very close to his father. The thought of Edison’s reaction to their separation pained Soledad.
She explained that while her older two sons had witnessed frequent abuse by their father, Edison
had not. In part, this was because Elmer had become more careful about who was around when he
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threatened and insulted Soledad, but also their interactions became less frequent as the years went
on. By the time Edison started school, Soledad’s relationship with Elmer had deteriorated to the
point where they rarely spoke. Soledad shared that she knew very little about what was going on in
Elmer’s life. “He always does whatever he wants. He comes and goes, and he doesn’t tell me where
he is going. He doesn’t tell me when he’ll be back. Nothing. He just leaves.”
Despite sharing little of his life, Soledad reported that Elmer continued to scrutinize every
aspect of her life; he insisted on knowing where she was if he arrived home and she was not there,
accused her of infidelity, and disparaged her housekeeping and cooking. Soledad highlighted the
prevalence of what she called “psychological mistreatment” (maltrato psicológicamente), explaining that
while recent legislation may deter physical violence, she believed that men were increasingly turning
to verbal acts of violence. “He knows that if he hits you, he’ll go to jail. That’s why he can’t beat
you. So he does it with his mouth [words]. He insults you. He says everything he wants to you
because he can’t beat you anymore.” Indeed, although they did not make the same explicit
association with recent legislation, survivors who described declines in violence indicated that it was
only in physical and sexual violence, with verbal acts of violence persisting.
When discussing household decision-making, Soledad explained that Elmer never involves
himself. Instead, she made household decisions regarding Edison’s education, family finances, and
basic necessities alone or in consultation with Santiago and Fernando, who both live at home with
their parents. Soledad acknowledged that she continued to take care of the household, included
Elmer’s laundry in the washing, and cooked enough for him to eat with the family, if he decided to
come home. However, she stopped bring him lunch at work, and they slept in separate rooms.
In December 2016, Soledad reported that Elmer had been physically violent in the preceding
12 months, noting that he had never done so before. She attributed this to his suspicions that she
had cheated on him and Marco was not his child. She reported that alongside Elmer’s insults and
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threats, he began throwing things in their house, shattering them against the adobe walls and on the
dirt floors. He strangled her several times and threatened her with a kitchen knife as well. Soledad
admitted that she felt afraid whenever Elmer was home now. This escalation to physical violence
after Marco’s birth, along with Elmer’s denial of paternity, weighed heavily on Soledad and caused
her notable emotional distress.
I’m still with him [Elmer]. I don’t—[voice cracking], I don’t feel so good. Everything
has fallen apart and I’m not doing well with him. I’ve thought about separation, but
right now, he thinks he’s going to Cusco. He says he’s going to plant flowers there
[referring to a floriculture job]. … I hope he goes, that he leaves and I stay here with
my kids. I would like that. Listening to his mouth, his yelling, what it does to me, I’ve
had enough.
At the time, Elmer was providing a portion of his income for household finances, which were
buttressed by the contributions of Santiago and Fernando. In early 2017, he began financially
supporting Marco but still refused to acknowledge him as his biological son. “He [Elmer] still
doesn’t want to acknowledge him [Marco], no. … Sure, now he’s buying his clothes, buying his
medicine when he needs it. He’s taken charge of that stuff, but, no, no, no, he hasn’t signed [the
birth certificate].”
In May 2017, Soledad reported that she had not seen her natal family in over three years and
felt trapped with Elmer now that she had an infant to care for. When asked if she was seeking any
information or support with respect to her relationship with Elmer, Soledad thought quietly for a
moment and shook her head. “No, for now, no. Not yet. It’s that, he [Elmer] is going to go away [to
Cusco]. He’s not going to be around. He’s going over there, and he isn’t going to be around for a
year, he said. … When he leaves, yea, it’s going to be a lot calmer. I’m not going to have to listen to
his yelling, his insults. There won’t be any. It’ll be calmer here with my sons, just working.”
Contemplating her own experiences, Soledad emphasized that women in violent
relationships need support. When probed about what kind of support she meant, Soledad stressed
occupational and income related support.
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Like advising them [survivors], giving them some support finding work. Yes, work.
So that they can support their children because sometimes the man, when he is like
this [situations of IPV], he doesn’t provide. He doesn’t. And the kids, they ask their
mom for what they need, not their dad. My kids ask me for everything, me, not their
dad… I have to provide for them, that’s how it is. So more than anything, work.
That’s what’s needed to support them [children]. Work to overcome and excel
[sobresalir], to forget about these problems around us, to distract ourselves and forget.
Leave it all behind, you know? That’s how you overcome, for the kids more than
anything. … Kids just look at you and they feel it. … My sons realize how I feel, but
I tell them, ‘No, no, I’m okay.’ But they say, ‘No, you’re not.’
***
In July 2017, I bumped into Soledad in town and we sat down in the plaza to catch up for a
bit. She smiled as she told me that Elmer had left for the job in Cusco a few weeks earlier and she
felt such relief in his absence. As we chatted, Marco, a few days shy of his first birthday, tottered
around, practicing his footing. When he reached the other side of the plaza, he let out a gleeful,
accomplished squeal. Soledad clapped her hands at him and laughed freely, a stark contrast to the
last time I had seen her.
‘You Have to Get Ahead’: Women’s Hopes for their Children’s Futures
While Brigada’s narrative is representative of participating survivors’ experiences in
permanently separating from an abusive partner, Valencia’s story is illustrative of other survivors’
explanations for why they returned to a violent partner. Dominga and Soledad’s narratives exemplify
the themes common across long term experiences survivors shared about life when remaining in a
violent relationship despite desires to exit. These themes include continued non-disclosure,
prioritization of their children’s wellbeing, and changes in their perspectives on IPV and efforts to
share these realizations.
Overtime, expressions of IPV shifted for women, as did their responses to IPV,
demonstrating the dynamic nature of IPV. Soledad described an escalation to physical violence
coinciding with her last pregnancy. In contrast, Dominga noted a decline in physical violence,
particularly as her children matured, though verbal assaults persist. Older women also attributed the
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decline in violence to their partner’s age, explaining that as their partners aged, they stopped drinking
alcohol as often because of the negative impacts on their health. As a consequence, violent episodes
also waned. For example, when discussing the decline in her husband’s violence over the past few
years, Luisa stated quiet simply, “He’s too old now.”
Dominga and Soledad’s narratives also illustrate survivors’ commonly discussed motivations
for staying with, and in Valencia’s experience, returning to, a violent partner that emerged across
participants—above all, the emotional wellbeing and financial stability of their children. Additionally,
these narratives are emblematic of participating women’s strategies for resisting violence and how
women leveraged their role as a mother to influence future change. Common throughout this
research, women continually focused on their concerns for their children’s development, wellbeing,
and education as significant influences in their decisions to remain with their abusive partners. For
example, while Soledad expressed desires to leave her abusive partner, she made it clear that she
stayed with him primarily at her children’s request. Likewise, Dominga stated that she stayed with
her husband despite his violent behavior towards her because he consistently provided for their
children. Such altruistic acts were recounted across all women’s narratives.
As illustrated by another survivor, Yesenia, a 44-year-old mother of two, left her abusive
husband Miguel in 1995, taking their two daughters to Huaraz to live with her mother. However,
with a newborn and a one-year old to care for, Yesenia was unable to work outside the home.
Although her mother had been cleaning homes in the city, her income was not enough to support all
four of them. After nearly a year apart, Yesenia returned to Miguel, explaining quite frankly, “I came
back [to my husband]. Not because we fixed the problems or because I love him, but because I
couldn’t support myself and my daughters.”
Community outreach specialist Alessandra’s insights help contextualize women’s financial
concerns, identifying the daunting challenges presented by permanently leaving an abusive partner.
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It’s the economic dependence. Unfortunately, we have a machista mindset where
most women are illiterate. They don’t know how to write. They cannot read. Their
parents didn’t send them to school because we used to think that women were only
for serving the home, nothing else. So we have a high percentage of that. So when
they do not know how to read or write, they just stay at home raising their children,
cooking, and they don’t see the world outside. It really limits leaving [a violent
relationship]. … Often women say, 'I have not studied. I did not finish primary
school or high school. I do not know how to do anything. So, what can I do? All I
can do is stretch my hand out so my husband can give me money, right?’ Many of
them, for example, because of their illiteracy, depend a lot on their partner. They
think that they can’t do it alone.
Other service providers specializing in IPV and working with survivors of violence, like those in the
CEM and UDAVIT, expressed similar insights as Alessandra with regard to the multitude of
structural challenges women face in attempting to exit a violent relationship. However, these
considerations were not expressed by any providers working in law enforcement or the court
system.
In discussing the support necessary for women attempting to separate from an abusive
partner, participants continually highlighted the importance of work and income to support their
children and ensure their future safety and success. Exemplifying these sentiments, Soledad
described wanting more than to simply survive (sobrevivir), explaining that she wanted to overcome
(sobresalir) her experiences of IPV and the persistent emotional consequences in order to support her
children’s development and their futures, reflecting the feelings of all survivors participating in this
research. Participants explicitly associated this with income-based work and being able to provide
their children with the educational and occupational opportunities they did not have. Accordingly,
this final section draws from participant accounts of conversations with their children about dating
and partnering, highlighting women’s focus on their children’s futures, which were distinctly
different from their own adult experiences and often described as “getting ahead [salir adelante].”
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Prioritizing Formal Education over Dating
Women’s concerns for their children’s educational success and future potential as
‘professionals,’ what would be considered white-collar work in the US, pervaded discussions of
dating with their children. Participants commonly described dating as a distraction from school and
encouraged their children to focus on completing high school and pursuing higher education before
settling down with a partner and having children. Often, women contrasted these hopes for their
children with their own experiences, associating formal education with reduced violence. Elena, who
had never attended school, observed, “Now, the new generation is not abused as much. Must be
because they’re educated.”
Largely because she had no natal family to turn to in the event of separation, Beatriz
remained with her husband despite his controlling behavior, psychological abuse, physical violence,
and history of infidelity. Without a natal family network to rely on, Beatriz explained that she stayed
with her partner to ensure that her children would have the educational opportunities she did not.
Referencing the fact that she never attended school and began cleaning homes to earn money when
she was just a child, she explained, “I tell my children, ‘You’re not going to be like me, sweating in
the field, in the heat, in the cold. Instead, you’re going to be sitting in an office, and I’m going to feel
proud.’” Beatriz went on to specifically stress the importance of female financial independence,
describing a conversation she had with her daughter after she became unintentionally pregnant and
her partner left her. Although Beatriz supported her daughter through the process of securing child
support, she also cautioned her about relying on these payments from her ex-partner. “Child,
depending on a man, you could end up naked [with nothing]. … You raise animals, you work, you
plant, that’s how you make money. Don’t depend on a man for that.” Unlike Beatriz, the majority of
survivors did have living natal family. Nonetheless, they frequently emphasized the importance of
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financial independence for their children, directly connecting it with educational success, regardless
of their support network.
Jacinta, who had explained staying with her abusive partner for her children and due to a
lack of income, described giving similar advice to her children,
I’ve always told them, think about yourself, your studies. Do something with your
life so that you don’t suffer like I have. Because men usually have to provide for the
family, you know? And if a woman doesn’t have a profession, the man is going to
have to sacrifice more and she has less. If you’re nothing, you suffer, you suffer.
Jacinta went on to explain that when her first partner abandoned her with their son, she suffered
because she had been financially dependent on him and could not earn enough to support herself
and her child alone. She alluded to her 8 years of education and low literacy when explaining the
difficulty she experienced in working through the legal system to obtain child support, which she
ultimately gave up on after she met Cesar. When asked how she felt about her relationship with
Cesar in light of her previous partner, Jacinta responded, “Yea, even though he drinks and mistreats
me, I accept it. But he’s always at home and we’re not lacking for anything.” As her response makes
clear, Jacinta, like the majority of survivors in this study, acknowledges that despite IPV, her partner
reliably provides for her and her children, something she does not believe she could do alone, and so
she remains with him.
Marisol did not disclose violence, but expressed similar sentiments about her children
focusing on their education before dating. Marisol discussed talking to her son about prioritizing his
education over dating. “I tell my oldest child [16 years old] that he shouldn’t date before studying
and finishing high school. ‘Look at me. I work in the chacra, [and] because I don’t have money, I
can’t go to the doctor. You have to study. You have to get ahead [salir adelante]. Yes, when you’re old
enough and you finish your studies, yea, get married. … But when you have a child, no, you can’t
study.’” Marisol contrasted this with her own upbringing, illustrating the gendered nature of
educational inequality and the compounding effects of economic disenfranchisement. “No, my
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parents, no. They paid no attention to me. They just went to the chacra, gone, all day. … I only
studied through second grade. They demanded that I work in the chacra. They told me, if I’m
studying, who is going to work in the chacra?” Yet her younger brother completed his high school
education, working in the family chacra only part-time.
The emphasis on formal education was also associated with alleviating potential household
financial hardship, which was frequently described as a source of marital tensions and risk for IPV
across participants. Silvia, a 23-year-old mother of one who disclosed controlling behavior and
emotional abuse, explained,
Most of all, we’re not educated, not professionals. Here, the people, the citizens,
we’re not professionals, and in the chacra, we don’t have many [financial] resources,
you know? Little income. … So because of economics [financial hardship] there is
abuse. Because, like me too, sometimes, eh, my man doesn’t work, right? They [men]
hang out, for example, here, men who drink, don’t work. And his kids, his wife,
there’s not enough money for the kids to go to school, kindergarten. She [his wife]
doesn’t have the money to pay. [She says to him], ‘You’re not working.’ That’s how
the abuse begins.
Similarly, Dolores explained that prior to Saul’s infidelity, his verbal abuse and controlling behavior
were always associated with periods of household financial instability. When he suggested looking
for work in Lima and commuting back to Carhuaz province on the weekends in order to stabilize
the household income and save money to continue constructing their home, Dolores said she agreed
because “otherwise he could always say, ‘There’s no money because of you.” Afraid of Saul having
another reason to insult and humiliate her, Dolores supported Saul’s decision to find work in Lima
so that if there were continued financial instability, it would not have been because of her.
Natalia shared that her mother stayed with her abusive father because she felt she could not
support her alone. Natalia went on to explain that it was not only a financial concern, but also an
issue of self-confidence due to a lack of formal education alongside other factors.
She [my mom] had no stability because her mom and dad did not give her stability.
No support. No confidence. That’s why she needed someone else, my dad. My mom
had no education. She only studied through third grade. That’s why she didn’t have
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the instruments or the tools necessary to be an independent woman. … She was very
sensitive [empathetic], she didn’t value herself much. She felt inferior because she
didn’t finish primary school, never attended high school. She didn't have a career.
She couldn’t move forward. Then she had me, and I became her motor [motivation]
to get ahead [salir adelante]. She worked in whatever was available to support me.
Natalia explained that witnessing her mother’s struggles motivated her to pursue her education and
avoid romantic entanglements, reflecting survivors’ descriptions of encouraging their children to do
the same. After completing her master’s degree in geology, she moved in with extended family in
Lima and began working for the government. She had no intentions of marrying or having children
when she began dating a childhood acquaintance, Andrés, who she ran into in Carhuaz in 2008. Her
work required constant travel between Lima and various regions of the Andes, and when Andrés
proposed, she told him she needed time. For over two years they had traveled back and forth to see
each other, keeping in contact over the phone and letters when they could not be together in person.
Yet Natalia explained that the fear of re-living her mother’s marital experience made her hesitant to
commit for fear of losing her independence and freedom.
We got married in October 2011, but before we got married, I told him, ‘Give me a
year. I can’t just pick up and move here because that’s too much. Plus, I have a job, I
have a life, maybe it’s not the happiest, but at least it’s not own. I have my privacy.
So you can’t just tell me to come and live here.’ In 2012, I stayed in Lima, even
though we were already married. But I lived in Lima, I worked in Lima, and I visited
every 2 or 3 weeks, he did too. That’s how 2012 was. I became pregnant at the end
of 2012, and I moved here in 2013. … I had always wanted to live in the sierra again.
… So I made an agreement with my job so that I could keep working, but as an
independent consultant. I worked here [in Carhuaz] and every 2 or 3 weeks, I travel
to Lima, presented my work, reports, and that helped with adjusting [to married life].
As Natalia clarified, her mother’s decision to stay with her abusive father in order to support
her instilled an appreciation of independence in Natalia and an understanding that being a wife
and/or mother is not the only role women can fulfill. Moreover, across this study, women relayed
conversations from their youth about explicitly resisting IPV. For example, Raquel shared that
although her parents never talked to her about dating, her grandmother, who had experienced
intimate violence herself, placed IPV at the forefront of her advice about finding a suitable partner.
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My grandmother, she told me when I was little, ‘Never let yourself be beaten by a
man because if a man puts his hands on you once, he’ll always do it to you.’ That’s
what my grandmother used to tell me. ‘He’s not going to leave you alone. The first
time he puts his hands on you, don’t let him, [and] he’ll be afraid of you. But if
during the first time you let him, he’s dominated you. Every time, he’ll treat you like
that.’
Like Dominga, Raquel’s grandmother, a survivor of IPV herself, clearly stated that women do not
have to put up with physical assault by their partner nor male dominance, that it is not an assumed
part of marital life.
Concerns for Unintended Pregnancy
Alongside the emphasis on financially supporting their children so that they could focus on
succeeding in school rather than contributing to the family income, women also discussed
counseling their children on reproductive health, something they felt was missing in their youth.
Women frequently reported that they were taught very little about reproductive health when they
were adolescents, were often given inaccurate information, and were told to be afraid of and/or
cautious around men. For example, Perla recalled, “My mom told me that when a man talks to you,
you’ll get pregnant. He’ll make you pregnant. I believed her. It was foolish. … Now, I talk to my
daughter [about sex], but she tells me she already knows because she went to school.”
Sonia reported that during her youth, neither of her parents discussed reproductive health
nor dating with her. Instead, her father physically disciplined her if she stayed out late or if there
were rumors about her spending time with unrelated men. In hindsight, she explained that this
influenced how she raised her daughter, Vilma, “I didn’t know about these things [how to talk about
reproductive health] and that’s why I didn’t tell my daughter either.” Sonia went on to discuss how
because she did not know how to constructively communicate with Vilma about dating and
reproductive health, she felt like she lost her. Like her parents, Sonia physically punished Vilma after
hearing rumors she was dating someone. Sonia described chastising and disciplining her daughter in
an effort to get her to stop seeing her boyfriend and to finish high school. However, in the end,
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Vilma dropped out of school and ran away to Lima with her boyfriend. Reflecting on this
experience, Sonia shared, “I didn’t know how before. My daughter was seeing a man and I hit her.
… I lost her. When people told me that my daughter was seeing this boy in town, I beat her. … It
was my mistake. … Because I never talked about these things with my daughter.” As a result, she
explained that she has taken a different approach with her sons, speaking honestly about dating and
her concerns for her children’s academic success rather than turning to violence.
With my sons, I talk about this stuff, with my Yefferson, my Reuben. I tell them, ‘In
your adolescence, kissing, hugging, no big deal. But when you have sex, you get
pregnant. Afterwards, you’ll be in trouble. Study first,’ I tell them. My Yefferson
understands. [But] Reuben is very rebellious. … But I keep telling them so they
won’t regret it later, you know?
Nevertheless, misinformation and scare tactics persist, particularly targeted at young women.
Beatriz explained that when her daughters were nearing adolescence, “I told them, ‘When you’re 12,
13, you will start menstruating. After this, it’s dangerous for men to touch you, grab you. You have
to make them respect you. You have to come home from school quickly, fast.” Similarly, Raquel
spoke to her daughter about the quickness with which one can fall in love and lose themselves,
emphasizing a woman’s responsibility in protecting herself from predatory men.
We [my daughter and I] talk about love, about boys, about that first love (primera
ilusión) … because she is already a young lady and she is also at that age where boys
are looking at her already. They are already talking to her, but she says she doesn’t
care. … But I tell her, in five minutes you can fall [in love]! ‘Child,’ I tell her, ‘In five
minutes it can happen, everything can happen. Men can deceive you. Sometimes he
picks you up, he takes you out, he caresses you, smooth talks you, anything, and then
without thinking, in five minutes, you’re gone.
Indeed, participants throughout this research described women as having higher stakes in dating,
particularly due to unintended pregnancy and risks for abandonment, and participant observation
and casual conversations with friends and acquaintances throughout Carhuaz province supported
this finding. Flor, a 34-year-old housewife and mother of one who did not disclose IPV, described
discussions with her daughter about dating.
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‘You need to know your partner well. Take time,’ I tell my daughter, the older one.
Yea, I advise her. … Sometimes a man will give you a kid [impregnate you] and then
he leaves. He doesn’t give you child support. Even if he does give you child support,
it’s not the same, you know? He gives you a child and leaves. The man goes away
without kids. But the woman, he leaves you with the kid, and well, that’s a big
concern for her. It shouldn’t happen, but sometimes it does. It happens so fast.
Beatriz was much more blunt, referring to her unintended pregnancy as “ruining” her. “I cried with
anger and said [to my partner] ‘How could you have ruined [me has malogrado] me like this?’ I didn’t
want it [to be pregnant]. I was only 18 years old.” Indeed, having children was understood as a
serious undertaking that marked a significant shift in women’s lives and priorities. In fact, when
asked during the survey if she wanted to have sex the first time she did so, many women who
responded no, followed up by clarifying they were not ready to have children and thus did not want
to have sex yet. Overall, women shared that pregnancy sealed a woman’s future because they would
have to prioritize their children’s needs, which is why completing high school and starting a career
were stressed over dating and finding a partner.
Summary
The new and continued survivor vignettes and additional qualitative accounts presented in
this chapter provide detailed insight into the challenges women face after exiting a violent
relationship, why many women return to abusive partners, and how women find alternate ways to
resist male dominance and violence. In leaving an abusive relationship, all survivors consistently
reported struggles navigating an unfamiliar legal and criminal justice system. Further, women are the
primary parent to whom custody of the children is given. While it is clear that this is in line with
women’s desires to keep their children, participants, both survivors and those not disclosing
violence, repeatedly described single parenthood as financially difficult and emotionally
overwhelming. Moreover, survivors described difficulty in adjusting to single parenthood, especially
as they attempted to re-establish familial financial stability either through their own income or
contributions to their new household, often that of a family member, in an unspoken exchange for
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housing and support. Additionally, as these narratives demonstrate, women continued to grapple
with how the separation affected their children as well as the relationship they had with their
children. For some women, like Valencia, the negative impact of their separation on their children
motivated them to reunite with their abusive partners. Others, like Brigada, described struggling with
a tenuous parent-child relationship, hoping their children would one day understand why they had to
separate.
This chapter also provides longitudinal insights into the lives of those who stayed in a
violent relationship, revealing how patterns of violence can shift over time and how relationship
dynamics change, especially as children mature. Additionally, while children were often described as
women’s driving motivation to remain with an abusive partner, they also served as hope for a better
future. Women, both survivors of violence and those not reporting violence, frequently discussed
their hopes for their children’s educational and occupational success, contrasting it with their own
low educational attainment, labor intensive work, and financial struggles. The emphasis on
completing high school before dating was further supported by discussions of how dating can be a
distraction and the negative impact of unintended pregnancy, particularly for women. Table 7.1
illustrates this chapter’s themes with participant quotes. The following chapter will further discuss
these findings alongside those of previous chapters, providing a thematic synthesis of dissertation
findings. This synthesis will be followed by a discussion of implications for IPV prevention,
response, and support service provision in Carhuaz province.
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Table 7.1 Major Themes: Long Term Experiences of Violence among Women Who Leave, Return, and Stay
Theme
Prioritization
of Children’s
Wellbeing

Sub-Theme
Balancing
Childcare and
Financial
Strain

Excerpts and Examples
“My little one [Jairo] was 10 years old. I worked from 10 am until 8 pm. Sometimes,
I would leave food ready for him so that he could come home [after school] and eat.
And I would call him and see how he was doing. If I didn’t have time [to cook], I
would leave him some money to buy lunch. But sometimes he wouldn’t want to go
to a restaurant, and he would go to my mom’s house instead.” –Brigada
I thought, ‘Most of all, for my son, I’m going to do this, yes. I’m going to care for
my son and my son is going to get ahead [salir adelante].’” –Guadalupe
“I have to provide for them [my children], that’s how it is. So more than anything,
work. That’s what’s needed to support them. Work to overcome and excel
[sobresalir], to forget about these problems around us, to distract ourselves and
forget. Leave it all behind, you know? That’s how you overcome, for the kids more
than anything.” –Soledad
“I came back [to my husband]. Not because we fixed the problems or because I love
him, but because I couldn’t support myself and my daughters.” –Yesenia
“She was very sensitive [empathetic], she didn’t value herself much. She felt inferior.
She didn’t finish primary school, never attended high school. She didn't have a
career. She couldn’t move forward. Then she had me, and I became her motor
[motivation] to get ahead. She worked in whatever was available to support me.” –
Natalia

How
Separation
May Impact
Relationships
with their
Children

“Three years ago he [Diego] told me he wasn’t going to call me anymore or send me
texts, that I was a bad person, that it [the divorce] was my fault, that I made him
look bad to his dad, that his dad had yelled at him because of me, and that I should
forget about him. Since then, I haven’t heard from him [begins to cry]. Sometimes I
just cry like this and ask god that one day he will understand and come back.” –
Brigada
“Children do not need to know couple things, right? I didn’t want him [my son] to
hate him [his father]. It was my decision and I handled it alone.” –Guadalupe

Concerns for
Children’s
Connections
to their Father

Non
Disclosure

“It was that [I returned because] my son was so sick from missing his dad.” –
Valencia
“My older kids don’t want me to. I still want to separate, but my oldest son, no, he
doesn’t want it. ‘No, mom, don’t worry,’ he tells me. We [my brothers and I] are
here,’ he says to me. ‘I’m sure my dad will change eventually. He’s just resentful
right now,’ he tells me.” –Soledad
“My parents, my siblings, they would ask me, ‘Is it true that he is hitting you? Tell
us. We’ll whip that calavera [slang for a man with bad habits],’ they would say to me.
But I felt bad for my husband, and so I didn’t tell anyone. I told my parents that
people were lying, and they clamed down.” –Dominga
“No, no, no, I can’t tell my siblings. No. It’s just that, sometimes, I don’t know. My
siblings, they’re not the same as a father, you know? Sometimes my siblings, they’ll
say to me, ‘So why did you leave [home]? You’ve got to endure.’ That’s what I think,
so I don’t tell them.” –Soledad

Actively
Advocating
Against IPV

“When I began the separation, I spoke with my sister-in-law [brother’s wife] and my
sisters. I told them there are problems [IPV], but there are solutions. I told them
about filing a [family violence] complaint because their children can’t live with
physical and emotional mistreatment. I tell them I was an idiot for suffering in
silence.” –Brigada
“‘I’m your lawyer,’ I say to my daughter-in-law [laughs]. Because I’ve been beaten,
I’ve cried, and so I’ve changed. My daughters-in-law will not suffer even though I
was mistreated.” –Dominga
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Table 7.1 (Continued)
Theme
Actively
Advocating
Against IPV

Sub-Theme

Excerpts and Examples
“Before, I never thought about filing a complaint. But now, I say to my sons, ‘If you
behave poorly, they [your wives] can go to the police,’ and that scares my sons.” –
Dominga
“My grandmother, she told me when I was little, ‘Never let yourself be beaten by a
man because if a man puts his hands on you once, he’ll always do it to you.’ That’s
what my grandmother used to tell me. ‘He’s not going to leave you alone. The first
time he puts his hands on you, don’t let him. He’ll be afraid of you. But if during the
first time you let him, he’s dominated you. Every time, he’ll treat you like that.’” –
Raquel

Women’s
Hopes for
their
Children’s
Futures

Prioritizing
Formal
Education
For Financial
Independence

“Child, depending on a man, you could end up naked [with nothing]. … You raise
animals, you work, you plant, that’s how you make money. Don’t depend on a man
for that.” –Beatriz
“I tell my oldest child [16 years old] that he shouldn’t date before studying and
finishing high school. ‘Look at me. I work in the chacra, [and] because I don't have
money, I can’t go to the doctor. You have to study. You have to get ahead [salir
adelante]. Yes, when you’re old enough and you finish your studies, yea, get married.
… But when you have a child, no, you can’t study.’” –Marisol
“I’ve always told them [my children], think about yourself, your studies. Do
something with your life so that you don’t suffer like I have. … If you’re nothing,
you suffer, you suffer.” –Jacinta
“’Child, you are going to study. Afterwards, we’ll see [what happens]. There is time
for those things [dating],’ I say to my daughter, ‘Study, and when you’re a big
professional, we won’t bother you anymore. … and then you can find your partner.”
–Mora

Concerns for
Unintended
Pregnancy
and/or
Partner
Abandonment

“My mom told me that when a man talks to you, you’ll get pregnant. He’ll make you
pregnant. I believed her. It was foolish. … Now, I talk to my daughter [about sex],
but she tells me she already knows because she went to school.” –Perla
“With my sons, I talk about this stuff, with my Yefferson, my Reuben. I tell them,
‘In your adolescence, kissing, hugging, no big deal. But when you have sex, you get
pregnant. Afterwards, you’ll be in trouble. Study first,’ I tell them.” –Sonia
“Child,’ I tell her, ‘In five minutes it can happen, everything can happen. Men can
deceive you. Sometimes he picks you up, he takes you out, he caresses you, smooth
talks you, anything, and then without thinking, in five minutes, you’re gone.” –
Raquel
“Sometimes a man will give you a kid [impregnate you] and then he leaves. He
doesn’t give you child support. Even if he does give you child support, it’s not the
same, you know? He gives you a child and leaves. The man goes away without kids.
But the woman, he leaves you with the kid, and well, that’s a big concern for her. It
shouldn’t happen, but sometimes it does. It happens so fast.” –Flor
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CHAPTER EIGHT:
DISCUSSION
The overarching goal of this dissertation was to broaden scholarly understandings of IPV in
rural, non-Western settings and among cultural and ethnic minority populations through a mixedmethods, community-engaged investigation of indigenous women’s IPV experiences in Carhuaz
province, Peru. Previous research has established high rates of IPV in Peru, particularly in rural areas
(INEI, 2015), and increased risks for IPV associated with low educational attainment, poverty, and
ethnic discrimination (Adelman, 2004; Alcalde, 2010; Heise & García-Moreno, 2002; Jewkes, 2002;
Wilson, 2014). Additionally, preliminary dissertation research conducted in collaboration with local
women’s groups and IPV-related formal network support services identified stigma, embarrassment,
and silence around IPV as significant barriers to prevention, disclosure, and help-seeking. Thus, this
dissertation explored the multi-level factors influencing how women in Carhuaz province cope with
IPV as a result of the intersections of their gender, ethnicity, socioeconomic status, and rural
residence.
In order to address this study’s overarching goal, this research was guided by the following
research aims:
(RA1) Understand the individual, familial, community, and societal level factors influencing
how indigenous women cope with IPV, including disclosure practices, help-seeking,
and responses to violence,
(RA2) Identify available sources of formal and informal support in Carhuaz province, a
resource poor setting,
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(RA3) Evaluate the accessibility and acceptability of sources of support and avenues for
improvement to better meet the needs of indigenous women and underserved
populations,
(RA4) Collaborate with local, provincial partner organizations to apply the knowledge gained
from this study to develop and implement relevant program and policy
improvements.
This chapter summarizes the main findings of this research with regard to each research aim, with
RA2 and RA3 findings presented alongside each other to minimize redundancy, and considers these
findings in light of existing literature to expand upon scholarly understandings of IPV survivorship
around the world. This chapter then reviews the implications of these findings with regard to the
intersectional, ecological framework of this study.
Main Findings
Intimate Partner Violence in Carhuaz Province
Chapter Four findings established a contextual understanding of women’s lived realities, as
IPV occurs within the broader context of women’s everyday lives and thus must be situated
accordingly. Demographic data demonstrated that all participating women were partnered or
previously partnered and had at least one child. Women primarily identified their occupation as
housewife, reported an average of five years of formal schooling, and generally indicated financial
dependence on their partner. As expected based on national and regional data (García-Moreno et al.,
2005; INEI, 2015), survey findings established a high prevalence of IPV in Carhuaz province, with
62.2% of participants reporting experience of at least one form of IPV, which includes controlling
behavior, emotional/psychological abuse, physical violence, and sexual assault, in her lifetime.
Findings also show that survivors often concurrently experience multiple forms of violence over
extended periods of time, with some women reporting decades of abuse.
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Survivors’ narratives of violence predominantly represented Johnson’s category of Intimate
Terrorism (2011) along with a few descriptions of Violent Resistance by women, demonstrating the
primarily gender asymmetric nature of IPV in Carhuaz province. Mirroring the Duluth Model of
Power and Control (Shepard, 1988), numerous survivor accounts revealed how women’s social
networks and freedom of movement were controlled by their partners and that their activities
outside of the home were closely monitored and attributed to triggering men’s jealousies and abusive
behavior. This persistent surveillance led some women in this study to be hyper vigilant of their
encounters outside the home, especially with unrelated men; others described constant feelings of
fear and uncertainty. Building upon similar findings in Peru (Cripe, 2015; Flake, 2005), women’s
descriptions of IPV illustrated how men often employed violence to control women, as was the case
with Alejandro’s response to Beatriz’s attendance at the community patron saint festival, as well as
discipline them for perceived transgressions, like when Ofelia took a job with the road paving
project against Walter’s wishes.
Reflecting relevant literature on the negative impacts of IPV, findings also highlighted the
lived consequences of IPV in Carhuaz province, including increased likelihood of emotional distress,
physical health problems, and negative behavioral outcomes among children (Breiding, et al., 2015;
Devries, et al., 2011; Ellsberg, et al., 2008). Finally, Chapter Four presented an overview of
participating women’s attitudes towards gender roles, physical violence, and sexual autonomy within
intimate relationships. Overall, findings indicated a subtle pattern of agreement with male
dominance and women’s sexual autonomy and general disagreement with the use of physical
violence, except in cases of confirmed female infidelity. Women reporting IPV demonstrated slightly
higher levels of agreement with male dominance and the use of physical violence, though it is
unclear if this trend is a result of IPV experience or present prior to IPV. This pattern of agreement
with masculine dominance and female submission within intimate relationships reflects relevant
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research on gender norms in Peru and Latin America regarding machismo and marianismo (Fuller,
2001; Harvey, 1994; Sagot, 2005). Nonetheless, participant-directed qualitative findings revealed that
women in Carhuaz province expressed active resistance in alternate forms, including temporarily
leaving, sleeping separately, and encouraging family and adult children to speak up in situations of
violence, and negotiated a kaleidoscope of other factors that also influenced how they coped with
IPV.
Research Aim 1
With respect to how women cope with IPV, findings demonstrate four broad patterns: long
term non-disclosure, reliance on private coping strategies, preferences for informal network versus
formal network support, and resistance to formal separation. Across the 38 participants reporting
emotional, physical, and/or sexual violence, 50% had never disclosed violence prior to participating
in this research. Of those who had previously disclosed violence, the majority sought informal
support, like family and friends. Furthermore, while 12 women reporting control, emotional,
physical, and/or sexual violence in this sample permanently separated from their partner, only half
of these women said that they initiated the separation. The remaining six women described being
abandoned by their violent partner, indicating that the separation was not their decision (see Figure
8.1 for participant overview).
As discussed in Chapter Two, the notion of amor serrano draws from racist divisions between
urban, coastal, and Spanish-speaking populations and rural, indigenous Andeans. Explained with the
saying, “más me pegas, más te quiero” (the more you beat me, the more I love you), this otherization of
rural, Andean populations simultaneously characterizes highland romantic relationships as inherently
violent and implies women’s active acceptance of violence as love (Alcalde, 2010; Boesten, 2006,
2012; Carrasco Reyes, 1997). As provider comments in Chapter Five demonstrate, such
misperceptions justify institutional indifference and legitimize violence against Andean women as an
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inevitable cultural construct. While rural, indigenous women’s resistance to disclosing violence,
seeking formal network support, and separating from their abusers are often explained away by amor
serrano, both in this research and others (Alcalde, 2010; Cooper, 1973; Padilla, 2004), dissertation
findings illustrate that this is not the case. Rather, this research identified the following thematic
domains as the primary influences on rural, indigenous women’s IPV coping strategies in Carhuaz
province: 1) gender expectations and community gossip, 2) perceptions of violence, and 3) their
children’s emotional wellbeing and financial stability. Accordingly, this section discusses the
implication of these themes with respect to women’s IPV experiences in Carhuaz province (see
Figure 8.2 for visual illustration).

Figure 8.1: Participant Overview of Disclosure, Formal Help-Seeking, and Separation
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Gender Expectations and Community Gossip
Findings demonstrate that gender expectations, which dictate singular, lifetime partnership
for women and base their reputation on their role as an accommodating and submissive (house)wife,
were influential in women’s decisions around IPV as a result of community gossip and judgment.
Highlighting the limited privacy and anonymity of rural, agricultural communities, participants
consistently cited concerns about community gossip leading to risks for victim blaming, feelings of
shame and embarrassment, and partner retaliation as reasons for their non-disclosure. As Sonia
explained, “I didn’t tell anyone because sometimes, here, people say, ‘Well done, you should give
[beat] her more.’” Various survivors described personal experiences of victim blaming, and
subsequent feelings of shame and embarrassment, by family, community members, and formal
support service providers that validated their rationale for non-disclosure. Victim blaming was often
based on expectations of female submission, selfless caregiving, and virginal modesty, reflecting
broader Latin American patterns of marianismo (Fuller, 1997; Harvey, 1994).
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Figure 8.2: Popular Rhetoric versus Women’s Explanations for Survivor Non-Disclosure, Resistance to Formal
Support, and Remaining with Partner
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As a result, survivors prioritized non-disclosure of IPV, relied primarily on private coping
strategies, and described explicit efforts to deny violence to avert community gossip. In doing so,
women expressed their own agency in coping with IPV and controlling their narrative by preventing
it from becoming public discourse. For example, survivors reported sleeping separately from their
partners, often with their children, to mitigate risks for violence and simultaneously maintain their
privacy. Likewise, when participants described temporarily leaving the home with their children, they
emphasized their preference for emergency shelter in which they would not be required to disclose
violence (i.e. their chacras) and risk others finding out, reducing immediate safety risks as well as the
eventual risks for gossip, victim blaming, and partner reprisal. With this understanding of women’s
motivations, their public silence and persistence in the home can be understood as coping, reflecting
Cynthia Rizo’s (2016) supposition that even behaviors that overtly appear co-dependent or
submissive are actually aimed at managing violence. Rather than passive submission to their partners
and compliance with their abuse as commonly assumed by formal network support providers,
survivors are actively resisting IPV and negotiating their concerns for the safety of their children and
themselves within the context of limited privacy and risks for judgment and partner reprisal.
However, in maintaining their privacy, survivors isolated themselves and limited the
potential emotional and instrumental support of others. Cripe et al. (2015) found that Peruvian
survivors of IPV in Lima considered consistent, compassionate support and encouragement
beneficial to facilitating formal network help-seeking. As evidenced by Valencia’s narrative, this
support can be critical to seeking formal network support as well as escaping violence. Because Jorge
publicly attacker her, Valencia’s aunts-in-law had demonstrated evidence of his violence that she
could no longer deny. Moreover, the encouragement of her aunts-in-law served as public
disapproval of Jorge’s behavior and justification for Valencia’s formal network help-seeking,
minimizing the likelihood of community gossip and victim-blaming. As such, despite the inability to
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alleviate structural barriers in accessing formal network support, informal network support can play
an important role in facilitating help-seeking and addressing women’s concerns for gossip and victim
blaming.
This qualitative finding is bolstered by survey results indicating women’s second most cited
motivation for seeking formal network support was encouragement by family and/or friends (57.9%
of those seeking formal network support) and by the stories shared of familial support and
encouragement. In contrast, Brigada’s persistent non-disclosure led her to feel betrayed by her
family and to endure Oscar’s abuse in private, which resulted in emotional distress and suicide
ideation. Thus, reflecting broader literature on IPV coping and mental health outcomes, this
research’s findings indicate that even in the case that disclosure may not directly or immediately lead
to help-seeking, non-disclosure has demonstrated negative mental health impacts that could be
mitigated through disclosure met with compassionate support (Cripe et al., 2015; Krause, Kaltman,
Goodman, & Dutton, 2008; Randell, Bledsoe, Shroff, & Pierce, 2012).
Overall, survivor coping behaviors reflected trends in the literature regarding the use of
multiple and varying strategies to manage IPV (Anderson, Renner, & Bloom, 2014; Brabeck &
Guzmán, 2008; Goodman, Dutton, Weinfurt, & Cook, 2003; Rizo & Macy, 2011). Broadly
understood as managing a problem through cognitive and behavioral approaches (Lazarus, 1993),
coping strategies discussed by participants in this study largely aligned with the Intimate Partner
Violence Strategies Index categories of Placation, Resistance, Safety Planning, Informal Network,
and Formal Network, which the category of Legal was collapsed into as these were considered
similar among participating women (Goodman et al., 2003). Some specific tactics within these
categories were not reported at all, such as seeking mental health counseling for self and/or partner
and staying in a shelter. These gaps can be attributed to contextual factors, including a lack of
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resources like mental health providers and shelters, as well as women’s concerns about community
gossip and judgment, that inhibit such acts of potentially public coping.
There were newly arising coping strategies as well, including seeking support from a
partner’s family, sleeping separately, and temporarily leaving home. Sleeping separately and
temporarily leaving were described as coping mechanisms to avoid violence and the escalation of
violence, while also functioning as acts of private resistance to an abusive partner’s assertion of
power. Through women’s accounts of violence, this research found that survivors most commonly
relied on these kinds of resistance-focused coping strategies, which were, for the most part, privately
executed. Women’s discussions of these private tactics again reflected their concerns for gossip and
associated risks. Research among minority and low-income populations have found similar
preferences of non-disclosure associated with feelings of shame based on external judgment that she
‘deserved the abuse’ (Boonzaier & van Schalkwyk, 2011; Gonzalez-Guarda, Cummings, Becerra,
Fernandez, & Mesa, 2013; Liang, Goodman, Tummala-Narra, & Weintraub, 2005; Rizo & Macy,
2011).
Interestingly, the category of Safety Planning was largely missing from survivors’ discussions
of coping. Safety planning seeks to provide a sense of empowerment through the development of
personalized strategies for protecting against and mitigating future violence (Campbell & Glass,
2009); as such, it shows potential for supporting women’s preferences for private coping efforts.
Common examples of safety planning include packing an ‘escape’ bag with extra clothing, money,
and important documents, developing a code to let others know you are in danger, and keeping
important phone numbers handy, but hidden, for help. Aside from Ofelia, women did not talk about
specific safety plans, which is likely influenced by the fact that many women did not have access to a
private (safe) phone, struggled to earn enough money to hide, and faced challenges in accessing
important documents as a result of costs, low literacy, institutional shortcomings, and the inherent
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obstacles to privacy in small communities. Similar challenges have been documented in IPV coping
research among low-income women (Goodman, Smyth, Borges, & Singer, 2009; Wenzel, Tucker,
Hambarsoomian, & Elliott, 2006). Thus, while reported coping strategies in Carhuaz province are
similar to broader trends in the literature, findings demonstrate that contextual realities, like a lack of
emergency shelters and mental health providers, reduced literacy, and limited privacy, led survivors
to favor private coping and non-disclosure.
Nonetheless, half of all survivors reporting experiences of emotional, physical, and/or sexual
violence did eventually disclose IPV (n=19). Ofelia, Valencia, and Brigada’s vignettes underscored
that persistent non-disclosure does have its limit, with women breaking their public silence around
IPV based on their perceptions of their partner’s abuse and their ability to continue struggling in
silence. Similar explanations for disclosure were common throughout survivor narratives and
findings support understandings that help-seeking requires the problem to be recognized as both
unwanted and unlikely to resolve on its own (Cauce et al., 2002; Goodman et al., 2003).
Perceptions of Violence/Making Sense of Senseless Violence
Alcohol Use and Violence
Women’s perceptions of violence were also found to be important in shaping women’s
responses to violence, with some manifestations of violence being more excusable than others.
Noteworthy in women’s perceptions of IPV was their continual attribution of their partner’s abusive
behavior to alcohol use, which also served as a justification for why women tolerated this behavior.
Women contrasted these violent incidents while intoxicated with their partner’s behavior when
sober, explaining that he never treated them that way when he was not drinking. In Chapter Five,
Sonia explained, “Sober, he never hits me. Never. When he drinks, he insults me, he beats me, he
yells at me drunk. But sober, never.” Similarly, in Chapter Six, Dominga rationalized, “Only when he
was drunk did he abuse me. Surely that’s why I put up with it.” These sentiments were common
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across survivors, and both survivors and women not reporting IPV commonly associated IPV with
alcohol use.
Moreover, in situations like these, alcohol use, rather than men’s violent behavior, became
the focal problem. Consequently, men promised to stop drinking, but rarely acknowledged their
violent behavior. This distraction from men’s violent behavior was also demonstrated among
provider approaches, which concentrated on alcohol use as the primary cause of IPV. Social worker
Donata concluded in Chapter Five, “The main problem and the principal [causal] factor in violence,
in my opinion, is the social problem of alcoholism.” Similarly, Ofelia described her mandated
appointments with the psychologist Julia as focused on how she could help Walter stop drinking,
with little regard for Walter’s violent and controlling behavior. In situations in which IPV occurred
in the absence of alcohol use, such as Soledad and Brigada’s experiences, women were quick to note
its unacceptability. However, findings did not indicate that IPV while sober was an influential factor
in facilitating disclosure or help-seeking.
Men’s alcohol consumption is a well-documented risk for IPV experiences (Fals-Stewart &
Kennedy, 2005; Jeyaseelan et al., 2004; White & Chen, 2002) and recent research analyzing
nationwide 2016 DHS data established a partner’s heavy drinking as the most relevant predictive
factor of IPV in Peru (R. Castro, Cerellino, & Rivera, 2017). However, little is understood about
how partner alcohol consumption impacts women’s perceptions of violence. Some research has
shown that abuser intoxication led to less assignment of fault in a violent situation (Richardson &
Campbell, 1980), while others have found little difference in culpability with respect to alcohol use
(Senchak & Leonard, 1994). While I wholeheartedly agree with the assertion that alcohol use is never
an acceptable excuse for IPV (Heise, 2008), understanding women’s perceptions of alcohol-related
violence is crucial to reaching survivors, as evidence from this dissertation indicates that women are
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more likely to excuse IPV in the context of alcohol use, maintain their public silence, and continue
enduring violence.
The Impact of Violence on Children
Women’s perceptions of the impact of exposure to IPV on their children were also found to
shape their coping strategies in this research. Women reported that their children were often present
during violent episodes and frequently described their reactions as fearful and tearful. Accordingly,
survivors’ discussions of temporarily leaving the home always involved taking their children with
them. In fact, women frequently explained that they left because they did not want to expose their
children to their partner’s violence with no mention of their own safety. Dominga stated, “We
would hide to avoid him upsetting my children.” These concerns weighed heavily on women,
leading them to feel responsible for the psychological impact of their partner’s behavior on their
children, a common finding in IPV research with mothers (U. Kelly, 2009; Randell et al., 2012;
Secco, Letourneau, & Collins, 2016; Stephens & Melton, 2017).
Beyond the immediate impacts of a violent episode, women also worried about the longterm effects of their partner’s abusive behavior on their children. Speaking of their sons, women
expressed concerns that they may replicate the violent behavior of their fathers in their future
relationships. For their daughters, women worried that they were setting a bad example in enduring
violence and that their daughters would partner with abusive men. While findings did not indicate
that these concerns alone motivated women to leave their violent partners, they did shape how
women coped with violence and their considerations around leaving a violent partner. While there is
growing literature on the intergenerational consequences of IPV (Cannon, Bonomi, Anderson, &
Rivara, 2009; McCloskey, 2013), it focuses primarily on understanding the potential outcomes
associated with exposure rather than women’s perceptions and its influences on coping and helpseeking
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Men’s Infidelity and Violence
Women’s perceptions of partner violence were also impacted by abuser infidelity, which was
frequently discussed alongside experiences of IPV. Literature regarding IPV and infidelity primarily
focuses on suspicions of women’s infidelity as a risk factor of violence (Conroy, 2014; Klevens et al.,
2007; Nemeth, Bonomi, Lee, & Ludwin, 2012; Silverman, Decker, Reed, & Raj, 2006) and abuser
infidelity as a risk factor for contracting HIV and other STIs (Decker et al., 2009; Townsend et al.,
2011). Findings from this research support the notion of suspicions of infidelity an IPV risk factor.
However, women rarely discussed partner infidelity in conjunction with risks for STIs. Rather, an
unanticipated finding of this dissertation was that survivors consistently reported that abuser
infidelity exacerbated violence. For example, Beatriz noted that her husband Alejandro’s alcoholism
and abusive behavior worsened significantly while he was cheating on her, and Valencia attributed
Jorge’s escalating violence, in part, to his infidelity. In fact, across the survey population, 17 women
reported confirmed partner infidelity, all of whom also reported experiences of IPV, indicating their
common co-occurrence. Additionally, women not disclosing IPV regularly cited men’s infidelity as a
risk for violence. While some research has documented abuser infidelity as a risk for IPV (Abramsky
et al., 2011; Paat, Hope, Mangadu, Núñez-Mchiri, & Chavez -Baray, 2017), its role in intensifying the
severity of violence has received little attention (Estremadoyro, 2001; Harvey, 1994).
Unlike men’s alcohol use, women never excused or rationalized men’s infidelity, though
women seldom described confronting them about it either. Interestingly, throughout this research,
women’s discussions of partner infidelity held the other woman responsible for male infidelity, and
women who confronted their partner’s infidelity frequently did so by confronting the other woman,
as demonstrated by Valencia and Soledad’s narratives. Supporting the hypothesis that discovering
partner infidelity can serve as a turning point in survivors’ perceptions of their relationship and
decisions to leave (Campbell, Rose, Kub, & Nedd, 1998), this research found that men’s infidelity
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did appear to be a factor in women’s decisions to separate, as demonstrated by women like Dolores,
Nelia, and Brigada. After decades of abuse, Brigada explained that Oscar’s infidelity was the
proverbial straw that broke the camel’s back. “I decided to separate myself from him because he was
cheating on me with another woman. I found out he was cheating, and so I was not going to let him
keep hitting me.” Similarly, Soledad described kicking Elmer out of the house after confronting him
and his mistress at their place of work. Although they eventually reconciled, Soledad noted how
deeply hurt she was by Elmer’s infidelity and admitted to considering suicide at the time because of
it.
Considered alongside women’s non-disclosure of violence as an effort to maintain their
privacy and prevent community gossip, men’s extramarital affairs can be seen as making their
spousal shortcomings public because of the involvement of an external person. Relevant literature
indicates that although Peruvian women may agree with male dominance in the household, their
cooperation is based on a mutual exchange of respect and fulfillment of their respective gender roles
(Fuller, 2001; Harvey, 1994). Thus, while IPV occurs within the household where there are few or
no witnesses, infidelity is often a public display of disrespect, particularly in small, rural communities
where everyone knows each other and secrets are difficult to keep, allowing women public
justification for separation.
Children’s Emotional Wellbeing and Financial Stability
Finally, participating women consistently and repeatedly explained that their children’s
wellbeing was at the forefront of their decision-making around IPV, particularly with regard to
exiting, supporting similar findings in Lima among migrant survivors (Alcalde, 2010). Frequently,
women’s personal safety was a low priority, with mentions of their own wellbeing centered on their
role as a mother and their ability to care for their children if they stayed in a violent relationship.
Findings indicate that the prioritization of their children’s wellbeing included concerns for the
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emotional impact of separation, the risks for financial instability without their partner’s income, and
their academic success as well as discussion of worries about their exposure to IPV. For the most
part, these concerns led women to remain with a violent partner to spare their children the hardship
of separation, which appeared to weigh more heavily in women’s considerations than their exposure
to their father’s violence. As Eva stated in Chapter Five, “For your children, you have to put up with
it all because they are the ones who will suffer if you don’t.”
Similar to others, this research found that when women decide to disclose violence, they are
most likely to do so within their informal network (Klevens et al., 2007; Liang et al., 2005),
preferring her natal family followed by her partner’s family. Often, this was because, for the sake of
their children, women did not want to separate from their partners; they simply wanted his behavior
to change. Informal network sources of support typically intervened on a woman’s behalf by talking
with her partner and discouraging his use of violence, especially by appealing to his fatherhood and
concerns for the wellbeing of the children. Women also commonly discussed informal network
sources of support utilizing physical violence in attempting to change abuser behavior. Women’s
perceptions of and experiences with these sources of support will be elaborated on below with
respect to RA2 and RA3.
Beyond disclosure and help-seeking, if a survivor began thinking about leaving her partner,
she negotiated a variety of potential risks, specifically focused on her children, that determined the
ultimate action she took. This finding supports other research illustrating the complex and
processual nature of exiting decision-making (Khaw & Hardesty, 2007; Moss, Pitula, Campbell, &
Halstead, 1997). Some examples include Ofelia, Eva, and Valencia, who all discussed concerns
regarding the emotional impact of leaving the father of their children, citing their children’s
attachment to their father and anxieties that separation would negatively impact their children’s
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physical health as well. In fact, when Hector’s emotional distress over the absence of his father
began to manifest physically, Valencia reunited with Jorge to alleviate his heartache.
This focus on children’s wellbeing reflects Ursala Kelly’s (2009) findings that IPV decisionmaking among immigrant Latino women in the US centered on their role as a mother and their
ability provide for their children on their own as well as other research identifying the complicated
considerations women make with regard to protecting and providing for their children (Meyer, 2010;
Rasool, 2016; Rhodes, Cerulli, Dichter, Kothari, & Barg, 2010; Stephens & Melton, 2017). Women’s
prioritization of their children highlights the Latin American valuation of familismo, which
emphasizes cooperative inter-dependence, prioritizes the family unit ahead of the individual, and
situates the mother as the protector of her children (Gallardo & Paoliello, 2008; Klevens et al., 2007;
Mayorga, 2012). Further, this research found that women’s concerns for their children were often
reinforced on the relationship level by family members, such as Ximena, Brigada’s maternal
grandmother, who stressed the importance of paternal presence in her children’s lives, again
reflecting the importance of familismo in shaping women’s IPV experiences. These findings reinforce
the notion that familismo can function as a barrier to disclosure and help-seeking (Acevedo, 2000).
Thus, while women talked about desires to leave abusive partners, whether a woman actually exited
a violent relationship was determined by her assessment of her ability to ensure the wellbeing of
their children.
Jacinta summed up women’s concerns about their children’s financial stability when deciding
whether or not to leave their partner in Chapter Five: “If I had my own business, my own money,
sure, who wouldn’t [leave]? But I couldn’t do it on my own. I had no income. I couldn’t. I couldn’t
sustain, or well, I couldn’t support my kids alone.” Clearly, women’s concerns for the financial
stability of their children was directly associated with their personal lack of financial independence.
Findings are further supported by demographic data which show that the principle source of
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household income was the partner’s income (40.2%) or both partners’ incomes (32.9%), revealing
the importance of spousal income in household financial stability and ability to afford children’s
educational expenses, healthcare costs, and everyday essentials like processed foods and clothing.
While women often reported supplementing the household income with part-time and temporary
work, the majority of participants reported their occupation as housewife (n=69; 84.1%); thus, the
prospect of working fulltime in lieu of a partner’s income forced women to confront competing
demands on their time.
These challenges were exemplified by Yesenia’s return to Miguel in Chapter Seven, with her
clarifying, “I came back [to my husband]. Not because we fixed the problems or because I love him,
but because I couldn’t support myself and my daughters.” Survivors’ needs for employment and/or
financial support complement relevant literature in the US (Chang et al., 2005; Gonzalez-Guarda et
al., 2013; Petersen et al., 2005; Rhodes et al., 2010) and urban Peru (Alcalde, 2010; Cripe et al., 2015),
indicating similar needs in rural Peru. Overall, in this study, only five women reported successfully
permanently leaving their abusive partners; two of these women, Brigada and Guadalupe, took on
full time jobs and lived on their own in inherited housing, while the remaining three, including
Teófila, moved in with family nearby and contributed to household and chacra labor as well as
earning some income from part-time jobs.
Further, the risk for economic hardship was also associated with women’s concerns for their
children’s abilities to succeed in school and eventually secure a stable, well-paying job that would
allow for financial independence. Many women in this research discussed dropping out of school to
contribute to the household income and/or maintenance and not wanting their children to have to
do the same. Because universal basic education was not formally recognized as a fundamental right
in Peru until 2003 (Law No. 28044) (El Peruano, 2003), leaving school, especially for young girls,
was not uncommon in the preceding decades. However, while public education is technically free,
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there are a number of associated costs, including school uniforms, textbooks, notebooks, and other
supplies, which compounded women’s concerns for economic hardship. Beyond these costs,
women were also worried about children missing school or falling behind academically as a result of
exiting a violent relationship, both due to the practical challenges of moving and changing school
districts as well as the emotional difficulties of separation from their father. Ofelia’s preoccupation
with securing her daughters’ school transfers prior to leaving her partner is demonstrative of
women’s prioritization of their children’s education, and their children’s wellbeing in general, over
their own. Further, the difficulties Ofelia confronted in attempting to secure all the needed
documents and accessing relevant resources highlight how the primacy of children’s needs can also
function as a barrier to women leaving a violent relationship.
Gender, Education, and Expanding Women’s Opportunities
Regardless of whether or not a woman reported IPV, this research found that women
prioritized their children’s education as a way to “get ahead” [salir adelante] and establish financial
independence. Education research among women in Peru suggests that this common focus on
upward economic mobility through formal education is likely due to the intersections of women’s
rural residency, low levels of education, and financial struggles (Ames, 2013). In this research,
women with IPV experience took this one step further, making a clear association between formal
education, financial independence, broadening women’s future possibilities, and decreasing her risks
for enduring IPV. This theme reflects Alcade’s discussion of mothering “as a site for resistance and
social change” (2010, p. 131). Furthermore, the primacy of children’s formal education was
frequently discussed alongside dating during adolescence, which participants strongly discouraged,
citing partners and the risk for unintended pregnancy as major distractions and barriers to
completing high school.
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Women’s focus on the educational success of their children was not explicitly identified as
an act of resistance to IPV and male dominance. However, women like Ofelia, Beatriz, and Jacinta
discussed the importance of their children’s education in connection with their own situations of
financial instability and dependence on their partners, which they attributed to their low levels of
educational attainment. In Chapter Seven, Jacinta, who completed only eight years of schooling,
stated quite simply, “I’ve always told them [my children], think about yourself, your studies. Do
something with your life so that you don’t suffer like I have.” Like the vast majority of other
survivors in this study, she explained staying with her abusive partner was to ensure the financial
stability of her children. Accordingly, completing high school was seen as a pathway to financial
independence that would prevent children from confronting the same dilemma, supporting similar
findings among survivors of IPV in Lima (Alcalde, 2010). This finding adds to relevant research on
gender and education in rural Peru that found formal education to be highly valued for its potential
to enhance gender equality and combat gender stereotypes, particularly through the expansion of
women’s economic and occupational opportunities (Ames, 2013; Guerrero, Rojas, Cueto, Vargas, &
Leandro, 2019). Similarly, in Belize, Laura McClusky (2001) observed that Maya women equated
formal education with freedom, economic potential, and decreased risks for abuse. However, while
Maya women identified education as an alternative to marrying, women in this research considered
finishing school a pre-cursor to eventual partnership for their children.
***
In summary, this dissertation finds that survivor coping strategies follow a general trend that
starts with non-disclosure and reliance on private coping strategies as a result of gender expectations
and associated risks for community gossip, victim-blaming, and partner reprisal. In maintaining their
public silence, women retain some control over their reputation and the violence taking place within
their homes. As this research demonstrates, many women never move past this stage of private
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coping, depending on her perception of her partner’s violence and her abilities to care for her
children on her own, particularly as women primarily remain with a violent partner for their
children’s emotional wellbeing and financial stability. If a woman does decide to disclose IPV and
seek help, it is typically among her informal network, primarily family, in an effort to encourage her
partner to change his behavior. The next stage of women’s coping strategies is explicitly public helpseeking and involves engagement with formal network support through the police and legal
institutions. Frequently, women seek formal network support because she does not believe she can
endure any more violence; this commonly occurs alongside the decision to separate from her
partner. This general pattern of coping, disclosure, and help-seeking is found across the IPV
literature (Brown, 1997; Haggerty & Goodman, 2003; Rhodes et al., 2010), particularly among
minority populations that also rely heavily on non-disclosure (Abraham, 2000; Huisman, 1996; Rizo
& Macy, 2011).
Research Aims 2 and 3
Informal Network Support
This research found that women’s natal families were their primary source of informal
network support, followed by close friends and her partner’s family. Women’s discussion about who
to disclose to and seek support from demonstrated decision-making based on perceptions of
trustworthiness and their perception of the person’s likely reaction. For example, in Chapter Seven,
Dominga explained that she confided in two close friends about IPV, noting that they had suffered
similar experiences. However, she explained that she did not disclose IPV to her family because she
worried they would physically retaliate. Similarly, Lorena described ‘visiting’ her natal family when
she actually intended to permanently leave her partner, Rodolfo, avoiding disclosure because she was
worried about a violent response from her father, Esteban. She eventually disclosed IPV when
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questioned by her mother, Felicita, which led to Esteban’s support by way of speaking with
Rodolfo’s parents and then confronting Rodolfo directly when he came looking for Lorena.
Unfortunately, this research found that not all women’s natal families were supportive after
disclosures of violence. Sonia reported disclosing violence to her father with the hope he would
intervene based on his pre-marital warnings to Alberto. However, her pleas for help were met with
allegations of inciting her husband’s abuse. Sonia’s father accused her, “Surely you talked back to
him, that’s why he hit you. Why do you talk back?” This victim blaming led Sonia to return to
silence about IPV for several years before eventually seeking support from her siblings. Additionally,
some natal family encouraged women to stay despite violence, stressing the impact of separation on
children’s wellbeing and alluding to women’s responsibility for maintaining the family unit. These
mixed responses among natal family support mirror findings in Tanzania, where natal family
predominately encouraged women to stay with an abusive partner for their children; however,
younger and more financially stable parents were found to be more likely to encourage separation
(Sigalla, Mushi, & Gammeltoft, 2018). In this research, these demographic data were not collected
regarding participants’ informal sources of support; as such, an analysis of disclosure recipients’
trends was not possible. Nonetheless, survivor narratives clearly illustrated that it is women’s
perceptions of support that influence whether or not and to whom they disclose IPV.
Findings also indicate that a partner’s family was often an inadvertent source of informal
support due to living proximity. This was the case whether or not a woman chose to disclose
violence. Women who lived with or nearby their partner’s parents, like Beatriz and Lorena,
frequently reported that their in-laws, overhearing or witnessing a violent incident, intervened,
defended them, and discouraged men’s violent behavior, either through counseling or physical
discipline. Moreover, some participants described their experiences as mothers-in-law and how they
were motivated to protect their daughters-in-law and discourage their sons’ violent behavior.
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However, reprisal by men and their parents were also concerns among survivors, which functioned
as a barrier to disclosure in general, as findings indicate widespread apprehensions about community
gossip. While relevant IPV literature supports women’s concerns about in-laws as a source of
additional violence and exacerbating IPV (Clark, Silverman, Shahrouri, Everson-Rose, & Groce,
2010; Raj, Livramento, Santana, Gupta, & Silverman, 2006), the role of in-laws in deterring IPV is
not well documented. Thus, women’s discussion of the protective nature of their in-laws is a novel
finding, particularly given findings indicating survivors’ transitions into this protective role through
time.
Finally, women also reported their children as unintentional informal sources of support.
For example, survivors like Dominga, Sonia, and Ofelia described their children defending them and
confronting their fathers about their abusive behavior during and after a violent incident. Children
also sought external informal and formal support for their mothers, like when Ofelia’s daughter
Andrea ran to the police station for help and Valencia’s sons disclosed IPV to her parents.
Moreover, women who grew up exposed to parental IPV, like Valencia and Natalia, described
encouraging their mothers to leave and providing emotional support during their youth. These
findings highlight the often-overlooked active engagement of children in situations of IPV
(Mullender et al., 2002; Øverlien & Hydén, 2009). While the common concern women described for
the wellbeing of their children portrays them as passive witnesses at risk, survivors also recounted
children’s intervention and involvement in incidents of violence, demonstrating their active
influence on parental IPV as well as the bi-directional relationship between mothers and their
children in such situations (Katz, 2015; Kuczynski, 2003). Although scholarly understandings of
children’s agency in parental IPV are nascent, this research provides ethnographic insight into how
children actively support their mothers and engage in help-seeking on their behalf.
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Formal Network Support
While women rarely mentioned seeking formal network support, when they did so, it was
typically with the police or legal professionals. Findings indicate that women sought police and legal
intervention primarily because they could not endure more violence and family and/or friends
encouraged them to do so. Participating women overwhelmingly considered formal network support
to be a last resort, useful in severe cases of physical violence, and associated filing a complaint
against their partner with formal separation. Ofelia, Valencia, and Brigada’s experiences in leaving
and planning to leave their partners clearly reflect these trends, with all three eventually seeking
institutional support, but only after extended periods of time (sometimes decades) enduring IPV.
However, similar to other research findings in non-Western settings, the perceived severity and
gravity of police and legal intervention were also considered strengths when necessary because their
support scared men (Estremadoyro, 2001; Friederic, 2013). Further, this research reinforces the
understanding that women who have decided to separate are most likely to access formal network
support services (Rhodes et al., 2010).
However, similar to other IPV research in Peru (Alcalde 2010; Boesten, 2006; Human Rights
Watch, 2000), this study found that participants experienced notably different receptions, indicating
inconsistent practices across and within formal network support institutions. For example, Valencia
went to the CEM for help after a severe and public incident of physical violence and was provided
rapid and supportive assistance by the CEM and the police. On the other hand, Brigada first sought
police intervention after she had decided to separate from Oscar and was confronted with victim
blaming. In part, this could be explained by time, as Valencia’s experience took place in 2014 while
Brigada first sought police support around 2002. Peru’s approach to VAW has strengthened
considerably since the early 2000s as a result of legislative changes as well as increased sociocultural
awareness of violence against women. Another illustration of these state-based shifts is the
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difference between Ofelia’s first family violence complaint in 2007, when the only locally available
formal network support was a local leader who set a meeting for reconciliation and eventually let
Walter go, and her 2017 experience when the police came to her home, arrested her husband, and
encouraged her to file a formal complaint against him.
Yet, Brigada and Valencia’s differing experiences also reflect institutional biases towards
physical abuse and evident severity as Valencia arrived immediately after a violent incident with
extensive bruises and burns on her face and arms. In contrast, Brigada went to the police the day
after an incident because Oscar had locked her in their home. Further, she did not describe
extensive injuries and likely bore little physical evidence despite persistent experiences of IPV. As a
result, the officers she sought help from suggested that she had incited her husband’s violence and
thus deserved the abuse. Likewise, in Ofelia’s 2007 experience, her arrival at the local leader
occurred several days after a violent incident and she did not have any physical evidence of abuse. In
contrast, the police arrived in the midst of Walter’s violence in 2017.
The insights of providers specializing in IPV confirm this notion of inconsistent responses
to IPV across formal network support, discussing frustrations with cross-institutional collaboration
due to insensitivity, apathy, and discrimination demonstrated by their colleagues not specializing in
IPV. As Mercedes explained, “The challenge is a lack of sensitivity and dedication.” The institutional
bias towards physical and severe violence as well as tendencies for victim-blaming were found to be
barriers to women seeking institutional support, reinforcing women’s understanding of formal
network support as appropriate in extreme cases and when survivors intend to separate from their
partner. Thus, provider preferential treatment of severe cases of physical abuse reinforced women’s
hesitations to seek institutional help early on in a violent relationship and in situations of
psychological and emotional abuse and inconsistencies in service provision and treatment of
survivors compounded women’s apprehensions around judgment and victim blaming.
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Shifting Needs through the Cycle of Violence: Women’s Perceptions of Sources of Support
Overall, findings indicate that while women are hesitant to disclose IPV, when they do
disclose, they prefer the informal network support of family, close friends, and in-laws, often
because rather than leaving him, women want their partner to change his behavior. The acceptability
and accessibility of informal sources of support were based on 1) trustworthiness and risks for
community gossip as well as partner reprisal if gossip spread, and 2) probability of support versus
victim blaming. Regarding formal network support, the acceptability and accessibility were hindered
by 1) the perceived association with formal separation; 2) a belief that these state-based institutions
do not work, including concerns about bribery, ineffective practices, and discrimination; and 3)
concerns for privacy related to risks of community gossip and partner reprisal. Given these
considerations, women appear to perceive external support as potentially disempowering, in that
women could lose control of their narrative as a result of community gossip, be blamed for the
abuse they are suffering, face accusations of endangering their children, be pushed to separate from
their partner, and risk retaliation. Consequently, women are cautious with disclosure in an effort to
maintain some aspect of autonomy.
Research Aim 4
This research also sought to facilitate the improvement of provincial IPV prevention
programs and support services to better address the needs of rural, indigenous women living with
IPV through PAR. Long-term fieldwork and well-established relationships facilitated local
engagement and buy-in among community members and service providers (Bernard, 2011).
Deliverables, in the form of informational posters, were collaboratively developed during PAR
workshops with community members. These workshops involved an iterative process that examined
group perspectives on IPV, routes of recourse, community needs, and avenues for application.
Based on the themes of these workshops and other qualitative data, the resulting informational
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posters addressed community concerns about encouraging healthy familial relationships,
understanding recent legal changes as a result of Law No. 30364, how to support survivors, how
men can be allies, and that survivors are not alone (see Appendix X for Collaboratively Developed
Informational Posters). Three iterations were drafted over the course of several weeks, with each
iteration presented and collaboratively critiqued for improvement until broad consensus was
reached. Posters were printed and distributed to participants as well as posted in public spaces based
on women’s suggestions.
In order to further demonstrate ethical integrity and community commitment, preliminary
survey findings were also written up in a Spanish summary report that was delivered to local partner
organizations and other relevant institutions, including the CEM, the Center for Social Well Being,
and UDAVIT, prior to my departure from the field in July 2017. During institutional visits, I
reviewed the report alongside relevant personnel and discussed avenues for utilizing the
informational posters, which were provided to institutions in paper format as well as electronic to
allow for sharing and reproduction. Some institutions, like local health centers, displayed the posters
in waiting rooms and other high traffic areas, while law enforcement personnel found the posters to
be useful visuals in their community outreach meetings.
During a follow up visit to Carhuaz province in December 2017, these institutions expressed
positive sentiments with regard to the posters’ usefulness, and providers as well as community
participants requested their translation into Quechua. While I was able to complete the translation
with the help of my research assistant, subsequent informal evaluation indicated that many Spanish
terms did not easily translate into Quechua, making the posters difficult to understand.
Unfortunately, because my return trip was only two weeks long, I was unable to conduct the same
iterative process of evaluation of the Quechua posters, which likely would have caught many of
these errors. However, I plan to revisit these posters on my next visit to Carhuaz province, during
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which I will also return final research findings to partner organizations and other relevant
institutions in order to inform relevant program and service provision improvements.
Nevertheless, while RA4 was lofty and the impacts of this research on IPV policies and
programming are yet to be seen, there were a number of smaller scale positive effects of this study.
Women consistently described feelings of catharsis after survey and interview participation, a
common finding among IPV researchers (DeWalt & Dewalt, 2002; Ellsberg & Heise, 2005; Jansen
et al., 2004). Survivors explained that they rarely had an opportunity to unburden themselves in such
an honest, non-judgmental context. The value of bearing witness to a survivor’s experience must be
emphasized, particularly as one-half of survivors had never disclosed violence prior to participation
in this research and broke their silence for the first time with me. Providing women with a listening
ear, a sense of solidarity, and instrumental and emotional support helped to validate their
experiences and emphasize that they are not alone. Women were often surprised when I told them
that IPV occurs in the US and around the world, but also took some comfort in finding out they
were not the only one.
Furthermore, the PAR approach of this study facilitated female empowerment by
establishing safe spaces for women to gather, share concerns, and explore solutions together. For
example, while I drafted the informational posters, my role was to facilitate their development
because of my Spanish literacy, possession of a computer and the funds necessary for distribution,
and access to relevant IPV-related support services. Participating women were in charge of guiding
the thematic development of the posters as well as the critiques for improvement, allowing
traditionally marginalized voices an opportunity to engage in the broader discussion on gender
equality and IPV in their community. Such a participatory approach, particularly with survivors of
violence, facilitates a sense of empowerment that can have radiating impacts in individual women’s
lives.
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Additionally, PAR workshops encouraged open conversation about IPV, removing the
typical hushed tones and speaking openly about IPV in an effort to decrease the stigma around it.
During action mapping activities in which women spoke about the support options available to
survivors, one group of women suggested a survivor first talk to her parents followed by the police,
if the violence continued. They then shared, “In the case that he continues to hit her, we would
advise her to separate because he is not going to change … that’s why we would suggest that she
leave him and find a better life for her children.” This open discussion of IPV is rare and allowed for
a voicing of opinions and a sharing of ideas and information as well as potentially reducing the
stigma around experiencing IPV and IPV-related separation. In fact, during one workshop, when a
woman suggested that survivors seek support at the CEM, another participant responded that
seeking help was too costly. She had not been aware that the CEM services were free.
Workshop activities also stimulated critical conversations about gender inequality. For
example, one workshop focused on the mapping of two bodies, one male and one female, followed
by group discussions of typical responsibilities, activities, and expectations for each. After group
presentations, women made observations about the devaluation of their labor in comparison to
men’s. They noted that men worked a single job in the chacra and arrived home to rest, while women
took care of the children, worked in the home, cared for the family’s animals, and many other tasks,
“but despite it all, our work is not very valued. Instead, men, because they bring in a little bit of
money, they say they are better than us.” As these insights make evident, workshops served to
facilitate open conversations about IPV, critical consciousness about gender inequality, the exchange
of information, and a sense of solidarity in their shared experiences as women. Thus, while I have
not yet been able to return complete research findings to collaborating organizations and other
relevant institutions in an effort to inform relevant police and programing, this research has
demonstrated positive individual and group impacts.
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Theory Revisited
Applying the Ecological Framework of Violence Against Women
As this research sought to understand the individual, familial, community, and societal level
factors influencing how indigenous women cope with IPV in Carhuaz province, this section
organizes the main findings of RA1, RA2, and RA3 according to the EFVAW (Heise, 1998). The
EFVAW has traditionally been utilized to understand risk factors for IPV and identify spaces for
intervention. However, this research uses the model to understand the influences shaping women’s
IPV decision-making. In doing so, I aim to clarify the multi-level factors impacting how women in
Carhuaz province cope with IPV, including disclosure practices, help-seeking behaviors, and
responses to violence, and how these factors function on various levels and in conjunction with each
other (see Figure 8.3 for visual depiction).
On the individual level, women’s lack of financial stability and independence, their lower
levels of formal education, and the subsequent impact on their employability and options for income
generation influenced women’s IPV decision-making because on the relationship level, they are
worried about their children’s financial stability and emotional wellbeing. Women’s individual
interpretations of their ability to continue enduring violence as well as perceptions of violence also
influenced women’s coping practices. Also on the relationship level, trustworthiness and likelihood
of support impacted whether or not women disclosed violence within their informal network.
Likewise, household income is an important factor in women’s decision-making as the majority of
participants reported that the principle household income came from either the partner’s income or
both of their incomes, indicating a high risk for financial instability in the case of separation. An
abusive partner restricting a woman’s employment often further exacerbated this financial instability.
Moreover, childcare and household chores are conventionally female responsibilities that are time
consuming and typically preclude the ability to earn a sufficient income outside the home. Thus,
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women face a tradeoff between earning an income outside the home and caring for their children
and household.

Figure 8.3: Ecological Framework of Influential Factors in Survivor Decision-Making among Indigenous
Women in Carhuaz Province

These challenges are compounded on the community level by a lack of jobs overall, and
even fewer for women, as well as a shortage of available housing. Many of those who were
employed, both men and women, worked in urban areas outside of their own districts and local
communities, demonstrating the lack of local employment opportunities. Furthermore, within the
rural communities participating women lived in, property is primarily inherited. Consequently, in
leaving their shared home, a woman must either have family nearby that can take her and her
children in, like in Valencia’s experience, or she must move to an urban area to find a place to rent.
In doing so, she must not only leave her home and community, but also adjust to urban living and
lose an important source of food, her chacra.
Also on the community level, as participant insights highlighted, gossip, feelings of shame
and embarrassment, and subsequent risks for victim blaming and partner retaliation play a significant
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role in women’s efforts to conceal IPV through non-disclosure, reliance on private coping strategies,
and persistence in the home. This victim blaming and gossip reflects societal level, culturally
constructed gender expectations of women as partnering once and for life, with women’s fears of
judgment and blame influencing their decision-making. Concerns around victim blaming extend
beyond the lay community to also include locally available formal network support services and their
providers (i.e. amor serrano). Additionally, these formal network resources were popularly associated
with formal separation, which functioned as a barrier to women unless they had already decided to
leave their partner.
Finally, on the societal level, legacies of ethnic and gender discrimination on the part of the
State as well as demonstrated perpetrator impunity, institutional corruption, and ineffective
responses, have led to little confidence in the national criminal justice system. Societal-level patterns
of ethnic discrimination and gender inequality (machismo and marianismo) also function to reduce
indigenous women’s employability and opportunities for financial independence, as did the previous
lack of educational policies mandating equal educational opportunities for men and women (Law
No. 28044) (El Peruano, 2003; Fuller, 1997, 2001; Harvey, 1994; Sagot, 2005). In fact, women’s
individual-level lack of financial independence and low employment options are a direct result of
these societal inequalities, demonstrating that women’s experiences of economic violence were
primarily executed by the State. Thus, the intimate economic violence they experience by their
partners is compounded by their economic disenfranchisement by the State, revealing the interplay
between intimate violence and structural violence in perpetuating the suffering of rural, indigenous
survivors of IPV.
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The Intersections of Gender Inequality, Ethnic Discrimination, and Economic
Disenfranchisement
By applying the ecological framework to these research results, we can more clearly see the
multi-level factors influencing indigenous women’s decision-making around coping with IPV in
Carhuaz province. Examining these multi-level influences reveals the dynamic nature of women’s
coping, disclosure, help-seeking, and exiting strategies as well as the accessibility and acceptability of
extant support services. An additional consideration of the intersections of gender inequality, ethnic
discrimination, economic disenfranchisement, and rural residency in participating women’s lives
further illuminates how intimate violence is reinforced by structural violence. Attention to how the
intersections of participating women’s identities as rural, indigenous, and economically
disenfranchised, by which I mean to highlight the constructed nature of poverty, operate on multiple
levels is crucial to holistically understanding the complexity of their experiences (Crenshaw, 1989).
Rooted in the feminist model, this analysis begins with a consideration of women’s gendered
identities, progressively incorporating the intersections of their ethnicity, socioeconomic status, and
rural residency (see Figure 8.4 for a visual depiction).
Gender inequality is evident across participating women’s experiences, occurring throughout
their lives and within various contexts, from their natal homes to their marital homes, in their
intimate relationships to their collective history as Peruvian women. Beginning in their youth,
women like Ofelia, Brigada, and Valencia were exposed to parental IPV in the household,
demonstrating unequal gender roles and the use of VAW by men early on in life. In fact,
demographic data showed that more than half of women who were raised with both parents
reported witnessing parental IPV in their youth (n=44; 57.9%).
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Figure 8.4: An Intersectional Consideration of Women’s Identities in Carhuaz Province

In adulthood, many women’s partners have replicated these household dynamics,
perpetuating their experiences of gender inequality and violence. Also during their youth, one-fifth
of participants (n=17; 20.7%) never attended school and of those who did attend school (n=65), the
majority did not finish high school (n=47; 72.3%). These low levels of education among
participating women are reflective of societal patterns of gender inequality in educational settings,
particularly in rural areas and among indigenous populations, as demonstrated by the persistently
higher rates of formal education among males versus females, urban versus rural residents, and
white and mestizo versus indigenous populations (INEI, 2018b). Additionally, as indicated by
participating women in this research, female school drop out is exacerbated by poverty with women
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explaining leaving school to contribute to the household income, care for younger siblings, and work
in the family chacra.
After partnering, women are often further confronted with unequal gender expectations by
their partner and his family, emphasizing a woman’s role as a mother, housewife, and foundation of
familismo. These expectations are exacerbated pervasive machismo, marianismo, and associated concerns
for judgment, gossip, and victim blaming, particularly as living in rural, small towns often reduces
privacy and anonymity. The persistent and lifelong nature of gender, ethnic, and class inequality
results in compounding negative consequences. A clear illustration of this can be seen in the
educational context. As demonstrated by 2017 census data, as well as participants in this study,
indigenous populations, women, and people residing in rural parts of Peru demonstrate notably
lower rates of literacy and high school completion and higher rates of poverty (INEI, 2018a, 2018b).
As a result of low educational attainment, rural, indigenous women have decreased Spanish literacy
and fluency, which reduces their opportunities for employment outside the home. Consequently,
these women are less likely to have their own regular income and to establish financial
independence, which many participants in this research identified as crucial factors in their decisions
to remain with or return to an abusive partner, highlighting the tradeoff women are confronted with:
violence in the household or financial instability in escaping violence. Ultimately, in exiting a violent
relationship, women are risking not only their own financial stability, but that of their children as
well due to the intersections of their identity as economically disenfranchised, indigenous women
living in rural Peru.
Dissertation findings show that economic disenfranchisement is a crucial pathway through
which structural violence bolsters intimate violence. While women did report experiences of intimate
partner economic violence, such as giving up a job because their partner did not want them to work
and their partner refusing to provide money for household needs, this research found that the
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economic barriers women identified in escaping IPV are primarily due to a lifetime of economic
disenfranchisement occurring at the intersections of their identities.
Additionally, as a result of low Spanish literacy and fluency, indigenous women encounter
difficulty in and discomfort with accessing and effectively utilizing state-based formal support
services, which is exacerbated by the pervasive nature of gender and ethnic discrimination among
providers who explain away violence with amor serrano and are known for persistent victim-blaming,
apathy, and inaction. Moreover, the availability of such services is limited in rural areas, providing
women with few options and alternatives. This cascade of assaults exacerbates feelings of low selfworth, reduces the accessibility of resources, and ultimately diminishes women’s abilities to
successfully exit a violent relationship and provide for their children. Clearly, women’s experiences
of IPV are embedded broader political and social structures, with experiences of structural violence
reinforcing intimate violence.
Women in this research often shared that they did not want to separate from their violent
partners. However, it is not because they love a partner who abuses them, as the racist amor serrano
stereotype would dictate. In fact, survey data in Chapter Four regarding attitudes towards the use of
physical violence and women’s sexual autonomy demonstrated a general disagreement with violence
against women. Rather, women remain with violent partners because they do not believe they can
support their children without them and that their children should not grow up without a father.
Because they have low levels of education, decreased Spanish literacy and fluency, are raised in
machista environments that have devalued their worth and potential throughout their lives, instilling
that to be a woman is to both live in fear of and be dependent on a male partner because they
cannot do it alone. Faced with few options, participating women remained in situations of violence
and enacted their agency within the confines of their home as a result of the multiple violences they
face. Rural, indigenous women continue to live in violent homes despite their desires for a life free
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of violence, resisting privately and silently, because they are mothers and they prioritize their
children before themselves. Moreover, women’s public silence about IPV replicates a legacy of
silencing indigenous women’s voice by the national government, as demonstrated by the continued
impunity of perpetrators of gender-based crimes during the civil conflict (CLADEM, 1999; Getgen,
2009; Tamayo et al., 1998), by their local formal network support services that blame them for
inciting and allowing IPV, by the community and family who gossip, judge, and encourage them to
stay with a violent partner and endure for their children, and by their intimate partners who silence
them through fear, intimidation, humiliation, and physical assault.
Still, women endure. This dissertation finds that women resist violence and male dominance
in distinct ways, often privately and in their relationships with their children, hoping for a different
future for them. Women’s ultimate concerns were the wellbeing of their children, their ability to care
for their children, and ensuring their children would have the opportunities they did not. Women
focused specifically on formal education and career opportunities, so that their daughters would not
have to remain in violence because their gender, ethnicity, and socioeconomic status prevented them
from finishing school, achieving a sufficient level of literacy, and attaining gainful employment.
Survivors spoke openly to their children about the unacceptability of IPV, hoping for change in the
future, and conceptualized formal education as an opportunity expand to women’s potential and
transform gender stereotypes.
Summary
This intersectional, ecological approach to understanding women’s IPV experiences in
Carhuaz, Peru clarifies the compounding effects of gender inequality, ethnic discrimination,
economic disenfranchisement, and rural neglect experienced on the household, community, and
institutional levels. Rather than identifying individual and distinct factors, the application of an
ecological and intersectional approach to understanding women’s decision-making around IPV
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illuminates the various and complex contributing factors shaping women’s experiences of violence
in Carhuaz province and how women’s agency operates within the intersections of multiple
oppressions. Just as there is no single risk factor that can account for VAW around the world, there
is no single deciding factor that explains women’s disclosure, help-seeking, and response to violence.
Nonetheless understanding these complexities is important in reaching survivors of violence,
understanding where they are coming from to minimize judgment, and allowing their voices to
direct the solutions they seek for themselves. This research finds patterns of concern around gender
expectations and community gossip, perceptions of violence, and children’s wellbeing broadly
influence survivors’ disclosure, help-seeking, and exiting strategies; yet ultimately, this research
concludes that in order to broaden scholarly understandings of IPV in rural, non-Western settings
and among cultural and ethnic minority populations, we must amplify the voices of these women
and address the disempowerment, inequality, and disenfranchisement occurring outside of their
intimate relationships to effectively support them in establishing familial stability and safety.
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CHAPTER NINE:
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Summary
This dissertation documents the lived experiences of IPV among women in Carhuaz
province, with specific attention on the multi-level factors influencing how survivors cope with IPV
and make decisions regarding disclosure, help-seeking, and responses to violence. The results of this
research demonstrate how participants’ intersecting identities—as women, indigenous, economically
disenfranchised, and rural—result in overlapping oppressions that exacerbate intimate violence and
significantly limit survivors’ options for escaping abusive partners. Findings reveal that survivors’
primary concerns are the financial stability and emotional wellbeing of their children, leading women
to remain with a violent partner because of their own lack of financial dependence, desires to protect
their children from suffering separation, and hopes for the academic success of their children.
Moreover, participants in this research demonstrated strong preferences for non-disclosure of
violence and private, resistance-oriented coping strategies as a result of widespread community
gossip that risked partner reprisal, victim blaming, and judgment based on pervasive marianismorooted female gender expectations. These concerns were also expressed with regard to formal
network support, including the criminal justice and legal systems, to which women expressed
significant resistance because, in addition to gossip and victim blaming, participants generally had
little confidence in these institutions and believed that in seeking their support, they would be forced
to separate from their partner, placing their children’s wellbeing at risk.
Nonetheless, this dissertation shows that a few women were able to successfully escape
violence, and the majority of those who remained in violent relationships expressed resistance to
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their partner’s violent behavior, underscoring their strength and courage. These findings indicate
that Andean women do not accept violence as love, dismantling the pervasive notion of amor serrano
that abounded among providers and urban populations alike. Rather, participating women’s voices
reveal that the decision they are confronted with is not as simple as: remain with a violent partner or
escape to a life free of violence. Women are negotiating a complex kaleidoscope of concerns for
their children, their reputation, and their survival, many of which are beyond their immediate
control. Thus, based on the findings of this dissertation, the decision women face would be more
accurately framed as: remain with a violent partner or escape to a life of financial instability, hardship
for your children, and uncertainty for your future, and only if you are able to navigate a complicated,
highly literate, Spanish-speaking criminal justice and legal system fraught with ethnic discrimination
and gender bias or pay someone to help you do so. Understanding women’s persistence in violent
relationships from this perspective underscores the multiple and varying challenges survivors
confront.
However, in remaining with a violent partner, women are not submitting to male dominance
and abuse. Women described a number of resistance strategies that ensured their day-to-day
survival, though the limited impact of these efforts should also be acknowledged. Violent men may
have been momentarily deterred by survivor’s verbal or physical self-defense, their disappearance
from the home, or the arrival of police officers. Still, in the long run, violence was on-going for the
vast majority of survivors. In light of this, women’s focus on their children’s educational attainment
and occupational futures emerged as their long-term method of resistance, through hope for a better
future for their children. This dissertation reveals that women’s focus on their children’s education is
rooted in their own struggles, including their low-levels of education and subsequent lack of
financial independence. Women did not want the same for their children, neither their sons, who
they saw as eventually taking on the financial responsibility of their future families, nor their
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daughters, who, through financial independence, would not be confronted with the same economic
challenges that essentially forced survivors to remain with abusive men. Thus, in emphasizing
educational and occupational achievements for their sons and daughters, women are pushing for
gender equality in these public contexts with the hope of improving gender equality within their
intimate relationships.
Limitations
This study has a number of limitations worth noting. As this research was exploratory in
nature and concerned with the safety of participants, the eligibility criteria for participation were
broad and only required that a woman be over 18 years of age and ever-partnered. Consequently,
participants ranged in age from 19 to 63 years old, providing a wide-ranging timeframe of IPV
experiences occurring as recently as during the course of this research and as far back as the 1980s.
While this allowed for a rich understanding of the complexity of IPV experiences through time, the
retrospective nature of eliciting narratives about women’s past experiences of violence presents the
potential for recall bias, and the broad timeframe included experiences occurring in shifting policy
and legislative contexts. However, the inclusion of older women also enriched the qualitative
insights of this dissertation, as these women were able to reflect back on their experiences, share
how their perspectives had changed over time, and demonstrate survivor resilience.
Another important limitation in this study is that all participants were mothers. This was an
unintentional consequence of seeking ever-partnered women as having children commonly
accompanies romantic partnership in the Peruvian Andes. Thus, participating women’s focus on
their children is specific to motherhood and not representative of women without children who
experience IPV. Another limitation is women’s general unfamiliarity with the criminal justice system
and other formal network support services, which led to some confused descriptions of experiences
with these services, such as difficulty distinguishing between prosecutors, judges, and other local
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authorities. However, this also serves as an important finding because it demonstrates the gaps in
women’s understandings of the services they utilized, indicating poor provider communication and
an opportunity for enhancement.
A final limitation to this study is methodological, specifically, a lack of life history interviews.
In planning this research, I had not anticipated the lifetime of discrimination women would share
nor had I seen life histories regularly presented in the IPV literature. I intended to elicit targeted
narratives of IPV and retrospective reflections on women’s intimate relationships based on predissertation findings. However, as I began formal dissertation data collection, many women shared
condensed versions of their life stories. While I made every effort to document these narratives as
fully as possible and situate women’s present experiences within the context of their youth and
young adulthood, I had not prepared myself to record life histories. Thus, I missed opportunities to
enhance the collection of these narratives through specific, directed probes and visual and
organizational aids like life history calendars and personal timelines divided into key periods
(Bernard, 2011; Schensul & LeCompte, 2013).
Recommendations
Future Research Directions
To begin, in light of the life history limitation of this study, future research on IPV should
take into account the collection of life history interviews. Such a methodological approach would be
further enhanced by the application of a life course perspective (Elder, Johnson, & Crosnoe, 2003)
to better clarify the timing, frequency, and cumulative impacts of women’s experiences of
discrimination, inequality, and violence throughout their lifetimes. This recommendation is inline
with recent theoretical advancements in public health research on IPV decision-making and the
impact of social inequalities (Velonis, Daoud, Matheson, Woodhall-Melnik, Hamilton-Wright, &
O’Campo, 2017). Additionally, while the WHO survey utilized in this research evaluated some
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aspects of economic violence, it was not measured with a validated instrument. Given the finding
that economic disenfranchisement and women’s lack of financial independence were crucial to
women’s abilities to care for their children if they left an abusive partner, a targeted assessment of
economic violence as a component of IPV would help elucidate potentially overlooked aspects of
intimate economic violence in this study as well as help to better distinguish IPV aspects of intimate
economic violence versus structural ones. The 28-item Scale of Economic Abuse (Adams, Sullivan,
Bybee, & Greeson, 2008) is a promising instrument for future studies measuring economic violence,
and research continues to evaluate its validity and reliability (Adams, Beebly, & Gregory, 2015;
Postmus, Plummer, & Stylianous, 2016).
The findings of this dissertation also indicate a number of avenues for future research. The
potentially protective influence of in-laws in situations of IPV is an interesting discovery in this
research, which merits further investigation. Some IPV research has established contradictory
findings, with in-laws identified as proponents of IPV and supporting their son’s dominance over
his wife (Clark et al., 2010; McClusky, 2001; Raj et al., 2006). However, little is understood about
their potentially protective role and how this could be leveraged to mitigate IPV. The need for such
research is further bolstered by study findings demonstrating that older survivors of violence
experienced a shift in their perceptions of violence and actively advocate against IPV among their
children.
Dissertation findings also indicate that the role of abuser infidelity in exacerbating IPV
deserves consideration as this has received little attention to date (Estremadoyro, 2001; Harvey,
1994). Relatedly, the frequent association by women between male infidelity and IPV implied a
common co-occurrence, and women who confirmed partner infidelity described significant
emotional injury, adding to growing research on the topic (Utley, 2017). As such, future research
should evaluate the potential for including infidelity as a form of IPV, specifically
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emotional/psychological violence, as this dissertation shows it to be perceived as an assault on a
woman’s personhood and dignity.
Finally, this dissertation finds that children play a central role in women’s experiences of IPV
in a number of ways. While children’s simultaneous roles as a motivator to remain with a violent
partner and/or leave a violent partner have been thoroughly documented (Meyer, 2010; Rasool,
2016; Rhodes, et al., 2010; Stephens & Melton, 2017), less is understood about their role in
supporting their mothers in situations of IPV (Mullender et al., 2002; Øverlien & Hydén, 2009). This
research documented women’s descriptions of their children as actively defending them during
episodes of violence, disclosing IPV on their behalf, and seeking outside support from family as well
as police. These findings support burgeoning research on the bi-directional relationship between
mothers and their children (Katz, 2015; Kuczynski, 2003) and deserve additional investigation.
Application of Findings
Although Western understandings of women’s rights encourage the categorical
condemnation of IPV, participating women’s narratives demonstrate that survivors in Carhuaz
province abide a certain threshold of violence to ensure their children’s emotional wellbeing and
financial stability. Further, in tolerating some violence, women are able to avoid pervasive victim
blaming, partner reprisal, a justice system that frequently does not work for economically
disenfranchised, indigenous women, and a variety of other challenges and uncertainties. Thus, taking
into account women’s economic realities and the multi-level barriers they face as a result of their
intersecting identities, a focus on harm reduction appears to be a more practical avenue for
addressing IPV (Ghosh, 2011).
Originally developed within the context of illicit drug use, the concept of harm reduction
acknowledges the reality that harmful experiences often persist despite efforts to prevent and stop
them; thus, harm reduction addresses this persistence by taking a targeted approach to decreasing
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the negative impacts of such experiences (i.e. needle exchange programs and reduction in the
transmission of HIV, hepatitis, and other infections) (Inciardi & Harrison, 2000). Safety planning,
which focuses on providing a sense of empowerment to survivors through the development of
personalized strategies for mitigating violence (Campbell & Glass, 2009), is an ideal avenue through
which to engage in harm reductions strategies for survivors in Carhuaz province. Particularly as this
research finds safety planning to be lacking in women’s repertoire of coping strategies, future public
health interventions should specifically target the development of these strategies alongside women
to enhance their sense of empowerment as well as providing them with tactics for reducing potential
harm (Campbell & Glass, 2009).
In light of dissertation findings demonstrating an emphasis on maintaining the family unit
and valuation of familismo, interventions aimed at preventing and/or mitigating IPV should take a
family-focused approach. By this, I mean leveraging the valuation of familismo to reduce violence and
framing IPV prevention as enhancing familial communication and decision-making dynamics. In
fact, participants in the PAR workshops suggested this focus for one of the resulting informational
posters, which included various definitions of what women conceptualized as positive family
attributes, emphasizing the family as a team, as supportive, communicative, and mutually respectful.
Given the stigma surrounding IPV, framing violence prevention as supporting healthy families
would likely increase the local acceptability of such programs. Moreover, some aspects of machismo
are associated with men’s identities as fathers, providers, and protectors of the family (Fuller, 2001),
allowing for a reframing of expressions of masculine identity through more family-focused and
productive avenues.
Further, considering the finding that survivors remain in violent relationships primarily for
the wellbeing of their children alongside the well-documented association between IPV and
unintended pregnancy (Cripe et al., 2008; Miller et al., 2010; Miller et al., 2014; Pallitto et al., 2013),
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there is the potential for survivor support services to collaborate with family planning services to
reduce risks for unintended pregnancy. In doing so, women may be more financially capable of
exiting a violent relationship if they had less dependent children to consider. A number of survivors
in this research discussed unintended pregnancy, with some women reconciling with their abusive
partners after finding out they were unintentionally pregnant. While women did not express explicit
regret or remorse about carrying unintended pregnancies to term, their discussions of unintended
pregnancies allude to a lack of control over their own fertility through family planning and
contraception.
Although the origin of this lack of control over fertility is unclear (i.e. unaware of family
planning options, unavailability of contraception, and partner prevention of contraception use,
among other potential explanations), this connection between unintended pregnancy and IPV
presents the opportunity for enhancing IPV and family planning services through collaborative
efforts at increasing women’s control over their fertility as well as screening for and safety planning
around IPV. For example, Miller and colleagues (2011) found that incorporating enhanced IPV
screening and information on locally available IPV resources into established family planning
services reduced survivor’s risks for reproductive coercion, which included partner control over
contraception and pressure to become pregnant. In Carhuaz province, previous experience
conducting reproductive health research indicate that men rarely accompany their partners to the
health clinic for routine check-ups, providing increased safety and privacy for such an intervention.
Similarly, IPV prevention programming and survivor support services should also consider
the institutional collaboration with alcohol dependency programming, as the majority of survivors in
this research explicitly associated their partner’s violent behavior with alcohol use. Consequently,
treatment for alcohol dependency maintains the potential for decreasing IPV in Carhuaz province.
While women who had sought such programs for their partners reported little to no program
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participation by their partners, coupling alcohol dependency programming with the previously
discussed family-focused approach to IPV prevention could increase the likelihood of participation
by reducing stigma and associating sobriety and/or responsible alcohol use with familismo.
Taking a cue from participating women and their appreciation of formal education as a
pathway for upward mobility, preventing IPV, and enhancing gender equality, I also recommend the
incorporation of IPV prevention programming into formal schooling. While participant observation
indicated that the CEM does conduct presentations regarding dating violence in local high schools,
there is no explicit discussion of gender inequality and unequal gender expectations. Thus, in
addition to providing educational information about IPV prevention and safety, such efforts should
also focus on identifying gender inequality, preparing young women for work outside the home, and
encouraging young men to contribute to the household and childcare. In doing so, school-based
prevention programing can support women’s hopes for their children’s violence-free futures by
explicitly targeting IPV and supporting gender equality.
Moreover, given survivors’ continual focus on their children, I also recommend that IPVrelated support services incorporate these concerns into their services, including assistance in
transferring schools and help with ensuring timely child support payments, among others. While
these services are routinely provided in US survivor support agencies, they were absent among the
available institutions in Carhuaz province. In providing support to a woman and her children living
in IPV can help to alleviate some of the challenges that kept survivors in violent relationships. For
example, considering women’s economic context and the challenges single motherhood presents,
the likelihood of financial stress could be addressed early on through instrumental support finding
work and establishing a regular income.
Finally, along with this expansion of services to include a consideration of children’s needs
and their impact on women’s IPV decision-making, this dissertation also demonstrates a need for
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formalized and consistent training and sensitization of non-IPV focused providers in order to
enhance survivors’ help-seeking experiences, minimize provider bias, improve institutional
collaboration with other state-based support services, and ensure consistent, supportive responses to
IPV. One particularly important institutional barrier to address is the association of a police
complaint with formal separation. As a result of this misperception, women understood law
enforcement and the legal system as last resorts in situations of violence and often only sought such
support when violence became severe. Providing women with alternatives to separation can help
facilitate earlier help-seeking and potentially prevent violence from reaching such severity.
Closing Remarks
The overarching goal of this dissertation was to contribute to the expansion of scholarly
understanding of the various and distinct ways in which IPV takes place around the world in an
effort to contribute to the advancement and diversification of IPV support service provision,
prevention programing, and advocacy efforts worldwide for a safer, more equitable global
community. The findings of this dissertation enhance scholarly understandings of IPV. Through its
multi-level, intersectional analysis, this dissertation explicitly identifies the multiple and overlapping
oppressions survivors face by demonstrating how IPV is embedded in broader political and social
structures. Findings illustrate how experiences of structural violence, such as institutionalized ethnic
discrimination, reinforce women’s experiences of intimate violence by limiting their options for
recourse. This research also documents survivors’ prioritization of their children’s education as a
means of violence prevention in future generations through increased financial stability and
independence, underscoring women’s perceptions of the gendered dimensions of economic
inequality and its role in perpetuating IPV.
Finally, this research helps addresses the gap in qualitative literature regarding IPV among
non-Western, non-urban, minority populations, elucidating the various and distinct experiences of
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survivors in under-researched areas. In doing so, this dissertation gives voice to traditionally
marginalized indigenous women and illustrates their experiences of IPV and related decision-making
regarding coping, disclosure, help-seeking, and exiting. This emic perspective helps dismantle
misconceptions of IPV as culturally accepted (i.e. amor serrano), as women’s voices illustrate the
complexity of their lived realities and how their gender, ethnicity, residence, and socioeconomic
status shape their IPV decision-making. These voices revealed some findings not well documented
in the literature, including the potentially protective influence of in-laws in situations of violence, the
lack of safety planning among survivors in Carhuaz province, the role of male infidelity in
exacerbating IPV, and children’s active roles in supporting and defending their mothers in situations
of IPV, lighting the way for future research. Above all, this research amplifies the voices of
traditionally marginalized women in Carhuaz province—a step forward in their personal struggles
with intimate violence—a notable contribution to the broader discourse on IPV prevention,
alleviation, and eradication worldwide.
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PRE-DISSERTATION PARTICIPATORY ACTION RESEARCH WORKSHOP
PROTOCOLS
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Guía de Diagnostico Participativo Comunitario: Violencia y La Pareja
Sesión 1
1) Introducción
• ¡Bienvenidos y agradecimientos! Breve introducción de nosotras y que queremos realizar
• Rompehielos: Los Nombres Escritos
o En un círculos, todas las participantes tiene un tarjeta con su nombre. Se presenta su
nombre y una característica que le busca o le gusta en una amiga, un amigo, o una
pareja.
o Al terminarse, todo el mundo quite su tarjeta y la hace circular hacia la derecha
durante unos minutos, y se detiene el movimiento. Cada persona queda con una
tarjeta que no es la suya; debe buscar a su dueño. ¿Quién puede recordar todo las
nombres?--- ¡Gracias y Aplausos!
2) Lluvia de Ideas y Sociodrama
• ¿Cómo es una pareja en *comunidad*? (Todo en Juntos)
o Sondeas: ¿A cual edad empieza a pensar en una pareja? ¿Qué busca en un hombre?
–su trabajo, su cara, su terreno, sus características, su familia, etc. ¿Cómo decide que
quiere estar con un hombre? ¿Qué hace? ¿Quién influye su decisión? ¿Han cambiado
los procesos?
• En Grupos (por edad, si es posible): Preparar un sociodrama de cómo una mujer unirse
con un barón en *comunidad*—si por edad, muestra las prácticas de su grupo de edad para
que podemos ver las diferencias y los cambios.
• Compartir los sociodramas y analizarlos (recordar las notas en papelotes) ¡Gracias y
Aplausos!
3) ¿Cómo la pareja toma decisiones? (Prepara en grupos y presenta cada grupo)
• Sondeas: ¿Cuáles los roles y responsabilidades de una pareja?
o 1) Del hombre? ¿Han cambiado?
o 2) De la mujer? ¿Han cambiado?
o 3) ¿Hay cosas que la pareja hace o realiza en juntos? ¿Hay decisiones que la pareja
toma en juntos? ¿Sobre que temas? ¿Qué hace la pareja cuando ellos no están en
acuerdo?
• Cada Grupo Presenta: Revisa en juntos, pregunta si algo falta, etc. ¡Gracias y Aplausos!
4) Conclusión
• Revisar las Temas
• Programación de la Próxima Reunión: ________________
• Tarea: ¿Cuál recursos hay por la pareja? (Refiere a las temas que las participantes han
indicado son decisiones que toman en juntos)
• Refrigerio
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Guía de Diagnostico Participativo Comunitario: Violencia y La Pareja
Sesión 2
1) Introducción
• ¡Bienvenidos y agradecimientos! Breve introducción de nosotras y que queremos realizar
• Rompehielos: Los Nombres Escritos
o En un círculos, todas las participantes tiene un tarjeta con su nombre. Se presenta su
nombre y una característica que le busca o le gusta en una amiga, un amigo, o una
pareja.
o Al terminarse, todo el mundo quite su tarjeta y la hace circular hacia la derecha
durante unos minutos, y se detiene el movimiento. Cada persona queda con una
tarjeta que no es la suya; debe buscar a su dueño. ¿Quién puede recordar todo las
nombres?--- ¡Gracias y Aplausos!
2) Revisa los Temas del Primero Taller
• ¿Cómo es una pareja en *comunidad*?
• ¿Cuál son los roles y responsabilidades de una pareja? ¿Del hombre, de la mujer, y de
la pareja?
3) Revisa la Tarea: ¿Cuál Recursos Hay Por La Pareja?
• En Grupos: Conversa sobre la tarea
• Cada Grupo Presenta:
o ¿Cuál temas o decisiones están importante a ustedes? ¿Cuál recursos pueden
usar/acceder? ¿Cuál actividades pueden realizar para solucionar un problema?
o Sondeas después de cada presentación: ¿Algo más? ¿Otras temas? ¿Recursos,
actividades? ¿Cómo reacciona los hombres a estos problemas? ¿Esto es la realidad?
¿Cómo es en realidad?
o ¡Gracias y Aplausos!
4) Sociodrama: ¿Cómo toma decisiones la pareja?
• Cada grupo (4-5 personas) prepara un sociodrama sobre una de las temas/decisiones de la
tarea. Indica los recursos, personas, organizaciones, etc. que usa y las actividades que realiza
(~10 minutos)
• Presenta cada grupo.
o Sondeas: ¿Eso fue la realidad? ¿Cómo es en realidad? ¿Hay otras maneras de
solucionar este problema? ¿Cómo reacciona los hombres a estos problemas?
5) Conclusión
• Revisar las Temas
• Programación de la Próxima Reunión: ________________
• Tarea: ¿Cuál recursos no hay? ¿Falta recursos por la pareja en la comunidad? ¿Hay recursos
contra la violencia? ¿Son accesibles? ¿Qué recursos quiere por la pareja? ¿Para violencia? No
se preocupe sobre los costos, etc.
• Refrigerio
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Guía de Diagnostico Participativo Comunitario: Violencia y La Pareja
Sesión 3
1) Introducción
• ¡Bienvenidos y agradecimientos! Breve introducción de nosotras y que queremos realizar
• Rompehielos: Los Nombres y Gestos
o ¿Quién puede recordar todo los nombres?--- ¡Gracias y Aplausos!
2) Revisa los Temas del Segundo Taller
• ¿Cómo toma decisiones la pareja?
o 1) Violencia contra la mujer, 2) Planificación Familiar, 3) Infecciones Sexuales
3) Sociodrama: ¿Cómo toma decisiones la pareja?
• Cada grupo (4-5 personas) prepara un sociodrama sobre las temas/decisiones del taller
anteriormente. Indica los recursos, personas, organizaciones, etc. que usa y las actividades
que realiza (~10 minutos)
• Presenta cada grupo.
o Sondeas: ¿Eso fue la realidad? ¿Cómo es en realidad? ¿Hay otras maneras de
solucionar este problema? ¿Cómo reacciona los hombres a estos problemas?
o ¡Gracias y Aplausos!
4) Revisa la Tarea: Puente de Posibilidades: ¿Cuál recursos necesitamos para solucionar
desacuerdos entre la pareja?
• Si nadie ha hecho o traído la tarea, hecha en grupos (~10 minutos)
• Comparten sus ideas—revisa los desacuerdos, los recursos para solucionar, y como es el
acuerdo
• ¿Cómo podemos aumentar los recursos? ¿Necesitamos otros recursos? ¿Cómo podemos
pasar la voz sobre los recursos? Voy a avanzar con esta tema durante mis estudios y también
cuando regreso por acá, pues, dígame, ¿como puedo apoyarles y ayudarles a solucionar mejor
los problemas que se preocupen ustedes?
5) Conclusión
• Revisar las Temas
o Explica mi investigación y intereses
o ¿Qué quieren cumplir ustedes a través de los talleres?
• Refrigerio
• Intercambio de datos si alguien quiere seguir a trabajar conmigo en el futuro
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APPENDIX II:
WORLD HEALTH ORGANIZATION HOUSEHOLD SURVEY
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PERÚ
Estudio Sobre Salud
de las Mujeres y la
Familia

CUESTIONARIO
VERSIÓN 11, 2013
(Adaptado por uso en la provincia de
Carhuaz Noviembre, 2016)1

ESTUDIO REALIZADO POR:
La Universidad del Florida del Sur (USF)
Centro para el Bienestar Social (CSW)

This study utilized version 11 of the WHO survey, last revised in November 2013. The survey has since
undergone further revisions.

1
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[ ][ ][ ] [ ][ ][ ] [ ][ ][ ]
2

1.

2.

I.

ID de Participante

II.

Fecha de la Encuesta

III.

Distrito de Participante

IV.

Barrio de Participante

V.

Idioma de Encuesta

¿Podría decirme cuántas personas viven en este hogar y comparten la misma comida?
INDAGAR: ¿Se encuentran comprendidos los niños (incluyendo bebés) que viven aquí?
¿Incluye también a otras persona que no sean miembros de la familia, como por ejemplo,
empleadas domésticas, inquilinos o amigos que viven aquí y comparten la misma comida?
ASEGURARSE DE QUE SE INCLUYA A ESTAS PERSONAS EN EL TOTAL
¿Quién es jefe del hogar, un hombre o una mujer?

TOTAL DE PERSONAS EN EL
HOGAR
[ ][ ]
HOMBRE
MUJER 2
AMBOS 3

1

A RESPONDER POR CUALQUIER ADULTO RESPONSABLE DEL HOGAR
CUESTIONARIO SOBRE LA VIVIENDA
PREGUNTAS Y FILTROS
CODIFICACIÓN DE CATEGORÍAS
1

2

3

4

5

PREGUNTAS 1 A 6: INDICADORES SOCIOECONÓMICOS ESPECÍFICOS DEL PAÍS, ADAPTAR EN FUNCIÓN DEL PAÍS
Si no tiene inconveniente, me gustaría hacerle algunas preguntas
AGUA CORRIENTE DENTRO DE LA VIVIENDA .... 01
sobre su vivienda.
RED PÚBLICA AFUERA DE LA VIVIENDA ............. 02
¿Cuál es la fuente principal de agua potable de su vivienda?
PILA/CHORRO PÚBLICO ............................................ 03
AGUA DE POZO EN VIVIENDA ................................. 04
POZO PÚBLICO AFUERA ............................................ 05
AGUA DE MANANTIAL .............................................. 06
RÍO/ARROYO/ESTANQUE/LAGO ............................. 08
AGUA DE LLUVIA ........................................................ 09
TANQUE/CAMIÓN/AGUA EMBOTELLADA .......... ..10
OTROS:
.............. 96
NO SABE/NO RECUERDA . ........................................ 98
SE NIEGA A RESPONDER/NO RESPONDE .............. 99
¿Con qué tipo de servicios higiénicos cuenta su vivienda?
CONECTADO A RED PÚBLICA DENTRO
DE VIVIENDA .............................................................. 01
CONECTADO A RED PÚBLICA FUERA
DE VIVIENDA ............................................................... 02
LETRINA VENTILADA MEJORADA.......................... 03
POZO CIEGO O NEGRO (LETRINA) .......................... 04
RÍO, ACEQUIA O CANAL ............................................ 05
NO HAY SERVICIOS HIGIÉNICOS/
MALEZA/CAMPO ...................................................... 06
OTROS:_
. ............... 96
NO SABE/NO RECUERDA .......................................... 98
SE NIEGA A RESPONDER/NO RESPONDE . ............ 99
¿Cuáles son los materiales principales de que está hecho su PAJA, HOJA DE PALMA, ESTERA, CAÑA ................ 01
techo?
CARTÓN, PLÁSTICO. ................................................... 02
REGISTRAR LO QUE SE OBSERVA
CONCRETO ARMADO, TEJAS .................................... 03
CALAMINA, FIBRA DE CEMENTO, DURALITA ..... 04
MADERA ........................................................................ 05
ADOBE ............................................................................ 06
LÁMINA.......................................................................... 07
OTROS:
.......... 96
NO SABE/NO RECUERDA ......................................... 98
SE NIEGA A RESPONDER/NO RESPONDE ............... 99
¿Su vivienda cuenta con?
a) Electricidad
b) Radio
c) Televisión (a colores)
d) Teléfono
e) Refrigeradora
f) Internet
¿Algún miembro de su vivienda es dueño(a) de?:
a) Bicicleta
b) Motocicleta
c) Carro

a) ELECTRICIDAD
b) RADIO
c) TELEVISIÓN
d) TELÉFONO
e) REFRIGERADORA
f) INTERNET
a) BICICLETA
b) MOTOCICLETA
c) AUTOMÓVIL
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SI
1
1
1
1
1
1
SI
1
1
1

NO
2
2
2
2
2
2
NO
2
2
2

NS
8
8
8
8
8
8
NS
8
8
8

[ ][ ][ ] [ ][ ][ ] [ ][ ][ ]
3
6

¿Alguna persona de su hogar es dueño(a) de terreno?

7

En este hogar, ¿cuántas habitaciones se usan para dormir?

8

¿Le preocupan los niveles de delincuencia en su vecindario
(como robos o asaltos)? ¿Ud. diría que no está nada preocupada,
que está un poco preocupada o que está muy preocupada?

9

En las últimas cuatro semanas, ¿Algún miembro de este hogar ha
sido víctima de un acto delincuencial en este mismo vecindario,
como un robo o un asalto?

10

ANOTAR EL SEXO DE LA PERSONA ENCUESTADA

Gracias por su colaboración.
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SÍ ........................................................................................ 1
NO ...................................................................................... 2
NO SABE/NO RECUERDA . .......................................... 8
SE NIEGA A RESPONDER/NO RESPONDE ................. 9
HABITACIONES ..........................................[ ][ ]
NO SABE/NO RECUERDA . ....................................... 98
SE NIEGA A RESPONDER/NO RESPONDE .............. 99
NO PREOCUPADA .......................................................... 1
UN POCO PREOCUPADA............................................... 2
MUY PREOCUPADA....................................................... 3
NO SABE/NO RECUERDA ............................................ .8
SE NIEGA A RESPONDER/NO RESPONDE ................. 9
SÍ ........................................................................................ 1
NO ...................................................................................... 2
NO SABE/NO RECUERDA ............................................ .8
SE NIEGA A RESPONDER/NO RESPONDE ............... .9
MASCULINO .................................................................... 1
FEMENINO ..................................................................... 2

[ ][ ][ ] [ ][ ][ ] [ ][ ][ ]
4
FECHA DE LA ENTREVISTA: DIA[

][

] MES[

][

] AÑO[

100. INDICAR LA HORA DE COMIENZO DE LA ENTREVISTA

SECCIÓN 1

][

][

][

Hora
[
Minutos [

]
][
][

] (24 h)
]

LA ENCUESTADA Y SU COMUNIDAD

PREGUNTAS & FILTROS

CODIFICACIÓN DE CATEGORÍAS

IR A

Si no le importa, me gustaría empezar preguntándole sobre <NOMBRE DEL BARRIO/COLONIA/COMUNIDAD>.
INSERTAR EL NOMBRE DEL BARRIO EN LA PREGUNTA ANTERIOR, ASÍ COMO EN LAS PREGUNTAS A
CONTINUACIÓN.
SI NO TIENE NOMBRE, DECIR “EN ESTA COMUNIDAD/PUEBLO/BARRIO” COMO SEA MÁS APROPIADO.
101

En general, ¿los vecinos de NOMBRE DEL
BARRIO/COLONIA se conocen bien entre ellos?

102

Si hubiera una pelea callejera en NOMBRE DEL BARRIO,
generalmente ¿la gente haría algo para detenerla?

103

Si alguien de <NOMBRE DEL BARRIO> decidiera realizar
un proyecto comunitario (EJEMPLO: en sectores populares,
construcción de baños en colegios; mejoramiento del medio
ambiente en sectores medios y altos).
¿La mayoría de las personas estaría dispuesta a contribuir con
tiempo, trabajo o dinero?
¿En este vecindario, la gente generalmente tiene confianza en
los demás vecinos como para prestar y pedir prestado?

104

SÍ ................................................................................. 1
NO ............................................................................... 2
NO SABE/NO RECUERDA ...................................... 8
SE NIEGA A RESPONDER/NO RESPONDE .......... 9
SÍ ................................................................................. 1
NO ............................................................................... 2
NO SABE/NO RECUERDA ...................................... 8
SE NIEGA A RESPONDER/NO RESPONDE .......... 9
SÍ ................................................................................. 1
NO ............................................................................... 2
NO SABE/NO RECUERDA ...................................... 8
SE NIEGA A RESPONDER/NO RESPONDE .......... 9

105

¿Si algún miembro de su familia se enfermara de pronto o
tuviera un accidente, sus vecinos le ofrecerían ayuda?

106

Ahora me gustaría hacerle algunas preguntas sobre usted.
¿Cuál es su fecha de nacimiento? (Día, mes y año en que nació)

107

¿Cuántos años cumplió en su último cumpleaños?
(APROXIMADAMENTE)
¿Cuánto hace que vive continuamente en NOMBRE DEL
BARRIO?

108

109

¿Sabe leer y escribir?

110

¿Alguna vez asistió a la escuela/colegio?

111

a)

¿Cuál es el nivel de estudios más alto que Ud. ha
completado? MARCAR EL NIVEL MÁS ALTO.

b)

CONVERTIR LOS AÑOS EN LA ESCUELA,
CODIFICACIÓN LOCAL ESPECÍFICA

SÍ ................................................................................. 1
NO ............................................................................... 2
NO SABE/NO RECUERDA ...................................... 8
SE NIEGA A RESPONDER/NO RESPONDE .......... 9
SÍ ................................................................................. 1
NO ............................................................................... 2
NO SABE/NO RECUERDA ...................................... 8
SE NIEGA A RESPONDER/NO RESPONDE .......... 9
DÍA........................................................[
][ ]
MES ......................................................[
][ ]
AÑO .................................... [
][ ][ ][
]
NO SABE EL AÑO/NO RECUERDA .................. 9998
SE NIEGA A RESPONDER/
NO RESPONDE. ......................................... 9999
AÑOS ....................................................[ ][ ]
AÑOS ......................................................[ ][ ]
MENOS DE 1 AÑO................................................ 00
TODA SU VIDA ................................................... 95
VISITA (AL MENOS 4 SEMANAS EN
HOGAR) ............................................... 96
NO SABE/NO RECUERDA ................................. 98
SE NIEGA A RESPONDER/NO RESPONDE ...... 99
SÍ
..................................................................... 1
NO
..................................................................... 2
NO SABE/NO RECUERDA ..................................... 8
SE NIEGA A RESPONDER/NO RESPONDE……... 9
SÍ ................................................................................ 1
NO ............................................................................... 2
NO SABE/NO RECUERDA ..................................... 8
SE NIEGA A RESPONDER/NO RESPONDE ......... 9
EDUCACION
EDUCACION
EDUCACION
EDUCACION

PRIMARIA (6)
SECUNDARIA (5)
SUPERIOR TECNICA
SUPERIOR UNI.

años................... 1
años .......... 2
años ... 3
años ……... 4

NÚMERO DE AÑOS DE ESTUDIO.................[ ][ ]
NO SABE/NO RECUERDA ..................................... 98
SE NIEGA A RESPONDER/NO RESPONDE ........ 99
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111c

[ ][ ][ ] [ ][ ][ ] [ ][ ][ ]
5
111c

¿Cuál es su ocupación cotidiana principal?

NO TRABAJO ..................................................... 01
EMPLEADA (SECTOR PÚBLICO) ................... 02
EMPLEADA (SECTOR PRIVADO) .................. 03
AGRICULTURA ................................................. 04
OFICIO DOMÉSTICO ....................................... 05
ARTESANA ........................................................ 06
COMERCIANTE ................................................. 07
AMA DE CASA .................................................. 08
JUBILADA/PENSIONADA .............................. 09
DESEMPLEADA ............................................... 10
EMPRESARIA .................................................... 11
ESTUDIANTE ..................................................... 12

INDAGAR: que le permite ganar ingresos?
[MARCAR UNA]
PREGUNTA OPCIONAL
CODIFICACIÓN LOCAL ESPECÍFICA

OTRO (ESPECIFICAR)

111d

¿Cuál es en este momento la fuente principal de ingresos para
usted y para su hogar?

[MARCAR UNA]
PREGUNTA OPCIONAL
CODIFICACIÓN LOCAL ESPECÍFICA

112

¿Dónde creció?
INDAGAR: ¿Dónde vivió por más tiempo hasta los 12 años?

113

¿Algún familiar suyo (de la familia de origen) vive lo
suficientemente cerca para que se puedan ver/visitar con
facilidad?

114

¿Con qué frecuencia se ve o habla con alguien de su propia
familia? ¿Por lo menos una vez a la semana, una vez al mes,
una vez al año, o nunca?

115

Cuando necesita ayuda o tiene algún problema, ¿en general
puede contar con el apoyo de los miembros de su propia familia
(la de origen)?

116a

¿Ud. asiste regularmente a
algún grupo u organización ?
SI LA RESPUESTA ES
AFIRMATIVA:

NO SABE/NO RECUERDA ................................ .98
SE NIEGA A RESPONDER/NO RESPONDE …99
SIN INGRESOS........................................................ 1
DINERO DEL PROPIO TRABAJO......................... 2
DINERO DEL ESPOSO/PAREJA ........................... 3
DINERO DE AMBOS ............................................... 4
DINERO DE OTROS FAMILIARES ...................... 5
PENSION .................................................................. 6
SERVICIOS SOCIALES .......................................... 7
REMESAS ................................................................ 8
NO SABE/NO RECUERDA .................................... 98
SE NIEGA A RESPONDER/NO RESPONDE 99
OTRO (ESPECIFICAR)
......... 10
EN ESTA COMUNIDAD/VECINDARIO .................1
EN OTRO PUEBLO O ZONA RURAL ....................2
EN OTRA CIUDAD GRANDE O PEQUEÑA...........3
EN OTRO PAÍS ...........................................................4
EN OTRO BARRIO DE LA MISMA CIUDAD ........5
NO SABE/NO RECUERDA ..................................... 8
SE NIEGA A RESPONDER/NO RESPONDE ..........9
SÍ ..................................................................................1
NO ................................................................................2
VIVE CON LA PROPIA FAMILIA ..........................3
NO SABE/NO RECUERDA ..................................... 8
SE NIEGA A RESPONDER/NO
RESPONDE ................................................................9
DIARIAMENTE/ AL MENOS UNA VEZ POR SEMANA
......................................................................................1
AL MENOS UNA VEZ AL MES ...............................2
AL MENOS UNA VEZ AL AÑO ...............................3
NUNCA (CASI NUNCA) ...........................................4
NO SABE/NO RECUERDA .......................................8
SE NIEGA A RESPONDER/NO RESPONDE ..........9
SÍ ..................................................................................1
NO ................................................................................2
NO SABE/NO RECUERDA ..................................... 8
SE NIEGA A RESPONDER/NO RESPONDE ..........9

NINGUNO .............................................. A
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……..96

115

SI ES NINGUNO IR A LA 118
116b. ¿Con qué frecuencia asiste usted?
(PREGUNTAR Y MARCAR ÚNICAMENTE LAS
MARCADAS EN 116a)

[ ][ ][ ] [ ][ ][ ] [ ][ ][ ]
6
¿Qué tipo de grupo o
asociación?
SI LA RESPUESTA ES
NEGATIVA, INDAGAR:
Por ejemplo organizaciones de
mujeres, grupos comunitarios o
religiosos, o asociaciones
políticas
MARCAR TODO LO
MENCIONADO

117

118

119

Al menos
una vez a
la semana

Al menos
una vez al
mes

Al menos
una vez al
año

Nunca
(casi
nunca)

CÍVICO/POLÍTICA/SINDICATO ..........B
TRABAJO SOCIAL/CARIDAD .............C
DEPORTE/ARTE /ARTESANÍA .......... D

1
1
1

2
2
2

3
3
3

4
4
4

ECONÓMICO/COOPERATIVA DE
AHORROS ............................................... E
ORGANIZACIÓN DE MUJERES .......... F
ORGANIZACIÓN RELIGIOSA ............ G
PROGRAMA SOCIAL…………………..H

1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3

4
4
4

1

2

3

4

INDAGAR SI ES
NECESARIO PARA
OTRO:
IDENTIFICAR EL TIPO DE
GRUPO
¿Es este grupo (alguno de estos grupos) sólo de mujeres?
(SE REFIERE ÚNICAMENTE A LOS GRUPOS QUE ASISTE)

............. X
SÍ .................................................................................. 1
NO................................................................................ 2
NO SABE/NO RECUERDA ....................................... 8
SE NIEGA A RESPONDER/NO RESPONDE .......... 9

¿Alguna vez le han impedido asistir a una reunión o participar en
una organización?
SI LA RESPUESTA ES AFIRMATIVA, PREGUNTAR
¿Quién se lo impidió?

NO SE LE HA IMPEDIDO........................................ A
PAREJA /ESPOSO..................................................... B
PADRES ..................................................................... C
SUEGROS .................................................................. D

PUEDE MARCAR TODAS LAS OPCIONES

OTRO:

¿Se encuentra actualmente casada, acompañada, o tiene una pareja
masculina con la que no convive bajo el mismo techo?

CASADA, CONVIVE CON UN HOMBRE............... 1

123

CASADA, SIN VIVIR JUNTOS ............................... 2

123

ACOMPAÑADA, NO ESTA
CASADA ..................................................................... 3

123

TIENE PAREJA MASCULINA ESTABLE (NOVIOS,
COMPROMETIDOS), NO VIVEN JUNTOS ........... 4

123

SI SE NECESITA AYUDA: Como un novio formal o un prometido?
SI SE NECESITA AYUDA:
¿Su pareja y usted viven juntos?
La opción en cursiva puede no ser apropiada en algunos países

............ X

NI ESTÁ CASADA NI VIVE CON UN HOMBRE
(NO TIENE RELACIONES CON UN HOMBRE) ... 5

120a

120b

121

¿Alguna vez estuvo casada o convivió en pareja con un hombre?

121
121

NO ............................................................................. 5
SÍ ............................................................................ 1

¿Alguna vez mantuvo una relación estable con un hombre sin
convivir con él bajo el mismo techo (p.e. comprometido)?

¿Su última relación de pareja con un hombre terminó en divorcio o
en separación, o su esposo/pareja murió?
PUEDEN AGREGARSE CÓDIGOS ESPECÍFICOS PARA EL
PAÍS

122

TIENE UNA PAREJA FEMENINA ............................ 6
SÍ, CASADA .............................................................. 1
SÍ, VIVIÓ CON UN HOMBRE
PERO NUNCA SE CASO .................................. 3

¿El divorcio o separación fue iniciado por usted, por su
esposo/pareja, o ambos decidieron hacerlo?

NO ............................................................................ 2

S2

SE NIEGA A RESPONDER
NO RESPONDE .. ...................................................... 9

S2

DIVORCIADA ........................................................ 1
SEPARACIÓN/RUPTURA .................................... 2
VIUDA /PAREJA MURIÓ ...................................... 3
NO SABE/NO RECUERDA ................................... 8
SE NIEGA A RESPONDER/
NO RESPONDE ..................................................... 9
ENCUESTADA........................................................ 1
ESPOSO/PAREJA.................................................... 2
AMBOS (ENCUESTADA Y SU PAREJA) ............ 3
OTRO
........ 6
NO SABE/NO RECUERDA ................................... 8
SE NIEGA A RESPONDER/
NO RESPONDE ..................................... 9
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S2

[ ][ ][ ] [ ][ ][ ] [ ][ ][ ]
7
123

¿Cuántas veces ha estado casada y/o acompañada?
(INCLUIR ACTUAL PAREJA SI VIVEN JUNTOS)

NÚMERO DE VECES QUE ESTUVO
CASADA/QUE CONVIVIÓ .......................... [ ][ ]
NUNCA CASADA O ACOMPAÑADA ............... 00

124

Las próximas preguntas son sobre su relación de pareja actual/más
reciente:
SI EN LA ACTUALIDAD TIENE ESPOSO/PAREJA: ¿Viven
actualmente con sus padres o algún familiar suyo (de él)?

125

129

SI EN LA ACTUALIDAD NO TIENE ESPOSO /PAREJA:
Cuando vivía con su última pareja, ¿vivían con sus padres o algún
familiar suyo (de él)?
SI EN LA ACTUALIDAD TIENE ESPOSO /PAREJA: ¿Viven
actualmente con sus padres o algún familiar suyo (de ella)?
SI EN LA ACTUALIDAD NO TIENE ESPOSO /PAREJA:
Cuando vivía con su última pareja, ¿vivían con sus padres o algún
familiar suyo (de ella)?
¿Tuvo algún tipo de ceremonia de matrimonio para formalizar la
unión? ¿Qué tipo de ceremonia tuvo?
MARCAR TODAS LAS QUE CORRESPONDAN

NO SABE/NO RECUERDA ................................. 98
SE NIEGA A RESPONDER/
NO RESPONDE ................................... 99
SÍ ............................................................................... 1
NO............................................................................. 2
AMBOS ……………………………………………... 3
NO SABE/NO RECUERDA ................................... 8
SE NIEGA A RESPONDER/
NO RESPONDE. ............................................. 9

SÍ ............................................................................... 1
NO............................................................................. 2
AMBOS ……………………………………………... 3
NO SABE/NO RECUERDA ................................... 8
SE NIEGA A RESPONDER/
NO RESPONDE. ......................................... 9
NINGUNA................................................................A
MATRIMONIO CIVIL ............................................ B
MATRIMONIO RELIGIOSO .................................. C
AMBOS ……………………………………………... D
OTRO:

130

¿En qué año se realizó la (primera) ceremonia?
REFERIDO A LA ACTUAL/ULTIMA RELACIÓN

131

¿Usted escogió por si misma a su esposo actual/más reciente,
alguien lo escogió para usted o él la escogió a usted?
SI ELLA NO LO ESCOGIÓ POR ELLA MISMA, PREGUNTAR:
¿Quién le escogió a su esposo actual/más reciente?

132

¿Antes del matrimonio con su esposo actual/más reciente, se le
preguntó si quería casarse con él o no?

S2

S.2

.............X

AÑO...................................................... [ ][ ][ ][ ]
NO SABE ........................................................... 9998
SE NIEGA A RESPONDER/
NO RESPONDE . .......................... 9999
AMBOS ....... ............................................................ 1
LA ENTREVISTADA.............................................. 2
LOS FAMILIARES DE ELLA .... ........................... 3
ESPOSO / PAREJA LA ESCOGIÓ... ...................... 4
FAMILIARES DE ÉL . ............................................ 5
OTRO ..... ................................................................. 6
NO SABE/NO RECUERDA ... ................................ 8
SE NIEGA A RESPONDER/
NO RESPONDE .............................. 9
SÍ ............................................................................... 1
NO............................................................................. 2
NO SABE/NO RECUERDA ................................... 8
SE NIEGA A RESPONDER/
NO RESPONDE. ..................................................... 9

S.2
S.2

ANTES DE EMPEZAR CON LA SECCIÓN 2:
REVISAR LAS RESPUESTAS DE LA SECCIÓN 1 Y MARCAR EL ESTADO CIVIL EN LA HOJA DE REFERENCIA,
CUADRO A.
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[ ][ ][ ] [ ][ ][ ] [ ][ ][ ]
8

SECCIÓN 2 SALUD GENERAL
201

Ahora me gustaría hacerle algunas preguntas sobre su salud
y el uso de servicios de salud.
En general, ¿Usted cree que su salud es excelente, buena,
regular, mala o muy mala?

201a

¿Padece
a)
b)
c)
d)

201b

¿Necesita de ayuda de otras personas para realizar las
actividades básicas de la vida diaria, tales como comer,
beber, lavarse, ir al baño, vestirse, desplazarse, etc.?
a) Apoyo intermitente al menos una vez al día en varias
de estas actividades
b) Dos o tres veces al día, apoyo extenso, pero no de
forma permanente en varias de estas actividades
c) Apoyo continuo o generalizado en la vida diaria
d) No, no necesito ningún tipo de apoyo o ayuda
Durante el último año, ¿le ha ocurrido que alguien de quien
depende haya rechazado ayudarle en alguna necesidad
personal suya importante (relacionada con las actividades
básicas de la vida diaria) como tomar sus medicinas, ir al
baño, levantarse de la cama, bañarse, vestirse, o comer o
beber?
SI LA RESPUESTA ES SÍ
¿Quién?
(SEÑALE TODOS LOS QUE PROCEDAN)

201c

201d

201e

201f

201g

202

alguno de los siguientes problemas de salud?
Diabetes
Asma
Presión Alta/Tensión arterial alta
Una discapacidad física

EXCELENTE ......................................................................... 1
BUENA.................................................................................... 2
REGULAR............................................................................... 3
MALA...................................................................................... 4
MUY MALA .......................................................................... 5
NO SABE/NO RECUERDA ................................................... 8
SE NIEGA A RESPONDER/NO RESPONDE....................... 9
SÍ
NO
NS/NC
DIABETES
1
2
8
ASMA
1
2
8
TENSIÓN ARTERIAL ALTA
1
2
8
DISCAPACIDAD FÍSICA
1
2
8

APOYO INTERMITENTE ................................................. 1
DOS O TRES VECES AL DÍA........................................... 2
APOYO CONTINUO .......................................................... 3
NO NECESITA AYUDA .................................................... 4
NO EN ABSOLUTO…………………………….……..1
SI, ALGUNAS VECES O ALGUNA VEZ……………2
SI, CON MUCHA FRECUENCIA…………………….3
SI, CONTINUAMENTE……………………………….4

PAREJA ÍNTIMA…………………………….….…..1
CUIDADOR/A………………………………….……2
PROFESIONAL DE LA SALUD……………………3
MIEMBRO DE LA FAMILIA………………………4
OTROS (especificar):
5

¿Necesita ayudas técnicas (aparatos o equipos que son
utilizados por personas con discapacidad, para tener un
mayor grado de autonomía, como por ejemplo una silla de
ruedas, bastón, respirador, u otros recursos asistenciales)?

SI……………………………………………………1
NO…………………………………………………..2

Durante el último año, ¿le ha ocurrido que alguien no le
haya facilitado el uso de alguna de las ayudas técnicas que
usted necesita en su vida cotidiana, como por ejemplo una
silla de ruedas, bastón, respirador, u otros recursos
asistenciales?

NO EN ABSOLUTO……………………………..…….1
SI, ALGUNAS VECES O ALGUNA VEZ……………2
SI, CON MUCHA FRECUENCIA…………………….3
SI, CONTINUAMENTE……………………………….4

SI LA RESPUESTA ES SÍ
¿Quién?
(SEÑALE TODOS LOS QUE PROCEDAN)

Ahora me gustaría hacerle algunas preguntas sobre su salud
en las últimas cuatro semanas. Le presentaré 5 opciones,
escoja Ud. la que más se acomode a su situación:
¿Tiene algún problema para caminar?
Ud. diría que: ¿No tiene problemas para caminar?, ¿muy
pocos problemas, algunos problemas, muchos problemas o
Ud. es incapaz de caminar?

201e
201e

PAREJA ÍNTIMA……………………………..……..1
CUIDADOR/A……………………………….………2
PROFESIONAL DE LA SALUD……………………3
MIEMBRO DE LA FAMILIA………………………4
OTROS (especificar):
5
NO TIENE PROBLEMAS ...................................................... 1
MUY POCOS PROBLEMAS ................................................. 2
ALGUNOS PROBLEMAS ..................................................... 3
MUCHOS PROBLEMAS ....................................................... 4
INCAPAZ DE CAMINAR..................................................... 5
NO SABE/NO RECUERDA ................................................. 8
SE NIEGA A RESPONDER/NO RESPONDE...................... 9
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202

202

[ ][ ][ ] [ ][ ][ ] [ ][ ][ ]
9
203

204

205

En las últimas cuatro semanas ¿tuvo Ud. problemas para
desarrollar sus actividades normales, como por ejemplo en
el trabajo, estudios, hogar, actividades familiares o
sociales?
Escoja entre las cinco opciones siguientes:
Ud. diría que: ¿No tuvo problemas?, ¿muy pocos
problemas, algunos problemas, muchos problemas o es
incapaz de desarrollar sus actividades normales?
En las últimas cuatro semanas ¿tuvo Ud. dolores o
molestias?
Escoja entre las cinco opciones siguientes:
Diría Ud. que: ¿No tuvo dolores o molestias?, ¿tuvo poco
dolor o molestias, moderado dolor o molestias, severo o
extremo dolor o molestias?
En las últimas cuatro semanas ¿tuvo problemas de memoria
o concentración?
Escoja entre las cinco opciones siguientes:
Ud. diría que: ¿No tuvo problemas?, ¿muy pocos
problemas, algunos problemas, muchos problemas o
extremos problemas de memoria y concentración?

206

207

NO TUVO PROBLEMAS....................................................... 1
MUY POCOS PROBLEMAS ................................................. 2
ALGUNOS PROBLEMAS ..................................................... 3
MUCHOS PROBLEMAS ....................................................... 4
INCAPAZ PARA DESARROLLAR
SUS ACTIVIDADES . ......................................................... . 5
NO SABE/NO RECUERDA ............................................... ...8
SE NIEGA A RESPONDER/NO RESPONDE....................... 9
NO TUVO DOLOR O MOLESTIAS .................................... 1
POCO DOLOR O MOLESTIAS............................................. 2
MODERADO DOLOR O MOLESTIAS ................................ 3
SEVERO DOLOR O MOLESTIA .......................................... 4
EXTREMO DOLOR O MOLESTIA.......................................5
NO SABE/NO RECUERDA ................................................. 8
SE NIEGA A RESPONDER/NO RESPONDE.................... 9
NO TUVO PROBLEMAS ...................................................... 1
MUY POCOS PROBLEMAS ................................................. 2
ALGUNOS PROBLEMAS ..................................................... 3
MUCHOS PROBLEMAS ....................................................... 4
EXTREMOS PROBLEMAS ................................................... 5
NO SABE/NO RECUERDA ................................................. 8
SE NIEGA A RESPONDER/NO RESPONDE..................... . 9

En las últimas cuatro semanas ¿usted ha tenido..:
NO

NS

a)

Mareos?

a)

MAREOS

1

2

3

b)

Flujos vaginales anormales?

b)

FLUJOS
VAGINALES

1

2

3

En las últimas cuatro semanas, ¿Ha tomado alguna
medicamento o remedio tradicional para:
a)
b)
c)

Ayudarla a calmarse o para dormir?
Calmar el dolor?
Ayudarla a no sentirse triste o deprimida?

NO

a)

b)
PARA CADA RESPUESTA AFIRMATIVA, INDAGAR:

208

SÍ

UNA O
DOS
VECES

POCAS
VECES

PARA
DORMIR

1

2

3

4

PARA EL
DOLOR

1

2

3

4

PARA LA
TRISTEZA

1

2

3

4

¿Con qué frecuencia? ¿Una o dos veces, algunas veces o
muchas veces?

c)

En las últimas cuatro semanas, ¿usted consultó con un
doctor u otro profesional de salud, de farmacia o curandero
tradicional de salud?

NO CONSULTÓ A NADIE ................................................A

SI LA RESPUESTA ES AFIRMATIVA
¿Con quién?
INDAGAR: ¿Además vio a otra persona?

MUCHAS
VECES

DOCTOR ........................................................................... B
ENFERMERA O AUXILIAR ............................................ C
OBSTETRIZ .......................................................................D
CONSEJERO ........................................................................ E
FARMACÉUTICO ............................................................... F
CURANDERO TRADICIONAL .........................................G
PARTERA ............................................................................H
OTRO:
........................X
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[ ][ ][ ] [ ][ ][ ] [ ][ ][ ]
209

Las próximas preguntas están relacionadas con otros problemas
que pueden haber estado molestándole en las últimas cuatro
semanas. Si ha tenido el problema en las últimas cuatro semanas,
responda Sí. Si no ha tenido el problema en las últimas cuatro
semanas, responda No.
a)
b)
c)
d)

210

¿Tiene dolores de cabeza con frecuencia?
¿Tiene poco apetito?
¿Duerme mal?
¿Se asusta con facilidad?

SÍ

NO

a)
b)
c)
d)

DOLOR DE CABEZA
APETITO
DUERME MAL
MIEDO

1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2

En las últimas cuatro semanas:
e) ¿Le tiemblan las manos?
f) ¿Se siente nerviosa, tensa o preocupada?
g) ¿Sufre de mala digestión? (todo le cae mal al estómago)
h) ¿Tiene problemas para pensar con claridad?

e)
f)
g)
h)

TEMBLOR MANOS
NERVIOS
DIGESTIÓN
PENSAMIENTO

1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2

En las últimas cuatro semanas:
i) ¿Se siente triste?
j) ¿Llora más de lo usual?
k) ¿Encuentra difícil disfrutar de sus actividades diarias?
l) ¿Le resulta difícil tomar decisiones?

i)
j)
k)
l)

TRISTE
LLORA MUCHO
NO DISFRUTA
DECISIONES

1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2

En las últimas cuatro semanas:
m) ¿Le resulta difícil hacer el trabajo diario?
n) ¿Se siente incapaz de jugar un papel útil en la vida?
o) ¿Ha perdido el interés en las cosas?
p) ¿Siente que usted es una persona inútil (sin valor)?

m)
n)
o)
p)

TRABAJO DIFÍCIL
PAPEL ÚTIL
FALTA DE INTERÉS
INÚTIL

1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2

En las últimas cuatro semanas:
q) ¿Ha tenido la idea de acabar con su vida?
r) ¿Se siente cansada todo el tiempo?
s) ¿Tiene molestias desagradables en su estómago?
t)
¿Se cansa con facilidad?

q)
r)
s)
t)

QUITARSE LA VIDA
1
2
CANSANCIO
1
2
ESTÓMAGO
1
2
SE CANSA
FÁCILMENTE
1
2
SÍ
........................................................................... 1
NO
........................................................................... 2
NO SABE/NO RECUERDA ............................................. 8
SE NIEGA A RESPONDER/NO RESPONDE................. 9

Hasta ahora hemos hablado sobre problemas que pueden
haberle preocupado durante las últimas 4 semanas. Ahora
me gustaría preguntarle: En algún momento de su vida,
¿Alguna vez ha pensado en quitarse la vida?

211

¿Alguna vez lo ha intentado?

SÍ
........................................................................... 1
NO
........................................................................... 2
NO SABE/NO RECUERDA ............................................. 8
SE NIEGA A RESPONDER/NO RESPONDE................. 9
SÍ
........................................................................... 1
NO
........................................................................... 2
NO SABE/NO RECUERDA ............................................. 8
SE NIEGA A RESPONDER/NO RESPONDE. ............... 9

212

En los últimos doce meses, ¿ha tenido alguna operación
(aparte de una cesárea)?

213

En los últimos doce meses, ¿tuvo que pasar alguna noche en
el hospital porque se encontraba enferma (aparte de dar a
luz)?
SI LA RESPUESTA ES SÍ, ¿Cuántas noches en los últimos
doce meses?
(SI NO LO SABE, INTENTAR HACER UNA
ESTIMACIÓN)

NOCHES EN EL HOSPITAL ................................ [ ][ ]
NINGUNA ...................................................................... 00
NO SABE/NO RECUERDA .. ........................................ 98
SE NIEGA A RESPONDER/NO RESPONDE............... 99

312

212

11
216

[ ][ ][ ] [ ][ ][ ] [ ][ ][ ]

¿Con qué frecuencia toma alcohol? Ud. diría que:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

¿Todos o casi todos los días?
¿Una o dos veces a la semana?
¿1 – 3 veces al mes?
¿De vez en cuando, menos de una vez al mes?
Nunca/lo dejé hace más de un año

TODOS O CASI TODOS LOS DÍAS ............................... 1
UNA O DOS VECES A LA SEMANA ............................ 2
1 – 3 VECES AL MES ...................................................... 3
MENOS DE UNA VEZ AL MES ..................................... 4
S.3

NUNCA ............................................................................ 5
EN LOS PAÍSES DONDE LAS MUJERES BEBEN

216a

¿Qué edad tenía cuando comenzó a tomar alcohol?

217

En los días que Ud. tomó alcohol durante las últimas cuatro
semanas, aproximadamente ¿cuántas bebidas alcohólicas
consumió al día?

218

EN LOS PAÍSES DONDE LAS MUJERES BEBEN
En los últimos 12 meses, ¿Ud. ha tenido algunos de los
siguientes problemas, relacionados al consumo de alcohol?
a) Problemas de dinero
b) Problemas de salud
c) Conflictos con la familia o amigos
d) Problemas con las autoridades (dueño de un
bar/policía, etc.)
x) Otro, especificar.

NO SABE/NO RECUERDA ........................................... 8
SE NIEGA A RESPONDER/NO RESPONDE................ 9
[ ][
]
NÚMERO USUAL DE BEBIDAS...........................[

][

]

NO TOMÓ BEBIDAS ALCOHÓLICAS
EN LAS ÚLTIMAS 4 SEMANAS........................... 00

a) PROBLEMAS DE DINERO ….
b) PROBLEMAS DE SALUD………..
c) CONFLICTO CON LA
FAMILIA O AMIGOS………..
d) PROBLEMAS CON LAS
AUTORIDADES…………….
x) OTRO:
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SI

NO

1
1

2
2

1

2

1
1

2
2

[ ][ ][ ] [ ][ ][ ] [ ][ ][ ]

12

SECCIÓN 3 SALUD REPRODUCTIVA
301

Ahora, me gustaría preguntarle acerca de todos los hijos/as nacidos
vivos que Ud. ha tenido durante su vida. Me refiero sólo a los hijos
que Ud. ha dado a luz y no a los hijos/as adoptados o criados por Ud.
¿Ha tenido algún hijo/a nacido vivo? ¿Cuántas hijos nacieron?

NÚMERO DE HIJOS
NACIDOS VIVOS ..........................................[ ][ ]
SI ES UNO O MAS

303

NINGUNO .............................................................. 00
302

¿Ha estado alguna vez embarazada?
(INCLUIR EMBARAZO ACTUAL)

SÍ ............................................................................... 1
NO ............................................................................. 2
TAL VEZ/NO ESTÁ SEGURA ............................... 3
NO SABE/NO RECUERDA .....................................8
SE NIEGA A RESPONDER/NO RESPONDE…......9

303

¿Cuántos hijos e hijas ha tenido, que estén vivos en la actualidad?
INDICAR NÚMERO

HIJOS........................ ...........................[ ][ ]
NINGUNO .............................................................. 00

304

¿Alguna vez ha dado a luz a un niño o niña que nació vivo, pero
luego murió? No importa con cuantos años.
SI LA RESPUESTA ES NO, INDAGAR: ¿Algún bebé que lloró o
mostró señales de vida pero sólo vivió unas pocas horas o días?
a) ¿Cuántos hijos varones han fallecido?
b) ¿Cuántas hijas han fallecido?
(ESTO ES PARA TODAS LAS EDADES)

SÍ ............ ............................................................... 1
NO ............................................................................ 2

¿Todos sus hijos tienen (tenían) el mismo padre biológico, o tienen
más de un padre?

UN PADRE ............................................................... 1
MAS DE UN PADRE ............................................... 2
NO APLICA (NO NACIMIENTOS VIVOS)........... 7
NO SABE/NO RECUERDA ................................... 8
SE NIEGA A RESPONDER/NO RESPONDE……...9

305

306

307

¿Cuántos de sus hijos reciben apoyo económico de su(s) padre(s)?
¿Diría que ninguno, algunos o todos?
SI TIENE UN SOLO HIJO Y LA RESPUESTA ES AFIRMATIVA,
PONER '3'

308

309

¿Hasta este momento, cuántas veces ha estado usted embarazada incluyendo aquellos embarazos que no terminaron en nacimiento de
niños vivos?
INDAGAR:
¿Cuántos embarazos fueron de mellizos o gemelos, trillizos?
Ahora le voy a preguntar algunas cosas que son importantes por su
salud, que le suceden a las mujeres, no será juzgada por lo que usted
responda, usted está en la libertad de responder o no a estas
preguntas.
¿Alguna vez ha tenido un embarazo donde se le vino el niño/a
(aborto no provocado) o nació muerto/a?

310

PREGUNTAR: ¿Cuántas veces ha tenido un aborto no provocado,
cuántas veces ha tenido un parto en el que el niño (niños)
nació(nacieron) muerto(s), y cuántas veces ha abortado?
¿Actualmente se encuentra embarazada?

HACER A o B:

306

a) HIJOS FALLECIDOS........................[ ][ ]
b) HIJAS FALLECIDAS........................[ ][ ]
SI LA RESPUESTA ES NINGUNO, PONER
‘00’

308

NINGUNO ................................................................ 1
ALGUNOS ................................................................ 2
TODOS...................................................................... 3
NO APLICA ............................................................. 7
NO SABE/NO RECUERDA ................................... 8
SE NIEGA A RESPONDER/NO RESPONDE……..9
a)TOTAL NÚMERO EMBARAZOS.......[ ][ ]
b) EMBARAZOS CON MELLIZOS.............[ ]
c) EMBARAZOS CON TRILLIZOS.............[ ]

a) ABORTOS ESPONTÁNEOS/MALPARTO... [
][ ]
b) NIÑOS NACIDOS MUERTOS.............[ ][ ]
c) ABORTOS PROVOCADOS.................[ ][ ]
SI LA RESPUESTA ES NINGUNO,
PONER ‘00’
d) SE NIEGA A RESPONDER/NO
RESPONDE…………………..……….01

SÍ ............................................................................... 1
NO ............................................................................. 2
TAL VEZ .................................................................. 3

SI AHORA ESTÁ EMBARAZADA ->

SI AHORA NO ESTÁ EMBARAZADA ->

VERIFICAR QUE LAS RESPUESTAS PARA AMBAS LÍNEAS SUMEN
LA MISMA CIFRA.
SI NO FUERA ASÍ, REVISAR Y CORREGIR.

314

303
310
310
310
310

A
B
B

A.[301]
[308a]

+ [309 a+b+c]
+1=
+[308b]_
+[2x308c]_

=

B.[301]
[308a]

+ [309 a+b+c]
=
+[308b]_
+[2x308c]_

=

13
1004

1005

AÑOS (APROXIMADAMENTE) ................................... [ ][ ]
NO HA TENIDO RELACIONES SEXUALES……………..95

SI NECESARIO: Entendemos por relación sexual el
sexo oral, la penetración vaginal o anal.
¿Cómo describiría su primera relación sexual ¿Diría
Ud. que quiso tener relaciones sexuales, no quería tener
relaciones sexuales pero pasó, o fue obligada a hacerlo?

SE NIEGA A RESPONDER/NO RESPONDE …………

1005c

¿Fue la primera vez que tuvo relaciones sexuales con su
marido / pareja o con otra persona?

1005a

El número de parejas sexuales que una mujer tiene
varía mucho de persona a persona. Algunas mujeres
reportan haber tenido una pareja sexual, algunas tienen
2 o más, y otras reportan muchas, hasta 50 parejas o
más.
¿Con cuántos hombres diferentes ha tenido relaciones
sexuales en su vida?
INDAGAR: Más o menos, no tengo que saber
exactamente.

1005b

[ ][ ][ ] [ ][ ][ ] [ ][ ][ ]

¿Qué edad tenía cuando tuvo su primera relación
sexual?

S.5

99

QUERÍA TENER RELACIONES SEXUALES ........................ 1
NO QUERÍA TENER RELACIONES SEXUALES ................. 2
OBLIGADA A TENER RELACIONES SEXUALES .............. 3
NO SABE/NO RECUERDA ........................................…………8
SE NIEGA A RESPONDER/NO RESPONDE ......................... 9
ESPOSO / PAREJA .................................................................... 1
OTRA PERSONA ....................................................................... 2
SE NIEGA A RESPONDER / NO RESPONDE ........................ 9
PAREJAS ......................................................................... [ ][ ]
NO SABE/NO RECUERDA .................................................. 998
SE NIEGA A RESPONDER/NO RESPONDE ..................... 999

SI LA RESPUESTA EN 1005a ES: 'TUVO UNA
PAREJA':
¿Ha tenido relaciones sexuales en los pasados 12
meses?
SI CONTESTA “SI” MARCAR “01”
SI CONTESTA “NO”, MARCAR “00”

PAREJAS ........................................................................ [

][ ]

NO SABE/NO RECUERDA .................................................. 998
SI MAS DE UNA PAREJA EN 1005a:
¿Con cuántos de estos hombres usted ha tenido
relaciones sexuales en los pasados 12 meses?

SE NIEGA A RESPONDER/NO RESPONDE ..................... 999

INCLUIR PAREJA ACTUAL EN EL TOTAL
311

312

313

¿Alguna vez se ha cuidado o ha usado algo para
retrasar o evitar el embarazo?
(Si dice NO, INDAGAR si alguna vez ha tenido
relaciones sexuales)
¿Actualmente está haciendo algo o usando algún
método para evitar quedar embarazada?

¿Qué método (principal) está usando actualmente?
SI ES MAS DE UNO, SOLAMENTE MARCAR EL
MÉTODO PRINCIPAL

SÍ................................................................................ 1
NO ............................................................................ 2
NUNCA HA TENIDO RELACIONES SEXUALES 7
NO SABE/NO RECUERDA .......................... ……..8
SE NIEGA A RESPONDER/NO RESPONDE…..….9
SÍ................................................................................ 1
NO ............................................................................. 2
NO SABE/NO RECUERDA ................................... 8
SE NIEGA A RESPONDER/NO RESPONDE……..9
PÍLDORA/TABLETAS .......................................... 01
INYECTABLES ...................................................... 02
IMPLANTES (NORPLANT).................................. 03
DIU (T DE COBRE) ............................................... 04
DIAFRAGMA/ESPUMA/JALEA .......................... 05
MÉTODO DEL RITMO/MOCO CERVICAL ....... 06
ESTERILIZACIÓN FEMENINA ........................... 07
CONDÓN ................................................................ 08
ESTERILIZACIÓN MASCULINA ........................ 09
COITO INTERRUMPIDO...................................... 10
HIERBAS ................................................................ 11
OTRO:
............. 96

314

¿Su actual esposo/pareja sabe que usted está utilizando
un método de planificación familiar?

NO SABE/NO RECUERDA ....................................98
SE NIEGA A RESPONDER/
NO RESPONDE ......................................... 99
SÍ................................................................................ 1
NO ............................................................................. 2
N/A: NO TIENE PAREJA EN LA ACTUALIDAD. 7
NO SABE/NO RECUERDA .......................... ….….8
SE NIEGA A RESPONDER/NO RESPONDE. ...... 9

315

315
S.5

315

315
315
315

14
315

316

SÍ................................................................................ 1
NO ........................................................................... 2
N.A. (NUNCA TUVO PAREJA) ............................. 7
NO SABE/NO RECUERDA .......................... ……..8
SE NIEGA A RESPONDER/NO RESPONDE. ...... 9

¿De qué forma él le hizo saber su rechazo a que usted
use algún método anticonceptivo para evitar salir
embarazada?

ME DIJO QUE NO APROBABA............................ A
GRITÓ/SE MOLESTÓ .............................................B
AMENAZÓ CON GOLPEARME ............................C
AMENAZÓ CON DEJARME O
BOTARME DE LA CASA ..................................... D
ME GOLPEÓ/
ME AGREDIÓ FÍSICAMENTE.......................... E
TOMÓ O DESTRUYÓ EL MÉTODO ..................... F

MARCAR TODAS LAS QUE CORRESPONDAN

OTRO
317

317 a

Aparte de lo que usted ya me ha dicho, me gustaría
hacerle unas preguntas específicas acerca de los
condones.
¿Alguna vez ha usado condón con su esposo/pareja
actual/más reciente para prevenir enfermedades?
¿Usted usó un condón durante la última relación sexual
que tuvo con su esposo/pareja actual/más reciente?

318

¿Alguna vez ha pedido a su esposo/pareja actual/más
reciente que use condón?

319

¿Su pareja actual/más reciente alguna vez ha rechazado
usar condón para prevenir enfermedades?

320

[ ][ ][ ] [ ][ ][ ] [ ][ ][ ]

¿Alguna vez su esposo/pareja actual/más reciente
rechazó que Ud. usara algún método o ha tratado/trató
de que Ud. dejara de usar un método para evitar salir
embarazada?

¿De qué manera él le hizo saber su rechazo frente al
uso del condón?

MARCAR TODAS LAS QUE CORRESPONDAN

317
S.4
317
317

............ X

SÍ................................................................................ 1
NO ............................................................................ 2
NO SABE/NO RECUERDA .................................... 8
SE NIEGA A RESPONDER/NO RESPONDE. ...... 9
SÍ................................................................................ 1
NO ............................................................................ 2
NO SABE/NO RECUERDA .................................... 8
SE NIEGA A RESPONDER/NO RESPONDE. ...... 9
SÍ................................................................................ 1
NO ............................................................................ 2
NO SABE/NO RECUERDA .................................... 8
SE NIEGA A RESPONDER/NO RESPONDE. ...... 9
SÍ................................................................................ 1
NO ............................................................................ 2
NO SABE/NO RECUERDA .................................... 8
SE NIEGA A RESPONDER/NO RESPONDE. ...... 9

318

S4
S4
S4

ME DIJO QUE NO APROBABA............................ A
GRITÓ/SE MOLESTÓ .............................................B
AMENAZÓ CON GOLPEARME ............................C
AMENAZÓ CON DEJARME O
BOTARME DE LA CASA ..................................... D
ME GOLPEÓ/
ME AGREDIÓ FÍSICAMENTE......................... E
TOMÓ O DESTRUYÓ EL MÉTODO ..................... F
ME ACUSO DE INFIDELIDAD/
NO SER UNA BUENA MUJER. ....................... G
SE RIÓ DE MI NO ME TOMÓ EN SERIO ............ H
DIJO QUE NO ERA NECESARIO ........................... I
OTRO

............ X

ANTES DE COMENZAR LA SECCIÓN 4:
REVISAR LAS RESPUESTAS Y MARCAR LA HISTORIA REPRODUCTIVA EN LA HOJA DE REFERENCIA,
CUADRO B.

316

[ ][ ][ ] [ ][ ][ ] [ ][ ][ ]
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SECCIÓN 4 HIJOS/AS
VERIFICAR:
Hoja de ref., cuadro B, punto
Q

NACIMIENTOS VIVOS

(S4BIR)

(1)

401

402

[ ]

Me gustaría preguntarle sobre la última vez que Ud. dio a luz un hijo
vivo (no interesa si el hijo todavía vive o no)
¿En qué fecha nació este niño?
EN CASO DE MELLIZOS, REFERIRSE AL NACIDO ÚLTIMO
¿Cuál es el nombre de su último hijo?
¿Es (NOMBRE) niño o niña?

403

¿Su último hijo (NOMBRE) todavía vive?

404

¿Cuántos años cumplió (NOMBRE) en su último cumpleaños?
REGISTRAR LA EDAD EN AÑOS COMPLETOS
VERIFICAR LA EDAD CON LA FECHA DE NACIMIENTO

405

¿Cuántos años tenía (NOMBRE) cuando él/ella falleció?

406

VERIFICAR SI LA FECHA DE NACIMIENTO DEL ULTIMO
HIJO (P401) FUE HACE 5 AÑOS O MÁS (2011), O HACE
MENOS DE 5 AÑOS (2012)

407

Cuando Ud. quedó embarazada de este hijo/a (NOMBRE), ¿Ud.
quería quedar embarazada en ese momento, hubiera querido esperar,
no quería tener (más) hijos/as o le daba igual?

408

Cuando Ud. quedó embarazada de este hijo/ (NOMBRE), ¿su
esposo/pareja quería que usted quedara embarazada en ese momento,
hubiera querido esperar, no quería (más) hijos, o le daba igual?

409

Cuándo estaba embarazada de este hijo/a niño (NOMBRE), ¿visitó a
alguna persona para un control prenatal?

NO NACIMIENTOS VIVOS

[ ]

(2)
DIA.............................................................[ ][ ]
MES............................................................[ ][ ]
AÑO................................................[ ][ ][ ][ ]
NOMBRE:
NIÑO ............................................................................1
NIÑA ............................................................................2
SÍ ...................................................................................1
NO.................................................................................2
EDAD EN AÑOS.................................................[ ][ ]

405
406

SI TODAVÍA NO HA COMPLETADO 1 AÑO
...................................................... 00

406

AÑOS…………………………… ...................... [ ][ ]
MES (SI ERA MENOR DE 1 AÑO)…. ............. [ ][ ]
DÍAS (SI ERA MENOR DE 1 MES)… .............. [ ][ ]
HACE 5 AÑOS O MAS ............................................... 1
HACE MENOS DE 5 AÑOS ....................................... 2
SALIR EMBARAZADA EN ESE MOMENTO ......... 1
HUBIERA QUERIDO ESPERAR .............................. 2
NO QUERÍA HIJOS..................................................... 3
LE DABA IGUAL........................................................ 4
NO SABE/NO RECUERDA ...................................... 8
SE NIEGA A RESPONDER/NO RESPONDE............9
SALIR EMBARAZADA EN ESE MOMENTO ......... 1
HUBIERA QUERIDO ESPERAR .............................. 2
NO QUERÍA HIJOS..................................................... 3
LE DABA IGUAL........................................................ 4
NO SABE/NO RECUERDA ...................................... 8
SE NIEGA A RESPONDER/NO RESPONDE............9
NADIE ........................................................................ A
MÉDICO.......................................................................B
OBSTETRA/GINECÓLOGO ......................................C
ENFERMERA/OBSTETRIZ ...................................... D
AUXILIAR DE ENFERMERÍA .................................. E
PARTERA TRADICIONAL ........................................ F
TECNICA ……………………………………………. G

SI LA RESPUESTA ES AFIRMATIVA, ¿A quién vio?
¿Vio a alguien más?
MARCAR TODAS LAS QUE CORRESPONDAN

OTRO:
410

¿Su esposo/pareja le impidió, le alentó o no le prestó interés sobre si
Ud. recibía atención prenatal para su embarazo?

411

¿Cuándo usted estuvo embarazada por última vez, su esposo/pareja
tenía preferencia por un hijo, una hija o no le importaba que fuera
niño o niña?

412

Durante este embarazo, ¿usted consumió algún tipo de bebida
alcohólica?

317

S.5

.. …… X

LE IMPIDIÓ/LE HIZO SABER SU
DESACUERDO .................................................. 1
LE ALENTÓ ................................................................ 2
NO LE PRESTÓ INTERÉS ......................................... 3
NO SABE/NO RECUERDA ...................................... 8
SE NIEGA A RESPONDER/NO RESPONDE ........... 9
HIJO.............................................................................. 1
HIJA.............................................................................. 2
NO LE IMPORTABA .................................................. 3
NO SABE/NO RECUERDA ...................................... 8
SE NIEGA A RESPONDER/NO RESPONDE... ...... .9
SÍ
...................................................................... 1
NO
...................................................................... 2
NO SABE/NO RECUERDA .......................... …..…. 8
SE NIEGA A RESPONDER/NO RESPONDE. ...... ...9

417

413

Durante su embarazo, ¿Fumó algún cigarro (cigarrillo) o tabaco?

414

¿A Ud. se le chequeó en cualquier momento durante las 6 semanas
después de haber dado a luz?

415

¿A (NOMBRE) lo pesaron al nacer?

SÍ
...................................................................... 1
NO
...................................................................... 2
NO SABE/NO RECUERDA .......................... …..…. 8
SE NIEGA A RESPONDER/NO RESPONDE. ...... ...9
SÍ ................................................................................... 1
NO................................................................................. 2
NO, NIÑO NO HA CUMPLIDO 6 SEMANAS .......... 3
NO SABE/NO RECUERDA ...................................... 8
SE NIEGA A RESPONDER/NO RESPONDE... ...... .9
SÍ ................................................................................... 1
NO ............................................................................... 2
NO SABE/NO RECUERDA ...................................... 8
SE NIEGA A RESPONDER/NO RESPONDE... ...... .9
KG DEL CARNET
[ ]. [ ] .......................... 1
KG QUE RECUERDA
[ ].[ ] ........................... 2
NO SABE/NO RECUERDA ...................................... 8
SE NIEGA A RESPONDER/NO RESPONDE.. ...... ..9
NÚMERO................................... .......... ..............[ ][ ]
NINGUNO.................................................................. 00

416

¿Cuánto pesó él/ella?
CUANDO SEA POSIBLE, TOMAR NOTA DEL CARNET DE
SALUD (CARNET DE CRECIMIENTO DEL NIÑO)

417

¿Tiene algún hijo/a de siete a quince años de edad? ¿Cuántos?
(INCLUIR A LOS NIÑOS DE 7 Y DE 15 AÑOS DE EDAD)

418

a)
¿Cuántos son niños?
b)
¿Cuántas son niñas?
(de 7 a 15 años):
¿Cuántos de estos hijos/as (de 7 a 15 años) viven con usted en la
actualidad? INVESTIGAR:
a) ¿Cuántos hijos?
b) ¿Cuántas hijas
¿Alguno de estos hijos/as (de 7 a 15 años):

a)
b)

a)
b)
c)
d)

a)
b)
c)
d)

419

420

tiene pesadillas frecuentes?
a menudo moja su cama?
es muy tímido o reservado?
es agresivo con usted o con otros niños?

421

De estos niños (de 7 a 15 años), ¿Cuántos de sus hijos e hijas han
huido de casa?

422

De estos niños (de 7 a 15 años), ¿Cuántos de sus hijos e hijas se
encuentran estudiando en la escuela o colegio?

423

¿Algunos de estos hijos/as ha tenido que repetir algún año escolar?

424

ASEGURAR QUE LA RESPUESTA SE REFIERA A HIJOS/AS
DE 7 a 15 AÑOS.
¿Alguno de estos hijos/as ha dejado el colegio por un tiempo o ha
abandonado la escuela o el colegio?
ASEGURAR QUE LA RESPUESTA SE REFIERE A HIJOS/AS
DE 7 a 15 AÑOS.

318

417
417

S.5

NIÑOS............................ ...................................[ ]
NIÑAS.............................. .................................[ ]

a) NIÑOS............................. ..................................[ ]
b) NIÑAS................................. ........................... [ ]
SI ES “0” PARA AMBOS SEXOS === IR A
SI
PESADILLAS
MOJA LA CAMA
TÍMIDO
AGRESIVO

1
1
1
1

S.5

NO NS
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3

a)

NÚMERO DE NIÑOS QUE
SE FUERON DE CASA ................. ..................[ ]
b) NÚMERO DE NIÑAS QUE
SE FUERON DE CASA .................. ...............[ ]
SI LA RESPUESTA ES NINGUNO, PONER ‘0’
a) NIÑOS.............................................. ....................[ ]
b) NIÑAS............................................. .....................[ ]
SI ES “0” PARA AMBOS SEXOS === IR A
SÍ ................................................................................... 1
NO................................................................................. 2
NO SABE/NO RECUERDA ............. ….................. 8
SE NIEGA A RESPONDER/NO RESPONDE.. ...... ..9
SÍ ................................................................................... 1
NO................................................................................. 2
NO SABE/NO RECUERDA ............. ….................. 8
SE NIEGA A RESPONDER/NO RESPONDE. ...... ...9

S.5

[ ][ ][ ] [ ][ ][ ] [ ][ ][ ]
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SECCIÓN 5 ESPOSO/PAREJA ACTUAL O MÁS RECIENTE
VERIFICAR
Hoja de Ref.,
Cuadro A

ACTUALMENTE
CASADA/CONVIVE
CON UN HOMBRE/
CON PAREJA SEXUAL
(Opciones K, L) [ ]

ANTERIORMENTE
CASADA/CONVIVIENDO
CON UN HOMBRE /CON
PAREJA SEXUAL
(Opción M)
[ ]

NUNCA ANTES CASADA/NUNCA
CONVIVIÓ CON UN HOMBRE (NUNCA
TUVO UNA PAREJA SEXUAL)
(Opción N)
[ ]
S.6
(3)

(2)
(S5MAR)
(1)
501
Ahora, me gustaría que usted me cuente sobre su esposo/pareja
actual/más reciente. ¿Cuántos años cumplió su esposo/pareja en
su último cumpleaños?

EDAD................................................... [

][

]

INDAGAR: APROXIMADAMENTE

502

SI SU ESPOSO/PAREJA MÁS RECIENTE MURIÓ:
años tendría actualmente si estuviera vivo?
¿En qué año nació él?

502a

¿De dónde es? ¿De la misma ciudad o comunidad que usted?

503

¿Puede/podía leer y escribir?

504

¿Fue él al escuela alguna vez?

505

¿Cuántos

¿Cuál es el nivel de estudios más alto que él ha completado
/completó?
MARCAR EL NIVEL MÁS ALTO.
CONVERTIR LOS AÑOS DE ESCUELA,
CODIFICACIÓN ESPECÍFICA LOCAL

506

SI ACTUALMENTE TIENE ESPOSO/PAREJA: ¿Actualmente
él está trabajando, buscando trabajo o desempleado, jubilado, o
está estudiando?
SI ACTUALMENTE NO TIENE ESPOSO/PAREJA: Hasta el
término de la relación, ¿él estaba trabajando, buscando trabajo o
desempleado, jubilado, o estaba estudiando?

507

SI ACTUALMENTE TIENE PAREJA: ¿Cuándo terminó su
último trabajo? ¿Fue en las últimas cuatro semanas, en los
últimos doce meses o antes de eso?
SI ACTUALMENTE
NO TIENE PAREJA: (PARA EL
ESPOSO/PAREJA MAS RECIENTE): ¿Cuándo terminó su
último trabajo? ¿Fue en las últimas cuatro semanas de su relación
con él, en los últimos 12 meses o antes de eso?

319

AÑO........................................ ..........[ ][ ][ ][ ]
NO SABE/NO RECUERDA ....................9998
SE NIEGA A RESPONDER/
NO RESPONDE..............................9999
MISMA COMUNIDAD/BARRIO .......................... 1
OTRA ZONA RURAL/PUEBLO ........................... 2
OTRA CIUDAD ...................................................... 3
OTRO PAÍS ............................................................. 4
OTRO:
.............. 6
NO SABE/NO RECUERDA ................................... 8
SE NIEGA A RESPONDER/
NO RESPONDE ............................................ 9
SÍ .............................................................................. 1
NO ........................................................................... 2
NO SABE/NO RECUERDA .................................. 8
SE NIEGA A RESPONDER/
NO RESPONDE. ......................................... 9
SÍ
............................................... .... .............1
NO
................................................................. 2
NO SABE/NO RECUERDA .................................. 8
SE NIEGA A RESPONDER/
NO RESPONDE.................... ....... ................9
PRIMARIA (6)
años................... 1
SECUNDARIA (5)
años .......... 2
SUPERIOR TECNICA
años ... 3
SUPERIOR UNI.
años ……... 4
NO SABE .............................................................. 8
NÚMERO DE AÑOS DE ESTUDIOS...[ ][ ]
NO SABE/NO RECUERDA ................................ 98
SE NIEGA A RESPONDER/
NO RESPONDE...........................................99
TRABAJANDO
...................................................... 1
BUSCANDO TRABAJO/DESEMPLEADO .......... 2
JUBILADO ............................................................. 3
ESTUDIANDO ....................................................... 4
LISIADO/ENFERMO A LARGO PLAZO............. 5
NO SABE/NO RECUERDA ............... …….......... 8
SE NIEGA A RESPONDER/
NO RESPONDE....................... .......................... 9
ÚLTIMAS 4 SEMANAS ........................................ 1
4 SEMANAS – 12 MESES .................................... 2
MAS DE 12 MESES ANTES.................................. 3
NUNCA HA TENIDO TRABAJO ......................... 4
SIEMPRE HA TENIDO EL MISMO TRABAJO …..5
NO SABE/NO RECUERDA .................................. 8
SE NIEGA A RESPONDER/
NO RESPONDE................................................9

506

508
508
509

509

[ ][ ][ ] [ ][ ][ ] [ ][ ][ ]
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508

¿Qué tipo de trabajo realiza/realizaba él normalmente?
ESPECIFICAR EL TIPO DE TRABAJO

509

¿Con qué frecuencia toma/tomaba bebidas alcohólicas su
esposo/pareja?
1. Todos o casi todos los días
2. Una o dos veces por semana
3. 1 – 3 veces al mes
4. Ocasionalmente, menos de una vez al mes
5. Nunca/menos de una vez al año/lo dejó hace más de un año

510

En los últimos 12 meses (durante los últimos 12 meses de su
última relación), ¿Cuantas veces ha visto (si usted vio) a su
esposo/pareja mareado o borracho? ¿Diría usted que la mayoría de
los días, semanalmente, una vez al mes, menos de una vez al mes,
o nunca?

511

En los últimos 12 meses (durante los últimos 12 meses de su
relación), ¿Ha tenido alguno de los siguientes problemas,
relacionados con el consumo de alcohol de su esposo/pareja?
a)
b)
x)

512

¿Consume/ha consumido su esposo/pareja algún tipo de drogas
(p.e. Marihuana, cocaína, crack…)?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

513

Problemas de dinero
Problemas familiares
Algún otro problema, especificar

Todos o casi todos los días
Una o dos veces por semana
1 – 3 veces al mes
Ocasionalmente, menos de una vez al mes
Nunca

Desde que Ud. lo conoce, ¿ha estado involucrado en peleas físicas
con otro hombre?

514

En los últimos doce meses (durante los últimos 12 meses de la
relación), ¿esto nunca pasó, pasó una o dos veces, varias veces, o
muchas veces?

515

¿Su esposo/pareja actual/más reciente ha tenido una relación con
alguna otra mujer a la vez que está/estuvo con usted?

516

¿Sabe Ud. si su esposo/pareja actual/más reciente ha tenido
hijos/as con alguna otra mujer a la vez que está/estuvo con usted?

320

PROFESIONAL:
.......... 01
TÉCNICO:
............ 02
AGRICOLA-………………………… ....... ……..03
OBRERO .............................................................. 04
EMPLEADO…………………………. ………….05
COMERCIANTE…………………………….…...06
MILITAR/POLICÍA:
.........07
OTRO:
.........96
NO SABE/NO RECUERDA ............................... 98
SE NIEGA A RESPONDER/
NO RESPONDE..............................................99
TODOS O CASI TODOS LOS DÍAS ..................... 1
UNA O DOS VECES POR SEMANA ................... 2
1 – 3 VECES AL MES ............................................ 3
MENOS DE UNA VEZ AL MES ........................... 4
NUNCA .................................................................. 5
NO SABE/NO RECUERDA .................................. 8
SE NIEGA A RESPONDER/
NO RESPONDE................................................9
LA MAYORÍA DE LOS DÍAS............................... 1
SEMANALMENTE ................................................ 2
UNA VEZ AL MES ................................................ 3
MENOS DE UNA VEZ AL MES ........................... 4
NUNCA .................................................................. 5
NO SABE/NO RECUERDA .................................. 8
SE NIEGA A RESPONDER/
NO RESPONDE............................... ....... ....9
SI

NO

a) PROBLEMAS DE DINERO

1

2

b) PROBLEMAS FAMILIARES

1

2

x) OTRO:

1

2

TODOS O CASI TODOS LOS DÍAS ..................... 1
UNA O DOS VECES POR SEMANA ................... 2
1 – 3 VECES AL MES ............................................ 3
MENOS DE UNA VEZ AL MES ........................... 4
NUNCA .................................................................. 5
ANTES SÍ, AHORA NO........................... ...... .......6
NO SABE/NO RECUERDA .................................. 8
SE NIEGA A RESPONDER/
NO RESPONDE................................. ...... ........9
SÍ
................................................................. 1
NO .......................................................................... 2
NO SABE/NO RECUERDA ................................. 8
SE NIEGA A RESPONDER/
NO RESPONDE................................ ........ .......9
NUNCA (NO EN ÚLTIMOS 12 MESES).............. 1
UNA O DOS VECES .............................................. 2
VARIAS VECES (3 - 5) ......................................... 3
MUCHAS VECES (6 O MAS)............... ...... .........4
NO SABE/NO RECUERDA .................................. 8
SE NIEGA A RESPONDER/
NO RESPONDE................................. ....... .....9
SÍ .............................................................................. 1
NO............................................................................ 2
PUEDE SER ........................................................... 3
NO SABE/NO RECUERDA .................................. 8
SE NIEGA A RESPONDER/
NO RESPONDE........................ ....... ...............9
SÍ
.......................................... ..... .................1
NO
................................................................. 2
PUEDE SER ............................................................ 3
NO SABE/NO RECUERDA .................................. 8
SE NIEGA A RESPONDER/
NO RESPONDE...................... ...... ................9

512

515
515

S.6
S.6

[ ][ ][ ] [ ][ ][ ] [ ][ ][ ]
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SECCIÓN 6 ACTITUDES

601

602

603

604

605

606

607

En esta comunidad y en otras partes, la gente tiene diferentes ideas sobre la familia y sobre lo que es un comportamiento
aceptable tanto para el hombre como para la mujer en el hogar. Le voy a leer una lista de afirmaciones, y me gustaría que me
diga si por lo general usted está de acuerdo o no con la afirmación. No existen respuestas correctas o erradas.
Una buena esposa obedece a su esposo aunque ella no esté de DE ACUERDO.........................................................................1
acuerdo con él.
EN DESACUERDO .................................................................2
NO SABE/NO RECUERDA ............................. …….......... 8
SE NIEGA A RESPONDER/NO RESPONDE..... .................9
Es importante para el hombre mostrar a su esposa/pareja
DE ACUERDO.........................................................................1
quién es el jefe.
EN DESACUERDO .................................................................2
NO SABE/NO RECUERDA ............................. …….......... 8
SE NIEGA A RESPONDER/NO RESPONDE...... ................9
Una mujer debe ser capaz de escoger a sus propias amistades
DE ACUERDO.........................................................................1
aún si su esposo no está de acuerdo.
EN DESACUERDO .................................................................2
NO SABE/NO RECUERDA ............................. …….......... 8
SE NIEGA A RESPONDER/NO RESPONDE...... ................9
Es obligación de la esposa tener relaciones sexuales con su
DE ACUERDO.........................................................................1
esposo aún si ella no quiere.
EN DESACUERDO .................................................................2
NO SABE/NO RECUERDA ............................. …….......... 8
SE NIEGA A RESPONDER/NO RESPONDE...... ................9
Si el hombre maltrata a su esposa, otras personas que no son
DE ACUERDO......................... ................................................1
EN DESACUERDO ................. ................................................2
de la familia deben intervenir.
NO SABE/NO RECUERDA ... .......................... …….......... 8
SE NIEGA A RESPONDER/N O RESPONDE. ..... ................9
En su opinión, un hombre tendría razón para pegar a su
esposa si:
SI
NO
NO
a) Ella no cumple sus quehaceres domésticos a la
satisfacción del esposo
1
a) TAREAS DEL HOGAR
2
b) Ella lo desobedece
1
b) DESOBEDIENCIA
2
c) Ella se niega a tener relaciones sexuales con él
1
c) NO SEXO
2
d) Ella le pregunta si él tiene otros compromisos
1
d) ENAMORADAS
2
e) Él sospecha que ella le es infiel
1
e) SOSPECHAS
2
f) Él descubre que ella le es infiel
1
f) INFIDELIDAD
2
En su opinión, una mujer casada puede negarse a tener
relaciones sexuales con su esposo en las siguientes
situaciones:
a) Si ella no lo desea puede negarse
b) Si él está ebrio/borracho puede negarse
c) Si ella está enferma puede negarse
d) Si él la maltrata puede negarse

a)
b)
c)
d)

321

NO DESEA
EBRIO
ENFERMA
MALTRATO

SI
1
1
1
1

NO
2
2
2
2

SABE
8
8
8
8
8
8

NO SABE
8
8
8
8

[ ][ ][ ] [ ][ ][ ] [ ][ ][ ]
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SECCIÓN 7 LA ENCUESTADA Y SU ESPOSO/PAREJA
ACTUAL O ANTERIORMENTE
CASADA/CONVIVIENDO CON UN
HOMBRE/CON PAREJA SEXUAL
(Opciones K, L, M)
[ ]

VERIFICAR
Hoja de ref.,
cuadro A

NUNCA ANTES CASADA/NUNCA CONVIVIÓ CON UN
HOMBRE/NUNCA TUVO UNA RELACIÓN SEXUAL
(Opción N)

[

]

S.10
(2)
(1)
Cuando dos personas se casan o viven juntas, por lo general ambas comparten buenos y malos momentos. Me gustaría hacerle algunas preguntas
sobre su actual o anteriores relaciones y sobre cómo su esposo/pareja la trata (trataba). Si alguien nos interrumpiera, cambiaré el tema de
conversación Asimismo, me gustaría asegurarle que sus respuestas serán mantenidas en secreto, y que no tendrá que responder a ninguna
pregunta que no desee
¿PodemosEncontinuar?
701
general, usted y su esposo/pareja (actual/más reciente)
A
A
RaraNu
nca
a) EL DÍA DE ÉL
mente
hablan (hablaban) juntos sobre los siguientes temas:
menudo
veces
0
a) Las cosas que le pasan a él en el día
b) EL DÍA DE UD.
3
2
1
0
b) Las cosas que le pasan a usted durante el día
c) LAS PREOCUPACIONES DE
3
2
1
0
c)
Las preocupaciones o sentimientos de usted
UD.
3
2
1
0
d) Las preocupaciones o sentimientos de él
d) LAS PREOCUPACIONES DE ÉL
3
2
1
En su relación con su esposo/pareja (actual/más reciente),
702
NUNCA .......................................................................................1
¿Cuán a menudo diría que discuten/discutían? ¿Diría que
RARAMENTE .............................................................................2
raramente, a veces o a menudo?
A VECES .....................................................................................3
a) Raramente
A MENUDO.................................................................................4
b) A veces
NO SABE/NO RECUERDA .......................................................8
c) A menudo
SE NIEGA A RESPONDER/NO RESPONDE....... ....................9
d) No sabe/no recuerda
e) Se niega a responder/no responde
702a
En general, ¿cómo describiría usted su relación con su
esposo/pareja (actual/más reciente)?
MUCHA TENSIÓN……………………………………..1
a) Mucha tensión
ALGUNA TENSIÓN…………………………..………..2
b) Alguna tensión
POCO TENSIÓN………………………………..……….3
c) Sin tensión
SIN TENSIÓN…………………………………..……….4
702b
Usted y su esposo/pareja (actual/más reciente),
MUCHA DIFICULTAD…………………………………1
resuelven/resolvían sus discusiones con:
ALGUNA DIFICULTAD……………………………….2
SIN DIFICULTAD………………………………………3
703
Ahora le voy a preguntar sobre algunas situaciones que les
B) SOLO
A)
ocurren a muchas mujeres. Pensando en su esposo/pareja
PREGUNTAR SI
(actual/más reciente) o en otro esposo o pareja que haya
“SÍ” EN 703A:
tenido anteriormente, diría Ud. que en general es/era cierto
¿Ha ocurrido en
que él:
los últimos 12
a) ¿Trata de impedir que vea a sus amistades?
meses?
SI
NO
b) ¿Trata de restringir el contacto con su familia?
SÍ
NO
c) ¿Insiste en saber dónde está Ud. en todo momento?
a) VER AMISTADES
1
2
1
2
1
2
e) ¿La cela constantemente y se molesta si usted habla b) CONTACTAR FAMILIA
1
2
con otro hombre?
c) INSISTE EN SABER
1
2
1
2
e) SE ENOJA
1
2
1
2
f) ¿Sospecha a menudo que usted le es infiel?
1
2
1
2
g) ¿Exige que usted le pida permiso antes de buscar f) SOSPECHA
g) SERVICIOS DE SALUD
1
2
1
2
atención para su salud?
1
2
1
2
h) ¿Se niega o negaba a darle el dinero necesario para los h) NEGABA EL DINERO
1
2
1
2
gastos de la casa, incluso cuando él tenía dinero para i) ESTUDIE O TRABAJE
j) REUNIONES
1
2
1
2
otras cosas?
k) COCINAR/CASA
1
2
1
2
i) ¿Le impide o dificulta que estudie o trabaje?
(S7MAR)

j)
k)

¿Le impide o dificulta que participe en reuniones con
otras personas, en la comunidad o en la iglesia?
¿Le critica su forma de cocinar o atender la casa?

CHEQUEAR:
Preg. 703

MARCAR CON “SI” PARA CUALQUIER
COMPORTAMIENTO (AL MENOS UN
“1” EN COLUMNA A)
[
]

MARCAR CUANDO TODAS LAS
RESPUESTA SON “NO” (SOLO “2” EN
COLUMNA A)
[
]

703k

¿Quién realizó las conductas que acaba de
mencionar (MENCIONAR LAS
CONDUCTAS INFORMADAS EN 703 a)
A h))? ¿Su esposo/pareja actual o más
reciente, un esposo/pareja que usted pudo
tener anteriormente o ambos?

N/A……………………………………………………..……….0
ESPOSO/PAREJA ACTUAL/ MÁS RECIENTE ....................1
ESPOSO/PAREJA PREVIA .....................................................2
AMBOS .....................................................................................3
NO SABE/NO RECUERDA.....................................................8
SE NIEGA A RESPONDER/NO RESPONDE…………….….9
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704

[ ][ ][ ] [ ][ ][ ] [ ][ ][ ]
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704

A)
Las siguientes preguntas son acerca de
cosas que les ocurren a muchas mujeres y
que le pueden haber pasado a Ud. con su
pareja actual o con cualquier otra pareja.
Quisiera que me diga si su esposo/pareja
actual, o cualquier otra pareja, le ha hecho
una de las siguientes cosas alguna vez.

a)
b)
c)

d)
e)
f)

CHE
QUE
AR:
Preg.
704
704 e

¿La insulta o la hace sentir mal con
Ud. misma?
¿La menosprecia o humilla frente a
otras personas?
¿Él hace cosas a propósito para
asustarla o intimidarla (por ejemplo,
de la manera como la mira, como le
grita o rompiendo cosas)?
¿Amenaza verbalmente con golpearla
o herirla a usted o a alguien que es
importante para Ud.?
¿No le habla o actúa como si usted no
existiese?
¿La acosa mandándole mensajes,
haciéndole llamadas de teléfono…?

(Si la
respuesta
es SÍ
continúe
con B.
Si es NO ir
al próximo
ítem)

C)
En los últimos 12 meses,
¿diría que esto ha pasado
una vez, pocas veces o
muchas veces?

D)
¿Ocurrió esto antes de los
últimos 12 meses? SI
“SÍ”: ¿usted diría que est o
ha pasado una vez, pocas
veces o muchas veces?

No Una Pocas Muchas

SÍ

NO

Una

Pocas

NO
2

1

2

1

2

3

0

1

2

3

1

2

1

2

1

2

3

0

1

2

3

1

2

1

2

1

2

3

0

1

2

3

1

2

1

2

1

2

3

0

1

2

3

SÍ
1

Muchas

1

2

1

2

1

2

3

0

1

2

3

1

2

1

2

1

2

3

0

1

2

3

705

MARCAR CON “SI” PARA CUALQUIER
COMPORTAMIENTO (AL MENOS UN “1” EN
COLUMNA A)
[
]

MARCAR CUANDO TODAS LAS RESPUESTA SON
“NO” (SOLO “2” EN COLUMNA A)
[
]

¿Quién realizó las conductas que acaba de mencionar
(MENCIONAR LAS CONDUCTAS INFORMADAS EN
704? ¿Su esposo/pareja actual o más reciente, un
esposo/pareja que usted pudo tener anteriormente o ambos?

N/A……………………………………………………..……….0
ESPOSO/PAREJA ACTUAL/ MÁS RECIENTE ....................1
ESPOSO/PAREJA PREVIA .....................................................2
AMBOS .....................................................................................3
NO SABE/NO RECUERDA.....................................................8
SE NIEGA A RESPONDER/NO RESPONDE……….……….9

705

A)

El o alguna otra pareja le ha....

(Si la
respuesta
es SÍ
continúe
con B.
Si es NO ir
al próximo
ítem)

a)
b)
c)

d)
e)
f)

¿Abofeteado o tirado cosas que
pudieran herirla?
¿Empujado, arrinconado o jalado el
pelo?
¿Golpeado con su puño, con el corvo o
con alguna otra cosa que pudiera
herirla?
¿Pateado, arrastrado o dado una
golpiza?
¿Intentado estrangularla o quemarla a
propósito?
¿Amenazado con usar o usado una
pistola, cuchillo u otra arma en contra
suya?

B)
¿Esto ha pasado en
los últimos 12
meses?
(Si la respuesta es
SÍ preguntar C y
D. Si es NO
preguntar sólo D)

C)
En los últimos 12 meses,
¿diría que esto ha pasado
una vez, pocas veces o
muchas veces?

D)
¿Ocurrió esto antes de los
últimos 12 meses? SI
“SÍ”:¿usted diría que esto
ha pasado una vez, pocas
veces o muchas veces?

No Una

SÍ

NO

Una

Pocas

Muchas

1

NO
2

1

2

1

2

3

0

1

2

3

1

2

1

2

1

2

3

0

1

2

3

1

2

1

2

1

2

3

0

1

2

3

1

2

1

2

1

2

3

0

1

2

3

1

2

1

2

1

2

3

0

1

2

3

1

2

1

2

1

2

3

0

1

2

3

SÍ

CHE
QUE
AR:
Preg.
705

B)
¿Esto ha pasado en
los últimos 12
meses?
(Si la respuesta es
SÍ preguntar C y
D. Si es NO
preguntar sólo D)

MARCAR CON “SI” PARA CUALQUIER
COMPORTAMIENTO (AL MENOS UN “1” EN
COLUMNA A)
[
]

MARCAR CUANDO TODAS LAS
RESPUESTA SON “NO” (SOLO “2” EN
COLUMNA A)
[
]
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706

Pocas Muchas

[ ][ ][ ] [ ][ ][ ] [ ][ ][ ]
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705 g

¿Quién realizó las conductas que acaba de mencionar
(MENCIONAR LAS CONDUCTAS INFORMADAS EN
705? ¿Su esposo/pareja actual o más reciente, un
esposo/pareja que usted pudo tener anteriormente o ambos?

706

Ahora me gustaría preguntarle un poco
sobre las relaciones sexuales con su marido
o pareja actual u otra pareja

A)
(Si la
respuesta
es SÍ
continúe
con B.
Si es NO ir
al próximo
ítem)

SÍ

NO

1

NO
2

1

2

1

2

1

2

1

2

1

1

2

1

2

1

SÍ
a)

CHE
QUE
AR:
Preg.
706
706 d

707a

¿Su marido/pareja actual u otra pareja
la ha forzado a tener relaciones
sexuales usando para ello la amenaza,
sujetándola o dañándola de alguna
forma?
SI NECESARIO: Entendemos por
relación sexual el sexo oral, la
penetración vaginal o anal.
b) ¿Accedió en alguna ocasión a
mantener relaciones sexuales cuando
usted no lo deseaba y usted lo hizo
porque tenía miedo a lo que su
marido/pareja le podía hacer si usted
se negaba?
c) ¿Su pareja actual u otra pareja alguna
vez él la forzó a realizar algún acto
sexual (distinto al coito vaginal) que
usted no quería hacer?
MARCAR CON “SI” PARA CUALQUIER
COMPORTAMIENTO (AL MENOS UN “1”
COLUMNA A)
[
]

N/A……………………………………………………..……….0
ESPOSO/PAREJA ACTUAL/ MÁS RECIENTE ....................1
ESPOSO/PAREJA PREVIA .....................................................2
AMBOS .....................................................................................3
NO SABE/NO RECUERDA.....................................................8
SE NIEGA A RESPONDER/NO RESPONDE……….……….9
B)
C)
D)
En los últimos 12
¿Esto ha pasado en
¿Ocurrió esto antes de los
los últimos 12
meses, ¿diría que esto
últimos 12 meses? SI
meses?
ha pasado una vez,
“SÍ”:¿usted diría que esto h
(Si la respuesta es
pocas veces o muchas
pasado una vez, pocas vece
SÍ preguntar C y
veces? (después de
o muchas veces?
D. Si es NO
preguntar C, ir al
preguntar sólo D)
siguiente ítem)

EN

Una

Pocas Muchas

No

Una

3

0

1

2

3

2

3

0

1

2

3

2

3

0

1

2

3

MARCAR CUANDO TODAS LAS
RESPUESTA SON “NO” (SOLO “2” EN
COLUMNA A)
[
]

Pocas Mucha

707a

¿Quién realizó las conductas que acaba de mencionar
(MENCIONAR LAS CONDUCTAS INFORMADAS EN
705? ¿Su esposo/pareja actual o más reciente, un
esposo/pareja que usted pudo tener anteriormente o ambos?

N/A……………………………………………………..……….0
ESPOSO/PAREJA ACTUAL/ MÁS RECIENTE ....................1
ESPOSO/PAREJA PREVIA .....................................................2
AMBOS .....................................................................................3
NO SABE/NO RECUERDA.....................................................8
SE NIEGA A RESPONDER/NO RESPONDE…………….….9
VERIFICAR SI RESPONDIÓ SÍ A CUALQUIERA DE LAS
SÍ, CONTROL .............................................................. 1
PREGUNTAS SOBRE CONTROL,
NO CONTROL ............................................................. 2
VER PREGUNTA 703

707b

VERIFICAR SI RESPONDIÓ SÍ A CUALQUIERA DE LAS
PREGUNTAS SOBRE ABUSO EMOCIONAL,
VER PREGUNTA 704

SÍ, ABUSO EMOCIONAL ........................................... 1
NO ABUSO EMOCIONAL ......................................... 2

707c

VERIFICAR SI RESPONDIÓ SÍ A CUALQUIERA DE LAS
PREGUNTAS SOBRE VIOLENCIA FÍSICA,
VER PREGUNTA 705

SÍ, VIOLENCIA FÍSICA .............................................. 1
NO VIOLENCIA FÍSICA ............................................. 2

708

VERIFICAR SI RESPONDIÓ SÍ A CUALQUIERA DE LAS
PREGUNTAS SOBRE VIOLENCIA SEXUAL,
VER PREGUNTA 706

SÍ, VIOLENCIA SEXUAL ........................................... 1
NO VIOLENCIA SEXUAL ......................................... 2

708a

¿Le tiene miedo a su esposo o pareja actual/más reciente?
¿Diría que nunca, algunas veces, muchas veces, la
mayoría/todo el tiempo?

NUNCA.......................................................................... 1
ALGUNAS VECES ....................................................... 2
MUCHAS VECES ......................................................... 3
MAYORÍA/TODO EL TIEMPO................................... 4
NO SABE/NO RECUERDA……………..…………..…8
SE NIEGA A RESPONDER/NO RESPONDE……...…9

324

MARCAR
EN EL
CUADRO
C
MARCAR
EN EL
CUADRO
C
MARCAR
EN EL
CUADRO
C
MARCAR
EN EL
CUADRO
C

[ ][ ][ ] [ ][ ][ ] [ ][ ][ ]
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905

¿Alguna vez usted golpeó o maltrató físicamente a su
esposo/pareja cuando él no la estaba golpeando o maltratando
físicamente?
SI LA RESPUESTA ES AFIRMATIVA: ¿Con qué
frecuencia?¿Diría Ud. que una o dos veces, varias veces, o
muchas veces?

VERIFICAR
(S7PREG)
Hoja de ref.,
cuadro B

SI HA ESTADO EMBARAZADA (opción P)
(1) [ ]
NÚMERO DE EMBARAZOS (opción T)
(S7PRNUM)
(S7PRCUR)

709

710

710a

NUNCA.............................................................................. 1
UNA VEZ .......................................................................... 2
2-5 VECES ......................................................................... 3
>5 VECES ………………………….................................4
NO SABE/NO RECUERDA ........................................... 8
SE NIEGA A RESPONDER/NO RESPONDE..................9

[

][

]

NUNCA HA ESTADO
EMBARAZADA
(2)
[ ]

S.8

SI ESTÁ ACTUALMENTE EMBARAZADA (opción S)
SI...........1
NO.........2

Usted dijo que ha estado embarazada (TOTAL de veces).
¿Alguna vez cuando usted estuvo embarazada fue empujada,
golpeada o agredida físicamente, por alguna de sus parejas?

SÍ .................................................................................1
NO ...............................................................................2
NO SABE/NO RECUERDA .....................................8
SE NIEGA A RESPONDER/NO RESPONDE... .......9

SI LA ENTREVISTADA HA ESTADO EMBARAZADA
SOLO UNA VEZ, PONER “01”

NÚMERO DE EMBARAZOS EN LOS QUE ESTO
OCURRIÓ …. [ ][ ]

S8
S8
S8

SI LA ENTREVISTADA HA ESTADO EMBARAZADA
MÁS DE UNA VEZ: ¿Ocurrió esto en un embarazo o en más
de un embarazo? ¿En cuántos embarazos ocurrió?
¿Ocurrió esto en el último embarazo?

SÍ .................................................................................1
NO ...............................................................................2
SI LA ENTREVISTADA HA ESTADO EMBARAZADA
NO SABE/NO RECUERDA .....................................8
SOLO UNA VEZ, PONER “1”
SE NIEGA A RESPONDER/NO RESPONDE... .......9
711
¿Fue usted golpeada o pateada en el abdomen mientras usted
SÍ .................................................................................1
estaba embarazada?
NO ...............................................................................2
NO SABE/NO RECUERDA .....................................8
SE NIEGA A RESPONDER/NO RESPONDE... .......9
SI SE REPORTA VIOLENCIA EN UN EMBARAZO, REFERIR A ESE EMBARAZO
SI SE REPORTA VIOLENCIA EN MAS DE UN EMBARAZO, LAS SIGUIENTES PREGUNTAS SE REFIEREN AL
ÚLTIMO/MAS RECIENTE EMBARAZO EN EL CUÁL SE REPORTÓ LA VIOLENCIA
712

Durante el último embarazo en el cual usted fue golpeada o
forzada a mantener relaciones sexuales, ¿la persona que le hizo
esto fue el padre del niño?

713

¿La persona que le hizo esto era su pareja actual o más reciente?

714

¿Esta pareja le había hecho estas mismas cosas antes de estar
embarazada?

715

Comparando con antes de que usted estuviera embarazada, ¿la
violencia física o el sexo forzado (HACER REFERENCIA A
LAS RESPUESTAS ANTERIORES DE LA MUJER)
disminuyó, permaneció igual o empeoró mientras estaba
embarazada? Me refiero a si aumentó en severidad o en
frecuencia.

SÍ .................................................................................1
NO ...............................................................................2
NO SABE/NO RECUERDA .....................................8
SE NIEGA A RESPONDER/NO RESPONDE... .......9
SÍ .................................................................................1
NO ...............................................................................2
NO SABE/NO RECUERDA .....................................8
SE NIEGA A RESPONDER/NO RESPONDE.. . .…9
SÍ .................................................................................1
NO ...............................................................................2
NO SABE/NO RECUERDA .....................................8
SE NIEGA A RESPONDER/NO RESPONDE.. ..... .9
DISMINUYÓ ............................................................. 1
PERMANECIÓ IGUAL ............................................ 2
EMPEORÓ ................................................................. 3
NO SABE/NO RECUERDA .....................................8
SE NIEGA A RESPONDER/NO RESPONDE……..9
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S.8
S.8
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SECCIÓN 8 LESIONES
VERIFICAR
Hoja de ref.
Cuadro C
(S8PHSEX)

MUJERES QUE
EXPERIMENTARON VIOLENCIA
FÍSICA Y/O SEXUAL
(“SÍ” A LA Opción U o V)
[ ]

(2) MUJERES QUE SÓLO
EXPERIMENTARON VIOLENCIA
PSICOLÓGICA (CONTROL Y/O
ABUSO EMOCIONAL)
(“SÍ” A LA Opción W)
[ ]
S.9

(3) MUJERES QUE NO
HAN
EXPERIMENTADO
VIOLENCIA [ ]

S.10

(1)
Ahora, quisiera saber más sobre las lesiones que Ud. sufrió debido a los actos de maltrato de los cuales hablamos, por su (s)pareja(s).
(INDAGAR USANDO ACTOS QUE LA ENTREVISTADA MENCIONÓ EN SECCIÓN 7). Lesiones se refieren a cualquier tipo de daño
físico, incluyendo cortes, distensiones, quemaduras, huesos o dientes rotos, u otras cosas similares.
801

802a

802b

803 a

¿Alguna vez ha sido lesionada como resultado de la
violencia/abuso de cualquier esposo/pareja(s) actual o anterior

SÍ ..................................................................................... 1
NO ................................................................................... 2
NO SABE/NO RECUERDA ...... ................................... 8
SE NIEGA A RESPONDER/NO RESPONDE.. ............ 9
En su vida, ¿Cuántas veces fue lesionada por (cualquiera) su
UNA VEZ ....................................................................... 1
VARIAS (2-5) VECES ................................................... 2
esposo/pareja?
¿Diría usted una o dos veces, varias veces o muchas veces?
MUCHAS (MÁS DE 5) VECES .................................... 3
NO SABE/NO RECUERDA ...... .................................. 8
SE NIEGA A RESPONDER/NO RESPONDE.. ............ 9
¿Esto ha ocurrido en los últimos 12 meses?
SÍ ..................................................................................... 1
NO ................................................................................... 2
NO SABE/NO RECUERDA ........... ............................. 8
SE NIEGA A RESPONDER/NO RESPONDE... ........... 9
b) PREGUNTAR
SOLO PARA
RESPUESTAS
MARCADAS EN 803
a:
¿Esto ha sucedido en
los últimos 12 meses?
SÍ
NO NS
CORTES, PINCHAZOS, MORDEDURAS............A
1
2
3
a) ¿Qué tipo de lesión sufrió?
RASGUÑOS, ROZADURAS, MORETONES ........ B
1
2
3
Por favor mencione cualquier lesión que
TORCEDURAS, DISLOCACIONES ..................... C
1
2
3
haya sufrido como consecuencia de un
QUEMADURAS ......................................................D
1
2
3
acto por parte de esposo/pareja, no
HERIDAS PROFUNDAS, CORTES
importa cuando haya ocurrido.
PROFUNDOS, CUCHILLADAS ............................ E
1
2
3
TÍMPANO ROTO, DAÑOS EN LOS OJOS ........... F
1
2
3
FRACTURAS, HUESOS ROTOS ...........................G
MARCAR TODAS LAS QUE
1
2
3
CORRESPONDEN
DIENTES ROTOS ...................................................H
1
2
3
INDAGAR: ¿alguna otra lesión?
LESIONES INTERNAS............................................ I
1
2
3
OTROS

804a

¿Alguna vez perdió
agresión/violencia?

el

conocimiento

debido

.......................X
a

una

804b

¿Esto ha sucedido en los últimos 12 meses?

805 a

¿Alguna vez fue lesionada de forma suficientemente grave como
para que Ud. necesitara asistencia médica?
SI LA RESPUESTA ES AFIRMATIVA: ¿Cuántas veces?
(APROXIMADAMENTE)

805b

1

2

3

SÍ
...................................................................... 1
NO ................................................................................ 3
NO SABE/NO RECUERDA ...................................... 8
SE NIEGA A RESPONDER/NO RESPONDE........... 9
SÍ ................................................................................... 1
NO ................................................................................. 2
NO SABE/NO RECUERDA ........... ........................... 8
SE NIEGA A RESPONDER/NO RESPONDE........... 9
NÚMERO DE VECES QUE NECESITÓ
ASISTENCIA MÉDICA .................... …… [ ][ ]
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805a
805a

SE NIEGA A RESPONDER/NO RESPONDE... . .99
NO NECESITÓ ...................................................... 00
SÍ ................................................................ ................. 1
NO ............................................................................... 2
NO SABE/NO RECUERDA ................. ..................... 8
SE NIEGA A RESPONDER/NO RESPONDE.. ...... ..9

¿Esto ocurrió en los pasados 12 meses?

804a

S.9

25
806

807

808

¿Recibió alguna vez asistencia médica para su(s) lesión/lesiones?
SI LA RESPUESTA ES AFIRMATIVA
¿Siempre, o algunas veces?

¿Tuvo que pasar alguna noche en el hospital debido a su
lesión/lesiones?
SI LA RESPUESTA ES AFIRMATIVA: ¿Cuántas noches?
(APROXIMADAMENTE)

[ ][ ][ ] [ ][ ][ ] [ ][ ][ ]
SÍ, A VECES ..............................................................1
SÍ, SIEMPRE ..............................................................2
NO ..............................................................................0
NO SABE/NO RECUERDA .................. .................. 8
SE NIEGA A RESPONDER/NO RESPONDE.. .......9
NÚMERO DE NOCHES EN EL
HOSPITAL…………………………………..…[ ][ ]
SI LA RESPUESTA ES NINGUNA, PONER ‘00’
NO SABE/NO RECUERDA .....................................98
SE NIEGA A RESPONDER/NO
RESPONDE............................................................ .99
SÍ ................................................................ ................. 1
NO ............................................................................... 2
NO SABE/NO RECUERDA ................. ..................... 8
SE NIEGA A RESPONDER/NO RESPONDE. …......9

¿Le dijo al trabajador de salud la causa real de su lesión?
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SECCIÓN 9 IMPACTO Y RESPUESTA
ESTA SECCIÓN ES PARA
ESPOSO/PAREJA.

LAS MUJERES

QUE INFORMARON

VIOLENCIA

FÍSICA,

SEXUAL

O PSICOLÓGICA

POR

Ahora me gustaría hacerle algunas preguntas sobre los efectos en Ud. de los actos de maltrato por su pareja. (REFERIR A LOS ACTOS QUE
LA ENTREVISTADA MENCIONÓ EN SECCIÓN 7)
SI SE REPORTÓ VIOLENCIA DE LA PARTE DE MAS DE UNA PAREJA/ESPOSO, quiero que Ud. responda a estas preguntas tomando en
cuenta a su más reciente (o último) esposo/pareja que la maltrataba.
VERIFICAR:
MUJER
EXPERIMENTO MUJER EXPERIMENTO VIOLENCIA SEXUAL Y/O
Hoja de ref., Cuadro C
VIOLENCIA FÍSICA
VIOLENCIA PSICOLÓGICA, PERO NO FÍSICA
(“SÍ” a la opción U)
(S9PHYS)
901

[ ]

(“NO” a la opción U y “SÍ” a la opción V y/o W)
[ ]

906

(1)
(2)
NO HUBO RAZÓN .......................................................... A
CUANDO EL ESTÁ BORRACHO ................................. B
PROBLEMAS DE DINERO ............................................ C
PROBLEMAS CON SU TRABAJO ................................ D
CUANDO ESTÁ DESEMPLEADO ................................ E
CUANDO NO HAY COMIDA EN CASA .......................F
PROBLEMAS CON LA FAMILIA DE ELLA
O DE ÉL....................................................................... G
CUANDO ELLA ESTÁ EMBARAZADA ..................... H
ÉL ESTÁ CELOSO DE ELLA ......................................... I
ELLA SE NIEGA A TENER SEXO ................................ J
ELLA DESOBEDECE .................................................... K

¿Existen algunas situaciones particulares que
causan/causaban ese comportamiento de parte de su
pareja/esposo?
REFERIR A LOS ACTOS QUE LA ENTREVISTADA
MENCIONÓ EN SECCIÓN 7.
INDAGAR: ¿Alguna otra situación?
MARCAR TODAS LAS QUE SE MENCIONAN

ÉL QUIERE DARLE UNA LECCIÓN, EDUCARLA O
DISCIPLINARLA…… .................................................... …L

QUIERE DEJAR CLARO QUE EL ES EL JEFE....... …M
OTRO
VERIFICAR:
(Hoja de ref., Cuadro B, opción R)

HIJOS VIVOS

[ ]

........................... X
NO HIJOS VIVOS

[ ]

(1)
(S9CHILD)
902
En alguno de estos incidentes de violencia física, ¿sus hijos
estuvieron presentes u oyeron que usted estaba siendo
golpeada?
SI LA RESPUESTA ES AFIRMATIVA: ¿Con qué
frecuencia? ¿Diría que una o dos veces, varias veces o la
mayoría del tiempo?

(2)
NUNCA/NO APLICA ....................................................... 0
UNA VEZ .......................................................................... 1
VARIAS VECES ............................................................... 2
LA MAYORÍA/TODO EL TIEMPO ................................ 3
NO SABE/NO RECUERDA ............................................ 8
SE NIEGA A RESPONDER/NO RESPONDE...... ......... .9

904

¿Durante las veces que usted fue golpeada, alguna vez se
peleó físicamente para defenderse?
SI LA RESPUESTA ES AFIRMATIVA:
¿Con qué
frecuencia? ¿Ud. diría que una o dos veces, varias veces, o
la mayoría del tiempo?

904a

Generalmente, cuando Ud. se defendía, ¿cuál fue el
resultado de haberse defendido en ese momento?. Diría que
la violencia se quedó igual, se puso peor, disminuyó, o se
detuvo por lo menos en el momento?

906

¿Diría que el comportamiento de su esposo/pareja hacia
usted ha afectado su salud física o mental?
INDAGAR
¿Esto la afectó un poco o mucho?

NUNCA/NO APLICA ....................................................... 1
UNA VEZ .......................................................................... 2
VARIAS VECES ............................................................... 3
MUCHAS VECES/LA MAYORÍA DEL TIEMPO. ...... .4
NO SABE/NO RECUERDA ............................... ......... .. 8
SE NIEGA A RESPONDER/NO RESPONDE...................9
NO APLICA ..................................................................... 0
NINGÚN CAMBIO/IGUAL ............................................. 1
EMPEORABA LA VIOLENCIA...................................... 2
LA VIOLENCIA DISMINUYÓ ....................................... 3
LA VIOLENCIA SE DETUVO ........................................ 4
NO SABE/NO RECUERDA ...................... ......... ........... 8
SE NIEGA A RESPONDER/NO RESPONDE..... ........ ...9
NO TUVO EFECTO ..........................................................1
UN POCO ..........................................................................2
MUCHO .............................................................................3
NO SABE/NO RECUERDA ............................ .......... ..... 8
SE NIEGA A RESPONDER/NO RESPONDE..... ...........9

REFERIRSE A LOS ACTOS ESPECÍFICOS DE
VIOLENCIA FÍSICA/SEXUAL/PSICOLÓGICA QUE
ELLA DESCRIBIÓ ANTERIORMENTE
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907

¿De qué manera la violencia le ha afectado a Ud. en su
trabajo u otras actividades suyas que generan ingresos?
MARCAR TODAS LAS QUE SE MENCIONAN

908

¿Le ha contado a alguien sobre la situación de violencia
que ha sufrido?
SI LA RESPUESTA ES AFIRMATIVA, ¿A quién?
MARCAR TODAS LAS QUE SE MENCIONAN
PREGUNTAR: ¿A alguien más?

N/A (NO TRABAJO POR DINERO)........................... .......A
NO HA INTERFERIDO................................................. ......B
ESPOSO/LA PAREJA INTERRUMPIÓ SU TRABAJO C
INCAPAZ DE CONCENTRARSE ..................................... D
INCAPAZ DE TRABAJAR/DESCANSO MÉDICO.......... E
PERDIÓ CONFIANZA EN SUS PROPIAS
HABILIDADES ............................................................ F
OTRO:
............................... X
NADIE ..............................................................................A
AMISTADES .................................................................... B
PADRES / MADRE .......................................................... C
HERMANO O HERMANA..............................................D
TÍO O TÍA ......................................................................... E
FAMILIA DE ESPOSO/PAREJA .................................... F
HIJOS ................................................................................G
VECINOS..........................................................................H
POLICÍA ............................................................................ I
DOCTOR /PERSONAL DE SALUD ................................ J
SACERDOTE/LÍDER RELIGIOSO ................................K
CONSEJERO .................................................................... L
ONG/ORGANIZACIÓN PARA LA MUJER ................. M
LÍDER LOCAL .................................................................N
OTRO

908a

909

¿Cuánto tiempo transcurrió desde que comenzó esta
situación de violencia hasta que lo contó a alguien?
REALIZAR UNA ESTIMACIÓN. UTILIZAR LA
ESCALA TEMPORAL (AÑOS, MESES O DÍAS QUE
MEJOR SE ADECUE A LA RESPUESTA DE LA
INFORMANTE)
¿Alguna vez alguien trató de ayudarla?
SI LA RESPUESTA ES AFIRMATIVA, ¿Quién la ayudó?
MARCAR TODAS LAS QUE SE MENCIONAN
PREGUNTAR: ¿Alguien más?

AÑOS
[ ] [ ]

...........................X

[

MESES
] [ ]

DÍAS
[ ] [ ]

NADIE ..............................................................................A
AMISTADES .................................................................... B
PADRES/ MADRE ........................................................... C
HERMANO O HERMANA..............................................D
TÍO O TÍA ......................................................................... E
FAMILIA DE ESPOSO/PAREJA .................................... F
HIJOS ................................................................................G
VECINOS..........................................................................H
POLICÍA ............................................................................ I
DOCTOR /PERSONAL DE SALUD ................................ J
SACERDOTE/LÍDER RELIGIOSO ................................K
CONSEJERO .................................................................... L
ONG /ORGANIZACIÓN PARA LA MUJER ................ M
LÍDER LOCAL ................................................................N
OTRO
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910 a

910.b. PARA CADA
UNO MARCADO
"SÍ" EN 910a:
Se sintió satisfecha
con la ayuda que le
brindaron?

¿Alguna vez acudió a algunos de los
siguientes lugares a pedir ayuda?

LEER CADA UNA

a)
b)
c)
d)

Policía
Hospital o servicios de salud
DEMUNA
Defensoría Publica (MINJUS)

a)
b)
c)
d)

POLICÍA
HOSPITAL/SERVICIOS DE SALUD
DEMUNA
DEFENSA PUBLICA

SÍ
1
1
1
1

NO
2
2
2
2

e)
f)
g)
h)

Juzgado/fiscalía
Centro Emergencia Mujer
Líder local
JUNTOS

e)
f)
g)
h)

JUZGADO/FISCALÍA
CEM
LÍDER LOCAL
JUNTOS

1
1
1
1

2
2
2

i)
j)

Vaso de Leche
Sacerdote/líder religioso

i)
j)

PVL
SACERDOTE/LÍDER RELIGIOSO

1
1

2

x)

EN OTRA PARTE:
1

2

*

**

x)

¿Algún otro lugar? ¿Dónde?

AÑADIR OPCIONES ESPECÍFICAS
DEL PAÍS

VERIFICA
R
Pregunta
910a * **
(S9CHECK)

911

MARCAR CUANDO LA MUJER RESPONDIÓ SÍ EN
CUALQUIERA DE LAS PREGUNTAS (AL MENOS UN
“1” EN CÍRCULOS EN COLUMNA *)
[ ]
(1)

¿Qué razones la llevaron a buscar ayuda?

MARCAR TODAS LAS QUE SE
MENCIONAN E IR AL 913

SÍ
1
1
1
1

2

1

2

2
2
2
1
1

1

MARCAR CUANDO TODAS LAS
RESPUESTAS SON NO (SÓLO “2” EN
CÍRCULOS **)
[ ]

MARCAR TODAS LAS RESPUESTAS
DADAS

NO SABE/NO RESPONDE .............................................................. A
TEMOR A AMENAZAS/CONSECUENCIAS/
MÁS VIOLENCIA...............................................................................B
VIOLENCIA NORMAL/NO SERIA ..................................................C
VERGÜENZA……......................................................................... …D
TEMOR A QUE NO LE CREYERAN O
A SER JUZGADA ......................................................................... E
CREÍA QUE NO LE AYUDARÍAN… .............. …………………….F
SABE DE OTRA MUJER
QUE NO FUE AYUDADA .......................................................... G
TEMOR A QUE SE TERMINARA LA RELACIÓN ....................... H
TEMOR A PERDER A LOS HIJOS .................................................... I
TEMOR A MANCHAR EL NOMBRE DE LA FAMILIA ................ J
NO CONOCÍA SUS OPCIONES…………………………………….K
OTRO

.................X
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2

2

912

(2)

ANIMADA POR AMIGOS/FAMILIA ............................................... A
NO PODÍA SOPORTAR MAS ........................................................... B
HERIDA GRAVEMENTE/MIEDO DE QUE LA MATARA ........... C
ÉL LA AMENAZÓ O TRATO DE MATARLA ................................ D
ÉL AMENAZABA O PEGABA A LOS NIÑOS ................................E
VEÍA A LOS NIÑOS SUFRIR ............................................................ F
LA ECHÓ O CORRIÓ DE CASA ...................................................... G
ELLA TENÍA MIEDO DE QUERER MATARLO ............................ H
TENÍA MIEDO A QUE ÉL LA MATARA..........................................I

............................... X
¿Por qué no acudió a ninguno de estos
(servicios)?

2

1
1
1

OTRO

912

NO
2
2
2
2

PARA
TODAS
LAS
OPCIONES IR AL
913

29
913

¿Hay alguien de quien le gustaría (le habría
gustado) recibir (más) ayuda? ¿Quién?
MARCAR TODAS LAS RESPUESTAS
DADAS
AÑADIR OPCIONES ESPECÍFICAS DEL
PAÍS

914

¿Se fue Ud. (de la casa) alguna vez inclusive
por sólo una noche, debido a la violencia?
SI LA RESPUESTA ES AFIRMATIVA,
¿Cuántas veces?

915

¿Qué razones le hicieron decidir irse la última
vez?
MARCAR TODAS LAS QUE SE
MENCIONAN

OTRO:
................ X
NÚMERO DE VECES................. ........................ .......................[ ][ ]
NUNCA ............................................................................................... 00
NO SE APLICA (NO CONVIVÍA) ................ ........................... ......97
NO SABE/NO RECUERDA ............................... ..................... ........ 98
SE NIEGA A RESPONDER/NO RESPONDE......... ................... .....99
NO HUBO INCIDENTE EN PARTICULAR ..................................... A
ANIMADA POR AMIGOS/FAMILIA ............................................... B
NO PODÍA SOPORTAR MÁS ........................................................... C
HERIDA SERIAMENTE..................................................................... D
ÉL LA MALTRATÓ O TRATÓ DE MATARLA ...............................E
ÉL MALTRATÓ O GOLPEÓ A LOS NIÑOS..................................... F
VEÍA A LOS NIÑOS SUFRIR ............................................................ G
LA ECHÓ O CORRIÓ DE CASA ...................................................... H
MIEDO POR QUERER MATARLO .................................................... I
ANIMADA POR UNA ORGANIZACIÓN:
..............J
TENÍA MIEDO A QUE ÉL LA MATARA ....................................... K
OTRO_

916

¿Adónde fue la última vez?
MARCAR UNA

917

¿Por cuánto tiempo estuvo usted fuera la
última vez ?
REGISTRAR NÚMERO DE DÍAS O
MESES

918

¿Por qué regresó?
MARCAR TODAS LAS QUE SE
MENCIONAN E IR A LA SECCIÓN 10

[ ][ ][ ] [ ][ ][ ] [ ][ ][ ]

NADIE..... ............................................................................................ A
FAMILIA DE ÉL……………… ...................................................... ...B
FAMILIA DE ELLA ............................................................................ C
AMIGOS/VECINOS…………………… ........................... ………….D
CENTRO DE SALUD ..........................................................................E
POLICÍA ………………………………… ............................... ………F
SACERDOTE/LÍDER RELIGIOSO .............. .................. .................G
TRABAJADORA SOCIAL……………………… ...................... …….I
ORGANIZACIONES DE AYUDA A LA MUJER……................…. J

919
S.10

................. X

CASA DE SUS PARIENTES ............................................................. 01
CASA DE LOS PARIENTES DE ÉL................................................. 02
CASA DE SUS AMISTADES/VECINOS ......................................... 03
HOTEL/CASA DE HUÉSPEDES ...................................................... 04
CALLE ................................................................................................ 05
IGLESIA/TEMPLO ............................................................................ 06
REFUGIO............................................................................................ 07
ORGANIZACIONES DE AYUDA A LA MUJER………………….08
OTRO
..................... 96
NO SABE/NO RECUERDA ................... ............................ ............. 98
SE NIEGA A RESPONDER/NO RESPONDE...... ...................... .....99
NÚMERO DE DÍAS (SI ES MENOS DE UN
MES)........................................................... .................. .......[ ][ ] ....1
NÚMERO DE MESES SI ES UN MES O MÁS . ............ ..[ ][ ]......2
ABANDONADA POR ESPOSO/PAREJA/NO REGRESÓ/
SIN PAREJA ........................................................................................ 3
NO QUERÍA DEJAR A LOS NIÑOS ................................................. A
EL MATRIMONIO ES SAGRADO.................................................... B
POR EL BIEN DE LA FAMILIA/HIJOS............................................ C
NO PODÍA MANTENER A LOS HIJOS ........................................... D
LO AMABA ..........................................................................................E
ÉL LE PIDIÓ QUE REGRESARA....................................................... F
LA FAMILIA LE PIDIÓ QUE REGRESARA ................................... G
LO PERDONÓ ..................................................................................... H
PENSÓ QUE EL CAMBIARÍA ............................................................ I
LA AMENAZÓ/AMENAZÓ A SUS HIJOS ........................................J
NO PODÍA QUEDARSE DONDE ESTABA.......... .................... ......K
VIOLENCIA NORMAL/NO SERIO ...................................................L
OTRO

...................................... X
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¿Cuáles fueron las razones por las cuales se
quedó?
MARCAR TODAS LAS QUE SE
MENCIONAN

[ ][ ][ ] [ ][ ][ ] [ ][ ][ ]

NO QUERÍA DEJAR A LOS NIÑOS ................................................. A
EL MATRIMONIO ES SAGRADO.................................................... B
NO QUERÍA MANCHAR EL NOMBRE DE LA FAMILIA .......... C
NO PODÍA MANTENER A LOS HIJOS/AS ..................................... D
LO AMABA ..........................................................................................E
NO QUERÍA ESTAR SOLA ................................................................ F
LA FAMILIA LE PIDIÓ QUE SE QUEDARA .................................. G
LO PERDONÓ ..................................................................................... H
PENSÓ QUE EL CAMBIARIA ............................................................ I
LA AMENAZO/AMENAZO A LOS HIJOS/AS................................ J
NO TENIA LUGAR A DONDE IR …………………............….........K
VIOLENCIA NORMAL/NO SERIO ...................................................L
OTRO

...................................... X
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SECCIÓN 10 OTRAS EXPERIENCIAS
N01

Muchas mujeres han padecido en sus vidas diferentes tipos de experiencias no deseadas y formas de maltrato y violencia por parte de
parientes, gente que ellas conocen, y/o por parte de desconocidos, hombres y mujeres. Si no tuviera inconveniente, me gustaría hacerle
breves preguntas sobre algunas de estas situaciones. Todo lo que usted diga se mantendrá en secreto. Primero le preguntaré sobre
experiencias que le hayan ocurrido desde los 15 años de edad (desde que cumplió esta edad hasta ahora) y después por lo ocurrido en
los últimos 12 meses ¿Puedo continuar?
PARA MUJERES QUE HAN ESTADO CASADAS O EN PAREJA, AÑADIR: Estas preguntas se refieren a personas distintas a su
marido/pareja(s).

N02

A. Desde la edad de los 15 años, ¿alguien le ha hecho algo de lo
siguiente?:
a.
b.
c.
d.

Compro
bar
N02
N03

¿Abofeteado, pegado, golpeado, pateado u otra cosa para dañarle?
¿Lanzado algún objeto contra usted? ¿Empujado o tirado del pelo?
¿Agarró fuerte del cuello o la quemó a propósito?
¿Le amenazó con o utilizó una pistola, cuchillo u otra arma contra
usted?
SI hay al menos un ‘1’ marcado en la columna A. [ ]

a)¿Quién le hizo esto?

B. Si la respuesta es SI: ¿Ha ocurrido
esto en los últimos 12 meses?
SI
NO
NS/NC
1
2
8
1
2
8
1
2
8
1
2
8

NO
2
2
2
2

SI
1
1
1
1

Sólo ‘2’ marcado [

]

b)PREGUNTAR SOLO
PARA QUIENES
MARCARON en a). ¿Cuántas
veces ocurrió esto desde la
edad de 15 años? ¿Una vez,
varias veces o muchas veces?

INDAGAR:
¿Algún pariente?
¿Alguien en el colegio o trabajo?
¿Algún amigo o vecino?
¿Algún desconocido o alguien más?
NO LEER EL LISTADO
MARCAR TODAS LAS MENCIONADAS

N04

A.

N06

b)PREGUNTAR SOLO PARA
QUIENES MARCARON en a).
¿Cuántas veces ocurrió esto en los
últimos 12 meses? ¿Una vez,
varias veces o muchas veces?

Una
vez

Varias
veces

Muchas
veces

NO

Una
vez

Varias
veces

Much
as

PADRE/PADRASTRO
MADRE/MADRASTRA
SUEGRA
OTRO MIEMBRO DE LA FAMILIA (HOMBRE)
OTRO MIEMBRO DE LA FAMILIA (MUJER)

A
B
C
D
E

1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3

0
0
0
0
0

1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3

ALGUIEN EN EL TRABAJO – HOMBRE
ALGUIEN EN EL TRABAJO – MUJER
AMIGO/CONOCIDO – HOM BRE
AMIGA/CONOCIDA – MUJER
RECIÉN CONOCIDO – HOMBRE
RECIÉN CONOCIDA – MUJER

F
G
H
I
J
K

1
1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3
3

0
0
0
0
0
0

1
1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3
3

DESCONOCIDO
DESCONOCIDA
PROFESOR
PROFESORA

L
M
N
O

1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3

0
0
0
0

1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3

MÉDICO/SANITARIO –HOMBRE
MÉDICA/SANITARIA – MUJER
RELIGIOSO
POLICÍA/SOLDADO – HOMBRE

P
Q
R
S

1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3

0
0
0
0

1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3

1
2
3
0
OTRO – HOMBRE (especificar)…………..
W
OTRA – MUJER (especificar)……………..
X
1
2
3
0
INDICAR DEBAJO LAS LETRAS PARA LOS PERPETRADORES QUE FUERON MENCIONADOS.
MENCIONADO MÁS DE 3 PERPETRADORES, PREGUNTAR QUÉ 3 FUERON LOS MÁS GRAVES
LETRAS EN LA LISTA SIGUIENTE:

1
2
3
1
2
3
SI SE HAN
E INDICAR LAS

PERPETRADOR 1 [ ]
PERPETRADOR 2 [ ]
PERPETRADOR 3 [ ]
Preguntar N05 a, b y c, PRIMERO PARA EL PERPETRADOR 1, LUEGO PARA EL PERPETRADOR 2 Y FINALMENTE
PARA EL PERPETRADOR 3.
CUANDO NO HAYA MÁS PERPETRADORES, IR A N06.
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N05

¿Ocurrió alguna vez lo siguiente como
consecuencia de lo que le hizo… (UTILIZAR LAS
MISMAS PALABRAS QUE LA MUJER PARA
REFERIR AL PERPETRADOR)?
a)
b)
c)

Tuvo cortes, rasguños, moratones o
dolores.
Tuvo daños en los ojos u oídos,
torceduras, dislocaciones o quemaduras.
Tuvo heridas profundas, huesos rotos,
dientes rotos, heridas internas u otras
heridas parecidas.

SI CONTESTA AL MENOS UN SI en a) b) o c)
d) ¿Tuvo esta herida (heridas) en los últimos
12 meses?
SÓLO PREGUNTAR PARA LOS
PERPETRADORES INDICADOS EN N04.

A) PERPETRADOR 1

B) PERPETRADOR 2

C) PERPETRADOR 3

SI

NO

SI

NO

SI

NO

1

2

1

2

1

2

1

2

1

2

1

2

1

2

1

2

1

2

1

2

1

2

1

2

SI HAY MÁS DE 1
PERPETRADOR, IR A
B
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SI HAY MÁS DE 2
PERPETRADORES, IR
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N06a

Ahora me gustaría preguntarle sobre otras experiencias no deseadas que usted haya podido tener.
De nuevo, me gustaría que pensase en cualquier persona, hombre o mujer.
PARA LAS MUJERES QUE HAN ESTADO ALGUNA VEZ EN PAREJA, AÑADIR SI FUESE
NECESARIO: excepto su marido/pareja masculina.
Desde la edad de 15 años hasta ahora, ¿alguien le ha forzado a mantener relaciones sexuales
cuando usted no quería, por ejemplo, amenazándole, sujetándola, o poniéndola en una situación en
la que no podía decir que no? Recuerde que pueden ser tanto personas que usted haya conocido
como personas desconocidas. Por favor, en este momento excluya los intentos de forzarla a estos
comportamientos.
SI FUESE NECESARIO: entendemos por relación sexual el sexo oral, o la penetración vaginal o
anal.

SI

1

NO

2

N08

TÉNGASE EN CUENTA QUE ESTAS PREGUNTAS SON SOBRE VIOLACIONES QUE
OCURRIERON
N06b

N07

¿Ha ocurrido esto en los últimos 12 meses?

a)¿Quién le hizo esto?

b)PREGUNTAR SOLO
PARA QUIENES
MARCARON en a).
¿Cuántas veces ocurrió esto
desde la edad de 15 años?
¿Una vez, varias veces o
muchas veces?
Una
Varias
Muchas
vez
veces
veces

INDAGAR:
¿Algún pariente?
¿Alguien en la escuela o trabajo?
¿Algún amigo o vecino?
¿Algún desconocido o alguien más?
NO LEER EL LISTADO
MARCAR TODAS LAS MENCIONADAS

SI ……
…....1
NO …… ………..…2
NS/NC……… ........ ….8
b)PREGUNTAR SOLO PARA
QUIENES MARCARON en a).
¿Cuántas veces ocurrió esto en los
últimos 12 meses? ¿Una vez, varias
veces o muchas veces?

NO

Una vez

Varias

Muchas

PADRE/PADRASTRO
MADRE/MADRASTRA
SUEGRA
OTRO MIEMBRO DE LA FAMILIA (HOMBRE)
OTRO MIEMBRO DE LA FAMILIA (MUJER)

A
B
C
D
E

1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3

0
0
0
0
0

1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3

ALGUIEN EN EL TRABAJO – HOMBRE
ALGUIEN EN EL TRABAJO – MUJER
AMIGO/CONOCIDO – HOM BRE
AMIGA/CONOCIDA – MUJER
RECIÉN CONOCIDO – HOMBRE
RECIÉN CONOCIDA – MUJER

F
G
H
I
J
K

1
1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3
3

0
0
0
0
0
0

1
1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3
3

DESCONOCIDO
DESCONOCIDA
PROFESOR
PROFESORA

L
M
N
O

1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3

0
0
0
0

1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3

MÉDICO/SANITARIO –HOMBRE
MÉDICA/SANITARIA – MUJER
RELIGIOSO
POLICÍA/SOLDADO – HOMBRE

P
Q
R
S

1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3

0
0
0
0

1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3

OTRO – HOMBRE (especificar)…………..

W

1

2

3

0

1

2

3

OTRA – MUJER (especificar)……………..

X

1

2

3

0

1

2

3
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N08

Chequear
N08
N09

De nuevo, quiero que piense en cualquier persona, hombre o mujer.
PARA LAS MUJERES QUE TUVIERON PAREJA, AÑADIR: excepto
su marido/pareja masculina.
Además de las cosas que haya podido mencionar antes, ¿puede decirme si,
desde la edad de 15 años hasta ahora, algo de lo siguiente le ha
sucedido? Recuerde, con personas conocidas o desconocidas.
a) ¿Alguien le ha intentado forzar para que realice algún
comportamiento sexual que no quería, o intentó forzarle a
mantener relaciones sexuales que finalmente no llegaron a
producirse?
b) Tocamientos sexuales. Incluye por ejemplo tocamientos del
pecho o de partes íntimas.
c) Comentarios sexuales o envíos de mensajes de texto con
contenido sexual o mensajes de facebook en contra de su
voluntad.
d) Le hizo que le tocase a él sus partes íntimas contra su voluntad.
e) Le mostró imágenes sexuales explícitas en contra de su voluntad.
f) Acoso sexual en el trabajo, en el colegio, etc.
g) Cualquier otra cosa de carácter sexual que usted no quería.
SI hay al menos un ‘1’ marcado en la columna A. [

A.

B.SI SÍ: ¿Ha ocurrido esto en los
últimos 12 meses?
SI
NO
NS/NC

SÍ

NO

1

2

1

2

8

1

2

1

2

8

1

2

1

2

8

1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2

1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2

8
8
8
8

]

Sólo ‘2’ marcado [

a)¿Quién le hizo esto?

b)PREGUNTAR SOLO
PARA QUIENES
MARCARON en a). ¿Cuántas
veces ocurrió esto desde la
edad de 15 años? ¿Una vez,
varias veces o muchas veces?

INDAGAR:
¿Algún pariente?
¿Alguien en el colegio o trabajo?
¿Algún amigo o vecino?
¿Algún desconocido o alguien más?
NO LEER EL LISTADO
MARCAR TODAS LAS MENCIONADAS

]
S1003

b)PREGUNTAR SOLO PARA
QUIENES MARCARON en a).
¿Cuántas veces ocurrió esto en los
últimos 12 meses? ¿Una vez,
varias veces o muchas veces?

Una
vez

Varias
veces

Muchas
veces

NO

Una
vez

Varias

Much
as

PADRE/PADRASTRO
MADRE/MADRASTRA
SUEGRA
OTRO MIEMBRO DE LA FAMILIA (HOMBRE)
OTRO MIEMBRO DE LA FAMILIA (MUJER)

A
B
C
D
E

1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3

0
0
0
0
0

1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3

ALGUIEN EN EL TRABAJO – HOMBRE
ALGUIEN EN EL TRABAJO – MUJER
AMIGO/CONOCIDO – HOM BRE
AMIGA/CONOCIDA – MUJER
RECIÉN CONOCIDO – HOMBRE
RECIÉN CONOCIDA – MUJER

F
G
H
I
J
K

1
1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3
3

0
0
0
0
0
0

1
1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3
3

DESCONOCIDO
DESCONOCIDA
PROFESOR
PROFESORA

L
M
N
O

1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3

0
0
0
0

1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3

MÉDICO/SANITARIO –HOMBRE
MÉDICA/SANITARIA – MUJER
RELIGIOSO
POLICÍA/SOLDADO – HOMBRE

P
Q
R
S

1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3

0
0
0
0

1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3

OTRO – HOMBRE (especificar)…………..
OTRA – MUJER (especificar)……………..

W
X

1
1

2
2

3
3

0
0

1
1

2
2

3
3
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1003

Cuando usted era una niña, antes de la edad de 15 años, ¿recuerda si alguien de su familia le hizo
tocamientos sexuales o le hizo algo sexual que usted no quería? Esto incluye por ejemplo
tocamientos de los pechos o partes íntimas, hacer comentarios sexuales o mostrarle imágenes
sexuales explícitas contra su voluntad, hacer que usted le tocase sus partes íntimas, tener relaciones
sexuales con usted o intentarlo, etc.

SI

1

NO

2

1006

SI NO: CONTINUAR INDAGANDO:
¿Y alguien en el colegio? ¿Algún amigo o vecino? ¿Otra persona?
SI LA RESPUESTA ES SÍ, CONTINUAR CON 1003a
1003 a
PREGUNTAR SOLO CUANDO SE MARCÓ EN 1003a
b) ¿Qué edad
tenía cuando
ocurrió esto la
primera vez
con esta
persona (más
o menos)?

a) SI LA RESPUESTA ES SÍ:
¿Quién le hizo esto?

No necesitamos saber el nombre de esta persona
CONTINUAR:
¿Alguien en la escuela?
¿Algún amigo o vecino?
¿Algún desconocido o alguien más?

1003b

1006

c) ¿Qué edad
tenía esta
persona?
AYUDA:
aproximadamen
te (más o
menos)

d) ¿Cuántas veces ocurrió esto?

Una vez

Varias
veces

Muchas
veces

PADRE/PADRASTRO
MADRE/MADRASTRA
SUEGRA
OTRO MIEMBRO DE LA FAMILIA (HOMBRE)
OTRO MIEMBRO DE LA FAMILIA (MUJER)

A
B
C
D
E

[
[
[
[
[

][
][
][
][
][

]
]
]
]
]

[
[
[
[
[

][
][
][
][
][

]
]
]
]
]

1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3

ALGUIEN EN EL TRABAJO – HOMBRE
ALGUIEN EN EL TRABAJO – MUJER
AMIGO/CONOCIDO – HOM BRE
AMIGA/CONOCIDA – MUJER
RECIÉN CONOCIDO – HOMBRE
RECIÉN CONOCIDA – MUJER

F
G
H
I
J
K

[
[
[
[
[
[

][
][
][
][
][
][

]
]
]
]
]
]

[
[
[
[
[
[

][
][
][
][
][
][

]
]
]
]
]
]

1
1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3
3

DESCONOCIDO
DESCONOCIDA
PROFESOR
PROFESORA

L
M
N
O

[
[
[
[

][
][
][
][

]
]
]
]

[
[
[
[

][
][
][
][

]
]
]
]

1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3

MÉDICO/SANITARIO –HOMBRE
MÉDICA/SANITARIA – MUJER
RELIGIOSO
POLICÍA/SOLDADO – HOMBRE

P
Q
R
S

[
[
[
[

][
][
][
][

]
]
]
]

[
[
[
[

][
][
][
][

]
]
]
]

1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3

OTRO – HOMBRE (especificar)…………..
OTRA – MUJER (especificar)……………..

W
X

[ ][ ]
[ ][ ]

1
1

2
2

3
3

En alguno de los episodios que ha descrito más arriba
que le ocurrieron siendo menor de 15 años, ¿introdujo
esta persona el pene u otra cosa en su vagina, ano o
boca?
¿Cuándo usted era niña, su padre (o el esposo de su
madre o pareja) le pegaba a su madre?

[ ][ ]
[ ][ ]
NS/NC = 98

SÍ ....................................................................................
1
NO ......................................................... ........................
2
NO SABE ................. .....................................................
8
SE NIEGA A RESPONDER/NO RESPONDE. ................. .9
SÍ......................................................................................... 1
NO ...................................................................................... 2
NO APLICA (PADRES NO CONVIVÍAN)...................... 3
NO SABE/NO RECUERDA ...................................... ...... 8
SE NIEGA A RESPONDER/NO RESPONDE.. ............... 9
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1007

Cuando Ud. era niña, ¿alguien de su familia alguna
vez?:
a) Le dio una bofetada o azote (con la mano)?
b) Le golpeó o pegó con el puño?
c) Le pegó con una correa, palo, escoba u otra
cosa?
d) Le ató con una cuerda?
x) Otra cosa? Especificar:

*VERIFICAR
(Hoja de Ref.)
cuadro A)

CASADA/VIVIENDO CON UN
HOMBRE/CON PAREJA SEXUAL
(Opciones K,LM)
[ ]

(1)
(S10MAR)
1008
Hasta donde usted sabe, cuando su esposo/pareja
(actual/más reciente) era niño ¿Su padre golpeaba a
su madre?

1010

Hasta donde usted sabe, ¿su esposo/pareja (actual o
más reciente) fue golpeado regularmente por algún
miembro de su familia cuando era niño?

a) .. Abofeteó
b) .. Golpeó, pegó
c) .. Pegó con objeto

SI
1
1
1

NO
2
2
2

d) .. Ató con cuerda
x) .. Otra cosa

1
1

2
2

NS/NC
8
8
8
8
8

NUNCA HA ESTADO CASADA/NUNCA VIVIÓ CON
UN HOMBRE/NUNCA PAREJA SEXUAL
(Opción N)
[ ]
(2)
SÍ.................................................................................................. 1
NO .............................................................................................. 2
NO APLICA (LOS PADRES NO VIVÍAN JUNTOS) .............. 3
NO SABE/NO RECUERDA .......................................................8
SE NIEGA A RESPONDER/NO RESPONDE............................9
SÍ.................................................................................................. 1
NO ............................................................................................... 2
NO SABE/NO RECUERDA .......................................................8
SE NIEGA A RESPONDER/NO RESPONDE............................9
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SECCIÓN 11

AUTONOMÍA ECONÓMICA

Ahora, me gustaría hacerle algunas preguntas sobre cosas de las que Ud. es dueña y sus ganancias. Necesitamos esta información para poder
comprender la posición económica de las mujeres en la actualidad.
Por favor dígame si Ud. es dueña de algunas de las
SÍ
SÍ
NO
1101
siguientes cosas, sola o junto a otra persona:
Dueña Dueña con Dueña
Única Otros
a) Tierras/terrenos
a) TIERRAS
1
2
3
b) Casa
b) CASA
1
2
3
c) Una empresa o negocio
c) COMPAÑÍA
1
2
3

1102

d)
e)
f)

Animales grandes (vacas, caballos, etc.)
Animales pequeños (pollos, cerdos, cabras, etc.)
Producto o cosecha de ciertos campos o árboles

d)
e)
f)

ANIMALES GRANDES
ANIMALES PEQUEÑOS
PRODUCTO

1
1
1

2
2
2

3
3
3

g)
h)
j)
k)

Artículos domésticos (TV, lavadora, cocina, otros)
Joyas, oro u otras cosas de valor
Carro
Ahorros en el banco

g)
h)
j)
k)

ELECTRODOMÉSTICOS
JOYAS
CARRO
AHORROS

1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3

x)

Otras propiedades, especificar

x)

OTRAS PROPIEDADES

1

2

3

PARA CADA ÍTEM PREGUNTAR: ¿Le pertenece
usted, o con otros más?
a) ¿Ud. hace alguna cosa para ganar dinero?
SI LA RESPUESTA ES SÍ ¿Qué hace
exactamente para ganar dinero?
PREGUNTAR TODAS Y ESPECIFICAR
b) ¿Tiene un empleo?
c) ¿Vende cosas o comercia?
d) ¿Trabaja por temporadas?
x) ¿Alguna otra actividad? (especificar)

*VERIFICAR
(Hoja de Ref.
cuadro A)
(S11MAR)
VERIFICAR
1102

sólo a
NO... ................................................................A

b) EMPLEO:
c) VENDE /COMERCIALIZA:
d) TRABAJO POR TEMPORADAS:
x) OTRO:

*S11MAR

.........
...
..
.........

SÍ

NO

1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2

ACTUALMENTE CASADA/VIVIENDO
CON UN HOMBRE (Opción K) [ ]

NO ACTUALMENTE CASADA/VIVIENDO CON UN
HOMBRE (Opciones. L,M,N) [ ]

(1)
OPCIONES b) c) d) o x) MARCADAS
[ ]

(2)

1103

¿Usted gasta el dinero que gana como quiere o tiene que
darle todo o una parte del dinero a su esposo/pareja?

1104

¿Diría usted que el dinero que usted trae al hogar es más de
lo que contribuye su esposo/pareja, menos, o casi igual?

1105

¿Alguna vez Ud. ha dejado/rechazado un trabajo porque su
esposo/pareja no quería que Ud. trabajara?

1106

¿Alguna vez su esposo/pareja ha tomado su dinero o
ahorros en contra de su voluntad?
SI LA RESPUESTA ES AFIRMATIVA:
¿Con qué frecuencia: una o dos veces, algunas veces o
muchas veces?

2.OPCIÓN a) MARCADA

[ ]

COMO QUIERE/PROPIA DECISIÓN ............................. 1
DA PARTE DEL DINERO AL ESPOSO/PAREJA ........ 2
DA TODO EL DINERO AL ESPOSO/PAREJA.............. 3
NO SABE/NO RECUERDA ...................... ……..............8
SE NIEGA A RESPONDER/NO RESPONDE... ....... ......9
MAS QUE EL ESPOSO/PAREJA .................................... 1
MENOS QUE EL ESPOSO/PAREJA............................... 2
CASI IGUAL ..................................................................... 3
NO SABE/NO RECUERDA ............................ ……........8
SE NIEGA A RESPONDER/NO RESPONDE..... ....... ....9
N/A……………………………………………………..….0
SÍ ........................................................................................ 1
NO...................................................................................... 2
NO SABE/NO RECUERDA ........................ ……............8
SE NIEGA A RESPONDER/NO RESPONDE.... ....... .....9
NUNCA ............................................................................. 1
UNA O DOS VECES ........................................................ 2
ALGUNAS VECES........................................................... 3
MUCHAS VECES/CASI SIEMPRE................................. 4
N/A (NO TIENE DINERO O GANANCIAS) .................. 7
NO SABE/NO RECUERDA ............................. ….…......8
SE NIEGA A RESPONDER/NO RESPONDE... ....... ......9
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1107

¿Su esposo/pareja se ha negado alguna vez a darle dinero
para los gastos del hogar, aún cuando él tiene dinero para
otras cosas?
SI LA RESPUESTA ES AFIRMATIVA:
¿Con qué frecuencia: una o dos veces, algunas veces o
muchas veces?

1108

En caso de emergencia, ¿Usted cree que por sí misma
puede tener suficiente dinero como para solventar los
gastos de la casa y alimentación de su familia por cuatro
semanas? – cómo por ejemplo: vendiendo cosas de usted, o
pidiendo prestado dinero de gente que usted conoce, o del
banco o de prestamistas.

[ ][ ][ ] [ ][ ][ ] [ ][ ][ ]

NUNCA ............................................................................. 1
UNA O DOS VECES ........................................................ 2
ALGUNAS VECES........................................................... 3
MUCHAS VECES/CASI SIEMPRE................................. 4
N/A (LA PAREJA NO GANA DINERO) ........................ 7
NO SABE/NO RECUERDA .......................... ……..........8
SE NIEGA A RESPONDER/NO RESPONDE....... ....... ..9
SÍ ........................................................................................ 1
NO...................................................................................... 2
NO SABE/NO RECUERDA .......................... ……..........8
SE NIEGA A RESPONDER/NO RESPONDE...... ....... ...9
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SECCIÓN 12 CULMINACIÓN DE LA ENCUESTA
1201

1202a

1202

Ahora hemos terminado la entrevista ¿Ud. tiene algún comentario o hay algo más que le gustaría agregar?

___________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________
¿Podría hacernos algunas recomendaciones o sugerencias que pudiesen ayudar a frenar la violencia doméstica contra las
mujeres en este país?

Le he preguntado sobre muchas cosas difíciles. ¿Cómo se sintió al hablar al respecto?
ANOTAR CUALQUIER RESPUESTA DE LA ENCUESTADA

BIEN/MEJOR .................... 1
MAL/PEOR ....................... 2
IGUAL/NO HAY
DIFERENCIA.................... 3

FIN UNO – SI LA ENTREVISTADA HA REVELADO PROBLEMAS/VIOLENCIA
Quisiera agradecerle por habernos ayudado. Le agradezco por el tiempo que nos ha dedicado. Sé que estas preguntas podrían
haber sido difíciles de contestar para Ud., pero es sólo escuchando a las mujeres como realmente podemos aprender sobre su
salud y sus experiencias de violencia.
Por lo que usted nos ha contado, me doy cuenta que usted ha pasado por momentos muy difíciles en su vida. Nadie tiene
derecho a tratarla de esa manera. Sin embargo, de lo que me ha dicho, puedo ver que usted es una persona fuerte y que ha sabido
salir adelante a pesar de las difíciles circunstancias.
A continuación le proporcionamos una lista de organizaciones que brindan apoyo, asistencia legal y servicios de consejería a la
mujer en
. Por favor, póngase en contacto con ellas si quisiera hablar sobre su situación con
alguien. Sus servicios son gratuitos y todo lo que usted les diga será manejado con total discreción. Puede ir cuando usted lo
considere conveniente, ahora o posteriormente.

1205.

FIN DOS – SI LA ENTREVISTADA NO HA REVELADO PROBLEMAS/VIOLENCIA
Quisiera agradecerle por habernos ayudado. Le agradezco por el tiempo que nos ha dedicado. Se que estas preguntas podrían
haber sido difíciles de contestar para Ud., pero sólo escuchando a las mujeres podemos realmente aprender sobre su salud y sus
experiencias de vida.
En caso que usted escuchara de alguna mujer que necesita ayuda, a continuación le proporcionamos una lista de organizaciones
que brindan apoyo, asesoría legal y servicios de consejería a la mujer en
. Por favor, sírvase
contactarlos si usted o alguna de sus amistades o familiares necesita ayuda. Sus servicios son gratuitos y todo lo que usted les
diga será manejado con total discreción.
REGISTRAR EL TIEMPO DE FINALIZACIÓN DE LA ENTREVISTA:
Hora
[ ][ ]
Minutos [ ][ ]

COMENTARIOS DE LA ENCUESTADORA A SER LLENADOS DESPUÉS DE LA ENTREVISTA
________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________
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HOJA DE REFERENCIA I (SE UTILIZARÁ SI LAS PREGUNTAS SOBRE VIOLENCIA SE APLICAN
A TODAS LAS MUJERES QUE HAN TENIDO UN MARIDO/PAREJA ACTUAL O ANTERIOR)
Cuadro A. ESTADO MARITAL
Copiar exactamente de P119 y 120. Seguir las flechas y marcar solo UNA para el estado marital:
119

¿Se encuentra actualmente
casada, acompañada,
viviendo juntos o tiene
una pareja masculina con
la que no convive?

CASADA, CONVIVE CON UN HOMBRE .....1
CASADA, SIN VIVIR JUNTOS …………..….2
ACOMPAÑADA, NO ESTA
CASADA ............................................................ 3
TIENE PAREJA MASCULINA ESTABLE
(NOVIOS, COMPROMETIDOS), NO VIVEN
JUNTOS........................................................... 4
NI ESTÁ CASADA NI VIVE CON UN
HOMBRE (NO TIENE RELACIONES CON
UN HOMBRE) ................................................. 5

120
a

120
b

TIENE UNA PAREJA FEMENINA ……………..6
¿Alguna vez estuvo casada SÍ, CASADA ..................................................... 1
o convivió en pareja con
un hombre?
SÍ VIVIÓ CON UN HOMBRE PERO
NUNCA SE CASÓ..................................... 3
NO ..................................................................... 5
¿Alguna vez mantuvo una SÍ ....................................................................... 1
relación estable con un
hombre, sin vivir con él?
NO ..................................................................... 2

[ ] Actualmente casada o
convive con un hombre
(K)
[ ] Actualmente tiene
pareja estable; relación de
novios (L)

[ ] Anteriormente casada o
convivió con un hombre
(no tiene actualmente
relación de noviazgo) (M1)
[ ] Anteriormente tuvo
relación (noviazgo) (M2)
[ ]Nunca casada/ nunca
conviviendo con un hombre
(ninguna relación de
noviazgo actual o anterior)
(N)

123. Número de veces que estuvo casada/vivió con un hombre:

[ ][ ] (O)

Cuadro B. HISTORIA REPRODUCTIVA
Marcar y completar TODAS las que apliquen sobre la historia reproductiva de la encuestada:
(P) Encuestada ha estado embarazada por lo menos una vez (Pregunta 308, 1 o más)

[ ] Sí [ ] No

(Q) Encuestada ha tenido por lo menos un hijo nacido vivo (Pregunta 301, 1 o más)

[ ] Sí [ ] No

(R) Encuestada tiene hijos vivos (Pregunta 303, 1 o más)

[ ] Sí [ ] No

(S) Encuestada actualmente está embarazada (Pregunta 310, opción 1)

[ ] Sí [ ] No

(T) Número total de embarazos reportados (Pregunta 308):

[ ][ ]

Cuadro C. VIOLENCIA POR EL ESPOSO/PAREJA
Marcar y completar TODAS las que apliquen a la encuestada:
(U) Encuestada ha sido víctima de violencia física (Pregunta 707c)
(V) Encuestada ha sido víctima de violencia sexual (Pregunta 708)
(W) Encuestada ha sido víctima de violencia psicológica (Preguntas 707a y 707b)

[ ] Sí
[ ] Sí
[ ] Sí
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[ ] No
[ ] No
[ ] No

APPENDIX III:
COPYRIGHT PERMISSION FOR WORLD HEALTH ORGANIZATION
HOUSEHOLD SURVEY
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Re: Multi-Country Study Instrument
G

GARCIA MORENO ESTEVA, Claudia M. <garciamorenoc@who.int>
!

#

Reply all | "

Tue 7/30/2019 5:01 PM
To:

$

Chan, Isabella (WDC) %

Inbox
You replied on 7/30/2019 5:43 PM.

Dear Isabella
Congratulations on your thesis.
It is fine to include the instrument. Please just credit the source and flag that it is currently under
revision as the version you used is not the final version and it is not helpful to have different versions
about. I will send you a proposed disclaimer shortly.
Best regards
Claudia García Moreno
Sent from my iPhone
On 30 Jul 2019, at 19:05, Chan, Isabella (WDC) <chanisa@paho.org> wrote:

Hi Dr. Garcia Moreno,
I wanted to try ge5ng in touch one last :me about the inclusion of the WHO Mul:-Country
Study instrument in my disserta:on. I'm submi5ng the ﬁnal version of my disserta:on
tomorrow aFernoon (July 31st) and would really like to include the instrument to provide
insight on my methods and data collec:on.
Thanks for your :me,
Isabella
--Isabella Chan, PhD, MA, CPH
Qualitative Research Specialist, Comprehensive Family Immunization Unit
Family, Health Promotion, and Life Course Department
PAHO/WHO | chanisa@paho.org

<Outlook-af2lbiuj.png>
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Guía de Entrevista para Mujeres
Participante ID _________
Fecha de Entrevista __________
Fecha Entrado __________

Introducción
Antes que empezamos, quiero avísale que si usted se siente incomoda por cualquier razón, puede
descansar o dejar la entrevista, solo debe avisarme. Quiero que usted se siente cómoda y que usted
puede compartir sus experiencias y conocimientos con confianza. Todo su información es privada y
confidencial.

Preguntas
1) Por favor, cuéntame sobre como usted conoció a su pareja.
(Sondas: ¿Cuantos años tenia? ¿A través de quien le conoció (padres, hermanos, amigos)? ¿Cómo
fue el cuando conocieron? ¿Cómo decidió que quería quedarse con el?)

2) Por favor, cuéntame sobre su pareja y su relación con él.
(Sondas: ¿Pasa mucho tiempo con el? ¿ Ésta en la casa mucho o trabaja lejos? ¿Qué hacen en
juntos ustedes? ¿Toman decisiones en juntos? ¿Cuáles decisiones? ¿Cómo es el con usted?
¿Cómo es el con los niños? ¿Le gusta vivir con él, por qué?)

3) ¿Puede contarme sobre una situación cuando usted y su pareja manejó un
desacuerdo/discusión/ argumenta? ¿Sobre que fue esto desacuerdo?
(Sonadas: ¿Qué pasó—que dijo, que hizo, etc.? ¿Cómo empezó? ¿Cómo terminó? ¿Cómo
reaccionó usted? ¿Hizo algo cuando pasó esta situación? ¿Había alguien más presente cuando
esto ocurrió? ¿Cómo resolver u arreglar el problema?)

4) Durante la encuesta anterior, me conté que has experimentado situaciones de (escoge las
relevantes: amenazas, control, asustarla o intimidarla a propósito, empujados, golpes, heridas,
sexo forzado, etc.). ¿Puede contarme mas sobre estas experiencias?
(Sonadas: ¿Qué pasó—que dijo, que hizo, etc.? ¿Cómo empezó? ¿Cómo terminó? ¿Cómo
reaccionó usted? ¿Hizo algo cuando pasó esta situación? ¿Había alguien más presente cuando
esto ocurrió? ¿Con que frecuencia pasa situaciones como así?)
¿Avisó usted a alguien sobre esta situación (sus padres, sus hermanos, la policía, la posta de salud,
promotores el CEM, u otros)? ¿Cuántas veces?
Si avisó a alguien,
¿A quien avisó?
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¿Por cual motivación avisó a este persona/organización? ¿Qué influye su decisión?
¿Cómo fue la experiencia? ¿Cómo se sintió usted? ¿Cómo reaccionó esta persona?
¿Ayudó a usted está persona? ¿Cómo le ayudo (referidos a otros recursos, ayuda legal,
psicológico, económicamente, etc.)? ¿Utilizó usted esta ayuda?
¿Está satisfecha con la ayuda que ha recibido? Si no, cómo puede ser mejorado?
Si no avisó a alguien,
¿Por qué no avisó nadie? (Sonadas: ¿Tiene familia o amigo/as cerca? ¿Hay recursos de
apoyo? ¿No fue seria? ¿Por temor? ¿Por distancia?)
¿Si quería decirle a alguien, le diría a alguien?
¿Cual haría que se sienta más cómodo decirle a alguien?
5) En su opinión, en su comunidad, ¿es común, la violencia entre la pareja?
6) En su opinión, en su comunidad, ¿es común que personas busca ayuda para problemas como
estos?
Si es común,
¿Dónde o a quien le busca ayuda? ¿Cuáles recursos hay en la comunidad?
¿Qué hace estos recursos o personas?
Si no es común,
En su opinión, ¿por qué no? (Sonadas: razones de privacidad, cultura, temor, falta de
recursos, etc.)
7) En su comunidad, ¿hay recursos de apoyo u ayuda por personas en situaciones de violencia
familiar? ¿Estos recursos son accesible? ¿Puede mejorar estos recursos o hay otros recursos que
usted recomendé enfrente de la violencia familiar?
8) En su opinión, ¿cuales serian buenos recursos para personas que sufren de violencia familiar?
Sondas: grupos de apoyos, servicios gratuitos, refugios, servicios de salud mental, etc.
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9) ¿Tiene usted experiencias, algún caso particular, u ocurrencia sobre violencia en su comunidad
que le gustaría compartir conmigo? No es necesario incluir ninguna información personal, como
nombres.

Conclusion
Quisiera agradecerle por haberme ayudado. Le agradezco por el tiempo que me ha dedicado. Sé que
estas preguntas podrían haber sido difíciles de contestar para Ud., pero es sólo escuchando a las
mujeres como realmente podemos aprender sobre su salud y sus experiencias de violencia.
Por lo que usted nos ha contado, me doy cuenta que usted ha pasado por momentos muy difíciles
en su vida. Nadie tiene derecho a tratarla de esa manera. Sin embargo, de lo que me ha dicho, puedo
ver que usted es una persona fuerte y que ha sabido salir adelante a pesar de las difíciles
circunstancias.
A continuación le proporciona una lista de organizaciones que brindan apoyo, asistencia legal y
servicios de consejería a la mujer en la provincia de Carhuaz. Por favor, póngase en contacto con
ellas si quisiera hablar sobre su situación con alguien. Sus servicios son gratuitos y todo lo que usted
les diga será manejado con total discreción. Puede ir cuando usted lo considere conveniente, ahora o
posteriormente.
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Guía de Entrevista para la Comunidad
Participante ID _________
Fecha de Entrevista __________
Fecha Entrado __________

Introducción
Antes que empezamos, quiero avísale que si usted se siente incomoda por cualquier razón, puede
descansar o dejar la entrevista, solo debe avisarme. Quiero que usted se siente cómoda y que usted
puede compartir sus experiencias y conocimientos con confianza. Todo su información es privada y
confidencial.

Preguntas
1) Por favor, cuéntame sobre como usted conoció a su pareja.
(Sondas: ¿Cuantos años tenia? ¿A través de quien le conoció (padres, hermanos, amigos)? ¿Cómo
fue él cuando conocieron? ¿Cómo decidió que quería quedarse con el?)

2) Por favor, cuéntame sobre su pareja y su relación con él.
(Sondas: ¿Pasa mucho tiempo con el? ¿ Ésta en la casa mucho o trabaja lejos? ¿Qué hacen en
juntos ustedes? ¿Toman decisiones en juntos? ¿Cuál decisiones? ¿Cómo es el con usted? ¿Cómo
es el con los niños? ¿Le gusta vivir con él, por qué?)

3) ¿Puede contarme sobre una situación cuando usted y su pareja manejó un
desacuerdo/discusión/ argumenta? ¿Sobre que fue esto desacuerdo?
(Sonadas: ¿Qué pasó—que dijo, que hizo, etc.? ¿Cómo empezó? ¿Cómo terminó? ¿Cómo
reaccionó usted? ¿Hizo algo cuando pasó esta situación? ¿Había alguien más presente cuando
esto ocurrió? ¿Cómo resolver u arreglar el problema?)

4) En su opinión, en su comunidad, ¿es común, la violencia entre la pareja?

5) Si alguien en su comunidad sufre de violencia por su pareja, ¿qué puede hacer?
(Sonadas: Avisa a su familia o amigo/as, la policía, u otros recursos; defenderse, etc.)

6) En su opinión, en su comunidad, ¿es común que personas busca ayuda para problemas como
estos?
Si es común,
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¿Dónde o a quien le busca ayuda? ¿Cuál recursos hay en la comunidad?
¿Qué hace estos recursos o personas?
Si no es común,
En su opinión, ¿por qué no? (Sonadas: razones de privacidad, cultura, temor, falta de
recursos, etc.)
7) En su comunidad, ¿hay recursos de apoyo u ayuda por personas en situaciones de violencia
familiar? ¿Estos recursos son accesible? ¿Puede mejorar estos recursos o hay otros recursos que
usted recomendé enfrente de la violencia familiar?
8) ¿Tiene usted experiencias, algún caso particular, u ocurrencia sobre violencia en su comunidad
que le gustaría compartir conmigo? No es necesario incluir ninguna información personal, como
nombres.
Conclusion
Quisiera agradecerle por haberme ayudado. Le agradezco por el tiempo que me ha dedicado. Sé que
estas preguntas podrían haber sido difíciles de contestar para Ud., pero es sólo escuchando a las
mujeres como realmente podemos aprender sobre su salud y sus experiencias de violencia.
Por lo que usted nos ha contado, me doy cuenta que usted ha pasado por momentos muy difíciles
en su vida. Nadie tiene derecho a tratarla de esa manera. Sin embargo, de lo que me ha dicho, puedo
ver que usted es una persona fuerte y que ha sabido salir adelante a pesar de las difíciles
circunstancias.
A continuación le proporciona una lista de organizaciones que brindan apoyo, asistencia legal y
servicios de consejería a la mujer en la provincia de Carhuaz. Por favor, póngase en contacto con
ellas si quisiera hablar sobre su situación con alguien. Sus servicios son gratuitos y todo lo que usted
les diga será manejado con total discreción. Puede ir cuando usted lo considere conveniente, ahora o
posteriormente.
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Guía de Entrevista para Proveedores
Participante ID _________
Fecha de Entrevista __________
Fecha Entrado __________

Introducción
Antes que empezamos, quiero avísale que si usted se siente incomoda por cualquier razón, puede
descansar o dejar la entrevista, solo debe avisarme. Quiero que usted se siente cómoda y que usted
compartir con confianza sus experiencias y conocimientos. Todo su información es privada y
confidencial.
Demográficos
Edad __________
Género __________ Idiomas Que Habla __________
Residencia Actual __________
Lugar donde Nació __________
Agencia ___________________
Años de practica __________
Papel __________
(Puede elaborar sobre este papel y los responsabilidades?)
Preguntas
1) ¿Qué es violencia familiar/violencia de compañero intimo? ¿Cómo definir VCI usted?
2) ¿Cómo aprendió usted sobre VCI? ¿Recibió entrenamiento especifico por VCI o violencia
familiar? ¿Por cuanto tiempo (horas, días, semanas, etc.)?
__ Nada
__ Taller(es) __ Video(s) __ Internet
__ Conferencia __ Otro
¿Usted se siente que tiene suficiente entrenamiento a tratar este tema y proveer servicios
adecuadamente?
Si no, ¿Qué más quiere aprender, conocer, o ser entrenado en?
1) En su organización/agencia, ¿cuantas personas trabajan en el tema de VCI? ¿Cuáles son los
papeles?

2) En su organización/agencia, en una semana, ¿aproximadamente a cuántas personas diferentes se
ofrece servicios relacionados con violencia entre la pareja/violencia de compañero intimo (VCI)?
Cuéntame, en general, sobre como son los casos, ¿qué tipo de violencia? ¿de cual parte de la
provincia viene? ¿de cual edad? ¿Como resuelven los casos? ¿Quién esta involucrado?

3) ¿Qué tipo de servicios ofrecen a personas quien busca su ayuda con VCI?
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Por favor, cuéntame que hace cuando alguien pide su ayuda.
4) En su experiencia, ¿existen obstáculos o dificultades en su trabajo con personas que sufren de
VCI?
5) ¿Cree que la confidencialidad es importante en los casos de VCI?
¿Cómo mantenga la confidencialidad del clientes? ¿Qué retos, si existe alguno,
confidencialidad presentes en una comunidad pequeña como esta?

6) En su opinión, ¿es VCI común en la provincia de Carhuaz?

7) En su opinión, ¿cuáles son las causas de VCI en Carhuaz?

8) En su opinión, ¿cómo puede disminuir VCI en Carhuaz?

9) En su opinión, ¿qué debe hacer una mujer que sufre de VCI?

10) ¿Cuáles otro servicios hay por personas que sufren de VCI y quieren ayuda? ¿Son accesible?
¿Hay algún desafíos o barreras al acceso de estos servicios? ¿Cuáles son sus percepciones de la
eficacia de estos servicios para atender las necesidades de las víctimas y la reducción de la VCI?
11) ¿Qué cambios, si los hay, ¿le gustaría ver o recomendar por su comunidad con respecto a la
manera en que se maneja VCI? ¿Qué se necesita para implementar estos cambios, si los hay?
12) ¿Tiene usted experiencias, algún caso particular, u ocurrencia sobre violencia en su comunidad
que le gustaría compartir conmigo? No es necesario incluir ninguna información personal, como
nombres.
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PHASE FOUR PARTICIPATORY ACTION RESEARCH WORKSHOP PROTOCOLS
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Guía de Taller Autodiagnóstico
Género y Violencia
Sesión 1
Género y Sexo: Cultura/Sociedad y Biología
Introducción (Presentarse y Animar las Participantes)
• Dinámica: Nombre y numero de hermanos—nótalo en el papelote
Mapas del Cuerpo (Explorando Sexo; Hombres vs. Mujeres) (2 grupos y papelote)
• Exploramos la vida de *alguien de la comunidad*. Vamos a hablar sobre la vida y
empezamos con los cuerpos.
• Inventamos una *alguien de la comunidad*y un *alguien de la comunidad* y
mapeamos/dibujamos sus cuerpos: donde quedan sus órganos, sus partes, sus
conocimientos, emociones, etc.
• Dale un nombre y edad.
• Exponerles ¿Algo falta?
o ¿Cuáles son las diferencias entre mujeres y hombres?
Imaginando/Inventando sus Historias (Explorando Género) (2 grupos y papelote)
• ¿Cómo deben comportarse en la actualidad? ¿Cuáles son sus deberes, responsabilidades,
tareas, quehaceres, etc.?
o Sondeas: cuidar la casa, los niños, estudiar, las animales, el dinero, sembrar, cosechar,
ganar dinero, llevan los niños a la escuela, etc.
• Exponerles ¿Algo falta?
o ¿Cuáles son las diferencias entre mujeres y hombres?
Resumen
• ¿Se ha dado cuenta de algo nuevo? ¿Aprendió algo nuevo sobre mujeres, hombres, y las
diferencias entre nosotros? ¿Cuáles son cosas de biología y cuales son cosas de la cultura y
sociedad? ¿Podemos cambiar nuestro sexo?
Tarea
• Habla con sus padres, hijos, hermanos, amigos, etc., sobre ¿cómo aprendemos sobre esas
temas? ¿De quien? ¿Cuándo? ¿Y que pasa cuando alguien no las logras?
• Programar la próxima taller. Invítales a sus amigas a participar también
Gracias y Repartir el Refrigerio
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Sesión 2
Género y Sexo: Cultura/Sociedad y Biología
Introducción (Presentarse y Animar las Participantes)
• Dinámica: Nombre y Algo que le gusta hacer en tu día—nótalo en el papelote
Resumen del Primer Taller
• Cada grupo expone los mapas del cuerpo y presenta sus personas y las historias
o Pregunta sobre los ánimos de cada persona, y porque
o Esas personas son representativas o típicas de *la comunidad*?
• ¿Cuáles son las diferencias entre el hombre y la mujer?
• Revisa la Tarea: ¿Cómo aprendemos sobre esas temas, de nuestros cuerpos, los cuerpos de
hombres, de las responsabilidades y quehaceres, como debemos comportarnos, etc.? ¿De
quien? ¿Cuándo?
o Pues, nuestros cuerpos son de biología, características con las que nacemos, que no
podemos cambiar si somos mujeres o hombres. Ello hace referencia al sexo. Pero,
hemos aprendido sobre nuestras roles, ¿no? Esos son características sociales,
culturales, que incorporamos y relacionamos con uno u otro sexo. Ello hace
referencia al género. Ejemplos gestación y lactancia versus educación y el voto de la
mujer.
24 Horas (Un día normal) (2 grupos y papelote)
• Vamos a inventar un día normal en la vida de la mujer y del hombre, notamos las actividades
detalladas que realiza cada persona. Empezamos a las 12 am (medianoche) y termina a las 11
pm. Consultan juntas en sus grupos sobres las actividades cotidianas, que hacen cada hora
del día. Si hay actividades que se hace regularmente pero no diario, se nota a lado del
papelote, como hacer compras, tener sexo, tomar, etc.
• Exposición y Debate
o ¿Es esto real? ¿Verdad? ¿Refleja esto su vida cotidiana? ¿El día de ustedes se parece
así?
o ¿Cuál actividades hace la mujer para ella misma y cuales hace para otras personas?
Marca los para ella en verde y los para otras en rojo. Hace igual por el hombre.
o ¿Cuál otras diferencias notan o observan ustedes entre un día normal del hombre y
de la mujer? Se nota en otro papelote.
o ¿Es esto justo? ¿Saludable? ¿Por qué si o no? ¿Es esto natural o aprendido?
o ¿Por qué algunas actividades se recibe pago y otras no? ¿Existe algún mensaje que
refuerce estos diferentes roles para hombre y mujeres?
o ¿Siempre fue así? Pues, podemos influir, cambiar, avanzar, y desarrollar nuestra
cultura, sociedad, y las expectativas, ¿no?
o ***¿Qué pasa cuando hay desacuerdos en la familia o entre la pareja? ¿Que pasa
cuando alguien no cumple sus responsabilidades, sus quehaceres, etc.?
Resumen
• ¿Se ha dado cuenta de algo nuevo? ¿Aprendió algo nuevo sobre mujeres, hombres, y las
diferencias entre nosotros? ¿Qué piensan sobre los temas que hemos tocado?
Tarea
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•

•

Piensan mas en ¿qué pasa cuando hay desacuerdos en la familia o entre la pareja? ¿Que pasa
cuando alguien no cumple sus responsabilidades, sus quehaceres, etc.? Habla con sus amigas,
hermanas, vecinas, familiares, etc. sobre eso y también invítales al próximo taller.
Programar la próxima taller.
o Gracias y Repartir el Refrigerio
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Sesión 3
Violencia, Maltratos, y Soluciones
Introducción (Presentarse y Animar las Participantes)
• Dinámica:
Resumen del Primer Taller
• Revisa cada persona y sus deberes y derechos; sus días
• ¿Cuáles son las diferencias entre el hombre y la mujer?
Rutas/Mapas de Acción (2 grupos de *Mujer*, 1-2 grupos de una amiga)
• Situación: Un día, encuentras tu amiga *Mujer* afuera de su casa lavando la ropa. Ella esta
calladita, mirando abajo. Cuando le saluda, ella levanta su cabeza, y vez que ella esta con un
ojo morado, su cara hinchada, y un lesión en su labio. Le preguntas que paso, pero ella se
niega a decirte. Solo dice que esta bien. Pero tu conoces a su esposo Samuel y le has visto
ayer tomando con sus amigos. Y eso no es la primera vez. Tu sabes que cuando toma el, se
vuelve enojado y violente.
• Formamos 3 grupos
o Dos grupos, hablan sobre lo que haría *mujer*, como una *alguien de la
comunidad*—no solo inmediatamente, pero también con tiempo—debe hablar con
su esposo sobre su comportamiento? ¿Ella busca ayuda de una amiga, un hermano,
sus padres, sus suegros? ¿Queda callada? ¿Hace una denuncia? ¿Se separa? Conversan
con tu grupo sobre que haría *mujer*, como se siente, y que pasa con su esposo.
Puede dibujar su ruta, como de su casa a la casa de una amiga, o ella callada en su
propia casa, o caminando a algún servicio para ayuda, etc.
o El tercer grupo va a hablar sobre lo que harías tu como una amiga de *mujer*.
¿Quieres hablar con ella sobre que pasó? ¿Tratarías de ayudarla? ¿Con quién
hablarías? ¿Quién podría ayudarla? ¿Le consejerías? ¿Cómo te hace sentir esto?
• Exposición y Debate
o ¿Por qué le pasa esto a las mujeres? ¿Por qué las mujeres se quedan con sus esposos
o regresan a sus esposos cuando le maltrata? ¿Hay justificaciones para los maltratos?
¿Qué pasa a los hombre que maltratan? ¿Cómo son vistos por la comunidad?
Tarea
• Por favor, piensan en mensajes que quiere dar a las personas que sufren de maltratos, , a las
autoridades que deben apoyar a esas personas, a los servicios que brindan ayuda, y a la
comunidad que siempre esta alrededor. Por ejemplo, yo quiero decirles que si sufres di
maltratos, debes saber que no estas sola. 1 en 3 mujeres en el mundo sufre de maltratos
debido de su esposo. No es tu culpa, no debes tener vergüenza, estoy acá para apoyarte.
• Programar la próxima taller.
o Gracias y Repartir el Refrigerio
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July 20, 2016
Isabella Chan, MA, MPH
Global Health
4202 East Fowler Ave, SOC107
Tampa, FL 33620
RE: Expedited Approval for Initial Review
IRB#: Pro00026892
Title: Voices in the Violence: An Ethnographic Exploration of Intimate Partner Violence among
Indigenous Women in the Rural Peruvian Andes
Study Approval Period: 7/19/2016 to 7/19/2017
Dear Ms. Chan:
On 7/19/2016, the Institutional Review Board (IRB) reviewed and APPROVED the above
application and all documents contained within, including those outlined below.

Approved Item(s):
Protocol Document(s):
Protocol #26892-7-8-16.docx

Consent/Assent Document(s)*: (all granted a waiver)
VICF-General-INTERVIEW-English.docx
VICF-General-INTERVIEW-Spanish.docx
VICF-IPV-INTERVIEW-English.docx
VICF-IPV-INTERVIEW-Spanish.docx
VICF-Provider-INTERVIEW-English.docx
VICF-Provider-INTERVIEW-Spanish.docx
VICF-SURVEY-English.docx
VICF-SURVEY-Spanish.docx
VICF-WORKSHOPS-English.docx
VICF-WORKSHOPS-Spanish.docx
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*Please use only the official IRB stamped informed consent/assent document(s) found under the
"Attachments" tab. Please note, these consent/assent document(s) are only valid during the
approval period indicated at the top of the form(s). Consent forms granted a waiver are not
stamped.
It was the determination of the IRB that your study qualified for expedited review which
includes activities that (1) present no more than minimal risk to human subjects, and (2) involve
only procedures listed in one or more of the categories outlined below. The IRB may review
research through the expedited review procedure authorized by 45CFR46.110. The research
proposed in this study is categorized under the following expedited review category:
(6) Collection of data from voice, video, digital, or image recordings made for research purposes.
(7) Research on individual or group characteristics or behavior (including, but not limited to,
research on perception, cognition, motivation, identity, language, communication, cultural
beliefs or practices, and social behavior) or research employing survey, interview, oral history,
focus group, program evaluation, human factors evaluation, or quality assurance methodologies.
Your study qualifies for a waiver of the requirements for the documentation of informed consent
as outlined in the federal regulations at 45CFR46.117(c) which states that an IRB may waive the
requirement for the investigator to obtain a signed consent form for some or all subjects if it
finds either: (1) That the only record linking the subject and the research would be the consent
document and the principal risk would be potential harm resulting from a breach of
confidentiality. Each subject will be asked whether the subject wants documentation linking the
subject with the research, and the subject's wishes will govern; or (2) That the research presents
no more than minimal risk of harm to subjects and involves no procedures for which written
consent is normally required outside of the research context. (Verbal consent forms).
As the principal investigator of this study, it is your responsibility to conduct this study in
accordance with IRB policies and procedures and as approved by the IRB. Any changes to the
approved research must be submitted to the IRB for review and approval via an amendment.
Additionally, all unanticipated problems must be reported to the USF IRB within five (5)
calendar days.
We appreciate your dedication to the ethical conduct of human subject research at the University
of South Florida and your continued commitment to human research protections. If you have
any questions regarding this matter, please call 813-974-5638.
Sincerely,

Kristen Salomon, Ph.D., Vice Chairperson
USF Institutional Review Board
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APPENDIX IX:
LIST OF MAJOR PARTICIPANTS AND OTHER IMPORTANT PERSONS
In alphabetical order…
Alba is a 39-year-old housewife and mother of four who completed two years of school. She
disclosed controlling behavior, psychological abuse, physical violence, sexual assault, and abuse
during pregnancy throughout the 12 years she had been conviviente.
Alberto is Sonia’s husband. He is a 40-year-old farmer and completed high school.
Alejandro is Beatriz’s husband. He is a 47-year-old farmer with 9 years of formal schooling.
Alessandra is a 38-year-old community outreach worker and native of Huaraz. She reported
speaking some Quechua.
Alfredo is Ofelia’s first son from a previous relationship. He is 16 and lives on the coast with his
father.
Alma is a 44-year-old housewife and mother of four who completed high school. She disclosed
experiencing controlling behavior, psychological abuse, and physical violence by her conviviente
of 27 years.
Andrea is Ofelia and Walter’s daughter. She is 8 years old.
Andrés is Natalia’s husband. He is 36 years old and works in the tourist industry.
Angela is a 47-year-old lawyer from Huaraz with over 16 years of experience in civil law. She is
fluent in Quechua.
Beatriz is a 45-year-old housewife and mother of four. She never attended school. She disclosed
experiences of controlling behavior, psychological abuse, physical violence, and sexual assault
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throughout the over 20 years she had been married. She also reported confirmed infidelity and is
aware of two children Alejandro fathered while they have been married
Blanca was a former midwife and local leader who many sought advice and support from regarding
a range of issues, from water usage disputes to familial conflict. She passed away in 2015.
Brigada is a 45-year-old mother of three who had been separated from her ex-conviviente for four
years at the time of this research. She completed 7 years of school and described her primary
occupation as housewife, though she also reported working in a restaurant in Huaraz. She
disclosed controlling behavior, psychological abuse, physical violence, sexual assault, and abuse
during pregnancy throughout the 20 years she had been conviviente. She also reported confirmed
infidelity by her partner.
Carlos a 27-year-old police commissioner raised in Huaraz and Lima.
Cesar is Jacinta’s husband. He is a 47-year-old farmer and completed 6 years of school.
Diego is Brigada and Oscar’s oldest son, 19, and lives with his father in a neighboring province.
Dalia is Sonia’s neighbor who intervened during a violent incident and defender Sonia against
Alberto.
Dolores is a 41-year-old mother of two who disclosed controlling behavior, psychological abuse,
and infidelity by her partner of 16 years. At the time of survey participation, she reported being
conviviente, but living separately, and later admitted that she was in the process of formal
separation. She completed 14 years of school and described her primary occupation as
housewife, though she also reported working as in nurse part time.
Dominga is a 53-year-old housewife and mother of five who had been married for over 30 years
and disclosed psychological abuse, physical violence, sexual assault, and violence while pregnant.
She never attended school. Her survey and interview were conducted in Quechua, at her request.
Donata is a 51-year-old social worker from Huaraz. She reported speaking some Quechua.
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Edison is Soledad and Elmer’s third living child. He is 10 years old.
Elena is a 38-year-old farmer and mother of one who had been conviviente for about 6 years and did
not report IPV. She never attended school.
Elmer is Soledad’s conviviente. He is a 44-year-old floriculturist and never attended school.
Emilia is a 47-year-old lawyer from the urban coast
Erica is a close friend from Huaraz studying family law. She provided several participants with
informational support, like explaining legal proceedings.
Ernesto is Ofelia and Walter’s son. He is 15 years old.
Esteban is Lorena’s father.
Eva is a 30-year-old housewife and mother of two who had been conviviente for about 15 years. She
disclosed controlling behavior, psychological abuse, physical violence, and sexual assault. She
finished 10 years of school.
Felicita is Lorena’s mother.
Fernando is Soledad and Elmer’s second child. He is 22 years old.
Flor is a 34-year-old housewife and mother of one who did not disclose IPV. She completed 6 years
of school and had been conviviente for about 8 years.
Guadalupe is a 55-year-old farmer and mother of one. She left her ex-conviviente of about 5 years
over two decades ago. She disclosed controlling behavior, psychological abuse, physical violence,
and sexual assault. She finished 2 years of school.
Guillermo is Nelia’s ex-husband. He is a 36-year-old construction worker and completed high
school.
Hector is Valencia and Jorge’s younger son. He is 7 years old.
Hugo is Luisa’s husband. He is a 47-year-old farmer and completed six years of school.
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Humberto is Brigada’s first partner and father of Shirley. After finding out Brigada was pregnant
with his child, he left for a job in the Amazon. Brigada never heard from him again.
Jacinta is a 44-year-old housewife and mother of six who reported controlling behavior,
psychological abuse, physical violence, sexual assault, and abuse during pregnancy during her 22
years of marriage. She completed 8 years of school.
Jairo is Brigada and Oscar’s youngest son, 14, and lives with his aunt Linda in Lima.
Jorge is Valencia’s husband. He is a 30-year-old floriculturist and completed four years of school.
José is Dominga and Salvador’s youngest son.
Julia is the psychologist Ofelia and her family were mandated to see.
Linda is Brigada’s sister who lives in Lima.
Lidia is a 30-year-old psychologist from Huaraz who reported speaking some Quechua.
Lorena is a 26-year-old housewife and mother of two. She had been married for eight years and
disclosed reported controlling behavior, psychological abuse, physical violence, sexual assault,
and abuse during pregnancy. She completed high school.
Luis is Valencia and Jorge’s oldest son. He is 8 years old.
Luisa is a 51-year-old farmer and mother of one. She had been married for over 30 years, but now
lives separately from her husband. She disclosed controlling behavior, psychological abuse,
physical violence, sexual assault, and abuse during pregnancy. She never attended school.
Mario is Yolanda’s husband. He is 34, completed 14 years of school, and works as a farmer.
Marisol is a 28-year-old housewife and mother of two. She had been married 19 years and did not
report IPV. She never attended school.
Martín is Marisol’s husband. He is a 39-year-old farmer and completed high school.
Marco is Soledad and Elmer’s infant son.
Mateo is Perla’s husband. He is a 41-year-old farmer and completed high school.
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Mercedes is a 41-year-old psychologist with over 15 years of experience as a mental health
practitioner. She was born in Lima, but spent part of her youth in Ancash. She is fluent in
Quechua.
Miguel is Yesenia’s husband. He is a 46-year-old farmer and completed high school.
Milagros is Ofelia and Walter’s daughter. She is 4 years old.
Mora is a 34-year-old housewife and mother of two. She had been conviviente for 15 years and did not
report IPV. She completed 10 years of school.
Natalia is a 37-year-old housewife and mother of two. She had been married for six years and did
not disclose IPV. She described parental IPV in her youth. She completed graduate school and is
trained as a geologist.
Nelia is a 39-year-old housewife and mother of two who had been separated from her ex-husband
for about 5 years. They had been together over 18 years, during which she reported persistent
controlling behavior, emotional abuse, physical violence, sexual assault, and infidelity. She
completed six years of school and conducted her survey in Quechua.
Nestor is Alma’s conviviente. He is 46 years old, works in construction, and completed high school.
Oscar is Brigada’s ex-conviviente. He is 48 years old and works in construction.
Ofelia is a 32-year-old housewife and mother of four who disclosed controlling behavior, emotional
abuse, and physical violence by her conviviente of 15 years. She completed six years of school
Paloma is a 35-year-old lawyer from Caraz. She is fluent in Quechua.
Pedro is Ofelia’s first partner and father of Alfredo. Although he proposed to Ofelia, he was
actually married at the time, and after she became pregnant, he broke off their relationship.
Perla is a 41-year-old mother of one who had been married for 20 years and disclosed controlling
behavior, psychological abuse, physical violence, sexual assault, and abuse during pregnancy. She
never attended school.
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Pilar is a 24-year-old housewife and mother of one who had been married for about three years and
reported no IPV. She completed high school.
Raquel is a 38-year-old housewife and mother of four who had been married for 10 years. She
disclosed a single violent incident, which included physical and psychological abuse while
pregnant. She completed high school.
Raul is Alba’s conviviente. He is a 35-year-old farmer and completed high school.
Renata is Dominga’s mother-in-law.
Rodolfo is Lorena’s husband. He is a 28-year-old musician and completed high school.
Rosa is a 28-year old lawyer specializing in family law. She is fluent in Quechua.
Rosario is Guadalupe’s sister and an IPV survivor. Guadalupe recounted defending her sister and
the intervention of her neighbors as well.
Rosalinda is a 44-year-old housewife and mother of three who disclosed experiences of controlling
behavior, physical violence, and sexual assault during over 25 years of marriage. She never
attended school and completed her interview in Quechua.
Ruben is Sonia and Alberto’s second son. He is 14.
Salvador is Dominga’s husband. He is a 52-year-old farmer.
Saul is Dolores’s ex-conviviente. He is a 39-year-old store clerk.
Santiago is Soledad and Elmer’s oldest son. He is 23 years old.
Saturnin is Dominga and Salvador’s oldest son.
Shirley is Brigada’s first child from a previous relationship. She was 21 in 2016, and lived in Chile
with her conviviente.
Silvia is a 23-year-old mother of one who disclosed controlling behavior and emotional abuse. She
had been conviviente for about five years. She completed high school.
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Sofia is a 34-year-old housewife and mother of two who did not disclose IPV. She had been married
for 14 years and completed high school.
Soledad is a 42-year-old housewife and mother of four who reported controlling behavior,
psychological abuse, and physical violence by her conviviente of 25 years. She completed five years
of school.
Sonia is a 42-year-old housewife and mother of five who had been married for over 20 years and
disclosed controlling behavior, psychological abuse, physical violence, and abuse during
pregnancy. She completed 10 years of school.
Teófila is a 63-year-old farmer and mother of two who disclosed controlling behavior, emotional
abuse, and physical violence by her ex-conviviente. She had been separated for 20 years. She never
attended school.
Tomas is Dominga’s father-in-law.
Valencia is a 28-year-old housewife and mother of three who disclosed controlling behavior,
psychological abuse, physical violence, and violence while pregnant from her conviviente of about
10 years. She attended one year of school.
Vilma is Sonia’s daughter from a previous relationship. She is 23 and lives in Lima with her
conviviente and son.
Walter is Ofelia’s conviviente. He is a 48-year old farmer and completed 6 years of school.
Wilder is Valenia and Jorge’s youngest son who was born in 2016 after the reunited.
Ximena is Brigada and Oscar’s grandmother.
Yefferson is Sonia and Alberto’s oldest son. He is 18 and recently moved to Lima to live with his
sister.
Yesenia is a 44-year-old housewife and mother of two. She disclosed physical and sexual violence
during her 25 years of marriage. She completed three years of school.
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Yolanda is a 35-year-old housewife and mother of one who did not report IPV. She had been
married for 9 years. She completed four years of school.
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APPENDIX X:
COLLABORATIVELY DEVELOPED INFORMATIONAL POSTERS

De Cada 3 Mujeres en el
Mundo, 1 Mujer Sufre de
Violencia
NO estás sola
NO es tu culpa
NO tengas vergüenza
NO te calles
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ESCÚCHALA

CRÉELA
APÓYALA
SIN
CHISMEAR
SOLIDARIDAD CONTRA LA
VIOLENCIA
TU CARIÑO PUEDE
HACER LA DIFERENCIA EN SU VIDA
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VIOLENCIA CONTRA LAS
MUJERES NO ES SÓLO UN
PROBLEMA DE LA MUJER
3 cosas que los hombres pueden hacer

RESPETARLA
Respetar y reconocer que las mujeres
son iguales a los hombres

DEFENDERLA
Defender a las mujeres. Si ve a alguien
en problemas o escucha insultos
contra las mujeres, diga algo.

SER UN MODELO
Sea un modelo para otros hombres y
sus hijos. Comparta el trabajo del
hogar, cuide a sus hijos y comuníquese
con su pareja.
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La Familia es un
Equipo...
Familia es pasar el tiempo juntos
Familia es trabajar juntos
Familia es apoyarse mutuamente
Familia es comunicarse entre ellos
Familia es respetarse mutuamente
Familia es unida
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